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The Commission has determined that there is a violation of section 337 of
the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. (i 1337)in the unlawfid importation and sale by
respondent Altima Communications Inc. of (1) integrated repeaters that are
covered by claims 1-7,or 9 of U.S.Letters Patent 5,742,603,and (2) integrated
repeaters and switches in plastic ball grid array packages that are covered by
claims 23,24,27,or 29 of U.S. Letters Patent 5,894,410.
Having reviewed the record in this investigation, including the written
submissions of the parties, the Commission has made its determination on the
issues of remedy, the public interest, and bonding. The Commission has
determined that the appropriate form of relief is a limited exclusion order. The
Commission has also determined that the public interest factors enumerated in 19
U.S.C. $ 1337 (d) do not preclude issuance of the limited exclusion order, and that
the bond during the Presidential review period shall be in the amount of 100
percent of the entered value ofthe products in question.
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Accordingly, the Commission hereby ORDERS that:
1. Integrated repeaters, and circuit boards and carriers containing such

devices, covered by claims 1-7, or 9 of U.S.Letters Patent 5,742,603, that are
inanufactured abroad and/or imported by or on behalf of Altima Communications
Inc. or any of its affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, or other related
business entities, or their successors or assigns, are excluded from entry for
consumption into the United States, entry for consumption from a foreign trade
zone, or withdrawal from a warehouse for consumption, for the remaining term of
the patent, Le., until April 21,2015, except under license of the patent owner or as
provided by law.
2. Integrated repeaters, switches, and other products in plastic ball grid

array packages, and circuit boards and camers containing such devices, covered
by claims 23, 24,27,or 29 of U.S.Letters Patent 5,894,410, that are
manufactured abroad and/or imported by or on behalf of Altima Communications
Inc. or any of its afiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, or other related
business entities, or their successors or assigns, are excluded from entry for
consumption into the United States, entry for consumption from a foreign trade
zone, or withdrawal from a warehouse for consumption, for the remaining term of
the patent, i.e., until April 13,2016, except under license of the patent owner or as
provided by law.
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3. The products listed in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Order are entitled to

entry for consumption into the United States, entry for consumption from a foreign
trade zone, or withdrawal from a warehouse for consumption, under bond in the
amount of 100 percent of entered value pursuant to subsection (i) of section 337
ofthe Tariff Act of 1930, as amended 19 U.S.C. 5 1337(j), from the day after this
Order is received by the President until such time as the President notifies the
Commission that he approves or disapproves this action but, in any event, not later
than sixty (60) days after the date of receipt of this action.
4. Pursuant to procedures to be specified by U.S. Customs Service, as the

Customs Service deems necessary, persons seeking to import the products listed
on paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Order shall certifjr that they are familiar with the
terms of this Order, that they have made appropriate inquiry, and thereupon state
that, to the best of their knowledge and belief, the products being imported are not
excluded from entry under paragraphs 1 or 2 of this Order. At its discretion, the
Customs Service may require persons who have provided the certification
described in this paragraph to fbrnish such records or analyses as are necessary to
substantiate the certification.
5 . Within fourteen (14) days of the issuance of this Order, Altima

Communications, Inc. shall provide the U.S. Customs Service with a list of
affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, and other related business entities, that
manufacture, import, or sell the products that are subject to this Order.
3

6. The Commission may modi@ this Order in accordance with the

procedures described in section 21U.76of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and
Procedure, 19 C.F.R.5 210.76.
7. The Secretary shall serve copies of this Order upon each party of record

in this investigation and upon the Department of Health and Human Services, the

Department of Justice, the Federal Trade Commission, and the U.S.Customs
Service.
8. Notice of this Order shall be published in the Federul Register

By Order of the Commission.

Donna R. Koehnke
Secretary
Issued: October 24, 2001
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NOTICE OF DECISION NOT TO REVIEW A FINAL INITIAL DETERMINATION,
AND SCHEDULE FOR FILING OF WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS ON THE ISSWS OF
REMEDY, THE PUBLIC INTEREST, AND BONDING
AGENCY:

U.S.International Trade Commission.

ACTION:

Notice.

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that the U.S. International Trade Commission has
determined not to review the final initial determination (“Final ID”)issued by the presiding
administrative law judge (“ALJ”) on July 19,2001,findihg a violation of section 337 of the
Tariff Act of 1930,19U.S.C. $1337,in the above-captioned investigation. The Commission
also determined to deny the petition of respondent Altima Communications Inc. to supplement
the evidentiary record in the investigation, and to grant the motion of complainants Intel
Corporation and Level Communications, Inc. to strike pdrtions of Altima Communications,
Inc.’s petition for review.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Michael Liberman, Esq., Office of the
General Counsel, U.S. International Trade Commission, $00 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C.
20436,telephone (202)205-3115. Copies of the public versions of the final ID and all other
nonconfidential documents filed in connection with this ibestigation are or will be available for
inspection during official business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5: li5 p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary,
U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C.20436,telephone
(202)205-2000.Hearing-impaired persons are advised that information on this matter can be
obtained by contacting the Commission’s TDD terminal on (202)205-1810. General
information concerning the Commission may also be obtained by accessing its Internet server
(http:/hww.witc.gov). The public record for this investigation may be viewed on the
Commission’s electronic docket (EDIS -ON-LINE)
at http://dockets.usitc.gov/eoI/public.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This patent-based section 337 investigation was
instituted on August 23,2000,based upon a complaint filed on July 20,2000,by Intel
Corporation (“Intel”) and Level One Communications, In& (“Level One”). 65 Fed. Reg. 51327
(Aug. 23,2000).The respondent is Altima Communications, Inc. rAltima”). A second patentbased section 337 investigation naming Altima as a respondent was instituted on April 24,2000,

based upon a complaint filed by Level One on March 23,2000,and supplemented on April 13,
2000.65 Fed Reg. 21789 (Apr. 24,2000). On August 24,2000,the AL3 issued an order
consolidating the two investigations. From April 16,2001,through April 30,2001,the ALJ held
an evidentiary hearing. On July 19,2001, the ALJ issued a final ID finding that respondent
Altima violated section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 6 1337), by
infringing certain claims of two of the complainants’ asserted patents. The ALJ found that: (1)
there has been importation and sale of the accused products; (2)complainants practice the patents
in controversy and satisfy the domestic industry requirements of section 337;(3) certain of the
claims in issue are valid; (4)the accused imported products directly infringe certain of the claims
in issue; and ( 5 ) respondent has induced infringement of certain of the claims in issue. Based on
these findings, the ALJ concluded there was a violation of section 337. The ALJ recommended
issuance of a limited exclusion order.
Complainants Intel and Level One and respondent Altima filed petitions for review of
various portions of the Final ID, and opposed each others’ petitions for review, The Commission
investigative attorney (IA) did not petition for review of the Final ID, but he opposed the other
parties’ petitions for review.
On August 1,2001,Altima petitioned the Commission for leave to supplement the
evidcntiary record of the investigation. On August 8,200 1, Intel and Level One filed their
opposition to Altima’s petition to supplement, and moved to strike portions of respondent’s
petition for review related to materials that have not been admitted into evidence and are not part
of the evidentiary record created in connection with the instant investigation. On August 13,
2001,the IA filed his opposition to Altima’s petition to supplement.
Having examined the record in this investigation, including the Final ID, the petitions for
rcview, and the responses thereto, the Commission determined not to review the Final ID; thus,
the Commission has found a violation of section 337. Having also examined Altima’s petition to
supplement the evidentiary record, Intel and Level One’s opposition to Altima’s petition to
supplement and Intel and Level One’s motion to strike, the Commission has determined to deny
Altima’s petition to supplement and to grant Intel and Level One’s motion to strike.
In connection with the final disposition of this investigation, the Commission may issue
(1) an order that could result in the exclusion of the subject articles from entry into the United
States, and/or (2) cease and desist orders that could result in respondent being required to cease
and desist from engaging in unfair acts in the importation and sale of such articles. Accordingly,
the Commission is interested in receiving written submissions that address the form of the
remedy, if any, that should be ordered. If a party seeks exclusion of an article from entry into the
United States for purposes other than entry for consumption, the party should so indicate and
provide information establishing that activities involving other types of entry either are adversely
affecting it or likely to do so. For background see the Commission Opinion, In the Matter of
Certain Devices for Connecting Computers via Telephone Lines, Inv. No. 337-TA-360, USITC
Pub. No. 2843 (December, 1994).
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If the Commission contemplates some form of remedy, it must consider the effects of that
remedy upon the public interest. The factors the Commission will consider include the effect that
an exclusion order and/or cease and desist orders would:haveon (1) the public health and
welfare, (2) competitive conditions in the U.S. economy, (3) U.S.production of articles that are
like or directly competitive with those that are subject to investigation, and (4) U.S. consumers,
The Commission is therefore interested in receiving written submissions that address the
aforementioned public interest factors in the context of this investigation.
If the Commission orders some form of remedy, 'the President has 60 days to approve or
disapprove the Commission's action. During this period, the subject articles would be entitled to
enter the United States under a bond, in an amount determined by the Conmission and

prescribed by the Secretary of Treasury. The Commission is therefore interested in receiving
submissions concerning the amount of the bond that should be imposed.
WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS: The parties to the investigation, interested government agencies,
and any other interested parties are encouraged to file vitten submissions on the issues of
remedy, the public interest, and bonding. Such submissions should address the July 19,2001,
recommended determination by the ALJ on remedy and bonding. Complainants and the
Commission investigative attorney are also requested to pbmit proposed remedial orders for the
Commission's consideration. The written submissions aid proposed remedial orders must be
filed no latcr than the close of business on September 19; 2001. Reply submissions must be filed
no later than the close of business on September 26,2001. No further submissions on these
issues will be permitted unless otherwise ordered by the kommission. The target date for
completion of the investigation is October 23,2001.

Persons filing written submissions must file with the Office of the Secretary the original
document and 14 true copies thereof on or before the dedplines stated above. Any person desiring
to submit a document (or portion thereof) to the Commission in confidence must request
confidential treatment unless the information has already!been granted such treatment during the
proceedings. All such requests should be directed to the Secretary of the Commission and must
include a full statement of the reasons why the Commissfonshould grant such treatment. See 19
C.F.R. 201.6. Documents for which confidential treatment by the Commission is requested will
be treated accordingly. All nonconfidential written submissions will be available for public
inspection at the Office of the Secretary.

3

This action is taken under the authority of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19
U.S.C. $ 1337) and Subpart G of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 C.F.R.
Subpart G).
By order of the Commission.

Donna R. Koehnke
Secretary

Issued: September 5,2001
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COMMISSION OPINION ON REMEDY, THE PUBLIC INTEREST, AND BONDING

PROCEDURALBACKGROUND
The Commission instituted this investigation on August 23,2000, based on a complaint
filed by Intel Corporation (“Intel”) and Level One Communications, Inc. (“Level One”) against
Altima Communications, Inc. (“Altima”). The complaint alleged violations of section 337 of the
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.

9 1337) in the importation into the United States, sale for

importation, andor sale within the United States after importation of certain integrated repeaters,
switches, and transceivers by reason of infringement of certain claims of complainants’ US.
Letters Patents Nos. 5,742,603 (the ‘“603 patent”), 5,894,410 (the “‘410 patent”), and 5,608,341
(the ‘“341 patent”).
The presiding administrative law judge (“ALJ”) held an evidentiary heswing from April
16,2001, through April 30,2001, and issued his final initial determination (“ID”) on July 19,
2001, in which he concludedthat there was a violation of section 337.
On the same day, July 19,2001, the ALJ issued his recommended determination (“RD”)
on remedy and bonding in the event the Commission decides there is a violation of section 337.
The ALJ recommended issuance of a limited exclusion order. He also recommended that a bond
of 100 percent of entered value be required during Presidential review.
On August 1,2001, complainants and respondent filed petitions for review of the ID.

PUBLIC VERSION
The Commission investigative attorney (“1,”)

did not petition for review of the ID. On August

8,2001, all the parties to the present investigation filed their responses to petitions for review.

On September 5,2001, the Commission determined not to review the final ID, thereby
finding a violation of section 337, and requested briefs on remedy, the public interest, and
bonding. The Commission received main briefs and reply briefs from all the parties to the
investigation.
Additionally, on September 27,2001, non-party Broadcom Corporation (the parent of
respondent Altima) filed a motion to intervene to request clarification of the proposed exclusion
order. On October 2,2001, the IA filed a submission in which he sought leave to provide his
comments on a proposed limited exclusion order submitted by complainants. No submissions
were filed in opposition to the Broadcom motion or the IA’s submission.
On October 10,2001, the Commission determined to issue a limited exclusion order
covering, inter alia, the accused respondent’s integrated repeaters and plastic ball grid array
(PBGA) packages, but determined not to issue a cease and desist order. The Commission also
determined that the statutory public interest factors do not preclude the issuance of such relief
and that respondent’s bond during the Presidential review period should be set in the amount of
100 percent of entered value. This opinion explains the basis for our determinations.

DISCUSSION
When the Cornmission finds a violation of section 337, as it has in this case, it must
consider the issues of remedy, the public interest, and bonding. 19 U.S.C.

$8 1337 (d) and (f).

A. Remedy
1. The RD

The ALJ recommended that the Commission issue a limited exclusion order directed to
respondent Altima which would include its principals, stockholders, officers, directors,
2

PUBLIC VERSION
employees, agents, licensees, distributors, controlled and/or majority owned business entities and
their employees, and agents, successors and assigns, and that the order prohibit the importation

- The ALJ recommended that “the exclusion
and sale of infringing products in the United States.
order be directed to (1) integrated repeaters, including respondent‘s AC 105R and AC 108R series
of integrated repeaters, that infringe any of claims 1-7,9, and 10 of the ‘603 patent, and (2)
PBGA packages, including respondent’s AC 105RM, AC 105RN, AC 105RU, AC 1OSRM,
AC 108Rn [sic],AC 1 OSRU, AC 1 OSRKPB, and AC 1085U series of packages that infringe any of
claims 23,24,27, and 29 of the ‘410 patent.” ID at 206. I
With regard to the named parties covered by the exclusion order, the ALJ observed that
complainants argue that since respondent Altima was recently acquired by Broadcom, the ALJ
should recommend an exclusion order barring importation, not only by respondent Altima but
also by any of its affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, contractors or other related business
entities or their successors or assigns. ID at 200. On the other hand, the ALJ noted that
respondent argued that any exclusion order should not be extended to other entities or to other
products. Id.
Having considered the arguments of both parties, the ALJ recommended an order
covering, inter alia, respondent’s stockholders, (as well as respondent’s officers. directors,
employees, agents, licensees, distributors, controlled and/or majority owned business entities and
their employees, and agents,successors and assigns). ID at 206. Broadcom is the only
stockholder of respondent Altima.
With regard to the choice of the remedy, the ALJ noted that the Commission has broad

’

We note that the ALJ held (and the Commission affirmed) that only claims 1-7 and 9 of the ‘603 patent were
infringed. ID at 264. See, also, id. at 13 1 ,n. 53 (“Complainants originally asserted claims 1-1 0 of the ‘603 patent,
but have withdrawn their assertions concerning claim 10 . . .”) Accordingly, our discussion is based on the ALJ’s
holding, rather than on his recommendation. We further note that the model identified by the ALJ as “AC108Rn”
should be identified as “AC108RN.” See ID at 133.

3
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discretion in selecting the form, scope, and extent of a particular remedy. Viscofan, S.A. v. US.
Int 'I Trade Comm 'n, 787 F.2d 544,548(Fed. Cir. 1986). He further observed that in

determining whether to exclude downstream products, the following factors are considered: (1)
the value of the infringing articles compared to the value of the downstream products in which
they are incorporated; (2) the identity of the manufacturer of the downstream products, i.e.,
whether it can be determined that the downstream products are manufactured by the respondent
or by a third party; (3) the incremental value to the complainant of the exclusion of downstream
products; (4) the incremental detriment to respondents of exclusion of such products; ( 5 ) the
burdens imposed on third parties resulting from exclusion of downstream products; (6) the
availability of alternative downstream products that do not contain the infringing articles; (7) the
likelihood that the downstream products actually contain the infringing articles and are thereby
subject to exclusion; (8) the opportunity for evasion of an exclusion order that does not include
downstream products; (9) the enforceability of an order by Customs; and any other factors the
Commission determines to be relevant. Certain Erasable Programmable Read-only Memories,
USITC Inv. No. 337-TA-276, Comm'n Opinion (May 1989), (EPROMs) u r d sub. nom.
Hyundai v. US.Int 'I Trade Comm 'n, 899 F.2d 1204,548 (Fed. Cir. 1990).

The ALJ considered whether there is an evidentiary basis under any of the nine factors set
forth by the Commission and affirmed by the Federal Circuit in Hyundai to support issuance of
an exclusion order covering downstream products. He found that, aside from the fact that certain
infringing products are found in downstream products, there is little evidence in the record
relating to the factors specificallyfset out in EPROMs. *
He specifically found, based on the testimony of Mr. Steven Kubes, [[

ID at 204.
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In addition, the ALJ concluded that the record is lacking

evidence as to factors (3), (4), (5)’ (6),(7), and (8) of EPROMs.
The ALJ further found that, based on the evidence in this investigation, the record is “too
spotty” to recommend that the limited exclusion order cover carriers containing accused

product^.^ However, he recommended that any exclusion order cover circuit boards that contain
the accused products since the private parties are in agreement that [[
6

11’.

With regard to a cease and desist order, the ALJ observed that such an order directs a
party to stop its unfair acts, and is generally directed to domestic respondents that maintain
substantial inventories of infiinging products in the United States. Certain Flash Memory
Circuits And Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, Comm’n Opinion (June 1997) at

26. The ALJ further observed that there should be evidence that “significant inventories of
infringing articles” are maintained in the United States before a cease and desist order is issued.
Hyundai 899. F.2d at 1210.

Id
Carriers are “[h]olders for electronic parts and devices which facilitate handling during processing,
production, imprinting, or testing operations and protects such parts during transport.” Graf, Modern Dictionary of
Electronics, at 136 (6rhEd. 1992).

ID at 205.
The ALJ noted that while the private parties are in agreement that devices that infringe the ‘603 patent can be
found in circuit boards, they differ as to,whether those devices are confined to a single circuit board or whether they
can extend to more than one circuit board. ID at 205.

’

The ALJ noted that the ‘4 10 patent discloses that one type of integrated circuit board is a BGA package
which is soldered to a printed circuit board. There is no evidence bearing on whether the packages are or are not
easily removable from the circuit boards. Moreover, the record is lacking as to specific downstream products for
the BGA packages found to infringe certain claims of the ‘410 patent. ID at 205.
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The ALJ considered whether there is any evidence in the record that establishes a
“commercially significant inventory.” He found that complainants failed to produce any
evidence regarding [[
]] As a result, the ALJ did not recommend issuance

of a cease and desist order.
2. Respondent’s Position

Respondent Altima argues that no relief should be granted to complainants because they
have misappropriated respondent’s trade secrets in order to prepare the complaints in the instant
investigation. Respondent’s Remedy Submission at 3 1. Respondent further argues that if a
remedial order covering the ‘410 patent is in fact issued, its effective date should be stayed until
the decision of the district court is rendered in a jury trial in U.S.District Court for the District of
Delaware scheduled for October 29,2001. Respondent explains that, absent a stay, any
Commission remedial order that is inconsistent with the validity determination of the district
court would have to be withdrawn in a modification proceeding or by order of another court. Id.
at 33. Accordingly, respondent requests that the Commission extend its target date for
completion of the investigation and stay issuance of its final determination and any remedial
orders “until the Delaware judge and jury make the binding determination of the validity of the
‘4 10 patent.” Id.
Respondent Altima’s other arguments are as follows.
(a) Excluded Products

Respondent maintains that ‘the limited exclusion order should encompass only its repeater
products (as those products were defined in the complaints), particularly the AC 105 and AC 108

ID at 207.

6
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series, accused of infringing the ‘603patent and ‘410patent, but not its switch products or
transceiver products because none of those transceiver or switch products was found to be in
violation of section 337. Respondent’s Remedy Submission at 6.
Moreover, respondent argues that the limited exclusion order should include only
integrated repeaters according to the definition of such products adopted by the Commission
wherein, respondent argues, the Commission distinguished over prior art conventional repeaters
by the additional functionality of data monitoring, management, and collection, and data and
control interfaces to enable communications with other parts of a repeater management device.
Thus, respondent maintains, conventional repeaters and unmanaged repeaters are, by
complainants’ election, outside the scope of the investigation. Respondent’s Remedy
Submission at 16. Therefore, respondent contends, any limited exclusion order should be
restricted to its managed AC 105RM and AC 108RM products, or products with the same design.
Respondent further contends that, while it sells three versions of its AC 105 and AC 108
repeaters (according to respondent, the unmanaged, unstackable RN line; the unmanaged but
stackable RU line; and the managed and stackable RM line): only the RM version of its series of
devices is sold as a managed repeater. Respondent’s Remedy Submission at 17.
Respondent Altima maintains that [[

IO

Respondent cites RX-27; Kubes, Tr. 2525.
lo

[[

I]

76), ID at 146.
I’

Respondent cites Kubes, Tr. 2532-33; ID at 134 n.54.
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I] those devices could not have been found to infringe the ‘603patent as interpreted by
the Commission. Furthermore, respondent maintains, [[

I] were not found to
infringe and should not be covered by any remedial order.
(b) Named Parties

Respondent Altima maintains that the limited exclusion order should

t cover Broadcom

products but, instead, should be limited to respondent Altima’s products. Respondent submits
that, although complainants filed their complaints and the now consolidated investigations were
instituted well before respondent Altima was acquired by Broadcom, neither Intel nor Level One
sought to add Broadcom as a respondent even after Broadcom acquired Altima. [[

]]I2

Respondent further notes that Broadcorn’s

’’

products were not accused or considered during this investigation, and thus Altima was

’’ Respondent submits that its [[
13
l 3 In support, citing Hearing Tr. at 3904, respondent submits that when the ALJ asked Intel and Level One if
they sought any remedy against Broadcom, they waived any such request. Altima’s Remedy Submission at 4.
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relieved of any obligation to submit evidence or argument in opposition to a remedy covering
Broadcom’s producd4.
Respondent Altima vigorously argues that [[

I1
Respondent’s Reply at 7 (emphasis added). It states that “prohibiting Broadcom from importing
Altima products is OK, prohibiting Broadcom from importing its own products is not.” Id. at 1 1.
Respondent submits that complainants waived any remedy against Broadcom at trial. Id. at 5 . Is
It also emphasizes that neither complainants nor the IA argued that Broadcom sells the integrated
repeaters or switches that were found to violate section 337. Id. Respondent notes that the ALJ
did not include “parents” in his proposed exclusion order and offers its explanation for the fact
that the ALJ recommended including “stockholders” among the parties named in the exclusion
order, characterizing that inclusion as “inadvertent” on the ALJ’s part. Id. at 5 .
(c) Downstream Products
Respondent maintains that the Commission should not include any downstream products
in its exclusion order. It argues that complainants failed to meet the burden of proof set by the
Commission for obtaining relief against downstream products. In particular, it argues that
complainants failed to establish a record that would support issuance of any remedy against

l4 Respondents cited James L. ‘McCoy, Administrator v. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 950 F.2d 13,25
(1st Cir. 1991).

Is

In support, respondent cites the following portion of the transcript:
JUDGE LUCKERN: What is Complainants’ position? Do - is it Complainants’ intent to get these quote,
unrelated Broadcom products, close quote, into a potential exclusion order against Altima? Do you intend
to so argue in your posthearing submissions, especially with respect to the remedy that you want in this
investigation?
MR. CORDELL: Not at this time, Your Honor.

(Hearing Tr. at 3904.)

?
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downstream products, [[

I]

In sum, respondent argues that complainants

failed to establish substantial evidence of any entitlement to relief against downstream products,
whereas it has established that legitimate trade would be disrupted by such a provision.
Respondent disagrees with the ALJ’s finding that its devices are [[

I]

(ID at 205-06.) It maintains that complainants offered no evidence that its [[
]] and that

there is no evidence that Altima has [[

I]

Respondent asserts that it is [[

I]

Therefore, respondent

maintains, circuit boards should not be included in any exclusion order.
With regard to the unmanaged versions of its repeaters, respondent submits that while at
trial, both [[

I] Respondent’s Remedy Submission at 24.

Respondent fbrther maintains that there is no

finding or evidence that [[
10
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I]

These

devices are then [[

I]

Id. Therefore, respondent contends, downstream

products that [[

thus no remedy should issue against unmanaged downstream products.

(a) Cease and Desist Order
With regard to cease and desist order, respondent argues that no such order should be
issued where the ALJ found that complainants failed to meet their burden to provide sufficient
evidence of commercially significant inventory in the United States.
3. Complainants’ Position

Complainants Intel and Level One agree with the ALJ that a limited exclusion order
precluding respondent Altima’s infringing products from entry into the United States for
consumption should be issued. Complainants reject respondent’s claim of trade secret
misappropriation as lacking any evidentiary support. They argue that respondent failed to show
that any confidential or trade secret information was exchanged, or to raise the equitable defense
now asserted by respondent for the first time in any of its pleadings. Complainants Reply at 18.
Complainants also oppose delaying any remedy on the ‘410 patent until after completion
of the jury trial in Delaware. They’characterizerespondent’s position as an attempt to
circumvent the Commission’s denial of respondent’s motion to re-open the record on the ‘410
patent. Complainants specifically point out that respondent stayed the Northern District of
California action in which it filed for a declaratory judgment of non-infringement and invalidity
11
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of the ‘410 patent,16 and submit that after staying that action respondent cannot now request that
the target date be extended until a different district court, naming Broadcom and not respondent,
renders judgment. Complainants also argue that delaying Commission relief until the conclusion
of a district court proceeding also would be against Commission policies favoring speedy
resolution of section 337 investigation^.'^ Id. at 19.
(a) Excluded Products

Complainants recommend using the term “integrated repeaters and switches” in the
exclusion order with regard to the ‘410 patent, maintaining that this description will assist U.S.
Customs in identifying excluded products. They assert that respondent Altima refers to its
products by function, i. e., integrated repeaters or switches, and not by their package, i. e., BGA
packages. They submit that the language proposed in no way changes the scope of the ALJ’s
recommendation because the ALJ found that respondent Altima’s integrated repeaters (including
the 105R and 108R series) and switches (including the lOSSU), as included in the caption of the
investigation, infringe the ‘410 patent.
Complainants fbrther argue that, by identifying specific part names, Customs can easily
identify infringing parts. They contend that using more general product descriptions (“integrated
repeaters” and ‘‘switches”) will make it more difficult for respondent Altima to circumvent an
exclusion order by simply re-labeling identical products with different names.
In their reply submission on remedy, complainants emphasize that the ALJ held that not
only respondent’s repeaters but also its 108SU switch infringed the ‘410 patent. Complainants’

I6 Complainants cite the Altima Complaint and the Altima Motion to Stay attached to Complainants’ Reply as
Exh.H and Exh.1.

In support, complainants cite 19 U.S.C.

5 1337(b)(l); S. Rep. 412,

103d Cong., 2d Sess. at 119 (1994).

I’ In support, complainants cite Inv. No. 337-TA-383, Certain Hardware Logic Emulation Sys. And
Components Thereof,Comm’n Op. at 9 (March 1998).
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Reply at 2 (citing ID at 151, 155,206, CFF 42, 1254, 1255). Complainants further argue that,
contrary to respondent’s contention, the Commission has determined that all of respondent’s
integrated repeaters, including its 105R series (i_ncludingthe 105RU. 105RN. and 105RM) and
108R series (including the 108RU, 108RN, 108RM, and 1 08RKPB) infringe the ‘603 and ‘410
patents, and that respondent’s switches, including its 108SU switch, infiinge the ‘410 patent. Id.
Complainants assert that there is no factual basis for respondent’s argument that some portion of
its integrated repeaters should not be excluded. Citing the ID at 133-35, complainants state that
[[

I1
Complainants further argue that, contrary to respondent’s position, the scope of this
investigation is not limited to the products mentioned in the title of the notice of investigation.”
Complainants assert that the complaint makes clear that they alleged that “integrated
circuits made by Respondent Altima,” not just integrated repeaters, switches or transceivers,
infringed the ‘410 patent, and that they accused respondent of infringing the ‘410 patent, a BGA
packaging patent. They also argue that the investigation focused on the BGA packages of
respondent’s products, not on the type of product packaged in the BGA, and that the
investigation covers every type of product made by respondent. Accordingly, complainants
maintain, the ALJ’s recommendation to exclude BGA packages should be adopted by the
Commission.

In support, complainants cite Inv. No. 337-TA-152, Certain Plastic Foodstorage Containers (July 3 , 1984)
(rejecting an argument that a product is within the scope of the investigation just because it is named in the title).
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(b) Named Parties

Complainants agree with the ALJ with regard to the named parties. They point out that
because Altima is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Broadcom, the ALJ’s recommended exclusion
order would bind Broadcom as a “shareholder.” Complainants further maintain that since
respondent Altima’s products are marketed and sold by sales representatives and distributors all
over the world, and products sold through these entities are routinely imported into the United
States,” the exclusion order should cover importation facilitated by respondent’s agents.
In their reply, complainants request that respondent’s products, i.e., products designed by

or for respondent Altima, not by Broadcom -- be excluded from importation. [[

I1
complainants propose modifying the exclusion order to read, in the pertinent parts, “integrated
repeaters designed by orfor Altima, . . . and printed circuit boards containing same,
manufactured abroad and/or imported by or on behalf of Altima Communications, Inc., or its
principals, stockholders, officers, directors, employees, agents, licensees, distributors, controlled
and /or majority owned business entities and their employees, and agents, successors and assigns

. . .” (with regard to the ‘603 patent), and “integrated repeaters, switches and other products,
designed by orfor Altima, . . .and printed circuit boards containing same, manufactured abroad

and/or imported by or on behalf of Altima Communications, Inc., or its principals, stockholders,
officers, directors, employees, agents, licensees, distributors, controlled and /or majority owned
business entities and their employees, and agents, successors and assigns . . .” (with regard to the

‘410 patent), respectively. Complainants’ Reply at 5 (emphasis in the original).

Complainants

*’ In support, complainants cite CFF 23 1 8-2320,2322,2326.
*’ The first two paragraphs of the limited exclusion order proposed by complainants read as follows (emphasis
in the original):
14
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maintain that adding the “designed by or for Altima” language [[

I] while maintaining the integrity of <he order.
Complainants agree with the ALJ and the IA who recommend that “Altima, its principals,
stockholders, officers, directors, employees, agents, licensees, distributors, controlled and /or
majority owned business entities and their employees, and agents, successors and assigns [be
prohibited] from importing [Altima’s infringing products] into the United States.” ID at 206; the
IA’s Proposed Order at 71 1,2. Complainants note that the ALJ expressly recommended that the
limited exclusion order apply to respondent’s shareholders, and since respondent is a whollyowned subsidiary.of Broadcom, the ALJ understood that Broadcom owns all of respondent
Altima’s stock. Complainants note that holding stock in a corporation is ownership of the
corporation, and thus the ALJ expressly applied the exclusion order to Broadcom for certain
activities relating to Altima’s products, but not to Broadcom products. Complainants argue that

1. Integrated repeaters designed by or for Altima, including Altima’s 105R series of products (105RU,
105RN, 105RM) and 108R series of products (108RU, IOIRN, 108RM and 108RKPB), covered by claims
1,2,3,4,5,6,7, and 9 of U.S. Letters Patent 5,742,603, and printed circuit boards containing same,
manufactured abroad and/or imported by or on behalf of Altima Communications, Inc., or its principals,
stockholders, officers, directors, employees, agents, licensees, distributors, controlled and /or majority
owned business entities and their employees, and agents, successors and assigns, whe@r-assembled or
unassembled, are excluded from entry for consumption into the United States for the remaining terms of
U.S. Letters Patent 5,742,603, Le., until September 14,2015, except under license of the patent owner or as
provided by law.
2. Integrated repeaters, switches and other products, designed by or for Altima, packaged in Ball
Grid Array (“BGA”) packages, including Altima’s 105RU, 105RN, 105RM, 108RU, 108RN, 108RM,
108RKPB and 108SU covered by claims 23,24,27, and 29 of U.S. Letters Patent 5,894,410, and printed
circuit boards containing same, manufactured abroad and/or imported by or on behalf of Altima
Communications, Inc., or its priricipals, stockholders, officers, directors, employees, agents, licensees,
distributors, controlled and /or majority owned business entities and their employees, and agents,
successors and assigns, whether assembled or unassembled, are excluded from entry for consumption into
the United States for the remaining terms of U.S. Letters Patent 5,894,410, Le., until March 28,2016,
except under license of the patent owner or as provided by law.
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their proposed language will preclude Altima from circumventing an exclusion order by, inter
alia, licensing infringing technology that it designed to some third party (such as Broadcom), or

having some other arrangement whereby a third-party manufactures and imports this infiinging
technology, as well as fiom renaming Altima’s infringing products and importing them through
some third party.
(c) Downstream Products

Complainants expressly state that they do not seek an exclusion order extending to
downstream products, such as consumer products, for which the nine EPROMs factors must be
considered. Complainants Reply aj9, n. 5 . However, they argue that the exclusion order should
cover printed circuit boards and carriers containing respondent Altima’s infringing products.
Under Flash Memory, complainants argue, the Commission excludes printed circuit boards and
carriers even where a complainant has not met the nine-factor EPROM test. Certain Flash
Memory Circuits And Prods. Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, Comm’n Op. (1 997).

Complainants argue that, rather than importing separate infringing chips, respondent could mount
those chips on printed circuit boards or carriers to circumvent the order. They note that
respondent admits that it imports such boards and, thus, the Commission should exclude printed
circuit boards and carriers from importation.
(d) Cease and Desist Order
Complainants request that the Commission issue a cease and desist orderto respondent
Altima to preclude it fiom circumventing an exclusion order by, inter alia, selling and marketing
significant volumes of infringing product inventoried in the United States -- [[

13
Complainants argue that although the Commission has required “commercially significant”
domestic inventories to issue a cease and desist, the Commission often infers a commercially
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significant domestic inventory where respondent fails “to provide evidence to the contrary.” 22
Citing Hardware Logic Emulation,USITC Pub. 3089, Comm’n Op. at 14, complainants hrther
point out that the Commission has in the past defined “commercially significant” as one
infringing product.
Complainants argue that the Commission should find that a commercially significant
domestic inventory of infringing products exists or, alternatively, require that respondent certifi
the number of infringing products inventoried in the United States on a product-by-product basis
for each month from March 2001 through September 2001. If Altima’s certification shows
commercially significant inventory, then the Commission should issue the cease and desist order.
4. The IA’s Position

The IA asserts that, contrary to respondent’s position regarding a stay, immediate relief
relating to the ‘410 patent is appropriate. He characterizes respondent’s request that the
Commission extend the target date of this consolidated investigation pending a decision in a suit
involving Intel and Broadcom related to the ‘410 patent, which is scheduled to go to trial before a
jury on October 29,2001, as “unprecedented” and urges the Commission to reject it. He
specifically points out that the Commission’s rules provide for modification of an exclusion
order if that should become necessary.
(a) Excluded Products

The IA agrees with the ALJ’s recommendations regarding the scope of the limited
exclusion order except that the IA believes that (1) the exclusion order need norfist specific
model numbers, and (2) under Commission precedent, it is appropriate to include “carriers” as
well as circuit boards.
The IA submits, however, that in order to facilitate Customs’ enforcement of the limited
exclusion order, the Commission should either include in its opinion the specific model numbers
found by the ALJ to be infringing (in case the Commission issues the limited exclusion order that

” In support, complainants cite Certain Crystalline Cefadroxil Monohydrate, Inv. No. 337-TA-293, Comm’n
Op. at 41-42 (March 1990); Certain Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories, Inv. No. 337-TA-276, Pub. No.
2 196 (March 1989).
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does not list specific model numbers) or, alternatively. should use the language “including. but
not limited to,” before listing the specific model numbers in the limited exclusion order. The
IA’s Remedy Submission at 4.
In his reply brief, the IA asserts that, contrary to respondent Altima’s remedy submission,
the ALJ expressly stated in his ID that complainants presented evidence relating to integrated
repeaters and switches.” The IA’s Reply at 3. The IA further asserts that the ALJ determined
that respondent’s AC 105R and AC 108R repeaters infringe the ‘603 patent, and that each of the
foregoing repeaters as well as respondent’s AClO8SU switches infringe the ‘410 patent. See,
e.g., ID at 136, 145, 151, n.58,155-56,206. Therefore, the IA contends, contrary to respondent’s

argument, that the scope of any order relating to the ‘410 patent should encompass both repeaters
and switches, rather than being limited to repeaters.

The IA also disagrees with respondent’s contention that plastic ball grid array (PBGA)
packages are not within the scope of this consolidated investigation. He states that PBGA
packages are products used as packaging for the repeaters and switches that are identified in the
notice of investigation. In particular, the IA contends, PBGA packages are clearly encompassed
within the scope of the language “products containing same,” i. e., packages containing repeaters
and switches.
The IA also disagrees with respondent’s argument that the scope of any order should be
limited to “managed” integrated repeaters. He asserts that [[

]] respondent’s repeater

products were found to infringe the ‘603 patent, and those repeater products arxkespondent’s AC
108SU switches were also determined to infringe the ‘410 patent. First, the IA argues, the ALJ
determined that [[

23 In support, the IA cites the ID at 15 1, n.58 (“Although complainants in their complaint, as supplemented,
I] series of products infringed the asserted claims of the ’410
alleged that respondent’sAC105, AC108 and [[
patent, (435Complaint at TS.3), in their post hearing brief complainants argued only that respondent’sAC 105RM,
I] series of
AC 105RN, AC 105RU, AC lOSRM, AC 108RN, AC 108RU, AClOSRKPB andACIO8SU [[
I] series of products.
products infringed the asserted claims of the ‘410 patent and made no mention of the [[
(CBr at 135).” (Original emphasis omitted and emphasis added in the IA’s remedy reply submission)).
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I1

1J

Therefore, if respondent Altima’s recommendation were to be adopted, Altima would be free to
import and sell infringing [[

13
Second, the IA continues, [[

I] [[

I] Altima’s repeater products were found to infringe both the

‘603 patent and the ‘410 patent.” Thus, all of Altima’s AC 105R and AC 108R repeaters would

be subject to exclusion because the packaging containing said repeaters infringes the ‘410 patent.
The IA concludes by stating that, in view of the foregoing, respondent’s attempt to

I] should be rejected.

Furthermore, the IA contends, any exclusion order directed

to the ‘410 patent should cover both integrated repeaters and switches in PBGA packages.
However, in the IA’s view, inclusion of the phrase “other products” in any remedial order would
be inappropriate because complainants only presented evidence relating to respondent’s
integrated repeaters and switches, and the ALJ’s infringement determination only relates to those
products.
(b) Named Parties

In the IA’s opinion, it is not clear from the RD whether the ALJ recommended a limited
exclusion order that would cover Broadcom, respondent’s parent. He contends that the
Commission should include “its standard language in this regard, which encompasses
‘parent(s).”’ Id.
The IA disagrees with respondent’s argument to eliminate “parents,” “affiliated
companies,” and “related companies” from the named parties covered by the exclusion order. He
argues for the inclusion of the language “affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, or other

24

In support, the IA cites the ID at 134-35 [[

I1

’’ In support, the IA cites the ID at 155-56,206.
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related business entities, or their successors or assigns” in any exclusion order that is issued.
(c).DownstreamProducts
With respect to the coverage of downstream products, the IA agrees with the ALJ that the
record contains little evidence of the type identified by the Commission in EPROMs, Inv. No.
337-TA-276 (May 1989), a f d sub. nom., Hyundai v. US.Int ’1 Trade Commission, 899 F.2d
1204 (Fed. Cir. 1990), necessary to support issuance of an order extending to downstream
products.
However, the IA notes that in Certain Flash Memory Circuits and Products Containing
Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, Com. Op. (June 1997) (“Flash Memories”) at 24, the Commission

determined to include circuit boards and carriers even though the record did not contain any
evidence that infringing products had been or were imported in that fashion.” He therefore
asserts that both circuit boards and carriers containing Altima’s devices should be included
within the scope of any exclusion order.
In his reply brief, the IA agrees with respondent to the extent that it contends the limited
exclusion order should not cover downstream products of thirdparties. However, as the
Commission stated in Flash Memories, the IA believes that any order that issues should include
respondent’s downstream products, such as carriers and circuit boards. Specifically, the IA notes

On October 2,2001, the IA sought leave to provide additional comments supporting the “designed by”
language proposed by complainants in their reply submission on remedy submission (see footnote 25 supra). The
Commission determined to accept the IA’s submission. In his submission, the IA opines that inclusion of the
“designed by” language would be appropriate because section 337 relief is for the benefit of complainants and their
wishes should be heeded.
26

27

In support, the IA quotes the Commission’s opinion in Flush Memories which stated as follows:

Samsung could circumvent an exclusion order covering only flash memory chips simply by installing the
chips on easy to dis-assemble carriers and circuit boards. We therefore have extended the exclusion order
to cover any carriers or circuit boards manufactured by Samsung that contain its infringing chips. We
believe this measure is required in order to ensure that the remedy is effective, notwithstanding that
Samsung may not currently manufacture or import such intermediate products. We believe that Customs
would not find it as difficult to inspect carriers and circuit boards to determine whether they contain the
infringing circuits because such intermediate products are not enclosed in the same kind of protective
packaging as are final products.
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that respondent’s arguments relating to the [[
]] (Respondent’s Remedy Submission at 22-24) do not apply to “carriers,” pointing out

that carriers are devices that, inter alia, are specifically designed and manufactured for the
express purpose of “transporting” chips in bulk. The IA Reply at 6.
(d) Cease and Desist Order
The IA observes that the Commission has stated that cease and desist orders are
appropriate where a respondent has accumulated “commercially significant” inventories of the
infringing products in the United States. Certain Condensers, Parts Thereof and Products
Containing Same, Including Air Conditionersfor Automobiles, Inv. No. 337-TA-334,

Commission Opinion at 26-28 (August 27, 1997); see also Certain Crystalline Cefadroxil
Monohydrate, Inv. No. 337-TA-293, USITC Pub. 2391 at 37-39 (June 1991). He notes that in
Condensers, the Commission referenced its “long standing practice of issuing cease and desist

orders only against domestic respondents for the purpose of reaching inventories of infringing
goods already in the U.S. that are not subject to exclusion.” Condensers at 26-28.
The IA states that because the record is devoid of any evidence demonstrating the
existence of inventories in the United States, much less the quantity of any such inventories, he
concurs with the ALJ’s recommendation against issuance of a cease and desist order.
In his reply brief, the IA [[

I]

He distinguishes the investigations cited by

complainants on the facts. In contrast with the cited cases, respondent in this imtigation has
not refused to provide information regarding its actual inventories - [[

I]

Furthermore, although a cease and

desist order was appropriate in Hardware Logic Emulators where only a single unit existed in
inventory, the devices at issue in that case were very expensive. The products at issue in the
instant investigation are relatively inexpensive. Therefore, the IA submits that the rationale
relied on by complainants is not applicable here.
5. Views of the Commission

We agree with the ALJ’s recommendation that issuance of a limited exclusion order is
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appropriate in this investigation, and we are of the view that the remedy relating to the ‘4 10
patent should not be delayed until after completion of the jury trial in the U.S. district court in
Delaware. We agree with the IA that the Commission’s
rules provide adequate means for
modification of an exclusion order if and when that should become necessary. We are also of the
opinion that respondent Altima failed to raise in timely fashion any equitable defense based on
the claimed trade secret misappropriation by complainants and to present any timely evidence of
such misappropriation. As a result, we see no merit in respondent’s argument in this regard
(which was raised for the first time in its remedy submission).

(a) Excluded Products
With regard to the ‘603 patent, we agree in general with the IA’s proposed draft exclusion
order and thus have issued a limited exclusion order that covers integrated repeaters, including
but not limited to respondent Altima’s 105R series of products (the AC 105RU, AC 105RN, and
AC105RM models) and its 108R series of products (AClOSRU, AClOSRN, AC108 RM, and
AC 108RKPB models) covered by claims 1-7 or 9 of the ‘603 patent. Respondent’s argument that
the order should be limited to 105RM and 108RM products is without merit because the ALJ
specifically found that “all of the accused respondent’s [[

13
ID at 136.
With regard to the ‘410 patent, we conclude that the ALJ’s finding thatmpondent is in
violation of section 337, based on its importation into the United States, sale for importation, and
sale within the United States after importation of, inter alia, PBGA packages and products
containing same, ID at 264, warrants a broader scope for the exclusion order than the one
proposed by the IA. For that reason, our limited exclusion order covers integrated repeaters,
switches, and other products in PBGA packages, including but not limited to respondent
Altima’s AC 105RU, AC 105RN,AC 105RM, AC 1OSRU, ACl OSRN, AC 1OSRM, AC 1OSRKPB,
and AClO8SU products covered by claims 23,24,27, or 29 of the ‘410 patent. We reject
respondent’s contention that only integrated repeaters were found to infringe the ‘4 10 patent,
22
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because the ALJ held that, among other devices, respondent’s AC 1OSSU switch infringed the
asserted claims of the ’410 patent. ID at 151, n. 58; 155; 206. Furthermore, we note that the
term of the ‘410 patent extends until April 13,2016, i.e., for more than 14 years. We have taken
into consideration the possibility that new infringing devices, other than integrated repeaters and
switches, will in the future be packaged in PBGA packages and imported into the United States
before the expiration of the ‘410 patent.
The above lists of the models of the devices covered by the limited exclusion order are
not intended to be exhaustive and are not included in the order itself. The lists do not purport to
limit the scope of the order, but merely enumerate particular devices already found to infringe the
asserted claims of the two patents. Any other devices, including those that are not specifically
mentioned in the Commission’s opinion but which nevertheless fall within the scope of the
limited exclusion order, would also be excluded from entry into the United States.
(b) Named Parties

We agree with the IA that, with regard to the named parties, the scope of the exclusion
order should include “affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, or other related business
entities, or their successors or assigns.” We interpret the RD to cover Broadcom as a
“stockholder” that owns stock of respondent Altima. ID at 206. Therefore, the exclusion order
proposed by the IA is consistent with the ALJ’s recommendation in this respect.
Complainants and the IA take position that the inclusion of “parents” in an exclusion
order will preclude respondent Erom circumventing the order by having an arrangement whereby
a third-party (potentially including Broadcom) manufactures and imports the infringing products
or by renaming its infringingproducts and importing them through some third patty.

C[

I]

Both sides argue that if a modification of the order becomes necessary in the future,

the other side can resort to the appropriate procedure under the Commission’s rules. Compare
the IA’s Reply at 11 (“In any event, the Commission’s rules provide for modification of an
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exclusion order if that becomes necessary”) with Respondent’s Remedy Submission at 5
(respondent argues that prevention of circumventing the order by re-labeling its products as
Broadcom products is “a far-fetched hypothetical that-if

and when it occurred-could be

handled by modification of the exclusion order under 19 C.F.R. 6 2 10.76.”).
With regard to the draft of the order proposed by complainants, we note that their
“designed by” language narrows the scope of the exclusion as it relates to the named parties.
Where practicable the Commission takes the desire of a section 337 complainant into account
and tries to accommodate it because section 337 relief is for the benefit of the patentholder.
However, we decline to adopt the language proposed by complainants because, in our view, it
will make the exclusion order unadministrable by Customs. Customs will have no way to know
whether a particular imported product was “designed by or for Altima.” Even if the persons
seeking to import the products in question comply with the certification requirement, Customs
will have to exclusively rely on such representation and would have great difficulty to veri@
whether such products are in fact “designed by or for Altima.” Thus, adoption by the
Commission of the proposed “designed by or for Altima” language would place a heavy burden
on Customs to determine whether to allow importation of a given product, and could
unnecessarily disrupt legitimate trade in articles not intended to be covered by the exclusion
order.
Having considered the respective arguments of the parties, we determine to include
“parents” in the exclusion order for the following reasons. First, rule 2 10.76(a)allows any party
to petition for modification of exclusion orders, irrespective of whether such party has or has not
been found in violation of section 337. However, rule 210.76(b) specifically makes a distinction
between the parties (and their respective burdens) with regard to petitioning for modification of
exclusion orders depending on whether a particular party has or has not been found in violation
of section 337. In particular, “[i]f the petitioner previously has been found by the Commission
to be in violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 and if its petition requests . . .
modification.

. . of an order issued pursuant to section 337 (d), (e), (f), (g), or (i) of the Tariff

Act of 1930, the burden of proof in any proceeding initiated in response to the petition pursuant
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to paragraph (b) of this section shall be on the petitioner.’‘ 19 C.F.R. 6 210.76(b). Consistent
with Commission rule 210.76(b), while at the present moment there is no certainty as to if or
when a need for modification of the exclusion order may arise, if such need does arise in the
fbture, the burden to petition the Commission for modification and to prove that it is warranted
should be placed on respondent because it is the one that has been found in violation of section
337.
Second, Altima vigorously argues that [[

I]

Respondent’s Reply at 7. See, also, id.at 8 ([[

I]);

I]

Respondent’s Remedy Submission at 4

Therefore, based on the record, there is no current danger of

disrupting Broadcom business by inclusion of “parents” in the exclusion order because the order
simply will not affect Broadcom.28 In other words, the issue that Altima is attempting to raise is
premature.
Moreover, based on the statements of respondent, it appears that this issue is unlikely to
arise in the foreseeable fbture. In its petition for review of the final ID, respondent stated as
follows: [[

I1
Respondent’s Petition at 1 (emphasis added). Therefore, while a danger of circumventing the

See, also, the ID’S Reply at 7:

[[

I] [sic]. Thus, OUII

is perplexed by Altima’s

professed concern. [[

I] that are covered by either the ‘603
or ‘4 10 patents.
In view of the foregoing, the Commission should include the language
“affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, or other related business entities, or
their successors or assigns” in any exclusion order that is issued.
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exclusion order if “parents” are not included as named parties in the wclusion order is
immediately foreseeable, because only a short time would be needed to effectuate such
circumvention, a danger of unwarranted disruption of Broadcom business is more remote.”
(c) Downstream Products
We conclude that, under the nine factors outlined in the Hyundai decision, our exclusion
order should not encompass downstream products. The ALJ was well equipped to assess
whether any evidence was presented to satis@ the nine-factor Hyundai test, and we agree with his
recommendation that there was insufficient evidence to support an exclusion order covering the
downstream products.
However, we agree with the IA’s position that both circuit boards and carriers containing
respondent’s devices should be included within the scope of the exclusion order even where the
nine-prong Hyundai inquiry is not satisfied. Under Certain Flash Memory Circuits And
Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-382 Comm’n Opinion (June 1997), at 24, circuit

boards and carriers are not regarded as true downstream products. We disagree with
respondent’s argument that circuit boards should not be covered by the exclusion order [[

I]

In this regard, we rely on the testimony of complainants’ witness Mr. Stephen

McConnell who testified that whether it is difficult to remove the devices depends on “whether
you want to preserve the part or the [circuit] board. It is difficult to preserve both.” (McConnell
Dep. Tr. At 207) (emphasis added). Thus, infringing devices could be removed-hm circuit
boards if an importer were willing to sacrifice the boards. Moreover, Mr. McConnell testified
that while “it is difficult,” “ibcan be done.” Id. Therefore, if the goal is to remove the devices
without damaging them, it can be done, and if simultaneously preserving the printed board is not
important, then the former task will not necessarily be difficult, much less impossible. Finally,

*’ At least with regard to integrated repeaters at issue, respondent appears to share a view that [[
]] Respondent’s Submission on Remedy at 29. Therefore, consistent with
the respondent’s apparent position, a situation where [[

I1
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Mr. McConnell opined that removing a BGA part without damaging it can be accomplished by
an outside contractor.
(d) Cease and Desist Order
Under section 337(f)( l), the Commission has discretion to issue cease and desist orders in
addition to, or instead of, an exclusion order. The Commission issues cease and desist orders
where “commercially significant” inventories of infringing products are present in the United
State, and complainants bear the burden of proving that respondent has such an inventory.
Because complainants failed to sustain their burden, we have determined not to issue a cease and
desist order. See ID at 207 (“There was no evidence before the administrative law judge which
showed whether [[

B. The Public Interest
1. Complainants’ Position

Complainants argue that the public interest favors entry of full relief in this case. They
contend that to allow respondent to continue to infringe their patents would contradict the
incentive to innovate that Congress sought to promote by granting patent pr~tection.~’
Complainants note that pursuant to section 337(d), an exclusion order will issue to those
violating the statute, absent four overriding public interest factors: (1) the public health and
welfare; (2) competitive conditions in the United States economy; (3) the production of like or
directly competitive articles in the United States; and (4) United States consumesr 19 U.S.C.

0 337(d).
Complainants furtherstate that no public interest factors exist in the instant case that
would override the public’s interest in precluding respondent from infringing their two valid and
enforceable U.S. patents. Thus, cqmplainants contend, excluding respondent’s integrated

30 In support, complainants cite H.R. Rep. No. 40, 100th Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 1 at 156 (1987); S. Rep. No. 71,
100th Cong., 1st Sess. at 128-29 (1987) (“Any sale in the United States of an infringing product is a sale that
rightfully belongs only to the holder or licensee of that property. The importation of any infringing merchandise
derogates from the statutory right, diminishes the value of the intellectual property, and thus indirectly harms the
public interest.”).
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repeaters and switches will not harm public health or welfare because.( 1) the products that
incorporate these chips, networking hubs, do not directly affect the public health or welfare; (2)
“competitive conditions” favor protection of intellectual property rights, not inexpensive copies;
(3) exclusion of respondent’s products would not harm competition of like or directly
competitive products because complainants, and others, can supply similar products; and (4) U.S.
consumers would not be harmed by an exclusion order since other manufactures, including
complainants, can supply the products at issue. Complainants Remedy Submission at 9.
2. Respondent’s Position

Respondent argues that complainants’ arguments related to public interest turn the facts
upside down, because Altima did not copy Intel’s products but rather built a different and better
product. Respondent also argues that complainants used documents misappropriated from
respondent to formulate the complaint that gave rise to the instant investigation, and that the
public has a strong interest in ensuring that the proceedings of its governmental agencies are not
premised on improperly obtained information.
3. The IA’s Position

The IA submits that entry of relief in the form of a limited exclusion order would not
raise any public interest concerns under section 337(d). In this regard, the IA notes that there is
no evidence that the U.S.demand for such products cannot be met by entities other than
respondent that also manufacture integrated repeaters and switches. The 1A states that he is not
aware of any other public interest concerns that would militate against entry of-dimited
exclusion order against Respondent.
4. Views of the Commission

Under section 337(d), the Commission must consider the effect of any remedy on the
public interest before issuing an exclusion order. We are aware of no public interest concerns
presented in the instant investigation that should prevent the issuance of a limited exclusion
order. We disagree with respondent’s claim of trade secret misappropriation because we find no
support for such claim in the record.
C. Bonding
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1. The RD

At the outset, the A

observed that section 3376) provides for llle entry o infringing

articles and sales of such articles from inventory upon the payment of a bond during the 60-day
T

Presidential review period, and that the bond should be set at a level sufficient to “protect
complainant from any injury” during the Presidential review period. 19 U.S.C. $1337(j). See
also, Commission rule 210.50(a)(3).

The ALJ stated that where the evidence shows [[

13
Certain Neodymium-Iron-Boron Magnets, Inv. No. 337-TA-372, Comm’n Opinion on Remedy,

the Public Interest and Bonding at 15, USITC Pub. No. 2964 (1996). 31
The ALJ considered the evidence regarding [[
32
33

I] the ALJ recommended a bond during the Presidential review period of
100 percent of the entered value of the products covered by the limited exclusion order. 34

2. Complainants’ Position

Complainants agree with the ALJ that the Commission should impose a 100 percent bond
for any importation of infringing products during the 60-day Presidential reviewperiod because
a wide range of products was found to be infringing and [[

]I3’
3’

ID at 208.

’*ID at 209.
33

Id. We interpret this statement to refer to a royalty for the use of patents infringed by the excluded products.

34

Id.

35 In support, complainants cite Certain Neodymium-Iron-BoronMagnets, Inv. No. 337-TA-372, Comm’n Op.
at 15, Pub. No. 2964 (1996); In re Reclosable Plastic Bags and Tubing, ITC Inv. No. 337-TA-266 (1987); In re
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3. Respondent’s Position

Respondent Altima disagrees with the complainants’ suggestion that a 100 percent bond
is necessary in the absence of other relevant evidence. It submits that the Commission should set
bonds equal to a reasonable royalty for the products at issue.36 [[

I]”

According to respondent, [[

Respondent asserts that because pricing in the semiconductor market is [[

I1
Respondent also asserts that the ALJ inferred the need for a bond from the August 22,
2000, declaration of Intel’s witness McConnell that integrated repeaters are “in a declining

overall market” that “will likely diminish over the next few years” and that the “economic life
cycle of repeaters is nearing its end.” 39 Respondent argues that [[

I] and, as a result,
Level One should be required to report to the Commission its quarterly unit volume and dollar
value of sales of the LXT980 family of products that were found to constitute the domestic
industry in order to assure the Commission and public of the continued existence of a domestic

Flash Memory Circuits, Inv. No. 337-TA-382, Comm’nOp. at 26-27.
36

In support, respondent cites Certain Dynamic Random Access Memories, Inv. No. 337-TA-242, Comm’n
Action and Order at 39 (1987); Certain Acid- Washed Denim Garments, Inv. No. 337-TA-324, Cornm’n Op. at 5 1
(1992); Certain Plastic Encapsulated Integrated Circuits, Inv. No. 337-TA-3 15, Comm’nOp. at 44 (1992); Certain
Digital Satellite System (DSS) Receivers, Inv. No. 337-TA-392, Comrn’n Op. at 245 (1997).
37

In support, respondent cites Standard Mfg. Co., Inc. v. United States, 42 Fed. C1.748,766 (1999); W.L.
Gore & Assocs., Inc. v. Int’l. Med. Prosthetics Research Assocs., Inc., 1990 WL 180490, at *23 (D. Ariz. July 9,
1990).

’*Respondent reasons that while the [[
I1
39

Respondent cites ID at 209.
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industry that requires pr~tection.~’
In its reply submission, respondent argues against the 100 percent bond. It contends that
while such bond may be a useful approach for investigations involving cheap “knock-off’
imports sold at a much lower price than the domestic products, the reality of the present
investigation is far different. Respondent further argues that [[

13
4. The IA’s Position

The IA noted that if the Commission enters an exclusion or cease and desist order, the
respondent may continue to import and sell its products during the pendency of Presidential
review under a bond in an amount determined by the Commission to be “sufficient to protect the
complainant from any injury.” 19 U.S.C. 9 1337(j)(3); 19 C.F.R. 9 210.50. He agrees with the
ALJ who recommended a bond of 100 percent of entered value based upon the ALJ’s finding that
the market for managed repeaters is diminishing, [[

I]

The IA’s Remedy Submission at 8.

In his reply brief, the IA disagrees with respondent’s recommendations regarding bond
because, unlike the cases relied on by respondent, the record in the instant investigation does not
contain evidence of royalties charged by respondent. He notes that the ALJ rej-4

respondent’s

“royalty argument” be10w.~’He further observes that, as respondent admits, the [[

I] (Respondent’s Remedy Submission at
27-28). The IA also contends that [[

11,Under these circumstances, the IA submits, the ALJ was

I] and that a bond of

correct in determining that [[

40

In support, respondent cites Certain Variable Speed Wind Turbines, Inv. No. 337-TA-376, Order at para. 4.

4’

In support, the IA cites ID at 208.
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100 percent should be imposed.

42

5. Views of the Commission

We agree with the ALJ’s recommendation and have determined to set the bond equal to
100 percent of entered value during the Presidential review period. The record in the instant

investigation indicates that the infringing products have [[

Based on the

evidence of record, the ALJ made a finding that the market for the integrated repeaters will likely
diminish over the next few years. Moreover, he concluded that this diminishing market is likely

13

to [[

Under such circumstances, we determine that the record does not contain reliable price

J] and set a

evidence, [[

100 percent bond, as we have done in some past investigations. See, e.g., Certain NeodymiumIron-Boron Magnets, Inv. No. 337-TA-372, Comm’n Opinion on Remedy, the Public Interest

and Bonding at 15, USITC Pub. No. 2964 (1996).

42 In support, the IA cites Certain Flash Memory Circuits and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA382, Corn. Op. at 26-27 (1 997); Certain Microsphere Adhesives, Process For Making Same, and Products
Containing Same, Including SelflStick Repositionable Notes, Inv. No. 337-TA-366, Corn. Op. at 25 (1 995).

43

ID at 208.

44

ID at 208.
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SUMMARY Notice is hereby given that the U.S.International Trade Commission has issued a
limited exclusion order in the above-captioned investigation.

C.4

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Michael Liberman, Esq.,Office of the
General Counsel, US. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C.

c

20436,telephone (202)205-3115. Copies of the public versions of the Commission’s opinion
and all other nonconfidential documents in the record of this investigation are or will be available
for inspection during official business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.) in the Office of the
Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street, S.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20436,
telephone (202)205-2000. Hearing-impaired persons are advised that information on this matter
can be obtained by contacting the Commission’s TDD terminal on (202)205-1810. General
information concerning the Commission may also be obtained by accessing its Internet server
(http:/livww.usitc.gov).The public record for this investigation may be viewed on the
Commission’s electronic docket (EDIS -ON-LINE) at http://dockets.usitc.gov/eol/public.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This patent-based section 337 investigation was
instituted on August 23,2000,based upon a complaint filed on July 20,2000,by Intel
Corporation (“Intel”)and Level One Communications, Inc. (“Level One”). 65 Fed Reg. 51327
(Aug. 23,2000). The respondent is Altima Communications, Inc. (“Altima”). A second patentbased section 337 investigation naming Altha as a respondent was instituted on April 24,2000,
based upon a complaint filed by Level One on March 23,2000,and supplemented on April 13,
2000.65 Fed. Reg. 21789 (Apr. 24,2000). On August 24,2000,the presiding administrative
law judge (ALJ) issued an order consolidating the two investigations. From April 16,2001,
through April 30,2001,the ALJ held an evidentiary hearing. On July 19,2001, the ALJ issued a
finalinitial determination (ID) finding that respondent Altima has violated section 337 of the
Tariff Act of 1930,as amended (19U.S.C. 6 1333, by Winging certain claims of two of
complainants’ asserted patents. Specifically, the ALJ found that: (1) there has been importation
and sale of the accused products; (2)complainants practice the patents in controversy and satisfy

c
C.:
c
GI,

the domestic industry requirements of section 337; (3) certain of the claims in issue are valid; (4)
the accused imported products directly infringe certain of the claims in issue; and ( 5 ) respondent
has induced infringement of certain of the claims in issue. Based on these findings, the ALJ
concluded there was a violation of section 337. The ALJ recommended issuance of a limited
exclusion order.
Complainants Intel and Level One and respondent Altima filed petitions for review of
various portions of the ALJ’s final ID, and opposed each others’ petitions for review. The
Commission investigative attorney (IA) did not petition for review of the final ID, but opposed
the other parties’ petitions for review. On September 5,2001, the Commission determined not to
review the ALJ’s final ID and issued a notice to that effect. 66 Fed. Reg. 47037 (Sep. 10,2001).
Having determined that a violation of section 337 has occurred in the importation, sale
for importation, or sale in the United States of the accused integrated repeaters, as well as
integrated repeaters and switches in plastic ball grid may (PBGA)packages, the Commission
considered the issues of the appropriate form of relief, whether the public interest precludes
issuance of such relief, and the bond during the 60-day Presidential review period.
The Commission determined that a limited exclusion order prohibiting the importation of
the accused integrated repeaters, and circuit boards and carriers containing such devices, as well
as integrated repeaters, switches and other products in PBGA packages, and circuit boards and
carriers contaidng such devices, and directed to respondent Altirna is the appropriate form of
relief. The Commission M e r determined that the statutory public interest factors do not
preclude the issuance of such relief, and that respondent’s bond under the limited exclusion order
shall be in the amount of 100 percent of the entered value of the imported articles.
This action is taken under the authority of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19
U.S.C.4 1337)and section 210.50 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19
C.F.R.3 210.50).
By order of the Commission.

Donna R.Koehnke
Secretary
Issued: October 24,2001
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Final Initial and Recommended Determinations
This is the administrative law judge s final initial determination, wder Cornmission rule
210.42, in Inv. Nos. 337-TA-430 and 337 -TA-435.' The administrative aw judge, after a
review of the record developed, finds that a violation by respondent of se,::tion 337 of the Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C.

5 13 17), has occurred.

This is also the administrative law jt idge's recorhmended determinxion on remedy and
bonding, pursuant to Commission rule 21(].42(a)(l)(ii). The administrati ;e law judge
recommends that the Commission issue a 'imited exclusion order and furlher recommends a
bond of 100%of entered value during Presidential review.

As the Procedural History (Section infra) stat&, Inv. Nos. 337-9 A-430 and 337-TA435 were consolidated. The caption for In .'. No. 337-TA-430 is "Certain Integrated Repeaters
And Products Containing Same. "
',
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OPINION
I.

Procedural History

By notice, which issued on April 8, 2000, the Commission instiriited an investigation
(337-TA-430), pursuant to subsection (b) of section 337 of thc: ‘:’ariff Acl of 1930, as amended,
and based on a complaint, as supplemented, filed by Level Oiie Commwications Inc. (Level
One), to determine whether there is a violation by respondent Altima C&nmunications, Inc.
(Altima) of subsection (a)(l)(B) of sectior 337 in the importation into thk United States, the
sale for importation, or the sale within tht United States after iuiportatioii of certain integrated
repeaters and products containing same by reason of infringement of clai ns 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, or 10 of U.S. Letters Patent 5,742,603 (‘603 patent) and whether tl ere exists an industry
in the United States as required by subsecrion (a)(2) of section 337.
By notice, which issued on Augusr 17, 2000, the Commission ins ituted an investigation
(337-TA-435), pursuant to subsection (b) .If section 337 of the. Tariff A a of 1930, as amended,
and based on a complaint filed by Level Cane and Intel Corporation (Intel 1, to determine
whether there is a violation by respondent of subsection (a)(l)(B) of secfi in 337 in the
importation into the United States, the sah. for imporbtion, 01 the sale w thin the United States
after importation of certain integrated repcatem, switches, trai eceivcrs, or products containing
same by reason of infringement of claims I, 3, 7-8, 13-19, or 23-29 of ‘il .S. Letters Patent
5,894,410 (‘410 patent), claims 1, 3, 10-13, 15-16, or 19 of U.S. Letters Patent 5,608,341
(‘341 patent), or claims 1, 3, 5, 10, or 11 of U.S. Letters Patwt 5,726,$GO (‘860 patent) and
whether there exists an industry in the United States i requircd by subse .:tion (a)(2) of section
337.
Order No. 3, which issued on August 24, 2000, granted responde it’s Motion Nos. 430-

6 and 435-1to consolidate Inv. Nos. 337-TA-430and 337-TA-~35.
On ’ieptember 7,Order
No. 4 set a target date, of October 23, 2011, for the consolidated investi$,ation.
On December 28, 2000,an initial letermination (Order No. 8) gr.tnted Intel’s Motion

No. 435-6to terminate partially the consolidated invatigation through In!el’s withdrawal of all
allegations relating to the ‘860 patent. On February 14,2001, the Comm ssion issued a notice
not to review Order No. 8. Order No. 24. which issued on March 8, de:iied respondent’s
Motion No. 435-33to extend the target dide, but resef certain dates of th.: procedural schedule.
Order No. 28, which issued on M m h 15, 2001, was an initial de ermination which
granted complainants’ Motion No. 435-29finding that complainants satis 9ed the economic
prong of the domestic industry requiremelit regarding the ‘410patent. Order No. 29, which
issued on March 16, granted complainanu ’ Motion No. 435-30finding tl ,at complainants
satisfied the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement as for +he‘603and ‘341
patents. On April 2,the Commission detmnined not to review Order Nu. 29.
Order No. 39,which issued on April 12,2001, granted in part rt.lpondent’s Motion

No.435-15for sanctions. Order No. 40. which also issued 011 April 12, denied respondent’s
Motion No. 435-25for sanctions. Responllent, on March 29, filed a Mot on No. 435-49 h
limine to preclude complainants from swirching their domestic i:idustry a legations to assert
different devices for the ‘341and ‘603paients. Order No. 45, which isstled on July 19,denied
said motion. Respondent, on April 19, filc8d Motion No. 435-loi)for sa-&oils pursuant to
Commission rule 210.4. Order No. 46, whicli issued on July I(), denied said motion.
On April 16,2001, the hearing was commenced and crmiinued or, April 17, 18, 19, 20,

21 , 23,24,25,26,27,28 and 30. Post hearing submissions have been iiiade. In addition,
‘2

closing arguments were heard on May 25 The matter is now ready for tlecision.
The final initial and recommended determinations are based on thc record compiled at
the hearing and the exhibits admitted into evidence. The administrative iaw judge has also
taken into account his observation of the witnesses who appeared before 'iim during the
hearing. Proposed findings submitted by the parties not herein ,dopted, In the form submitted
or in substance, are rejected as either not cupported by the evidt:nce or a: involving immaterial
matter and/or as irrelevant. The findings of fact included hercin have reierences to supporting
evidence in the record. Such references are intended to serve a,guides 1,) the testimony and
exhibits supporting the findings of fact. l'hey do not necessarily represe:it complete summaries
of the evidence supporting said findings.
11.

Parties

See FF 1-18
111.

Importation
Respondent has admitted that the accused products are imported

idit0

the United States.

(RPre at 112).

IV.

Claim Construction
Claim construction is a question 01 law. Markman v. Westview Q mrnents. Inc., 52

F.3d 967, 978, 34 U.S.P.Q.2d 1321, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 1988). (pvlarkmao Thc construction of
I

the language of a claim should be made i idependently of what s being Dlleged to infringe the
claim. & Donald S . Chisum, Patents 5 18.03 (Chiswn).
Proper claim construction requires that
the intrinsic evidence of record

0 be considered first, &-,the pat a t iself,
J

including the claims, the specification and if in evidence the prosration history.
Such intrinsic evidence is the most significant source of the 1egall:t operative
meaning of disputed claim language.
Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic Inc., 90 F.3d 1576, 1582, 39 U.S.P.Q.2d 1573, 1576 (Fed.
Cir. 1996) (Vitronics). The specification contains a written description of the invention that
must enable one of ordinary skill in the 81to make and use the :nvention For claim
construction purposes, the written descrip .ion may act as a sort of dictioiiary, which explains
the invention and may define terms used i I the claims. Word:; in a claim are generally given
their ordinary and customary meaning. A patentee however is free to be his own
lexicographer, although any special defini:ion given to a word must be cL:arly defined in the
specification. Markman, 52 F.3d at 978, 979, 34 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1328, I 329; Vitronics, 90
F.3dat 1580.
The administrative law judge m,in his discretion, receive extririsic evidence to aid
him in coming to a correct conclusion as to the true meaning of language employed in a patent.

Markman, 52 F.3d at 981, 34 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1331. Extrinsic CJidence ciinsists of all evidence
external to the patent and prosecution his&bry, including expert md invercor testimony,
dictionaries and learned treatises. The ev dence may be helpful to explai ti scientific principles
and the meaning of technical terms, and tims of art that appear in the p k n t and prosecution
history. It may also demonstrate the state of the prior art at the time of tile invention.
Extrinsic evidence, however, is not for thc purpose of clarifying ambiguilies in claim
terminology. Markman, 52 F.3d at 81, 31 U.S.P.Q.2d at 133I Moreoteer, neither the
patentee nor the alleged infringer may altrr the scope of the claims:
where the public record unambigawsly describes the scope of the patented

4

invention, reliance on any extrinsii. evidence is improper. The cl'rims.
specification, and file history, rath :r extrinsic evidenct:, :onstitutt the public
record of the patentee's claim, a ncord on which the public is ent-tled to rely.
Vitronics, 90 F.3d at 1538, 39 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1577. The testtrnony of a! inventor on the
proper construction of claims, based on tbe text of the patent, is entitled to no deference
because it amounts to no more than legal #)pinionwhich is the pi mess of sonstruction that the
administrative law judge must undertake. No inquiry as to thi: subjective intent of the inventor
or of the Patent Office is appropriate or e"en possible in the context of a Datent infringement
action. In fact, commonly the claims are Irafted by the inventor's patent solicitor and they
may even be drafted by the patent examin*r in an examiner's amendment subject to the
approval of the inventor's solicitor. Markman, 52 F.3d at 985, 34 U.S.F .Q.2d at 1334, 1335.
Only the disputed claim elements reed to be interpreted Iiy the ad ninistrative law
judge. & In the Matter Certain Hardwae Lo?ic Emulation Systems an4 IQmDonents
Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-383, (July 3 1, 1997) (Hardware LOP&; and 1 thg Matter of
Certain Ion Trap Mass Spectrometers and Camponen@Thereof, Inv. 337 .TA--393at p. 24-25
(February 25, 1998).'
A.

The '603 Patent
The '603 patent, entitled "Method And Apparatus For Integrating Repeater

This course of action has been sanctmned by the Court of Appeals f x the Federal
Circuit, which referring to Hardware Log$g,stated that "by agreemeat, the appeal turns on the
proper construction of certain disputed terms in the three asserred claims The operation and
structure of the accused device are neither uncertain nor disputed. In sum we adopt the claim
construction of the Commission which wa, correct and derived iccordinp to our case law on
appropriate methodology. " Mentor Grad ics Co. v. United Siaes Ijitermtional Trade
Commission, 124 F.3d 226 (Fed. Cir. 1997).

Management, Media Access Control, Ant, Bridging Function" i;sued on April 21, 1998 (CX-

2). The named inventors, Hain Shafir am! Mark T. Feuerstraetcr, arssigrd the patent to Level

One (CX-2). Said patent is based on application Ser. No. 528.205 field ieptember 14, 1995
(CX-2). The '603 patent contains ten claims.
In issue are independent claim 1 and dependent claims 2 9.2 The?,read (CX-2):
1. A repeater management device for communication
networks, and repeater manageme it device controlling repeaters a d routing
data packets between a receiving port and a destinatioii port, cornxising:
repeater management means for controlling and noni toring repeater functions rejated to the retransrnis4on of
the data packets and for providing status of alid coctrol
over repeater functions v'a an external repeater management interface;
bridging support means, cc upled to the repeater management means, for receiviu the data packets 011 the
receiving port and for for warding the received data
packets to the destination port in accordance with a
destination address; and
media access controller, coupled to the repeater nianagement means, for providing signal framing of tk: data
packets and for controllir g access to a repeatcr dab.
inter face.

2. The repeater management device of claim 1 wnerein
the repeater management means further comprises an access
port for providing access to attribt tes relating to repeate-*
functions.
3. The repeater management device of claim 1 wnerein
the bridging support means are mItrolled by the repeater
management means.
4. The repeater managemerit device of claim 1 w:ierein

While the notice of investigation put all claims of the '603 patent i 1 issue, complainants
have limited the claims in issue to indepeiident claim 1 and dependent claims 2-9. (CBr at 26).
6

the management means further cor.iprises a plurality of
counters for traffic control.
5 . The repeater inanagemei~tdevice of claim 1 wherein
the media access controller further comprises means for
generating preambles and error cwrecting codes, meaiis for handi mg
deferrals and collisions, means for controlling and handling
backoff conditions, and means for retrying data transmission.

6. The repeater managemerit device of claim 1 wherein
the repeater management means further comprjses registers
for storing the attributes relating tcl repeater functions.

7. The repeater management device of claim 1 fu-ther
comprising a media access control port for prdviding data
packets received by the media acct ss controller via the
repeater data interface to memory.
8. The repeater managemerlt device of claim wherein the
media access controller determines whether a data packe; is
to be sent to the bridge for forwarding to a destination
address connected to the bridge port or whether a data pticket
is to be transmitted via the repeate- data interfa~e.~
9. The repeater managemerrt device of claim 1 wherein
the repeater data interface compris :s an inter-repeater back
plane.
In issue are the location of the repcaters with respect to the claimi d repeater
management device and also whether the daimed subject matter is limitec to "out-of-band"
IEEE compliant repeater management. Respondent has also challenged t'ie expertise of
complainants' proffered expert Colin Micl: . Also, in closing aq:urnent rc. spondent represented
that while it is not advancing 35 U.S.C. Q 112 defenses with respect to de claimed "repeater
management means" found in independent claim 1, there is thc issue of P- hether "IEEE

At the hearing all parties agreed thai the first line of claim 8 shoulc be interpreted as
follows: "The repeater management devio: of claim 1 wherein die . . . ."
'7

standards" provides adequate structural support for said means.

1. Colin Mick
Complainants proffered Colin Mick as an expert in Ethernet netu1 )rk4technology. (Tr.
at 655). Respondent argued that Mick is rot qualified to offer expert op.i o n regarding the
subject matter of the '603 patent. (ROCFF-394). It was also argued by .espoiident, in closing
argument, that Mick was only a "facilitator." relying on the following testimony of Mick:

Q

As you interpreted your role in the 802.3 committees of t h ~
IEEE, was as a facilitator; isn't that correct?

A

Probably more of a probler I solver, problem soher and
facilitator, together.

Q

Facilitator was your testimony, right?

A

Again, you would have to - - you would have to give me aetail.
I can't recall precise words used on the testimony given srmetime
past. [Tr. at 21033

Respondent defined "facilitator" as a persrrn retained by various cornpanics to get the ball
rolling and to act as a technical writer. Wr. at 4343). The word "facilit, tor," however, is a
broad term. Thus, Random House College Dictionary (1980) ai 473 has h e following
definition:
fa-cil-i-tate (. ..), v.?. , -a& -&+in& & to make easier or
less difficult; help forward (an action, a procc:ss, etc.). 2 to
assist the progress of (a pmon). - fa-cil/i-ta/tign. n. - El
cil/i-ta/tive, adj. - fa-cil/i -ta/tor, n.
At the hearing the administrative law judge reserved a ruling on how, if '-t all, Mick should be

The word "network" is defined as to "[]]ink (computers) together trj allow the sharing of
data and efficient utilization of resources.' The New Shorter Oxford Emlish Dictionary at
1909 (1993).

qualified to offer expert opinion. However, he did permit complainants bo rely on Mick’s
testimony in their post hearing submissior-s, subject to striking tile testimmy.

A trial court is a gatekeeper, in thiit the court will allow in kstimtmy based on technical
and other specialized knowledge that the court finds both reliable and rellvant in reaching a
conclusion. Daubert v. Merrell Dow Phqrmaeuticals. Inc., 5 W U.S. 579 (1993) (Daubert).
The law grants the court the same broad 1.ititude when it decide, how to lletermine reliability as
it enjoys with respect to its ultimate reliability determination, Kumho Tir :Company. Ltd. v,
Carmichael526 U.S. 137, 142 (1999) (l(limh01.~ The record establishes that Mick has many
years of hands-on experience in the Etheniet networking industry, includ ng:
building networks, both commercid and leading edge dernonstrations;
defining IEEE Ethernet standards rhat are key to understanding th:‘603patent;
specifying product at the system level;
designing leading edge system desgn tools; and
creating network simulation tools (another aspect of systcm level rlesign), .for which
Effective December 1, 2000, Fed.R.f;vid. 702 wits amended to reflct the Dauber&inquiry
and now reads:

If scientific, technical, or other sptcialized knowledge will assist rhe trier of fact
to understand the evidence or to dt termine a fact in issue, a witne.;s qualified as
an expert by knowledge, skill, expxience, training, or ducation; may testify
thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise, if (1) the testimony is based upon
sufficient facts or data, (2) the test mony is the product of reliable principles and
methods, and (3) the witness has applied the principles and metho Is reliably to
the facts of the case.
The language, added by the amendment, f:)llows the gatekeeping fimctioi established by
Dauber and Kumb. The Advisory Comouttee Notes explain that no spe :ific factors were
articulated in the new rule because the faciors mentioned in Dauben are rieither exclusive, nor
dispositive, and do not apply to all types expert testimony.
( I f

Mick received a patent himself. (Mick, Tr. at 2105-21 I-i,FF 19 IO 26).
Moreover, this administrative law iudge had ample op1)ortunity tc observe the
demeanor of Mick during his testimony ai the hearing. Based

Q1

Mick's background,

testimony of Mick at the hearing and the ltdministrative law judl:e's obse. vations of Mick, the
administrative law judge rejects respondelit's argument that Mick is a rneJ-e"facilitator" as that
word was defined by respondent. To the :ontrary, Mick "contrjbuted ter finical content" to the
IEEE standards, and his IEEE work required "going Out and ob aining .

. technology

proposals, developing criteria for evaluati iig them, developing s mdards ust for evaluating the
proposals, selecting the technical solution to be used, and theu r'iodjfyiq it so that it was
acceptable to all members of the group." (Tr. at 21 11). Acu)rdingly, the administrative law
judge accepts Mick as an expert in Etherwt network technology and furt.ier finds, in view of
Mick's expertise, that the testimony of Mlck relied on in this final initid determination has
sufficient reliability as evidence.

2.

Background
The invention of the '603 patent rt lates in general to a rc-peater r anagement device,

and in particular, to a method and apparar us for integrating repeater man igement, media access
control (MAC), and bridging support func-tionsinto a sinyle del ice. (C> -2, col. Ins. 6-12). It
is undisputed, as the '603 patent acknowlvdges, that attaching rc-peater mnagement, bridging
and MACs to an Ethernet network was kijown at the time the applicatior for the '603 patent
was filed on Sept. 14, 1995. (RReCFF at 180). Hence the claiaed subjcct matter in issue
does not merely involve attaching repeate . management, bridgirg and M ZCs to an Ethernet
network.
10

According to the '603 patent (col. I , Ins. 26-31):

[?]he standard for Local aiid Metropolitan Area Network
technologies is governed bjv IEEE Std. 802. Wr-2
describes the relationship anong the family of 302 standar-Is aiid
their relationship to the IS0 Open System Intercoiinection 13asic
Reference Model and is incorporated bv referqia: iQo&
patent. [Emphasis added] I

'm

Generally, IEEE Std. 802 prescribes the functional, electrical and mnech.tnica1 protocols, and
the physical and data link layers for Local and Metropolitan Area Netwo ks (LAN/MAN).
The specification of the '603 patent augmtnts network principle;, confor nine to the
International Standards Organization (ISO) seven-layer model fccropen s! stenis interconnection

Complainants argued that the '603 patent incorporates the gntirg Il' EE 802 specification
by reference, citing CX-2 at col., Ins. 27-31, (CFF 488). Respondent, ( iting the Mentical
'ncorporate all portions of the
portion of the '603 patent, argued that the '603 patent does
entire IEEE 802 specification by referena: but rather incorporatw portidiis ot the IEEE Std.
802 that "describes the relationship amon)! the family of 802 standards aiid their relationship to
the I S 0 Open System Interconnection Basic Reference Model ." (RK CF1?-488-A).The
administrative law judge finds that the plain language of col. 1 Ins. 26-3: shows that the entire
IEEE Std. 802 is incorporated by referem e into the '603 pateiit
IEEE stands for the Institute of E1s:trical and Electronics Enginee: ing which is an
international professional association. Tbc association has a very broad dandards program that
produces standards in a wide variety of technologies,'much broiider than networking. The
IEEE 802 project, which is called the LAWMAN standards committee, lleveiops standards for
the low level local area network and metr.)politanareh network devices, ,)articularlyfor the
lower two layers of the International Stafi lards Organization (60)
mode . Within the IEEE
802 project, there are a number of workirqggroups, &ch of which prepad es standards on a very
specific local area networking technology Those stahdards are living dccumcnts that expand
as new technologies grow. The term "clauses" is used in IEEE 802.3 to refer to chapters.
Each clause represents a specific chunk m information that is added. Fo. example, a 1OBASET repeater technology would be defined in a single clause. There are apFroximately 40 or so
clauses that represent the IEEE 802.3 document. (Mick, Tr. at 21 11-12;.
I1

(OSI),* commonly referred to as "Ethernet".' In the hierarchy of the seya-layer model, the
lowest layers, the so-called physical and data link layers, comprise functi mal modules that
specify the physical transmission media and the way network nodes inter'ace to it, the
mechanics of transmitting information over the media in an erro--free nxnner, and the format
the information must take in order to be transmitted. (CX-2, col. 1, ins. !7-43).
A repeater is defined in numerous different clauses of thr: IEEE 8112.3 standard." In

layman's terms, a repeater receives data @omone source and tfitnsmits ir to all attached
sources. It does not look at destinations. (Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 308-309:. A repeater is a very
simple device. It has a number of "ports," which are the actual physical mnnections that
CDX-34 is a representation of the I.iO's seven-layer modt:l. The Liyers are referred to
by numbers, with number one being the lowest, the physical layer, and t!ie number seven the
application layer. The various layers are well-defined within thr: cornmu ications system, and
their functionalities are also defined. Mwe importantly, corninmication with adjacent layers is
defined by the protocol stack. On ExhibPl CDX-34, layer one i! depicted at the bottom and
layer seven is depicted at the top. An example of an application might be:something like a web
browser, which would be both layers sevt n and six, Physical leyer prodiicts are devices that
connect to the transmission medium in a communication channel. (McC(mnel1,Tr. at 108,
110).
Ethernet is a communications system of local area networking cowinunications system
that is defined by the IEEE project 802. (McConnell, Tr. at 116). The lrawing marked as
CDX-150 is a typical configuration of an Ethernet system whcre. multipk computers can
exchange data with each other. They are interconnected through a repea er. To pass
information back and forth between variam elements, the infirmation wLssent from one
computer to the repeater which, in turn, farwarded it to its ultimate desfiiation. (McConnell,
Tr. at 117-118). On the drawing, market as CDX-150, the lines drawn it the bottom of the
box are connection ports to other computtrs or other peripherals such as printers and shared
resources. (McConnell, Tr. at 118-1 19).
CX-1066 is the IEEE standard 802.3 dated 1993 and CX-1067 is 11ie IEEE standard,
802.3~'dated 1995 and those standards %ere the then-current standard fi lr repeaters in
September of 1995. (Feuerstrater, Tr. at 309-310).
lo
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connect to the other devices in the networt;. A repeater allow:; one devic .: to send data into it
and electronically amplifies and reconditir ns the signal and simply retraa imits it to all the
other ports. (McConnell, Tr. at 118). A repeater peltforms sr:vt:ral funcrions and has evolved
over the history of IEEE. One of the earllest functions of repeajers was to reamplify signals to
span greater distances, and this developed into acting as a facilitator of ccmmmications
between different nodes on a network or d tfferent perhonal computers (PC Is) on a network.
Thus, a repeater handles functions like collision detection and notificatioj . If two PCs in a
network attempted to communicate at the :;ame time, the repeater would ivotify all of the
appropriate ports on that repeater that a cc4ision had occurred and that tfey should stop
transmitting.
Repeater management is defined b!! the IEEE standard:;. '3pecifica:ly die IEEE standard

(CX-1067at 297) states that "there are twc)distinct aspects of repeater m.inagement. The
second aspect provides the means to monior traffic from attached segmel&." In general,
repeater management refers to the collectEm of statistics from arid ccmtro over the repeater.
(Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 312).
A media access controller, or

MA(I, is defined by the IEEE 802.C staiidard." Its

purpose is to add some of the framing onto the actual data of the packet. One of the things that
The '603 patent, under the subheading "Background 01'1'he Inven.ion," states (col. 1 ,
Ins. 56-62):

A Media Access Control (MA(') function converts digital info -mation,
typically stored in memory in the from of a packet, into an actual Ethernet
frame which can be transmitted on an Ethernet connection, or a fi6.mereceived
from the network connection which is stored in memory i s a pack ,%.
13

the MAC will do typically is add the preamble of a packet. This is also ~vherethe destination
and source addresses are, depending on tbe direction that the packet is tr: veling, added or
checked, as well as where an error code k added to the end of' the packer to make sure it is
sent and received properly. (Feuerstraete Tr. at 313-314). Typically a MAC is associated
?

with a bridge. Within the context of an WEE 802.ld bridge, a MAC ha- to do only a few
things, &, it needs to look and check the cyclic redundancy check (CRC,and see if it is
actually a good packet. The CRC is an error code that is addcd to make ,ure something did
not get corrupted along the way. Hence c.ne of the first functions is to s c : ~if the packet coming
into the bridge is valid. That would be dc ne as part of the MAWfuiictioii. If the packet is
good, the MAC must next decide whether it needs to send the packet to iiii outgoing port of the
bridge, by looking at the destination addrc ES. If the packet is good comi.Ig in, the MAC does
not need to modify that packet, because tbe packet is completely and valiJly formed already.
(Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 314-315).
The term "inter-repeater backplane" (backplane) is a term that is benerally used for
something that connects and allows what is connected to share their funcfions so that a series of
chips can act as a single repeater and not be limited to the numbs of por4son a single chip.
Basically, the backplane shares information about the functions of tbc repeaters across it to act
as one repeater. (Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 3311-333). Stacking refers to the ability to have a single
repeater, once again with large number of ports, through an uiter-repeate . back plane.
(Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 410-41 1).
An Ethernet bridge is a device wid] two or more physica: ports tb it is capable of
forwarding a packet received on any port o any other single port based on the destination
14

address of the packet. A packet that is no*forwarded to a port
C O ~ .1, l

i3

considered filtered. (CX-2,

n ~ 51-54).
.

An Ethernet network is sometimes likened to conversacions in a crowded room. It is
defined in the standard as CSMA/CD protocol. and that is the cllmmunic,ition protocol which
is used in the Ethernet system. The CSMWCD stand6 for "carrier sense multiple access

collision detect," and it is very much like L conversation in a rot)m wherc there is a group of
people who, as human courtesy, listen befare other people speak. If two or more people begin
to talk simultaneously, there is a collision Everybody remains dent for a few moments, and
then after a random time one person will i ttempt to communicatz again, :*nd the
communication will go through. (McConliell, Tr. at 119).
One of the weaknesses in the CSMA/CD protocol is if oile has a i uge number of
people in a room, then there will be many people trying to attc:ir.pt to coi-municate
simultaneously, and consequently there will be a large numbei of collisio 1s, and not very much
data will get through. One way to addres! that problem is to separate peivple into separate
rooms, but still allow the groups to commmicate with each other. (McC Innell, Tr. at 120;
121). As the number of computer users iircrease, it becomes very dzsiraide to segment users
into multiple groups. But to insure that a ~ i ygroup cah commmjcate with any other, a box
called a "bridge" needs to be installed in t le middle. (McConneIl, Tr. at 121). In the bottom
half of the CDX-150there is a mechanisir to segment groups of users init) smaller groups to
keep the number of collisions down, and rt the same time still p:rIllit flow of communication.
For example, if computer A wanted to co~iimunicateWith compi ter B, &<itcommunication
would flow normally. The bridge in the r iiddle provides that functionality by listening to all
15

the traffic on this particular side. If the b-idge sees the ultimate destinafam of the traffic is on
the other side, it will forward the traffic through. If die bridge does not ;ee the destination on
the other side, it does not forward it. Thc refore, it keeps traffic separate L for the two parts of
the network. (McConnell, Tr. at 122).
On CDX-150 there are two lines wgresenting network .4 and nettl#orkB, which are two
completely independent networks, but the: are joined in the middle by th: bridge. The bridge,
like a bridge in a city divided by a river, ;rllows communication to go to sither side, but only if
the communication needs to be on the otkr side. If the comniuiiication c oes not need to be on
the other side, the bridge keeps it local. (McConnell, Tr. at 324).
The '603 patent referred to a need For greater network efficiency hjycombining the
function of network repeater management Ethernet MAC,and network 1 ridging support
function into a single device. (CX-2, col. 2, Ins. 22-25).
3.

35 USC $112
Respondent, in its post hearing bri:f and with respect 10 the clairred "repeater

management means" did

raise

secion 112 defenses,12and also i n h d e d a subsection at

page 179 of its post hearing brief titled "The Repeater Managment Mea ISCorresponds to
Structures That Comply With Clause 30 c f [EEEStandard 802.'1".1:'-

l4

in addition, in

The first paragraph of section 112 of Title 35 requires tluit the spc ification shall contain
a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of iilaking and using it, in
such full, clear, concise, and exact terms i s to enable any permi skilled in the art to which it
pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make anc use the ;ame.
IZ

A sentence in that subsection at 1 81 reads " [cllause 30 manageme:1t requires compliance
with a defined set of mandatory functions that inust be perforined to satisfy the IEEE definition
of 'repeater management'. The sentenclr referenced footnotc !)9which read:
l3

86

respondent's "Proposed Conclusions Of L LW the & conclusion, with respect to invalidity
,'I

of the asserted claims of the '603 patent, is that the asserted clai ns are ingalid as anticipated
under 35 U.S.C. $102.'' Complainants understandably, in their reply brief, stated that
respondent had abandoned its 112 defense,. including the written descrip-ion, enablement, and
best mode requirements, with respect to the claimed repeater inanagemer* means, and that
respondent admitted that tlie IEEE standards provide adequate structural * upport for said
means. (CRBr at 41).
Respondent, in closing argument on May 25, 2001, afier submissm of its post hearing
brief on May 9, and with respect to the cl'iimed "repeater mana1:ement mans," agreed that it
is "not" advancing 35 U.S.C. $112 deferues in the investigation. (Tr. a: 4329, 4230).
In the alternative, if the structure ( isclosed in the specification is not found in
clause 30 of the IEEE 802.3 standiird, then claims 1-10 i\re invalifl under 35
U.S.C. $1 12, second paragraph, fix failing to provide atl adequark: disclosure
showing what is meant by the meawplus-function 1angu.ige in this clause of
claim 1. See In re Donaldson. CQ , 16 F.3d 1189, 1104 95 (Fed Cir. 1994)
(en banc).

The administrative law judge finds that fa Itnote 99 did not raise a 35 U.S.C. $1 12 defense
relating to the claimed "repeater management means" in respondent's po:t hearing brief. If
respondent intended to maintain such a 35 U.S.C. $1 12 defeme it should have so stated in its
post hearing brief and further explained 'uhy any structure disclosed in the specification of the
'603 patent is not found in clause 30, assuming NJguehdo that is a fact.
Respondent, in their proposed findtngs, did inqlude a subsection E related to the '603
patent and titled "Invalidity due to Indefiniteness" (RFF 2088 to RFF 21 3). However those
findings do not cure the failure of responcent to raise any 35 1J.S.C. $1 1 2 defense relating to
the claimed "repeater management means' in its post hearing brief. Mor :over there is no
reference of RFF 2088 to RFF 2113 in reipondent's post hearing brief.
l4

It is assumed that respondent inadvzrtently omitted a coiwhsion 01 law as to invalidity
with respect to other aspects of the '603 patent, u,"bridging support means" which were
raised in respondent's post hearing brief. See infra.
l5

li 7

However it argued that it did not admit that IEEE standards pi wide adec, late structural
support for the claimed "repeater manageiiient means". (Tr. at 4329). 11 then argued that "it's
an open issue of law of whether one can rcly upon a strictly functional description in a
specification or incorporation by referenct in order to satisfy the requirerients of 112,
paragraph 6" (Tr. at 4333); that "Altima contends that there is no structu1.e disclosed in the

IEEE specification" (Tr. at 4336-37); that the
"proper interpretation of h t heading [the subhcading at p ,ge
179, m,of respondent's post hearing briefl is that it wi d d
correspond to a structure tbat complied with Clause 30. There is
no disclosure of any such structure in Clause 30 snd there's no
disclosure of any such strut ture in the '603 specification[;'I"
and that the subheadings on page 181 of nxpondent's post hearbig submi isionI6reflect the
"issue that the structures that are corresponding to the [repeatcr managesent] means are not
identified in sufficient detail in the specifkation for one skilled in the art io produce, [&,
practice the invention]" (Tr. at 4342)."
The administrative law judge finds respondent's argument on Ma;. 25 that it has not

Those subheadings read "(1) Structure Corresponding to the Meat$ For Controlling and
Monitoring Repeater Functions Related tb the Retrandmission of Data Packets" and (2)
"Structure Corresponding to the Function of Providing Status and Contrrd Over Repeater
Functions Via an External Repeater Manaqement Interface." The adminktrative law judge, in
the text that follows those subheadings, drres not find any basis lor the argument that any
structures that are corresponding to said means are not identified in sufft ient detail in the
specification.
l6

Respondent, in its post hearing brief, in contrast to the position it iook with respect to
the claimed "repeater management means, did argue that the "bridging I. upport means" of
claim 1 must be interpreted pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 51.12, 16 (1994); tha! the bridging support
means lacks structure; and that the structure for bridging support in the '(503 patent
corresponds to a half bridge, rather than a complete IEEE 802. Id bridge (RBr at 188-191).
l7

I'
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admitted that IEEE standards provide adel wate structural support for the :laimed "repeater
management means" is inconsistent with E s abandondent in its post hear ng brief of an
invalidity defense under 35 U.S.C.8 112 i s to said means. In v k w of the position respondent
took in its post hearing brief, the administrative law judge furthcr finds tIiat the specification of
the '603 patent, which incorporates by reference IEEE standardr., is adeqiate under 35 U.S.C.
$1 12 to permit one skilled in the art to prcictice the claimed subject matte . with respect to the

claimed "repeater management means.
Referring to the "claimed bridging support means," respmdmt lws not objected to the
facts that a bridge is defined by the IEEE 802.1 standhrd; that a.-;an exan\ple, a bridge is
something that connects multiple repeater domains; that by lookmg at the destination address it
determines whether a packet that is cornin,: into it should be forwarded (1 ;euerstraeter, Tr. at
312); and that the IEEE 802. Id standard (CX-1276) is the bridg; standar:i. (Feuerstraeter, Tr.
at 313). & RReCFF at 127, 128). The '603 patent incorporatzs all of !EEE 802. &g
Section IVA.2 supra. Respondent's expert Molle has admitted to thc exii tence of an IEEE
802.1 bridge (Tr. at 3496). In addition Mick testified (Tr. at 2 177-79):
Q

Now, looking back at CX-i , the patent in claim 1, do you have
an opinion as to the meaning of the next element, the bridging
element?

A

Yes, I do.

Q

And what is that?

A

The next slide. I think. b u t a a i n l v we're talkji_np_fierea h o m
simple bridge. an IEEE 80r1L602.Id bridge. Arid I'm sor.rx:GI mentioned earlier rnv d e f l l w n of a \iridFe wf;'ie talking about
the operation of selective trLinsferof frames betwxen two
repeaters based, collision dowbs. based on thc. !ise of IvL ,Land
19

destination addresses.

***

Q

Does 1276 contain the 802, Id standard to which

A

Yes. it contains it.

Q

Now. do you have an opiuion as to whether thy. phrase "bri&&g
support" had an ordinarv &-chkal meanin? in the context o_f
Ethernet repeaters in Septmber 19951

A

Yes. I do.

Q

And what's that3

A

That it would have been. a fit described previgusly. the
selective transfer of f r a m a h w e e n two repea&. based cplision
domains. which is a cornwln practice to control Itandwidttrand
utilization.

Q

And what kind of component would be used for such transfer?

A

Typically, you would have one or more repeaters represefiting
one collision domain. And in the act of partitionirig, you ~:ould
take some of those repeater(; or users, and split them off irto a
separate collision domain a Id then youbwould use a bridge to
move Ethernet frames betwen the two.

Q

And do you have an opiniqiiasto whegier the term "bridg:" had
an ordinary technical rnean'nnn the context of Ethernet
September of 19951

A

Yes. and that would have h<ea_anIEEE 802.3.1J bridgg.
[Emphasis added]

IOU

refeI -gd?

In addition Molle testified (Tr. at 3477):
Q

So you would agree that as of September 1995, KEE 802,3u,
clause 30, specified repeater management?

A

Yes.
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Q

Now. and wou Id vou also agree that as of September 1995. IEEE
802. Id specified brideinq?

Q

And in fact. it is your beliefneeded to know to build &&e?

A

At the functional level. To ooint out that I lookcd at the ‘6813
patent this morning, at the oiocument cited, and it cities a nuch
earlier issue of the IEEE 802.3 standard and it doesn’t citc
802. Id at all, if I recall correctly.

802.ld defines everythink one

So page 2 of the ‘603, they have other publications, they list the
1990 version of the 802.3 scandard. They list a lf)90 suppiment
to the standard that describes 1OBASE-T. They &scribe a
September ‘89 - - that’s no! a standards document.

Q

But would you amee that bt-time
the 802.ld standard hadbeen published,
everything one needed to lgloxfo build a bridge-was wall iNe?

A

Yes. And I’ve also testified that the design in the ‘603 doe in’t
meet those standards. It’s incompatible. [Emphasis added;

While Molle testified, supra, that the design in the ‘603 ?latentdoi.:snot meet IEEE
standards, he also testified that the the ‘6C3 patent is an “architeGtectura1 :)atent”which
discloses combinations of functions and further relates to the “dt:finition t t f the boundary and
the interfaces” that cross that boundary as opposed to the particular way ihose functions inside
the boundary are implemented. (Molle, ‘Ir. at 3341-42, 3473j. Moreovi c, while the field of
invention that is at issue in the ‘603 patem is Ethernet hardware the leve of abstraction used
in the patent to describe the Ethernet hardmre is a functional description similar to the kind of
specifications that are in the relevant IEEI1 standards. (Molle, 7‘r. at 32C;S). A number of
elements can be used in an Ethernet netwcark system which includes repe, ters. MACs and
bridges and the subject of the ‘603 patent

IS

to create a system that includzs functions that are
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related to an Ethernet bridge, a MAC, and the management of tibe repeatc r and bridge
functions. (Molle, Tr. at 3205-6). A term of art for choosing to include iiome functions within
one device and other functions in related ..levices would be "arciiitecture (ld.)
'I

Molle also testified (Tr. at 3473):

Q

"Question: And based upon the information curreatly avail xble to
you, you believe it incorpoiates structures that you were e,xlier
identified in your testimony as the structures of claim 1 of the
'603 patent?"
"Objection, no foundation, calls for a legal conc:li.sion.

I'

"Answer: Honestly, I don't know how io answcr that. I'm having
difficulty seeing structures .n the '603 patent.
exktewz of a
board that does the functions-ich
I see describgd in '602
implies a structure. Beyonl that, I don't see a specific str: lcture
in '603."
Did you give that testimonj?
A

That sounds about right. I ihink that's consistelit with W ~ I was
L
saying earlier today about the structure of '603 defining a
boundary with an interface ;LS opposed to the partxular way that
those functions inside the biundary are implemciised. [Emirhasis
added.]

In addition, according to Molle, the state i!f the art in the time frame of the '603 invention
included the kinds of equipment discussed in the '603 patent, including ri peaters, management,
bridges, MACs, and similar components and all of these were a)mmercizIly available at the
time, even combinations of certain compments. ("r. at 3214). Moreovcr, Molle testified that
all of the high-level functions described in the '603 patent, repczters, mariageinent, bridging,
MAC are a11 well known, available in prcducts, available in combination:,in products, and are

.

standard building blocks like Legos or br k;ks that one' uses to build a building (Tr at 325 122

3253), Molle further admitted that the IEE E standards talk abw intcrfac :s between functions,
and sometimes they talk about interfaces which are logical in iiature and 'ielp the implementer
to provide structure. (Tr. at 3271).
There are two kinds of informatior in IEEE 802.3 clause 30 relatl d to controlling and
monitoring repeater functions. The first cne defines what is called a ma2nged object, which in
terms of the '603 patent, would be either ii register or a countcr. A regis:er is a memory
location that holds specific information. A counter is incrementzd based in events. The 802.3
clause 30 defines what those managed objiicts are: naming them. saying vhat they are to
contain, and supplying some of the impler ientation information conc:erniI g the issues that an
implementer should be aware of in creating a particular object. (Mick, Ti-.at 2180-81). One

can take the information contained in the IEEE specifications atid write a base Verilog
description which would form the starting point for thc renderins proces: that would move
from base Verilog code down through the net list to sjlnthesis. There is s ifficient detail in the
IEEE specifications so that an implementer. can create an instantiation of he particular
component. (Mick, Tr. at 2324-2326).
The IEEE standard 802.3 focuses i m functionality. (Mick, Tr. at 2101). However, it
also provides structure, giving informatioii about tolerances, timing budg :ts, state machines,
and information about transitions between states. (Id.) For exaaplr:, the "short events"
counter defined by IEEE 8 0 2 . 3 ~sub-clause 30.4.3.1.9, which is just one example of the many
counters defined by IEEE 802.3~(CX-1007), specifies the follctwing det rils: counter
increment limitations ("a maximum increment rate of 75,000 c:aints per sxond at 10 megabits
per second"); "tolerances," defined in ten IS of "bit times," based on the 'propagation speed of
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how quickly we can move a signal across he network;" and a " t i t budge: ," which defines the
total capacity of the network, k,
the allowed size. (CX-106'7 at 319; Mick, Tr. at 21502171).
Based on the foregoing, the administrative law judge finds tbat a person of ordinary
skill in the art would consider the claimed "bridging support mems" strut tural and, taken with
the incorporated IEEE standards, be able to build an embodiment of the c laimed invention with
that means." He further finds, assuming igguenb respondent had not w.iived the U.S.C.

g 112 defenses as to the "claimed repeater managemem means, " tha1 the pecification of the
'603 patent, combined with the incorporatcd IEEE standards and the leve of skill in the art as
of the date the application for the '603 patcnt was filed (September 1995) would have enabled
one of ordinary skill in the art to understad the claims in issue md to build an embodiment of

In Budde v Harley-Davidson. I&
Court observed:

1'50 F.3d 1369, 137ti, 1377 (Fel. Cir. 2001), the

For a court to hold that a claim coiitaining a means-plus-function 'imitation lacks
a disclosure of structure in the patent specification that pcrforms the claimed
function, necessarily means that thv. court finds the claim in questsonindefinite,
and thus invalid. Because the claim of a patent are afforded a stai utory
presumption of validity, overcomirlg the presumption of validity r :quires that
any facts supporting a holding of invalidity must be proved by cle ir and
convincing evidence. Ultra-Tex Su ['faces. Inc. v. Hill I h s . Chea-.&%, 204
F.3d 1360, 1367,53 U.S.P.Q.2d 1892, 1898 (Fed.Cir. 2000); Einduit Corp.
v. Dennison Mfp. Co., 810 F.2d 1561, 1570, 1 U.S.P.Q.2d 1593, 1595 (Fed.
Cir. 1987) (stating that the presumption mandated by 0 282 is appticable to all
a cbllenye to a
of the many bases for challenging il patent's validity). IDUS.
claim containing a means-plus-funr tionlimitation as l&mg structural support
requires a finding. by clear and ccmy&&w evidence. that the sDec ification lacks
disclosure of structure sufficient tq kknderstood bv o~e:
skilled i 1 the art as
being: adequate to perform the=c&d_function. [Emphiisis added. '
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the claimed invention with said means wit+ioutundue experimentation. l9
The claimed media access control e MAC) element of claim 1 read i:
media access controller, caipled to the repeater iiianagem~nt
means, for providing signal framing of the data packets an4 for
controlling access to a repe rter date interface [CX-21
This language, as to the media access con-roller, does not use the word ' nearis." While the
clause does use the functional word "for.' the clause would bc Lnderstocci as an IEEE 802.3
defined MAC used for bridging. (Mick, "r. at 2179-80; CDX-i 81). TGsupport bridging, the
MAC would look at received frames or pr.ckets and make sun: taat they are valid by checking
the CRC, and then it would get the destiixition address from hwde the frame.

a.
If it

received the frame from a bridging elemetrt, it would restore the timing and present that frame
to the target network, and so essentially what it is doing is coiitrolling tht movement of the
frames between the repeater and the bridg:.

u).

The phrase "media access control" had an ordinary technical mea!!ing in the context of
Ethernet bridging in September of 1 9 9 5 , k.,
~ it would refer to it standart IEEE 802.3 MAC,
and which are Ethernet MAC operations rAative to support of bridging elatare further
discussed in IEEE 802.ld. (Mick, Tr. at 2185-86). The '603 patent spei:ificallystates that
"[tlhe definitions of an Ethernet MAC (M7:dia Access Control) function are contained in the
IEEE 802.3 specification, which is incop rated by reference." (CX-2, col. 1, Ins. 45-51).

l9 To invoke section 112, para. 6 of Ti le 35, patent claim drafters ha. e used the words:
"means for" followed by a recitation of th : function performed. Howevi: - merely because a
named element of a patent claim is followrd by the word "means," does ilot automatically
make this element a "means-plus-function* element under said ppovision )f section 112. Cole
v. Kimberlv-Clark Coy. 102 F.3d 524,531 (Fed. Cir. 1996)
6
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The IEEE 802.3 standard defines attributts which can be used by a mamgement function
within an IEEE 802.3 Ethernet repeater to monitor network behavior (f4 Molle admitted that
IEEE 802.3 specifies an Ethernet MAC. iTr. at 3482). He also admitted that the IEEE 802.3
standard provides a sufficiently detailed d,:scription that a MAC could bt built. (Tr. at 3310).
The '603 patent states further that the MAC "allows transmittirq: of data Iackets from the
MAC port on bridging support functions lo the repeater data pcrit and all~awsreceiving of
packets from the receiver data port to the MAC port." (CX-2. ~01.2, In:. 46-50). The '603
patent (col. 3, Ins. 48-55) under the subheading "Detailed Description Or The Preferred
Embodiment, further states:
I'

The MAC provides preamble and cyclic redundancy check (CRC)
generation and detection, dcferral and collision hrandling, back-off
algorithm and automatic reiry. The MAC normaliy detects and
rejects runts, oversized packets, and packets with CRC or
alignment errors, but also caffers alternate modes which all )w
capturing of errored packet ;.
Based on the foregoing the adminititratbe law judge fill& thdt res;)ondent has not
established, bv clear and convincing: evidence, that the specificaion of thir '603 patent is
inadequate.
4.

The Claimed Subject Matter And Out-Of-Band IEEE Compliant Repeater Management.
The two ways to manage a network are through "in-batid manage!(lent''or "out-of-band

management. The parties agree that "our -of-band management means that none of the data
'I

'I

packets or the data channel bandwidth are used for management (Feuerstraeter. Tr. at 4 4 9 ,
and that "out-of-band management" is the gathering of statistics and the tTansmission of that
information without using any of the bandwidth allocated for transferring network packets.
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(Holland, Tr. at 610) (RReCFF at 131). With "in-band manage nent," r-mgement data and
instructions are sent to device being manajied through the same channel tliat is being used to
send the data, whereas with "out-of-band Qanagemenf"the mmigement tiformation is sent in
a separate channel. The phrase "in-band Iiianagement" also means that n-anagement messages
are sent using the same channel that is used to move data througn the net vork.1° The phrase
"out-of-band management" also means thai all of the management signals between the manager
and the managed object are sent using a separate channel. (Mid;, Tr. at )175-76). The phrase
"in-band management" is used to refer to cleriving statistics froin or controlling of a module
through the use of an Ethernet packet or E thernet frame. (Har-wy, Tr. at 2948-49). The use
of control and monitoring packets that flow through the same dara path ac Ethernet data packets
constitutes "in-band management" (Harve:!, Tr. at 2949-50), while the pl rase "out-of-band
management" refers to status and control management informition that is transmitted outside of
the data path. (RX-732, Cabletron Spring 1993 Product Catalog at CSOO 15; Harvey, Tr. at
2950-5 1).

With "in-band management," a greater sophistication iri irnplemer tation is required, as
the managed device must distinguish betw z n data and managcment infor nation that is being
sent to it through the same channel. Thus. the difference betwecn "in-baxid management" and
"out-of-band management" is critical. Thr "in-band managernerd" requir ;s special hardware
andlor software inside the physical device; to generate and insert manage >nentpackets into the

In "in-band management", the manigement messages acmally com)ete with the data for
bandwidth and access to the network resoiirces. (Mick, Tr. at 2 175-76).
2o
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data stream and identify and remove them tkom the data stream before it

I S provided

to the

physical interfaces. (Mick, Tr. at 22703-2 272). Also, "in-band matiagement" is considered
more advanced than "out-of-band manageriient. " (Harvey, Tr. ac 2923).
Respondent, in closing argument, argued that the '603 patent "doesn't emphasize inband or out-of-band management, it enablrs both and it enables 1 hem ove: different ports" (Tr.
at 4463). Although the term "out-of-band ' is only used once jn the '603 ,latent (CX-2 at col. 2
In. 15)'1)21,the administrative law judge friuis that the '603 patent dkc1osl.s that the "repeater
management device" manages repeaters ally through "out-of-baiid" comrunication and does
cover "in-band" communication for sush managenient. Thus the '602 patent states, under
"Background of the Invention":
[a] secondary gut-of-band port that is not part of the repeater dom iin is desirable
for the management of traffic beca-ise it does not utilizc any bandtvidth from the
repeater domain. To provide greatxr network efficiency, it is alsQdesirable for
the functions of network repeater management, Ethernct MAC, a .d network
bridging to be combined into a amde devicg.
(CX-2, c01.2, Ins. 14-21). (Emphasis added) The single device in which all of the desirable
features were to be integrated was the inwintion disclosed in the '603 patmt. &g CX-2, col.
2, Ins. 22-25. The use of "out-of-band minagement" of repeaters is also apparent from the
separation of the repeater management intxface, which is used io "contrt 4 repeater functions
as directed by commands received on the tccess port and to motlitor r e p ater functions and
supply the status of those functions in response to queries directed over the access port," (CX2, col. 2, Ins. 38-42), from the repeater d ita interface, from which "the MAC: function 112

2*

The phrase "in-band" never occurs in the '603 patent. ((:X-2)#
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receives data packets from the inter-repeatx backplane (also kncwn as a repeater data
interface)” (CX-2, col. 3, Ins. 41-43). E\ en respondent’s expert witness Molle admitted that
the repeater management interface is separate and distinct from I epeater data interface:

Q

Do vou believe that there3.a difference: betweeI U repea!
~ ;r
management interface 114 rfn&he repeater data i_nt&aa 1
4?

A

Yes. I do.

Q

Could you explain the diffe .ence?

A

I just read a passage from I guess it w q column of the
specification, that described the management of tf e repeatrrs by
accepting commands through the access port and controllkg the
repeater functions through i he repeater manageincnt interfxe.

JUDGE LUCKERN: Can you pinpoint where you read that colunn through line
so and so, or whatever you were rvferring to, for the recird, Docror?
THE WITNESS: Yes. That was cc lumn 2, line 37 thrc)uj:h 43.
JUDGE LUCKERN: All right. Think you. Go ahead, 1~c:tme see Could you
explain the difference and I just read a passage from I guess it wa:. column 2,
that described the management, et Jetera. So you finished your arvwer, is that
correct? In other words, you asked to explain the differwce and p u stand by
that answer?
THE WITNESS: Yes. I could search for a quote that &:scribes rhe connection
of the MAC, but it will be on the ilext page, but there is the one t‘iat part of the
introduction. Yes, so column 3, line 40 through 43, states: “A MAC function
112 receives data packets for the interrepeater backplane 116 ( a h ‘ known as a
repeater data interface).
‘I

So the description here is aglaininp; how the M - A U c0q1re-d to
repeater data interface from which imi send and reejyeBherni t m k e t s .
N
in as a manap :ment
operation as described in this sect.km_qf the patent. (Tr. 3233-34, [Emphasis
added]
Separate and distinct channels for data OJI &e one hand, and for managen2entinformation on
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the other hand, are consistent with finding that the '6Q3patent mandates : total "out-of-band"
flow such that management information is not transmitted over the data p:rth. (Mick, Tr. at
3865-66; CDX- 175).

The finding that the repeater management interface is separate anc; distinct from
repeater data interface is also born out by FIGS. 1 and 2 of tht: '603 pate it. Thus Figure 1
clearly depicts the "repeater management :oterface" and the "repeater dat.1 interface" as being
separate and unconnected. FIG. 2 depicts the two interfaces22as separate and, although there
is a connection between repeater data intet face and the "managelnent add i.esstracking 208"
function, Molle admitted that such a coniwction "could be for snooping. * (Molle, Tr. at 3519).
The '603 patent in fact states that the conrlection is used by the address trxking function for
snooping23in stating that a "repeater data nterface 210 is used by the ma.iagement and address
tracking function 208 as well as with the MAC 212, DMA coiittoller, and FIFOs 216 for
snooping the inter-repeater bus. " (CX-2, (01. 4 Ins 24-27).
The repeater management interface in FIG. 2 af the '603 patent is labeled as the
"LXT914Serial Interface 204" and the raJeater data interface is labeled ,Is "LXT914 Inter
Repeater Bus (Data Interface) 210."The $erial Interface 204 is s e d for mnagement, &,
"rout[ing] information pertaining to port sratus and control," ( a - 2 col. 4 In. 22), and is
depicted separate from the Inter Repeater Hus (Data Interface) 2 LO. See :tlso unobjected to
CFF 281 and CFF 282 which read:
2z

CFF 281: In figure 1, there is a Rt-peater Management Interface, .md in figure 2
it is called a Serial Interface. The management functions would bE exerted over
those interfaces. (Mick, Tr. at 211(.1-2183).
CFF 282: In figure 3, Security & Serial Signals 312 are also sepa-ated from
Inter-Repeater Backplane 308. (CX-2).
The word "snooping," according tc respondent, refers to moiiitori~gdata traffic, not
adding management information to the dam traffic. &g RRCFF-288.
23
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Respondent places great weight 011 Molle's testimony to support it:. contention that
claim 7 of the '603 patent allows for "in-bmd management," v h . , claim requires delivery of
in-band Ethernet traffic from the repeater tlata interface to the CPU,alloving "in-band
management." ("r. at 3328-29, CX-2 col. 8 Ins. 17-21). Molle testified ITr. at 3328-29):

Q

Thank you, Dr. Molle. Could you please turn to tlaini 7.

A

I have it.

Q

Dr. Molle, do you have an inderstanding of whetner claim 7 requires
delivery of [in- ] band Ethel net traffic from the repeater &tta interface to
the CPU?

A

Yes, I do.

Q

What is your understanding !

A

That the claim is stating exictly that fact, that this is similijr to
figure 4, which is already on the display. It is traffic origi iating
on the Ethernet repeater domain and being delivered to the host
rings, element 406 in figurc 4.

Q

Dr. Molle, are you familiar with the terminology "in-band versus
out-of-band management"?

A

Yes, I am.

Q

Dr. Molle, would claim 7 rAate to those concepts of in-balid or
out-of-band management?

A

Yes, it would

Q

How does it relate?

A

It would enable in-band mriaement. [Emphas1s ~dded]

However he also testified (Tr . at 3504-05: :
Q

So just focusing on the lan~uageof claim 7, "repeater
management device of clair1 1. further.comprising a

media access control port for providing data packets
received by the media acces; controller via the repeater
data interface to memory," ,low, doesn't that just refer to
taking packets through a MAC and putting them iato
memory?

A

The port is CPU memory, and the specifications discusses
the - - how this is used for Kithernet frames. Thcr-c's
discussion about the control blocks that go with &ita
packets and so on.
This is clearly referring to the concept of receiving data
packets from the Ethernet a Id placing them in the CPU
memory where they could te read by the memory in a
separate location from the bridging data structure

Q

But the '603 patent never SI ys certainly anywhere in it,
"in-band management," wa Ad you agree with that?

A

I would have to go do a tex! search, but I don't recall any
other location. However, oiie skilled in the art would
recognize that if I have a nctwork device, that has a
read/write MAC, fieri thatwould be a good thing to do
with it,
I certainly wouldn't set up :I Web server on my repeater, would
use this for management. ( Tr. at 3504-05) [Empliasis
added.]

The administrative law judge finds that Molle, in the above testimony, did not
testify, on the basis of claim 7 of the '603 patent, that the '603 patent pt scticed "inband management'' but only that claim 7 ' enabled" such management or, with respect
to claim 7, that "in-band management" wiruld be a good thing. Molle fuJther admitted
that the '603 patent "strangely does not refer to in-band management." Ci'r. at 3505).
Thus the phrase "via an external repeater management interface" should .)e interpreted

as "external interface" for "repeater management" rather than "aanagemnt interface"

for "external repeater." (Mick, Tr. at 2176). Such ari interface is exter~)~.l
because it is
for the "out-of-band management" of the r;peaters. (Mick, Tr. ;it 2377; t :DX-175).
Additionally, "out-of-band management" of the repeaters must be EEIl
I

compliant. There is no dispute that the ter rn "repeater management" as u ied in the '603
patent, is defined by clause 30 of the IEEI: 802.3 standard. (&:,

u,
RKBr at 179-

80). The '603 patent states that
[tlhe definitions of an Ethernet Repeater and ap Ethernet MAC (Media Access
Control) function are contained in -he IEEE 802.3 specification, whicb is herein
incorporated by reference. This standard defines attribirtts which #:anbe used by
a management function within an IREE 802.3 Ethernet Repeater tt) monitor
network behavior.
(col. 1, Ins. 45-50).
Therefore, "repeater management" as used in the '603 pident is gcwerned by the IEEE
802.3 standard, and specifically by clause 30 of that slandard which "prcirides the Layer
Management specification for DTEs, repeaters, and MAUs based on the 'IMSAKD access
method" and "defines the facilities comprised of a set of statistics and act ions needed to
provide IEEE 802.3 Management servicer

,I'

(IEEE 802.3u, Ci. 30.1 (1995)). tEEE 802.3

repeater management requires compliance with a defined set of .mindator y functions that must
be performed to satisfy the IEEE definitic'n of "repeater management. " (CX-1067, IEEE
Standard 802.3 at LOCO29398-399). Those fbnctiong providc tile means (1) to monitor and
control the functions of a repeater and (2) to "gathern statistics m packets that enter a repeater
and maintainu those statistics on a per-port basis." (CX-1067, iEEE Sttindard 802.3 at
LOC029396). Hence a device practicing the '603 patent must have a "rcpeatcr management"
function that is fully compliant with IEEE standard 802.3. Consistent w th the administrative
'13

law judge's earlier finding that the '603 patent mandates the use of "out-,)f-band management,"
such IEEE 802.3 compliant management 'unctions must be imp emented through an "out-ofband channel.
I'

5.

Location Of The Repeaters That Are Managed In The C aimed Sibject Matter In Issue
Each of complainants and the staff argued that any repeaters that ire managed by the

device of the asserted claims may be either internal or external !o the cla,med repeater
management device, and that the asserted claims only require that the rqeater management
device exerts control over the repeaters. <tespondentargued that repeate..s that are managed by
said device must be external to the claimed repeater rhanagement device. It is undisputed that
the repeater management device of independent claim 1 is a sinple device. (CReCFF at 425).
The terms in the preamble of asserted independent claim 1, the 01 ly independent claim
in issue and in the '603 patent, limit the c aim. Thus the use of the plum1 term "repeaters" in
said preamble indicates that the claimed repeaters management device mist manage more than

one repeater. However, the language of t le preamble, while

it

specifies wo specific functions

for the claimed repeater management devi x," &. , "controlling and mol:.I toring repeater
functions" and "providing status of and ccntrol over repeater functions via an external repeater
management interface," does not exclude e Bther functions. Alba looking T t the plain language
of the preamble, the language does not say one way or the other way whcre the repeaters that
are to be managed are located relative to t le claimed repeater mmagcmeld device. For
example, the language does not state that ihe claimed repeater manageme it device is separate
from the repeaters it is controlling, or that the device Ss "controlling exte: ml repeaters."
Rather all it states is that the repeater man3gement device exerts control cver the repeaters. In
34

addition, the word "comprising" in the pt :amble indicates that additional components, which
could include repeaters, can be included

hi

the claimed repeater manage1 lent device. Hence

the administrative law judge finds that t h e plain language of the preambll. of claim 1 indicates
that the repeaters could be, but do not hat e to be, separate fioir the clair-led repeater
management device.
The specification of the '603 pater t explains the combmiition of kriown components,

a,,repeater management, bridging support and MACs, into

il

single de &e. Thus as stated

in the Summary Of The Invention "[tlo overcome the limitations in the p ior art described
above, and to overcome other limitations hat will become apparent upon reading and
understanding the present specification, fie present invention d idoses a .;ystem which
combines the functions of repeater managbment, Ethernet MAC!. and net vork bridging support
into a single device." (CX-2, col. 2, Ins. 28-33). While the spt:cificatio:: refers to repeaters,
there is no language in the specification that states that the refmnced "repeaters" must be
external to the repeater management device. While the specification doc s use the word
"external" (col. 2, In. 13, col. 3, In. 60, col. 6, In. 24, col. 6 , 1.1. 48, CQ . 6, In 54) it is not in
reference to "external repeaters" or "exter ilal management devices. "

FIG.3 of the '603 patent is a blocl; diagram of a RMD i n accork1ncewith the present
invention." (col. 3, Ins. 4-5). Significantly while FIG. 3 shows a conrwction to "remote"
repeaters 310, (col. 4, Ins. 45-46), it also shows three repeate1.s 318 which arc not said to be
"remote.

'I

In addition there is no languagtb in the specification which sta~:s that repeaters 318

must be "external" to the device containin: the claimed management fum lioxtlity.
FIG. 1 of the '603 patent "is a fun*tionalblock diagram illustratbg the relationship
35

between the management functions, the bridging support functions and &e MAC functions in
accordance with the present invention." (col. 2, Ins. '64-67). There is n*.llanguage in the

'603's patent's discussion of FIG. 1 which specifies that the depicted Repeater Management
Interface 114 and Repeater Data Interface 1 16 must bc connected to repecitersthat are
"external" to the claimed device. The 'a.3patent only states that "[a] re ,eater management
function 108 uses a repeater management tnterface 113 to control and mc nitor repeater
functions." (col. 3, Ins. 29-31). The loctition of the repeater is not specfied. Moreover, FIG.
1 does not characterize interfaces 114 and 116 as "external.

'I

FIG. 2 of the '603 patent is ''asysem block diagram slxwing a rt:peater management
device (RMD) in accordance with the pre:.ent invention." (col. 3,

111.

1-2 1. There is no

language in the '603's patent's discussion of FIG. 2 (col. 4, Ins. 19-38) that specifies that the
depicted LXT914 Serial Interface 204 and LXT914 Inter Repealer Bus (T tata Interface) 210
must be connected to repeaters that are "erternal to" the claimeci device. Thus the '603 patent
states that "RMD 200 uses a serial interfae 204 conacting with the rep aters to route
information pertaining to port status and control 206. " (col. 4, ns. 20-2.1). There is also no
language that the repeaters must be "exterdml" repeaters. In addition, altlrough"LXT914s"
were commercially available repeater chips sold by Level One abthe t i n the application for
the '603 patent was filed, nothing would ireclude an LXT914 from bein.,: incorporated into
the claimed device. Thus,an LXT914 ch.p could be built onto .i single circuit board that
practiced the claimed invention, or the logic of an LXT914 could even be. combined into a
single chip that practiced the claimed inve ition. (Mick, Tr. a: 2308-11).
Respondent, responding to compla nants' argument that there is nothing in the
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specification of the '603 patent that states chat the repeaters must be extei iial with respect to
any disclosed Figures, argued that in FIG 3 "there ate double-headed ariows, for instance at

322, twisted pair ports, are clearly connected to an external dwrce." (TI at 4515). However,
FIG. 2 of the '603 patent, which is devoted exclusively to a rt:peater mallagernent device, "in
accordance with the present invention" (col. 2, Ins. 19-21), shows doublt -headed arrows
connecting components that are not external from each other.
In addition, with respect to the lan.:uage of the repeater Inanagernmt element of claim
1, respondent's expert Molle admitted tha. the language of the repeater management element is

divided into the following two parts: (1) " :ontrolling and monitoring rep ater functions related
to the retransmission of the data packets" md (2) "providing staws of ant' control over repeater
functions via an external repeater management interface." He testified th it the part (1) "refers

to controlling repeaters, " while the part (2 "refers to'reporting Lhrough software running on a
CPU.

'I

(Tr. at 3458-59). Thus, the disputed claimed language "externa' repeater management

interface" appears in the part of the claim involving communications wid; the CPU rather than
the part of the claim involving communications with the repeatel s. Henc,:, the administrative
law judge finds that the claimed phrase "evternal repeater management bierface" refers to the
CPU interface, rather than Repeater Management Interface 114 shown in FIG. 1. Moreover,
the word "external" in "external repeater management interface" refers tc the '603 patent's use
of out-of-band communication for repeated management. S s Scction IV A 4. Supra.
Respondent argued that language aJded to original claim 1 in the .)rosecutionof the

'603 patent to distinguish over a citation L ' S . Patent No. 5,414,694to Ci ayford

& (the '694

patent) established that the claimed repeatvr management device of indepc ndent claim 1 can be
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used only with external repeaters. (RFF 765-66).24The addec languag :was "and for
providing status of an control over repeabar functions via an extcrnal repr.ater management
interface" and the addition of the media access controller (MAC) elemen- which required
signal framing of the data packets and cor trol access to a repeatcr data herface. (FF 35 to
49).
As originally filed, claim 1 of the 603 patent was not limited to a "repeater
management means" for "providing status of arid control over repeater fimctions via an
external repeater management interface." (FF 35, 36). The Ikaminer, i . 1 his first office
action, rejected all the original thirteen clrims as anticipated by the '694' satent. In that Office
Action the Examiner stated that the '694 [latent discloses an address track ing function over
repeater based networks comprising a rep 'ater management means for monitoring and
controlling repeater functions related to the routing of the data packets (1 1 of FIG. 3); bridging
support means for receiving the data pack$%on the receiving port and fo . routing the data
packets to the destination port (12 of FIG.3); a media access controller f x providing signal
framing of the data packets and for controlling access to the ports (FIG.8); and means for
maintaining attributes relating to the repmter functions. (FF 381.
The '694 patent teaches using a mi nagement device, the HIMIB, o control and monitor
a separate repeater, the IMR+ which is shown in FIG. 3 of the '603 patcnt. The separation of
management and repeater into two devices is also discussed at o h m n 5 of the '694 patent:

As indicated, Bupra, independent cleim 1 does not recite a repeater and the plain
language of the claims and specification supports a finding that the repeala can be either
internal or external to the claimed device.
24
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Referring now to FIG. 3, the present invention comprises LEO devices in
a preferred embodiment. One is er titled The Hardwart: IinpIemei ed
Management Information Base (HIMIB) Device 10 and the other s an Jntegrated
Multiport Repeater (IMR) device I. 2. The IMR devicg provides t!ie basic
repeater function, performing sign il amplitude and timing restora ion,
incorporating 8 individual 10BASII-T ports, ahd one Attachment Jnit Interface
(AUI) port. The AUI port allows connection af the 1013RSE-T wrts to an
existing coaxial wired EthernetKheapernet network. The IMR de vice also
provides an inter-module expansia I bus, which allows irrultiple IMR devices to
be cascaded together, and still be treated as a single repeater. In <iddition,the
IMR device also has a management port, to allow configuration atid monitoring
of the operational state of the repeater, and a simple reporting fuwtion to
provide an external indication of u hich port is receiving at any t h e .
'

The HIMIB device is a companion device to thc IMR circi lit, and
provides monitoring for all network activity detected by rhe IMR :levice. The
HIMIB collects statistics based on the type of network activity, arid stores this
information internally as registers Nhich can be accessed by an e3 term1 host
device, such as a microprocessor. The host *ically iiscs the dat.i collected and
stored by the HIMIB device to provide network management infoi-mation,in
order to more easily administer tht operation and/or fault diagnos ISof the
network.
These two devices 10 and 1 2 cooperate to providc the advmtages above
described. [RX-646, col. 5 Ins. 8-:;9: FF 47 to 491 [Emphasis adcred.]
According to respondent's expert Molle, the '694 patent refers to MACs and at column 8,
starting at line 51, there is a description o*'afunction where an Ethernet MAC takes source
addresses from different ports on the repeder and makes comjra+isonsof those source
addresses. The MAC and the address table are used for security purpose i. In this context,
"security means that if the wrong person i c found attached to t h t network, the system can
either disable a port or perhaps scramble the data if it is suppostd to be blocked". (Molle, Tr.
at 3463-65). Thus the '694 patent teaches using MACs to track source aild destination
addresses for security purposes. (RX-646, col. 3, Ins. 21 to col. 4, Ins. 0). For example
packets can be blocked based on address i -1 for example, an eiiv :sdroppc is detected (col. 3,
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Ins. 42-54). Molle admitted that at col. 5 , Ins. 8-13, the ‘694 patent re€\rs to the HIMIB and
the IMR as separate devices. (Tr. at 345’7). Bridging is not mtntioned

IIIthc

‘694 patent.

(RX-646).

In contrast to what is disclosed in he ‘694 patent, applicants, resi)onding to the first
office action, stated in a September 16, 1997 responsk (FF 41):
The applicants respectfully traverse the rejection.
Crayford et al. teach an integrated multiport repeater device
having a hardware implemented management information base
device (HIMIB). The repeater/HIMIB provides monitoring for
network activities detected by the Yepeater. The
repeater/HIMIB stores statistics based on the network activity,
which can then be accessed by an cxternal host advice that
typically provides network managr-ment information. The
repeater/HIMIB compares source *iddressand destinat ion address
fields to provide authentication and security features.
However, Cravford et al. do not wach a media access waroiler
for providiw signal framing of d a a Rackets and for
ControllinP access to repeater via3 =eater data
interface. Further. Crayford et al. donot teach bridviigg
functions included with a repeater manager for controilktejd
monitorin? repeater functions related to the retransmigqinLof
$he data packets and for providing satus-Q
n r I_caar
repeater functions via an external1e m t e r mananemen t
interface and the media access contr~&.
In contrast to Crayford et al., the Applicant’s irivzntion
is a repeater manager for controlling and monitoring rcpcaters
and for providing status of and corrtrol over repeater
functions via and external repeater management interface
bridging support means for receiving the data packets o n the
receiving port and for forwarding 1 he received data packets to
the destination port in accordance with a destination address,
and a media access controller for providing signal framing of
the data packets and for controllinl: access to a repeater data
interface. Applicants’ invention therefore provides uppe-layer services for repeaters, includ ing management, selmity,
full MAC functionality and bridgir g.
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Note that the Applicants' i ivention is bn exterilal
management device for a repeater via the repeater data
interface, e.g. , a inter-repeater backplane, rather than a
repeater having some additional management functionality added
thereon, Applicant's invention also provides Gdditional
advantages including a processor interface for providing
direct memory access and semaph. ring capability to faclitate
MAC and bridging functions with low CPU werhead
Accordingly, Applicants sL,bmit that claims 1-2, 4-6 and
14-18recite novel features not shown by the cited reference. [Eniphasis added]
Thereafter the Examiner issued a notice cf allowance-, (FF 42).
The administrative law judge fin&, as seen from the September 16, 1997 response, that
the '694 patent (which shows separation c.f management and repeater intc I two devices) was
distinguished from the claimed subject mt tter on the basis that the '694 patent does not teach
either "a media access controller for protiding signal framing of data pa::kets and for
controlling access to repeater via a repeatx data interlace" or '7 ridging iunctions included
with a repeater manager for controlling and monitoring repealer function ; related to the
retransmission of the data packets and for providing status of and control over repeater
functions via an external repeater manage nent interface and the media access controller."
There is no reference in the remarks of St ptember 16, 1997 tu an "exteri la1 repeater
management interface.

I'

Respondent relies on the following language in the renwks: "ext xnal management
device for a repeater via the repeater data interface, e.g., a inler -repeatex backplane, " which is
found in the paragraph supra, that starts with "[nlote that

. . , ."

Molle, aowever, has

admitted that a person of ordinary skill in the art, looking at the phrase via the repeater data
'

interface, u,
a inter-repeater backplane. would conclude that the phr; se refers to the
I'
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repeater data interface 116 of FIG. 1 or the LXT914 inter-repeater bus, he data interface 210
of FIG. 2 or the inter-repeater backbone 308 of FIG. 3 whicb are

reEeater management

interfaces. (Tr. at 3289-90, 3460-61).*'
Respondent argued that complainar ts' represerltation in the paragr iph that commences
with "[nlote that

. . . ."in the September

6, 1997 response to the Examiiier. supra, that the

invention claimed in the '603 patent was n It "a repeater having 5 ome add tional management

Molle's testimony was in response to specific questionrng of this i'dministrative law
judge (Tr. at 3289-90; 3460-61):
25

JUDGE LUCKERN: Would P person of ordinary skill in the art. then
looking again at this language that we see on page 7 of tiiis respo:ise, namely
"via the repeater data interface, fa - example an inter-repeater bacYplane, " would
he look at this language and then 1 mking at the packet, would he zonclude that
that is referring to the repeater dah interface 116 of figure 1 or ti-e LXT914
inter-repeater bus, the data interfalse 210 of figure 2 01 the iater-r.:peater
backplane 308 of figure 3?
THE WITNESS: Yes. thev wiru.
JUDGE LUCKERN: Well, ar: those repeater management b-terfaces? I
understand that the repeater management interface is 114 of figutt 1 or it's 204
of figure 2 or 312 of serial signals 312 of figure 3. The man, pe-son would
conclude that they're not the repeaier management interfzce, they re not the
same as a repeater management inierface, are they?
THE WITNESS: No. thev're
* x *

Q Now, going back to the passag' that you Were discussing with Mr.Jarvis
on page 7 of RX-102, I believe that vou agireed with the Judrzr 's question
on direct that the repeater data interface referred t9 hzre is nor a reDeater
management interface: is that r~&?
A

Yes. [Emphasis added.]
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functionality thereon," is evidence that the Aaimed device is limited to ma iaging & external
repeaters. (RBr at 186). The administrati1,e law judge rejects rwpondent'? argument. The
administrative law judge finds that complaiiiants' representatioii is not incilnsistent with the
administrative law judge's finding that the iubject mattkr of the 'GO3 patertl may be used in
conjunction with internal repeaters, since when so used, the resultant corn'rination is something
more than a "repeater with some additional managemeht functic)nality." TI

the '603 claimed

device with an internal repeater would still be capable of managing more t'ian one repeater and
there is nothing to indicate that a "repeater with some additional managem :nt functionality"
would be able to manage a second repeater Also, the '603 claimed devic: still has full IEEE
compliant repeater management capability. There is nothing to iildicate t k d a "repeater with

some additional management functionality" would have full IE13E complia it repeater
management capability. In addition, the '633 claimed device still has a M I C function. There
is nothing to indicate that a "repeater with ,;ome additional management fi iictionality" would
have MAC capability. Moreover, the '603 claimed device still lids bridgiTtg support. There is
nothing to indicate that a "repeater with sane additional management func rionality" would have
bridging support as specified in the '603 ptent.
Based on the foregoing the administrative law judge finds that any i.epeaters that are
managed by the device of the asserted Claire may be either external or internal to the claimed
device.
B.

The '410 Patent
The '410 patent, entitled "Perimetet Matrix Ball Grid Array Circuii Package With A

Populated Center," issued on April 13, 1969. (CX-3). The named hvemrr, Michael Barrow,
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assigned the patent to Intel. (CX-3). Said patent is based on applicdion Scr. No. 08/959,546
filed October 24, 1997 which in turn is a omtinuation of Ser. No. OU623.355 filed March 28,
1996. The '410 patent contains twenty-nin;: claims.
The invention of the '410 patent rehtes to an integrated circuit pacxage. (CX-3, col. 1,
Ins. 10-1 1). Integrated circuits are typicalf d mounted to a package, which is then soldered to a
printed circuit board. One such type of inhgrated circuit package is a bal' grid array (BGA)
package. BGA packages have a plurality of solder balIs located on a bottcm external surface of
a package substrate. The solder balls are rf:flowed to attach tht: rackage t i l the printed circuit

board. The integrated circuit is mounted to a top surface of tht: package sibstrate, and
electrically coupled to the solder balls by ihternal routing within the packr!:e.

(CX-3,col. 1,

Ins. 13-22).26
In issue are independent claims 1, 7. 14, 17 and 28 and &:pendent Aaim 3, 8, 13, 15,
16, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 29. They read (CX-3):

1. A ball grid array package, compr king:
a substrate which has a top surface and an exposed
external bottom surface, said exter ixil bottom surface
consisting only of an outer array c f contact pads each
separated from each other by a fir ,t distance, and a
center array of contact pads each r.eparated from each
other by a second distance, said wnter array 6f contact
pads being separated from said ourer array of contact pads
by a third distance which is larger than the fiist
and second distances; and,
All parties agree that in a ball grid m a y (BGA) package, the subs;r-ateis used to
electrically connect the integrated circuit b 8 the solder 'balls at ~IH: bottom of the package.
(RReCFF at 728). Moreover, all parties agree that the BGA package in t le asserted claim can
be referred to as a "bull's-eye BGA." (RReCFF at 1221).
26
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a plurality of solder balls attached to said contact pads of
said substrate.

3. The package as recited in claim 2, wherein said top
surface of said substrate has a ground bus that is connected
to said center array of contact pads )y a plurality of viay that
extend through said substrate.
7. A ball grid array integrated cirruit package, comprising:
a substrate which has a top surface :ind an exposed
external bottom surface, said top I urface having a
plurality of bond pads, said external bottom surface
consisting only of an outer array cTf contact pads each
separated from each other by a fir.t distance, and a
center array of contact pads each tleparated from each
other by a second distance, said wnter array of contact
pads being separated from said ouier array of contact pads
by a third distance which is larger than the first
and second distances;
a plurality of solder balls attached til said contact pads of
said substrate; and,
an integrated circuit that is mounted to said substrate and
coupled to said bond pads.

8. The package as recited in claim 7, wherein said top
surface of said substrate has a ground bus that is coupled :o
said integrated circuit and connected to said center array of
contact pads by a plurality of vias that extend through said
substrate#
13. The package as recited in claim 7, wherein said outer

array of contact pads is located outside as outer'dimensior.al
profile of said integrated circuit.
14. A method for assembling a ball grid array integratea
circuit package, comprising the steps of:

a)

providing a substrate which ias a top surface and ;in
exposed external bottom swace, said external bottom
surface consisting only of an outer array of contxi pads
each separated from each other by a first distancc, and
a center array of contact padc separated from each
other by a second distance, raid center array of mntacc

pads being separated from said outer array of contact
pads by a third distance w h i h is larger than the fi -st
and second distances :
b) mounting an integrated circuit to said top surfac e oft
said substrate; and,

c) attaching a plurality of sa,d solder balls to said contact
pads.
15. The method as recited ir claim 14, further comprising
the step of escapsulating said intef!rated circuit.
16. The method as recited ir claim 15, further comprising
the step of coupling said integrated circuit to said substrate
with a plurality of bond wires.

17. An integrated circuit package for an integrated circuit
which has a dimensional profile, c omprising:
a substrate which has a top surface and an exposea
external bottom surface, ss id external bottom sur face
consisting only of an outer array of contact pads located
outside the dimensional pnifile of the integrated circuit
and a center array of contact pads located within the
dimensional profile of the integrated circuit, wherein
said outer array is separated from said center array by
a distance that is greater than a distance which separates
said contact pads from eam other.
18. The package as recited in claim 17, wherein said tup
surface of said substrate has a plurality of bond pads.
19. The package as recited

claim 18, wherein said top
surface of said substrate has a gra-ind bus that is conncc-ed to
said center array of contact pads by a plurality of vias that
extend through said substrate.
i11

23. The package as recited hi claim 1, wherein the first
distance is the same as the second distance.
24. The package as recited iii claim 7, wherein the first
distance is the same as the second distance.
4ti

25. The package as recited in claim 17, further comprising
a plurality of solder balls that are attached to said contact pads.
26. A ball grid array package, comprising:
a substrate which, has a top surface and an 0ppCssi:e
exposed external bottom swface; and,
a plurality of solder balls attached to said external bottom
surface of said substrate, said solder balls consiscing
only of an outer array of a )]der balls each sepmted
from each other by a first Jistance, and a centcr array
of solder balls each separazed from each other by a
second distance, said cent( r array of sdder balls being
separated from said other array of solder balls by a third
distance which is larger thin the first and second distance i.
27. The package as recited i I claim 26, wherein the first
distance is equal to the second dkance.

28. An integrated circuit pac kage for an integrated circuit
which has a dimensional profile, ( omprising:
a substrate which has a top surface and an exposed
external bottom surface;
a plurality of solder balls thht are attached to said external
bottom surface, said soldei balls consisting only of an
outer array of solder balls located outside the dimensional profile of the integrrited circuit and a center array
of solder balls located with in the dimensional profile of
the integrated circuit, wher ein said outer array is separated from said center arrav by a distance that is greater
than a distance which sepa'ates said solder balls from
each other.
29. The package as recited h claim 28, wherein the first
distance is equal to the second dieance.
The asserted claims provide two chtrices for relative si= of the ind Gated first and
second distances. Those distances can eitlwr be the same, as with asserted dependent claims 23,
24, 27 and 29, or they can be different whi;h asserted claims 1, 1, 7-8, 13-19, 25-26 and 28
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read on. (CX-3). All of the asserted claiins require that both the first an-.I second distances be
smaller than the third distance, &,the distance which separates the inner and outer arrays.
With the exception of claims 23, 24, 27 aid 29, the avserted CIarms are a. Bt limited to
particular relationship between the first anti second distances. (CX-3).
In issue is whether a solder mask CI n or cannot be considered part of the claimed
"substrate. Also in issue is the claimed phrase "a centcr array 01' contact )ads" which is found
I'

only in claims 1-3, 7, 8, 13-19 and 23-25 t>fthe asserted claims.
1.

Solder Mask
Each of complainants and the staff xgued that solder masks may b :coilsidered part of

the "substrate," as that term is used in the asserted claims. Rapindent ar jued that solder
masks cannot be part of said substrate.
The term "substrate" appears in eacii of the asserted independent claims and several
asserted dependent claims. While the '410 patent does not spec:ifically define the term
"substrate," the administrative law judge fl Ids that spekific language in tht claims, and the
specification of the '410 patent as well as FIGS 3,4, and 5 of the '410 paimt." define certain
characteristics of the "substrate" and does I O in broad terms.
Referring to the language of the ass:rted claims, the "exposed exte nal bottom surface"
language of the claims serves to distinguish the top of the substrate from its bottom, and to
27 While FIGS. 1 and 2 of the '410 pirent relate to the prior art, FIG.3 is a side cross
sectional view of a BGA package of the invention of the '410 patent. FIG. 4 is a bottom view
of the FIG. 3 package and FIG. 5 is a bottom view of an alterjiate BGA package of the
invention of the '410 patent. (CX-3,
col. 'Z,Ins. 15-29). FIGS. 3, 4 and 5 show the substrate
to be of generally flat shaped. They also show equal first and second distaces between the
solder balls and contact pads in the inner rrray and those in the wter army.

define where the "contact pads" of the sub! trate are in relation to the rest srf the components
defined by the claims. For instance, claim 1 requires that the "substrate" ;lave an "external
bottom surface [with] only an outer array c f contact pads

. . .arid a writer array of contact

pads." Claim 1 also requires that there be "solder balls attached to [the] cmtact pads of [the]
substrate." Unasserted claim 2 further defiiies "substrate" by adding the rc quirement that it have
a plurality of "bond pads" as part of its "to:, surface". Claim 7 r2quires in integrated circuit

.

. . mounted to [the] substrate."
With respect to the specification, wder the subheading "Summary Of The Invention, "
the '410 patent specifically teaches that the invention is a ball gr d array 1 itegrated circuit
package which has an guter two-dimensioatl array of solder balls and a g!&r two-dimensional
array of solder balls located on the bottom wface of a package scibstrate. (CX-3, col. 1, Ins.
55-59).28 The specification discloses that tlie claimed "substrate" can e n a inpass a wide range

of materials and can be made through a wide range of processes. Thus, aider the subheading
"Detailed Description Of The Invention," and referring to FIGS. 3 and 4 a d the integrated
circuit (package 10) "of the present inventirm," it is disclosed (CX-3, col. 2, lines 26-50):
[tlhe package 10 includes a substratr. 12 that has a top surtace 14 a.id an opposite
bottom surface 16. Mounted to the cop surface 14 of thc I ubstrate 12 is an
integrated circuit 18. The integrated circuit 18 is typically a microxocesor.
Although a microprocessor is described, it is to be unders-ood that the package
10 may contain any electrical devicc (s).
In contrast to the claimed invention in issue, the prior art FIG. 1 shows a solder ball
array of a BGA package where the solder .)ails are arranged in a two-dim msional pattern
across the entire bottom surface of the package. (CX-3, col. 1, .ns 23-26]. In the prior art
FIG. 2 solder ball array of a BGA packagt the bottom surface of the package has only an outer
two dimensional array of solder balls which are located away frcm tbe pa<:kagc area that is
beneath the integrated circuit. (CX-3, col. 1, Ins. 34-38).
28

The top surface 15 of the substrate 12has a pluralitv of bind,pads 20 anda
ground bus 22. The substrate 12 rqly.dlo have a separa!gkower bdfi3
Concentricallv located about the intfgrated circuit 18 agdjrround Q;1d222 The
integrated circuit 18 is coupled to the bond pads 29 and biisses 22 md 23 by
bond wires 24. The integrated cirmit 16 is typically enclosed by a n encapsulant
26. Although bond wires 24 are shclwn and described, the integratc d circuit 18
can be mounted and coupled to the iubstrate with solder balls loca!:d on the
bottom surface of the circuit die in :I package and process common ' y referred to
as T 4 " or "flip chip" packaging.
The bottom surface 16 of the substrate 12 has a plural@ of contact pads 28.
The contact pads 28 are coupled to x m o n d pads 20 and busses 22 and 23 by
vias 30 and internal routing 32 withi_n the substrate 12. The substr ite can be
constructed with conventional printi:d circuit baard, or co -fired cei tmic,
packaging processes known in the act.

A plurality of solder balls 34 are atiached to the contact p d s 28 w !th known ball grid
array processes . . [Emphasis ad<kd.]

..

Thus the specification teaches, for example. that bond pads, a ground bus. a power bus, and
contact pads are part of the substrate and not merely mounted to ihe substi ate, and that the
solder balls are attached to the contact pads, which are part of ihe substrab:. Moreover, all
parties agree that the term "substrate," as used in the '410 patent and as utiderstood in the
packaging industry, is a broad term that encompasses a wide range of matr:rials and processes.
(RReCFF at 728). Accordingly the administrative law judge finds that the claimed substrate
may consist of multiple materials, includbw dielectrics and conductors.
As seen, sum-4, the '410 patent discloses that the "substraie can be constructed with

conventional printed circuit board, or co-fired ceramic, packaging procesm known in the art.

I'

All parties agree that co-fired ceramic packaging processes are distinct fro n the printed circuit
board processes used to make plastic BGA substrates and that ceramic BG.1 substrates do not
include solder masks. (RReCFF at 734). lIowever, it was well known in the art that a BGA

substrate made from "conventional, printed circuit board" may iilclude a ;older mask. &g (FF
80, 86-87, 90-97, 99, 217, 224). For example, Ivor Bgrber of Lsi Logic, who has been
designing BGA packages since 1991 (JX-623 at 36), has testified that(

; (JX-68 at 36-37).
Respondent has argued that the language of dependent clam 3 in ksue requiring "a
plurality of vias that extend through said st.bstrate" serves to limit the wor :j "substrate" in the
claimed subject matter in issue to a substrate without a solder mask. C1aii.i 3, however, does
not require that the vias extend all the way though the substrate but rather merely requires vias
that extend "through the substrate. " Vias may extend "through" a substrat1: without extending
all the way through the substrate. Thus rerpondent's expert Pecht testifia (Tr. at 2455-56):

Q.

Dr. Pecht, have you mer heard of a term c.Aled
"blind vias'?

A.

Yes. I have.

Q. Okav. And that is a 1ia that eoes' through a
substrate but is total1:tcontained within flit:
substrate: is that righr?

A.

Yes. that's true. [Ern>hasis added]

FIG. 3 of the '410 patent, which is a side cross-sectional view of a ball gr d array package of
the invention of the '410 patent (CX-3,
col 2, Ins. 15-16), shows vias tha- do not actually
extend all the way to the surface of the suhtrate and therefore art: not as 1;mg as the substrate is
thick." In addition, while the word "throL.gh" can m&n in one side and rut of the opposite or

The via shown on the far right of F1G. 3 of the '410 patent stops A hen it reaches, and
does not go through, the very narrow rectangle representing a conductive layer near the top of
the substrate which would include bond pads or the very narrow remnglt representing a
29
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other side (American Heritage College Dit tionary, 3d Edition at 1413), it can also mean
"[almong or between, " "here and therein" (American Heritage College Dtctioliary, 2d Edition
at 1266) and can be "used as a function word to indicate penetration or pasage within

. . an
,

object, substance or space" and ('to indicat: movement within a specified -:nvironment," as in
the phrase "through the air. " (Webster's Third New Ihternational Dictiormy, Unabridged at
2384).
Respondent argued that FIG. 3 of die '410 patent show:; the vias krminating at the
contact pads, thus preventing their extension through any solder ;nask thar may be applied to the
otherwise exposed bottom surface of the SL bstrate. However FIG. 3 shorn s vias coming into
contact with a very narrow rectangular are1 representing a conductive lay: r near the bottom
surface of the substrate. (CX-3, FIG. 3; Prince, Tr. at 3043).3"
Respondent argued that the asserted claims were narrowed during irosecution to
overcome rejections based on prior art by limiting the bottom surface to a:) "exposed external"
bottom surface and that the scope of the su'xtrate was further restricted b\ changing the term
"having" to the term "consisting only of," .hereby excluding packages in which the bottom
surface has structures other than contact pads/solder balls. (RRr at 10-15;
In the first office action, the Examiiier rejected all sixtew original :lainis as anticipated
over U.S. Patent No. 5,490,324 to Newman (Newman) and rejected certarii claims as obvious
over Newman in view of two other patents (FF 50 to 64). The relevant Itortion of the original
conductive layer near the bottom of the su wtrate which would include thi contact pads, both of
which are part of the substrate. (FIG.3).
J'

See also preceeding footnote.

claims read (FF 5 1):
a substrate which has a top surface and an opposite bottom surfact:. said bottom
surface having an outer array of cowict pads . . and it center arr.ty of
contact pads. .

..

.

In rejecting the claims over Newman, the i {xaminerinterpreted Figure 5 ( 4 Newman,
specifically the bond pads which are denotlxl as 512 and the contact pads 'Ienoted as 516, as
disclosing an outer array of contact pads aid a center array of c0ntac.t pact.; that met the distance
limitations articulated in the original claim ;. (FF 50 to 64). Figure 6 of Xewman, which is a
side view or a cross-section of what is dep cted in Figure 5 , sbows that th 3 bond pads denoted
as 512 are internal to the package. (Prince, Tr. at 3161).

In an attempt to overcome the rejecrion, in a May 19, 1997 respor,,e, the relevant
portion of the claims was amended to read (FF 50 to 64):
a substrate which has a top surface rnd an exposed external bottonsurface, said external bottom surface having an outer array of cont ict
. and a center array of cont.tct pads . .
pads

..

..

The remarks accompanying the May 19,1997 amendment read in part (FF 50 to 64):
The applicant submits that the prior art does not disclose, kach or
suggest an integrated circuit packt:ge which has a center array of contact pads
and an outer array of contact pads as disclosed and claimed in tht present
invention. The center and outer array of contact pads a e locater?on an
exposed external bottom surface of the package. This is to be dit tineuished
from the Newman reference whicl idiscloses a duralily ,.3fbond rJadsthat are
jnternal to the Packape. The apDlacant would like to direct the E5aminer's
attention to Fi?. 6 of the Newman reference which clgg!y shows that bond
pads 514 and 516 are located intei nal to the packape. These fea&iresare not
on the exDosed external bottom sgrtkg of the package with the olher solder
balls 510 of the Newman package None of the secondary referexes cited by
the Examiner disclose, teach or suggest the present clriiried inv& tion. For
these reasons the applicant submit i that the claims are nc:ither ani cipated nor
rendered obvious by the prior art. [Emphasis added.]

Thus the administrative law judge finds that the purpoke of the alnendmeiit was mt to limit the
bottom surface of the substrate to contact padsholder balls. Rather he firids that the
amendment, as is clear from its language. ierved as a positional referenas point to specify
where the ''contact pads" of the claims art located in relation tci the othe elements of the
that the "contact pads" of the claims are on the outer surface of the package and
claims, h.,
not internal to the package, as are the "pads" in Newman.
Based on the language of the claim!, the specification and prosecur ion history of the

'410 patent the administrative law judge finds that a salder mask

.

be considered part of the

claimed substrate.
Respondent argued that the words 'consisting only of" in the c l a i s d language "said
external bottom surface [of the substrate] c misting only of an outer arra! of contact pads
and a center array of contact pads" means I hat the bottom of the package c an

...

contain

contact padsholder balls. (RRBr at 20). The administrative law judge firids that argument
inconsistent with the plain language of the :lairned subject mat(er and the $pecificationof the
'410 patent. Thus, as the claims are written, "consisting only of' refers

hl

and modifies "outer

array" and "center array. " Moreover, FIG.3 of the '410 patent cxpressl) discloses contact
pads

metal traces on the bottom of the :)ackage. (Blanchard, Tr. at 4 3 0 - 3 2 ) . In addition

he finds nothing in the prosecution history :FF 50 to 64)which ealudes packages in which the
bottom surface has structures in addition to contact padsholder hidls.
2. The Claimed Phrase "A Center Array Ctf Contact Pads"
Respondent argued that the languagr "a center array of cooitact pad

:I'

in claims 1-3, 7, 8,

13-19 and 23-25 means an array of metal slructures, gg& separated from ;.nother, located in the
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center of the package. (RI3r at 31-32). Coinplainants argued that "contacr pads," including a
"center array of contact pads," as used in die claims of the '410 patent, is "a set of exposed
conductive pads, each designed to receive zi solder ball," & arees on the jottom of a BGA
package that interface with or provide contict points to the solder balls on the bottom of the
package. (CBr at 97).
The administrative law judge finds 1 hat the language of tlw claims !hould not be read as
requiring that each "contact pad" be physic;tlly separated from another COI tact pad as
respondent argued. As is made clear from the specification, including FICIS. 3-5, a "contact
pad," as it is used in the claims of the '410 patent, is the conductive area t > which a solder ball
is attached. Thus, FIG. 3 shows a cross-section of a plastic ball grid arra: (PBGA) package
and identifies the contact pads 28 of the package. (FIG. 3, col. 2, Ins. 44 45). The area
identified as a contact pad in FIG. 3 is the ;mea under a solder hall. FIGS 4 and 5 (the bottom
views of the package that illustrate the outer array of contact padb 36 and he inner array of
contact pads 38) confirm that the area under the solder ball is a cirntact paJ. (FIGS. 4-5, col. 2,
Ins. 55-60, col. 3, Ins. 29-37). In addition FIG. 3 shows soldcr balls attxhed to contact pads
in a cross-sectional view. (Blanchard, Tr.

-It

4030-32). The figure also sf~owsmetal regions,

or metal traces, on the bottom of the packa.:e that are not part of the "comct pads."
(Blanchard, Tr. at 4030-32). Moreover, RG.3 shows that in certain in& nces more than one
contact pad depicted in the figure is illustrated as existing on a single pieci of metal. (See FIG.

3 depicting four solder balls on the center c-f the package which rest on a single region of
metal). In addition in the description of thc preferred embodiment, the solder balls in the center
array are described as being "coupled to thi: ground bus 20 and power bus 23," while "[tlhe
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vias 30 couple the busses 22 and 23 to the I-ontact pads 38." (wf . 3, Ins. 7-1 1). Since more
than one solder ball in the center array of the preferred embodi nwnt is cot.pled to a single
potential (either ground or power), this supports a finding that they can re: t on different contact
pads on the same metal region as illustrate( in FIG.3.

C.

The '341 Patent
The '341 patent, entitled "Electrical Circuit For Setting Internal Cl ip Functions Without

Dedicated Configuration Pins" issued on March 4, 1997. (CX- 1:.

The mmed inventor, Ralph

E. Anderson, assigned the patent to Level One. (CX-1). Said patent is k'ased on Ser. No.
437,621 filed May 9, 1995. (CX-1). The '341 patent contains twenty clams.
The invention of the '341 patent reldes to a circuit for setting inter lal chip functions,
and more particularly, to a circuit which can determine the male of operaiion without dedicated
configuration pins. (CX-1, col. 1, Ins. 7-1 1).
In issue are independent claims 1 and 13 and dependent claims 3, IO, 1 1, 15, 16 and 19.
They read (CX-1):

1. A device for selectively controlling internal functioiis
of an integrated circuit comprising rcieans for sensing an
application indication by means of a potential detected at ir
pin, and circuit means for internally adjusting the potential
of the pin in response to the detecteci potential, the sensing
means being operative following a r :set to provide a control
signal for determining an application associated with the.
application indication selected by a iser .
3. A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein the sensing
means comprises means for compar ng the potential of the
pin with a threshold voltage.

10. A device as claimed in claim : further cohprising
external resistor means for adjustin1 the potential of the pin.
5t i

11. A device as claimed in claim :I further cotnprising, ?or
at least one pin, at least one of a pwl up resistor for sekcting a
logic high or a pull down resistor fc c selecting a logic low.

12. A device as claimed in claim !I further comprising a
floating pin or an input to an externil logic device for
selecting a logic low.
13. A device for selectively controlling internal functions
of an integrated circuit comprising:

N application sense pins on an integrated circuit fol- selecting one of
N2 applications, the pins having an application sc:itse functirsn and
a respective function unrelated to sensing;
circuit means, coupled to the N application sense pins, for
internally adjusting a potential of 1 he pins;
logic means, coupled to the N application sense, pins, for
comparing the potential at the pini with a reference
voltage; and
application select means, couplec to the logic means, filr
selecting one of the N2application; for the circuit in
response to the comparison, the application being
determined by a binary logic level at the N application
select pins.
15. A device as claimed in claim 3 further comprising,
for at least one pin, at least one of a pull up resistor for
selecting a logic high or a pull dowii resistor for selecting a
logic low.
16. A device, as claimed in claim 13 further comprising a
floating pin or an input to an exterrd logic device for
selecting a logic low.

19. A device as claimed in claim 3 wherein the circuit
means further comprises external re ;istor means for adjiisi ing
the potential of the N pins.
In issue is whether the asserted claiins are limited in scope to LED or other visual
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displays31, the "circuit means" limitations cf claims 1 and 13,anc the "N ;\pplication Sense
Pins" and "N2'lrecitations of claim 13.
What Independent Claims 1 and 13 Are Directed To

1.

Each of complainants and the staff i rgued that the claimed subject aatter in issue
should relate & to a device for selecting different chip function LED or other visual display

m.(CBr at 77, 85; SBr at 20). Resy.ondent argued that 1ht claimed subject matter should
not be limited to only LED or other visual displays. @Post at 87).
a)

Language Of The Claims
All parties are in agreement that the first portion of indqmdent cldm 1,

a.,"means

for sensing an application indication by mems of a potential detected at a :>in"is a "means plus
function" element, and should be construed in accordance with 35 U.S.C. $112, para. 6. As
the plain language of that portion of indep:ndent claim 1 indicatt:s, the rncans plus function
element is a "means for sensing" and is no1 directed at a particular use to which the circuit is
put. An "application" itself is not even mrntioned in said portion, only ai1 "application
indication."32 Moreover, the application indication is dot part of the memq plus function
Complainants, in their complaint as filed in 337-TA-43S, alleged tirat the asserted claims
were broad enough to cover all of respondent's reset configurable device5 and a number of
Level One's device. However the vast miijority of those devices did not, contain any reset
configurable pins that could be used to selxt LED display patterns. (WaTd, Tr. at 3583).
While complainants have restricted the de-ices of respondent thitt are " m w " alleged to infringe
the asserted claims of the '341 patent, in comparison to what initially w a alleged to be
infringed in the complaint as filed, claim ( onstruction should be independent of what is being
alleged to infringe. See Chisum, supra.
31

The phrase "application indication" appears only in claim 1. NOH iere else is this
phrase found in the '341 patent.
32
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element. Rather the administrative law judqe finds that the "application irtdicarion" is the thing
to which the function relates. Thus, claim 1 reads in part 'Imeaiu for sem 1% an application
indication bv means of a potential detected a_t_apj~.
" (Emphasis added). That the "application
indication" is the thing to which the functic n relates to is further ;hown b! subsequent
dependent claims, such that in dependent claim 2 the "means for ;ensing"

IS defined

as "digital

means having a high switching threshold" i nd in dependent claim 3 the "!neans for sensing" is
defined as "means for comparing the poten ial of the pin with a tlireshold roltage. n33 Neither of
dependent claims 2 and 3 are dependent on the nature of the appl cation 01 the presence of

LEDs. In contrast, dependent claim 6 , wh ch is dependent on dealendentc laim 4, refers to
"LEDapplications," which indicates that tt ose applications are not part of the "means for
sensing" element. n34 Thus, the administrakve law judge finds thet the plasti language of
The examination of other claims in ;i patent may provide guidance md context for
interpreting a disputed means-plus-functio:i limitation, especially if they rxite additional
functions. Wenper Manufacturin? v. Coaiia_Machinerv Systems 239 F.3d 1225, 1233, 34
(Fed. Cir. 2001). Complainants admit at hast that claim differertiatjon p-ovides guidance in
claim interpretation (CBr at 88).
33

34

Complainants have not put in issue c:laims 2, 4 and 6 which read (( X-1:):

2. A device as claimed in claim 1 H here the means for seming is digital means
having a high switching threshold.

4. A device as claimed in claim 1 u herein the application is deterniined by a binary logic
level at an application select pin, and having two applications selec : pins for selecting
four applications.
6. A device as claimed in claim 4 further comprising means for hiving the four
applications being selectively one m' three LED applicalions and a 'AEDdefault
application.
As seen by the language of each of claim 4 and 6 , the only thiiig that di Terentiates claim 6
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independent claim 1 does not restrict independent claim 1 to a pa~ticularti pe of application
ultimately chosen with the "means for sens,ng.

I'

Rather, the administrativtr law judge finds that

the plain language of independent claim 1 i tidicates that the nature of the wplication is
irrelevant to the function of sensing the apr lication indication, stid that t l plain
~
language of
claim 1 indicates that the claim is directed 7 0 circuitry for recognrzing a sj;:nal from the user as
to which application is to be involved. He. finds nothing in the plain 1angf:age of independent

to choos ng L.ED or other

claim 1 which limits the claimed systems tt, those dedicated &y
visual display or to choosing any specific ac)plication.

Claim 13, the only other independert claim in issue, does not have the means plus
function element recited in independent clarm 1. Rather, instead of a "ser4sing means" found in
claim 1, independent claim 13 refers to "application sense pins
does have the language "application select :neans

"

Claim 1 3 in its final clause

... for selectijig one of tl le N' applications for

the circuit in response to the comparison, the application being determined by a binary logic
level at the N application select pins. " However, independent claim 13 &ses not contain the
word "indication" found in independent claim 1. Moreover like rndepend.:nt claim 1, there is a
dependent claim related to claim 13 that specifically refers to the applicatitms as LED

from claim 4, on which claim 5 depends. ,s the additional limftarionthat ]he "four
applications" of claim 4 be "three LED applications and a LED default arrplication. "
Dependent claims 6 and 20, which latter claim is dependent on indepi-ndent claim 13 in
issue, are the only claims of the '341 pateit that require LED application:;. Claim 20, which
complainants have not put in issue, reads 5CX-1):

20. A device as claimed in claim 13 wherein the fl applications co nprise one of
three LED applications and a LED default application.
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applications. Thus, unasserted dependent c [aim 20 adds only tlie additionr.1 limitation that the

N2applications "comprise one of three LEI 3 applications and a LED defat:It application. As
'I

with independent claim 1, the administrative law judge finds that the ordbary language of claim
13 is broad and encompasses non-visual dis day applications.
b) Specification
The abstract of the '341 patent" inftsms a person of ordirmy skill in the art that the
'341 patent is for a
"circuit for selecting different apgiications based upon the manne . in which
external elements are attached. The selection of the applications fs controlled
based on the potential detected at a pin immediately following reset.. . The
pin used to sense the application it. used as a sense immtdiately a'ter reset has
occurred. After this it can functioi, as either an output or an inp t. . . . The
application sense may be used to select an LED display ;cheme 01- another
application function. (CX-1) [Er iphasis added].

.

'I

Significantly it informs the reader that the r'pplication sense may be used to select an LED
display scheme or another application funcf ton.
The claimed phrase "application indication", which is found nowht re in the '341 patent
other than in independent claim 1, according to the specification, appears 30 refer to a signal
that defines what "application' or "configuration" is being chosea. For ex mple, the
specification under the subheading Summary Of The Invention, rates:
Means is provided for sensing an application by means o f a potentid detected
At a pin immediatelv followinp resel-&erebv to,providg3 skn-aut-determining
which application is desired bythe-liss.. [col. 2, Ins. 13-16] @3mpl-asisadded.]

The abstract is frequently looked to for determining the ;(:ope of a claimed invention.
Hill-Rom Companv. Inc. v. Kinetic C0nccr)t.s Iiic. 209 F.3d 1337, 1341, .I. 1. 54 U.S.P.Q.2d
1437, 1440 n. 1 (Fed.Cir. 2000).
3s

In the Summary Of The Invention of the '311 patent, this "signal for detei :nining which
application is desired" is a binary signal, of one of two voltage3 defined E a logic 1 or logic 0:
When a first binary code is sensed, .1first application is iniplemenis:d.When a
second binary code is existent, a sa ond application is iiiiplementec' and so on. [col. 2,
Ins. 42-45 .]
Also, the '341 patent affirmatively disclose; that the claimed invention c a ~be used in a wide

range of circumstances with different sorts of applications. While, in a pr :ferred embodiment,
"the application sense pin is used to select indication patterns fir driving i EDs." (col. 5 , Ins.
48-50), other sections of the '341 patent indicate that the patent covers far more general
territory. For example, the specification, is1 the section titled Detailed De.cription Of The
Invention discloses:
The end result of these operations is a logical determination of the ntended
application of the device. This is piovided to the appropriate bloc1 s where the
appropriate action is taken. This action is limitless in st:fi,e. The ipplication
select can be used to change handshakingimplementation for combmications
with other logic, to redefine the outputs or inputs of specitlc pins, tbr to change
timing. The entire functional definiiion of the chip can vary to sui; the needs of
the consumer allowing him to differ2ntiate his product from his carripetition or to
accomplish a specific need. The em1 result is that integratcd circuk
manufacturers are allowed to meet tile needs of a broader customer base without
having to sacrifice pins of a device ;Ior configuration purposes. [Emphasis
added.]
(col. 5 Ins. 30-43). Moreover, in another section of the patent titled Sum iary which section
follows A Preferred Embodiment Of The hvention section, it smes (col. -', Ins. 47-59):
AccordinP to the invention. an intearad circuit mav logicallY de@rmine the
intended application of the device. The application select can be u:.ed to change
handshaking implementation for communications with otlw logic, redefine the
outputs or inputs of specific pins, 01 to change timing. The entire :unctional
definition of the chip can vary to sutt the needs of the consumer aDjwing him to
differentiate his product from his competition or to accomplish a specific need.
The end result is that we are allow&&_meet the needs Qfa broade . customer
30

&.

[Emphasis added.]

Likewise, the specification further contradi3ts any effort to limit the scope of the patent to
visual display applications, stating in the Siimmary Of The Invenrion section that "[t]his method
of sensing an application, however, could \.e used in any numbcr of ways Ither than selecting
an LED display scheme." (col. 2, Ins. 50-53). The specificatim

In

the Detailed Description Of

The Invention portion, specifically mentions an Ethernet device capable of being configured as
either an AUI or MAU device. (col. 3, lnr. 45-50).
Complainants, to support their argu nent that independent claims 1 and 13 should relate
only to a device for selecting different chip function LED or other visual cisplay patterns, in
their post hearing brief, placed great weight on the word "indicatton" found in claim 1, but not
found in claim 13. Thus,complainants argued that the word "indication" 'tself is sufficient to
connote a visual display configuration. However, complainants ignore tht fact that claim 1 uses
the general generic term "application indict tion" and not merely !he word "indication" and
further ignores the fact that the claimed word "application" throughout the '341 patent describes
an LED configuration among other applica ions.
Complainants, more than four years after the '341 patent issued on March 4, 1997,
believes it is "enlightening" to replace only the tefm "indicatioii" with the Iiarties proposed
constructions. (CBr at 85). The inventor, however, when he filed for the '341 patent on May
9, 1995, could have used any claimed langiiage he desired. It is fiotthe rcde of attorneys, more

than four years after a patent has issued and when that patent is in a hotly .:ontested litigation, to
replace, or rewrite, the specific language cx the claimed subject nratter wkr limiting language.
Complainants argued that patents ar :not construed according to wiiat the specification
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states "might be related to the invention." tCRBr at 47). However, powhxe in the
specification of the '341 patent has the inventor qualified his definitive stalements, Supra,
relating to non-visual display applications with any indication tlia. the clai!-.iedsubject matter
"might" relate to non-LED applications or >hatthose definitive statements r e merely based on
speculation. A person of ordinary skill in the art should be able io accept Gtatements made in
the specification of a patent as factual. Neither complainants nnr the staff have cited cases to

the contrary.
The staff argued that the phrase "mcans for sensing an application ndication by means
of a potential detected at a pin" refers to "application function to select indication patterns for
driving LEDs or LED behavior request", crting col. 5, lines 48-01of the '341 patent.36 The
staff then concluded that the phrase "sensing an application indicrrtion" in \.lairn 1 is a word play
on the phrase "indication patterns for driviiig LEDs" in the specification. (SBr at 27). It is not
clear to the administrative law judge what tlie staff intended in its use of tl-e phrase "word
play." However, it is clear that said col. 5 . lines 48-61, relied 011 by the staff, is under the
subheading "A Preferred Embodiment Of l'he Inventioh.

(col.

:J',

lines 45-46).

Complainants argued that the word "indication"in indejmdent claim 1 should be
construed to mean visual displays such as 1.ED configurations; that the '3;1 patent when it
refers to a preferred embodiment states thai the application sense pin is u s d to "select
indication patterns;" and that U.S.Patent Eo. 5,66,129(CX-1285)('129 atent), incorporated

The administrative law judge is unable to find in the '341 patent th;: exact phrase
"quoted" by the staff for col. 5, lines 48-6 I. (SBr at 27).
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by reference in the '341 patent in its referrr 1 to application Ser. No. 08/27 I, 11 1 filed July 6,
1994 (col. 5, lines 50-Sl), explicitly define; "indications" as five LED corditions listed in the
'129 patent. (CBr at 81-83).37 Tndependen claim 1 of the '341 patent hov ever does m u s e the
phrase "indication patterns.

'I

Rather, it U S ~ Fthe combined term "applicatic gn indication.

Moreover, the specification of the '341 patvnt has used variations of the ~

It

~ "indication,"
~ r d

to illustrate the user's ::hoice of applicatioris. not the ; pplication itself.

such as

Thus, with reference to a preferred embodi nent, the '341 patent states (cc. . 6, Ins. 48-52):
The output from the flip flop latch 4 12 is directed fo indic& the application
along line 416. Thus, in the manner to be described more fully belilw, the signal
along line 416 indicates an LED colcfi~urationselected by the use!: [Emphasis
added.]
Hence the administrative law judge finds that the common usage of the English language
supports his finding that the word "indicatiim" in the claimed phrase - - ap Aication indication -

37

The '129 patent states that:
For example, using red and green LEDs for the twisted pair p rts 23.
each TP port LED driver provides the following indications:
1. steady green wherein link integrity pulses are received;
2. blinking green when data is iransmitted;
3. steady red when reverse polc rity is detected;
4. blinking red when data is rtxeived; and
5 . alternating red and green w h x the port is auto partitioned out.

(CX-1285,col. 5, Ins. 16-25). This language does nat specificaily equatt "indication" with
"LED condition." Rather it refers to the LED driver Oroviding tile "indicxtion" and not that
any LED display patterns are the "indicatims" since it is the LED driver which delivers the
voltage pattern, & the "indication," to th :LEDs to cause them to displb one of the available
"conditions.
I'

The word "indication" has been detined as "1. The art of indicatio::. 2. Something that
serves to indicate." The American Heritaite College Dictionary at 691
ed. 1997).
(38.1

- is used to mean something that indicates.
Complainants are correct that the '3 tl patent does incorpcrate by rcference the ' 129
patent. However, the incorporation by reference relates Q&

to a preferrel embodiment of the

'341 patent. Thus the '341 patent states (ctk 5 , lines 45-53):

A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 01;'rHE
IWENTION

In a preferred embodiment, the application sense p:n is us& to
select indication patterns for driving LEDs. FIGS. 6(a)-6(c
illustrate a circuit, which refcrences idea detailed in applic.,tion
Ser. No. 08/271,111, filed J*il. 6 . 1994 [the '129 patent],
incorporated by reference herein, for operating a pair of ele Jtrical
display elements 210 and '21 1 [Emphasis added]
8

Respondent argued that any attempt to limit the scope of claim 1 b> reading in
limitations from a preferred embodiment is improper and that it

if

fundam ntal patent law that

features of a preferred embodiment will no! be converted into claim limitations, citing
Interactive Gift Express. Inc. v. Cornpusp e Inc,, 231 F.3d 859. 874, 56 U.S.P.Q. 2d 1647
(Fed. Cir. 2000) and Intel Con,. v. United States Int'l Trade Conim'n, 941) F.2d 82 1, 836 (Fed.
Cir. 1991). (RBr at 98,

Complainants have argued that theb claim construction goes beyoi:d the preferred
embodiment and that they have acknowledged repeatedly that mi "applicar ion indication" can
involve an LED display configuration or equivalent condition coilfiguratil In. Respondent
6 conl.ede that the claims
however argued that this shows only that t omplainants are willing t
"might" have a slightly broader scope as hmg as the additional wbject mrltter is not
"encompassed by Intel's own significant body of prior art, " and that wh&: complainants rely
on a portion of the specification that proviJes, "[iln other situttbns instkd of LED display
elements, other suitable displays can be used," complainants ignore other portions of the
specification extolling the breadth of the application select techiwlogy, such as " [tlhis method
of sensing an application, however, could be used in any manila of ways other than selecting
an LED display scheme. " (col. 2, Ins, 50-;3).
39
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Complainants argued that it is irrelatant that their construction is 11

to a preferred

embodiment, if the claims require that consiruction, and that chins are "wmmonly" construed
to cover only the preferred embodiment, citing Wang Labs.. Inc.. v. Ame- ica Online 197 F.3d
1377, 1383,53 U.S.P.Q.2d 1161, 1165 (Fvd. Cir. 1999) 0;
QeMani Sports. Inc. v.
Worth. Inc. 239 F.3d 1314, 1326, (Fed. C r . 2001) (DeMarini); Modine Mfc. Co. v USITC
75F.3d 1545, 1551, 37 U.S.P.Q.2d 1609, .612 (Fed. Cir. 1996) (Modine SciMed Life
1;

Svstems. Inc. v. Advanced Cardiovascular.SyStgms. Inc., 242 F.Yd 1337, 1343. (CBr at 91, 92)
(SciMed).
The administrative law judge finds that the cases cited by complain mts are
distinguishable on their facts, Thus, in mix the Federal Circuit found tb it references to "bitmapped protocols" were merely acknowledqments of the state of :he art, a id not an enlargement
of the invention described in the patent Wag, 197 F.3d at 138%. In DeM irini, the Court found
that the patent does not "suggest" anything more than the preferred embod~mentDeMarini, 239
F.3d at 1325. In Modine, in the prosecutic n of the patent in issuc the patt ntee limited the
claimed subject matter to the "hydraulic dit meters" of the preferred embocliment. Modine, 75
F.3d at 1551. In SciMed, the Court found that the abstract of the patent i,i issue, the manner in
which the patentee distinguished the prior zrt, the Summary Of The Inveniion section of the
patent and the reference in the specificatiot that the "intermediate sleeve s'ructure defined above
is the basic sleeve structure for all embodir ients of the present invention cmtemplated and
disclosed herein" limited the claimed invention to the preferred embodime it. SciMd, 242 F.3d
at 1342, 1343. It is well established, however, that a preferred einbodimc tit does not limit
broader claims that are supported by the w itten description. _TotoCo, Y vmite Consol,
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Indus.. Inc., 199 F.3d 1295, 1301, 53 U.S.P.Q.2d 1065, 1069 (Fed. Cir. '999). As seen
suma, the abstract of the '341 patent, the '241 patent's Summary Of The lwention section, and
affirmative passages of the '341 patent in Dstailed Description Of The InvLntion and Summary
sections clearly establish that the claimed invention is

limited LOonly 1 ED or other visual

display configurations but rather encompasses non-LED applications, as is confirmed by the
finding of the administrative law judge that the asserted claims{

1 2.sSection V(C)(l), & i b .
Based on the plain language of independent claims 1 and 13 and t h specification of the
'341 patent, the administrative law judge fhds that the claimed subject maicer in issue
encompasses devices used to choose between applications using a Signal from the user as to
which application is to be invoked and is UI[limited to devices wed only !.I sense a choice of
available displays.
The "Circuit Means" Limitation Of Claims 1 And 13

2.

Regarding the "circuit means" limitittion of claims 1 and 13,40resp. mdent, inter alia,
argued that the selection of a particular application or donfiguration using 'he multifunction pin
disclosed in the '341 patent required the pe-formance of two fuiictions: 1) ihe application sense
logic portion of the device would detect a voltage on the pin following res.*tand then compare
the detected voltage to a threshold voltage 10 determine whethel- t!ie detea1.d voltage was a logic
low or logic high, and 2) "[a]nother portioii of the device performs the fur-ction of adjusting the
The parties agree that the "circuit means" limitation in ckim 13 refers to the same
structure as referred to in the "circuit means" limitaticm of claim 1. (CeW at 51-52; SBr at
36; RBr at 108-09).
4O
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voltage on the pin while it is being sensed. Specifically, a pull down currc lit 114, 124, or 134
is enabled during reset and disabled after reset, as shown in Figure 9 [of tt e '341 patent]. (col.
7. Ins. 9-14)." (RBr at 87-88).
Respondent further argued that the c ircuit meank limitation is not s,.tisfied by only the
presence of an internal pull up or pull dowyi resistor connected to the mult,function pin, because
such a circuit would "not act 'in response or the detected potenrial'" simpI.*because it was
electrically connected to the pin. (RRBr at 78 (quoting; claim 1 w- '34 1 pa ent)). Respondent
further argued that this was borne out by tbe prosecutiqn history

1)f

the ' 31 patent in which the

Examiner rejected both of the original dependent claims as being anticipatr:d by U.S. Patent No.
5,051,622 to Pleva (the '622 patent), whict , in turn, disclosed a device w:th "output buffer
131, which is a circuit that is electrically ccinnected to pin 130 and is also -ible to internally
adjust the pin potential after reset. " (RRBr at 78 (Emphasis in origiml om t k ~ l ) ) . ~In
' support,
respondent argued that, since the '622 pateit disclosed an output buffer tb tt could be enabled
only after the reset signal was no longer aserted and whereas the '341 patent disclosed an
internal resistor that was to be only enabled while the reset sigilai was beiirg asserted, that the
addition of the language "in response to tht detected potential" in the pros :cution of the '341
patent4' was meant to preserve this distincton, so that the invention #isclO;ed in the '341 patent

The driver 131 is disabled by the w e t signal, ('622 patelit, col. 3. Ins. 15-17, 47-49),
and is then only enabled after "RESETis withdrawn.' ('622 patent, col. 3, Ins. 54-60).
Therefore, since the driver 131 would be -1isabled by 'the reset slgnal anU not enabled until the
withdrawal of that signal, Altima fails to make clear how that driver chiu ges the "detected
potential" during reset.
41

42

SeeFF 73.
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required the use of an internal resistor that ,vas disabled once reset is withc rawn. (RRBr at 79).
Complainants argued that the "in response to" portion of'claim 1 a1 the '341 patent did
not "create some kind of complex connectic n between the 'the defection 01 the potential and the
subsequent adjusting of the potential,'" but rather that, since no siructure capable of
implementing such an complex relationship was disclosed in tht: '341 patei

It,

such a structure,

and such a relationship was not required by the '341 patent's "circuit mea: s" language. (CRBr
49-50). Complainants, relying on Texas 1~r;trumentsv. ITC,871 F.2d 1054, 1065 (Fed. Cir.
1989) and Yamamoto v. Dictaphone, 740 F .2d 1569, 1571 (Fed. Cir. 1984), further argued that
this was especially true since a constructior that results in a finding of inatlequate disclosure is
disfavored, especially when such a construttion would not cover che only lmbcdiment of the
invention. (CRBr at 50).
Complainants argued also that the " in response to the dciected potc-ritial " language relied
upon by respondent did not indicate the existence of any complex relation! hip between the
detected potential and the adjustment mechinism, but rather "merely state\ the well known
principle of physics that where two nodes ilreelectrically tied together, potential will flow from
a point of greater potential to a point of lower potential. " (CRRr at 5 1). Complainants also
argued that this "well known principle" was illustrated by the testimony CY' respondent's expert
Ward, as it related to exhibit CDX-221. (( :RBr at 51). Accordi!ig to complainants, Ward
demonstrated, with respect to the pull up iii respondent's AC 101, that tht pull up would raise
the potential of the pin, if the pin was in a low potential state prior to rem, and would not
affect the potential of the pin, if the pin wi s at a high potential slate prior to reset. (CRBr at
51). Complainants, in addition, argued thal this interpretation of the phra-e "in response to the
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detected potential" is borne out by Ward's opinion that one of ordinary skill in the art would
construe the circuit means of element of claim 1 in the same way as the cii cuit means element of
claim 13 of the '341 patent, even though c l i m 13 does not contain the clairse "in response to
the detected potential.

'I

(CRBr at 5 1).

The staff argued that the circuit mecns limitation in claim 1 "calls fix circuitry for
adjusting the voltage on the pin in response to the voltage initially detect& on that pin" and that
the '341 patent explicitly teaches the use of an internal pull down or an im:rnai pull up circuit.
(SBr at 28).
Blanchard testified (Tr. at 1577):
JUDGE LUCKERN: Is there differrmt structures in the specification of the patent
illustrative of claim 1 and another siructure or circuitry illustrative of claim 13 or
is it the same circuitry described in ihe specification in the figures that would
relate to each of claim 1 and claim 13, even though claim 13 does not have this
phrase "in response to the detected potential"?
THE WITNESS: It's the same circuit, Your Honor.
Ward testified (Tr. at 3606-07):
QDr. Ward, would a person of ordi.lary skill in the art reading the circuit means
limitations in claim 1 and 13, how would they construe tlwm?

AWell. bv extension. an economicac: -construal of the circuit means ofclaim 13 is
to construe it to cover - - in the same wav that the circuit meam id c.im is
Gonstrued. And that is my preferencsm preferred coqsttrual, . . . 'That is the - my first choice as a way to construe these circuit means in claim If and I believe
it would be the construal of a persoil of ordinary skill in the art.
That having been said, it is true that claim 13 lacks SOIYY, words and
consequently, lacks - - potentially lacks a constraint that is implied by the, in
response to phrase in claim 1.

So I think that there are plausible Aternative interpretations of tht circuit means
in claim 13 that are not plausible with respect td claim 1 . [Einpha ;is added.]
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In light of the testimony of Ward and Blant hard. supra, the admiiiistrative law judge finds that
the ''circuit means" limitations of claims 1 itnd 13 require identical circuitrv.
The '341patent contains numerous descriptions of the circuitry required to satisfy the
circuit means limitations of claims 1 and 1I , m:
For application sense functions acc .,rding to the invention, an rsicj weak Dull down will
sink current of approximately 40 u,j.onan application ~giisepin d.irinc the portion of
time when reset is beinp implemeil,;.edon the chip. If the application sense pin
functions as an output during non-sense periods, the output drives is tristated (disabled)
during the portion of the time wheii the external configuration is b i n g sensed. If used
as in an input, no changes are ma&. to the intetnal input iunction'(1uringthe portion of
time when the external configuraticm is being sensed. Thus, an *"plication sense pin
may be used to sense whether a priinary application or a semndar://alternate application
is desired. Further, the applicatior. sense pin may be used to chanqe the application for
a pin from an unassociated functiori to a function selected by external components.

* * *
When the output pin 112 is left unconnected, the internal pull down 114 is
sufficient to result in a low logic leqeldurinp the application s e m miod. The
pull down is enabled during reset aiid output is disabled. The pull down size is
sufficient to pull the application seiise pin down to 0 volts and a k.gic 0 is
sensed by the application select logic 116. (CX-1,
col. 3. Ins. 58 io col. 4, In.
5; col4, Ins. 11-18) [Emphasis adtIed].

* * *
Therefore the administrative law judge finds that the dited porlions, supw of the '341 patent
disclose an internal pull down which is embled after reset and is sufficierx to result in a low
logic level during the application sense pet iod.
The '341 patent further describes the circuit means as follows:
JWlhen reset 414 is high. the internal pull down 426 is eniibled. Thus,
the output driver is placed in a high impedance mode and an interical pull down
current is applied to 404. .

..
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. ..

. After the reset goes Ipwde weak pull dQwri 426 is disabled as
indicated in this bottom timing dial ram of FIG.9. (CX-1, col. 2. Ins. 2-14)
[Emphasis added].
The administrative law judge finds that this language of !he '341 i>atentshows that the
pull up and pull down resistors that constitute the circuit meam ;ire disabi.:d after reset. He
further finds that this is the written descrir tion of the "circuit means" con:ained in the '341
patent.

3.

The "N Application Sense Pins" Recitation In Claim 13
Respondent argued that the use of the word "pins" in the 'INapp1it:ation sense pins"

recitation of claim 13 indicates that the number of pins required by the c l w e must be at least
two. (RBr at 106). Complainants argued that respondent providcs little slipport for its
argument other than the fact that the word "pins" is used in claim 13, ratl-er than "pin." (CRBr
at 54). The staff argued that just one pin can satisfy claim 13. (SBr at 3.).
Respondent's argument that claim :$3requires at least two pins is 1 ejected. The variable
N represents "an indefinite number:
values.

I'

: :I constant integer or a variable taking on integral

(Webster's Ninth New Collegiatt Dictionary, 1984 at 785). (Errp h i s in original).

An integer is defined as "any of the natural numbers, the negatives of tho ;e numbers, or zero.
&j. at 628). A natural number is defined

in turn as "the numtw 1 or an! number (as 3, 12,

432) obtained by adding 1 to this number crne or more times."

(M.at 781).

Therefore "N"

may be "1". Moreover, other claims of the '341 patent make it d e a r that "N . . . pins" refers
to one or more pins. For example unasserted claim 14, which depends on clabn 13 requires a
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'I

"[choice] between a primary and a secon&my/alternativeapplica ion.

Asserted claim 15,

which is also dependent on claim 14, malus explicit reference to 'one ph

.'I

Asserted claim 16,

which like dependent claim 14 and 15, are dependent on claim I 3, only makes reference to a
floating pin. ' Respondent argued that the prosecution history shows that the applicant
amended "the claim" to remove the language "at least one-pin" 2nd to substitute "N .

. . pins"

(RBr at 106). There is nothing, however, in the prosecution his!ory (FF 55 to 76) which
would estop the patentee from including tie concept of a single pin in the claimed subject
matter.
The '(NanRecitation Of Claim 13

4.

Respondent argued that claim 13 expressly intends for thl: N pins o be used to choose
one of N'pins, not one of 2Npins. (RBr i t 107). Each of complainants , nd the staff argued
that the transposition of 'N" and "2Newaq an obvious error tha: one of c rdinary skill would
recognize as an obvious mistake.
It is a fact that the term *'2"' appears twice in the specification of ;he '341 patent and

"p"
does not even appear in the specifica:ion. (CX-1 Abstrac.1, col, 2, I IS. 40-45). In
addition there are multiple uses of 1'2Nsin the prosecution history. (FF 03 to 76). Moreover

"N2"is not consistent with the binary se1ec:tion processes described in tlit '34 I patent, whereas
11

2No is consistent with said processes. (col. 2, Ins. 40-45).
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Unasserted claim 14 reads:
14. A device as claimed in claim 13 wherein the application selec- means
chooses between a primary app1ica:ion and a secondary/alternativt application

[CX-13.
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In Biotec Bioloeische v. BicocorD,

[!in

249 F.3d 1341 Wed. Cir, ?001), the defendants

argued that language in the prosecution hir tory of a patent in issue limita: the claimed subject
matter. The Court found otherwise statin4 (249 F.3d at 1348):
An error in the prosecution record must be viewed as are errors in
arent to the interested
documents in general;
is. wpuld it have been
reader that an error was made. swh that it wmld be unfair to enforce the
error, The defendants do not argtiahgt this statemeat led them td3 believe
&at it clearlv limited the inventiQn-t
was claimed. 4person of reasonable
intellipence would not be misled q&gelving on the crromuM;&!ment. for
it is contrarv not only to th e plait1 languaFe of the claims a d A c
specification. but also to other st#ctementsin the same4 r - h 1 document.
In Intervet America. Inc. v. KeeTYet Labs.. Inc., 887 €.2d 105C, 1054, 12
U.S.P.Q.2d 1474, 1477 (Fed. Cb. 1989) the court d m t with ar erroneous
statement during prosecution and held: "When it comes to the qliestion of
what should control, an erroneous remark by an attorney in the <:ourseof
prosecution of an application or tQeclaims of the paten1 as findl y worded
and issued by the Patent and Trademark Office as an official gmrit, we think
the law allows for no choice. Tht claims themselves control. " %'e sustain
the district court's construction of the claims as not liniited to t'!e use of
starch from which water was renoved by pre-dying hetore proccssing.
[Emphasis added.]
While the 'IN2"is found in claim 13, the administrative law judge fuids that it would have been
apparent to the interested reader that an ePror was made in view of languijge in the '341 patent
and in its prosecution history. Responden. has not argued that

ii

was mk ed. Indeed

respondent's expert Ward admitted that ore of ordinary skill iii 1 he art wf uld recognize that

"V"is an obvious error and should be "7"'. (Tr. at.3722).
V.

Validity
Under 35 U.S.C. 5102 a patent may be found invalid by anticipation. However, a

claim is invalid as anticipated only if a Q& prior art reference express151 or inherently
discloses each and every element of the chimed invenlion. & In re R@ertson, 169 F.3d 743,
75

745; 49 U.S.P.Q.2d 1949, 1950 (Fed. Cir. 1999). If a referella: fails to .lisclose even a single
claimed element, a finding of anticipation

IS

improper. See Ailas Powder Co. v. E.I. DuPont

de Nemours & Co., 750 F.2d 1569, 1574; 224 USPQ 409,411 :Fed.Cir 1984). Thus, a
party asserting that a patent claim is anticbated must Show identity of in\-xtion. &g
Minnesota Mining & Mfp. Co. v. JohnsQg & Johnson 0rthopaeg:ics. Inc, 976 F.2d 1559,
1565; 24 U.S.P.Q.2d 1321, 1326 (Fed. C r. 1992) (Minne-

Mining).

An anticipatory reference must also enable a person of ordinary sb ill in the art to make
the claimed subject matter at the time of &e invention without uiidue e x p rimentation. See
PPG Indus.. Inc. v. Guardian Indus. C o g , 7 5 F.3d 1558, 1566; 37 U.3 P.Q.2d 1618, 1624
(Fed. Cir. 1996); Minnesota Miniqg, 976 F.2d at 1572; 24 U.S.P.Q.2d

ai

1332. In order for

a description to be sufficient it must be in :]ear and exact terms, and desc -ibe the invention
with enough specificity to enable a person skilled in the relevant field to practice the invention.
Canron. Inc. v. Plasser Am. Cop., 474 F.Supp. 1010, 1013; 233 USPG 440, 444 (E.D.
Va.
1978), aft*d. 609 F.2d 1075 (4* Cir. 19791, wrt denied, 446 1J. 3. 965 (1.380). Therefore, a
prior art reference does not anticipate if it would require a person skilled in the art to engage in
undue experimentation to practice the claimed invention. See Minnesota Mining, 976 F.2d at
1572; 24 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1332.
In addition, a reference that discloses a genus or generic group bw. does not disclose a
species or specific member of that group does not anticipate a claim to t h t species. &g
Corning Glass Works v. Sumitomo Elec.-!J..&A.. Inc, 868 F.2tI 1251, 1262; 9 U.S.P.Q.2d
1962, 1970 (Fed. Cir. 1989). Even if the claimed invention is s ibsuined

in

a reference’s

generalized disclosure, if there is no litera identity of invention, that refe;encc: does not
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anticipate the claimed invention. See Mimiesota Mining, 976 F.2d at 15: 2; 21 U.S.P.Q.2d at

1332.
A patent is invalid under 35 U.S.C. 0103 if:

the differences between the subje2t matter sought to he patented and the
prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole wodd have 'ieen
obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having o-dimiry skill
in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Id. The test for obviousness requires four factual determinatioitti, &z.,

( I the scope and

content of the prior art; (2) the differences between the prior art and the c lairns at issue; (3) the
level of ordinary skill in the art; and (4) djjective evidence of nonobviour ness, such as
commercial success, copying, or long-felt need. Graham v. Johri Deere Cb.,383 U.S. 1, 17,
(1966) (Graham).
In analyzing invalidity under 35 IJ-S.C. $103, "the changes from he prior art

...

must be evaluated in terms of the whole irvention, including whether the prior art provides any
teaching or suggestion to one of ordinary :.kill in the art to make the changes lhat would have
produced the patentee's

. . . device."

Northern Telecom Inc,_v, Datapoi:It Carp., 908 F.2d

931,935 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 498 U.S.920 (1990). The bxden of .:statdishing the
invalidity of patent claims "is especially difficult when the prior art was beforz the PTO
examiner during prosecution of the application. " Hewlett-Packard Co. v! h s c h & Lomb,
Inc 15 U.S.P.Q.2d 1525 1527 (Fed. Cir 1990), citing Amei ican Hoist ipt Derrick Co. v.

-9

Sowa & Sons. Inc., 725 F.2d 1350, 1359 (Fed. Cir.), c a . denicd, 469 I1.S. 821 (1984).

A.

The '603 Patent
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Respondent argued that the claimed subject matter in Bsbe is anticipated by each of the
Cabletron MMAC Hub with an EMME csrd, National Semiccmiuctclr &plication Note 782
and Picazo U.S. Patent No. 5,432,907 ('9'17 patent).

1.

Cabletron MMAC Hub With An EMME Card
Respondent argued that the Cabletr on Multi-Media A c c w Center with Flexible

Network Bus (MMAC Hub) with an Ethel net Managment Module with Ethernet (EMME card)
anticipated the '603 patent. Respondent rtapresented that the MMAC hub, which was
}is a chassis with multiple backplanes that can be used to

introduced in as(

connect up to eight cards that are capable I f performing various networkiig functions. (RBr at

207-09). These cards were known as Media Interface Modules [MIMs) and one of the types of
MIMs was the EMME card, which was introduced in 1991. (Wrat 207 08).
The EMME card includes a repeabar and respdiident argued diat the EMME card could
manage that repeater as well as any other .epeaters located on the other MIM cards in the
MMAC cliassis and that the EMME contained SONIC chips which provided hridging between
up to four different repeater collision domains and that the SONIC chips ilso media access
controllers (MACs) that provided the sign il framing so as to allow the EMME card's CPU to
send and receive Ethernet packets. (RBr ; i t 208).
Respondent argued that the EMMI, card, consistent with the preaiiible of claim 1 of the
'603 patent, was "'a repeater management device for communiwtion neiworks,'" and, also
consistent with the preamble of claim 1, comprised four SONIC chips to perform bridging and

MAC functions, a CPU,{
)and was capable of managing the managed repeiter ASIC located on
'7 8

the EMME board as well as any RIC repe iters located on any TPRIMIM cards located in the
MMAC hub. (RBr at 21 1-12). Respondelit further argued that :he E M b E card embodied the
repeater management standards, and also i ticorporated repeatel- r iaIliigeml.nt, bridging, and
MAC functions in one device, and could rlanage the external RJC chips w e r an external

repeater management interface. (RBr at 2 12).
Respondent conceded that the EME4E does not implement all of &e IEEE 802.3
repeater management functions that were i dopted in 1995, but a*gued ins ead that the EMME
board was still an anticipatory reference bxause "[i]t is settled I.iw that a reference anticipates
a claim if the reference discloses the claimed invention such that a skilled artisan could take its
teaching in combination with his own knowledge of the particiilar art and be in possession of

the invention," RBr at 214 (citing In re Graves, 69, F.3d 1147, 1152 (Fed. Cir. 1995), and
that "a skilled artisan in possession of the lEEE 8 0 2 . 3 ~standards and the EMME card would
have been in possession of the repeater mr nagernent feature of tJie claims of the '603 patent. "
(RBr at 214).
Respondent further argued that the EMME card, like the '603 de\ ice, was capable of
both "in-band" and "out-of-band" management: that the EMME card could be used to monitor
and manage RIC repeater chips located on TPRIMIMs through c>ut-of-bard management; that
the EMME conducts such out-of-band maiiagement(

1ihat t!I is backplane
connector corresponds to the "external repeater management interface" OT the claims of the
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‘603 patent; that the EMME also incorpor ites managed IEEE 8c12.1 briaing so as to allow it
to bridge the three repeater channels that caperate across the M M A C chas- is’s backplane; and
that the EMME’s Sonic Chips are MACs i hat provide signal framing or data packets and
control access to the four Ethernet collisioii domain consistent with the MAC element of the
‘603 patent. (RBr at 215-20).
Respondent also argued that the EMME
meets each and every limitation of claim 1 of the ‘603 patent. A p ior art reference
renders a claim invalid when it disr-losesevery feature of the claimed invention. Dr.
Mick’s arguments that the MMAC hub and EMME card were ma-keted towards large
companies and that the MMAC was modular system whereas the.‘603 disclosure could
be a single board, is irrelevant bectuse one skilled in the art woulll have recognized that
smaller scale implementations of the EMME functions could be implemented without
undue experimentation. Prior art rt ferences are not limited to the nrticular invention
described or to the problems with which it is cmcernetl. Mead, reference must be
evaluated for all that it fairly suggests to one of the ordinary skill n the art.
(RBr at 221-22).
Respondent additionally argued that the limitation of an access poi-t in claim 2 is
satisfied by the connection of the EMME’:;
CPU(

)(RBr 222-23) (Emphasis added).
Respondent also argued that claim 3 was embodied by thc use of the EMME’s CPU to
interpret management commands, {

)and configure

the SONIC bridge chips and argued that the limitation in claim 6 was antdpated by the
80

EMME’s use of(

1 (RBr at 22 3).
Respondent conceded that while tliv EMME’s SONIC chips(
}Respondent argued that ;uch error correction is not supported by the
Ethernet MACs, and that, if the limitation in claim 5 is interpreted to ~ n require
l - ~ error
detection codes, the EMME with its SONIC chips then anticipabs claim ‘ ; that if claim 5 is
interpreted to require the ability to correct errors, as well as to aetect errirs, then claim 5 is
not enabled; that the EMME implemented the limitation of claim 6, &, egisters for “storing
1

attributes relating to repeater functions,” dirough the(

1

management statistics collected by the EMME and aggregates the status i .iformation gathered
by the SONIC chips; that the EMME supports in-band managciaent over !he SONIC MACs to
inter-RIC repeater bus, thus implementing the limitation of claim 7 of the ‘603 patent; that the
EMME supports in-band management of the SONIC MACs to inter-repeater bus, and, as such,
implements the in-band management funct lolls of claim 9 of tbe 603 pate it; and that the

EMME supports semaphoring for DMA transfers and, as such, anticipate ;claim 10 of the ‘603
patent. (RBr at 224-5).
Complainants argued that the MMAC and the EMME did not anti :ipate the ‘603 patent,
because the ‘603 patent was for a single dcvice, whereas the MMAC was a chassis capable of
using various modules including the EMME, and that the E m 3 and MT4AC were sold
separately, and that tlie EMME, without tlie MMAC, was incap;tble of mmaging multiple
repeaters, as required by the ‘603 patent. (CRBr at 29). Therefore, awrding to
complainants, two devices, the MMAC chassis and the EMME, were reg-lired to manage
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multiple repeaters, instead of the single detice requird by the ‘($03paten

. (CRBr at 30).

Complainants also argued that respimdent failed to prow that the PdMAC chassis with
the EMME module could manage multiple repeaters entirely through out- )f-band management,
showing only that some of the managemem informatioil could be transfer: cd through out-ofband management, while other managemelit information had to t e transfe .red in-band,
contrary to the teaching of the ‘603 patent. (CRBr at 30). Cornplainants base their argument
on the following assertions: in order to allriw the EMME to mdnage mort than one repeater a
TPRMIM module or modules must be used in conjunction with the EMME and MMAC; the
TPRMIM contains a National Semi-Conductor RIC repeater chip; and thar the RIC chips
always communicate some management in ormation in-band, as *heyare incapable of
transferring all of the management informi-tion required by IEf3E 802.1 o it-of-band, as
required by the ‘603 patent. (CRBr at 30-34).
Complainants further argued that tke EMME module dtje; not anti :ipate claims 4 and 6
of the ‘603 patent because the registers and counters specified b j those lhitations are not
located on the EMME module or even on !he MMAC chassis, but on the IUC chips located on
the TPRMIM modules, and therefore all ti e elements required b r‘ claims 1and 6 are located on
three devices

-

a TRPMIM module, a EMME module and the ,wlMAC cliassis - instead of a

single device. (CRBr at 35). Complainan s also argued that even if the r M M E copies the
management information(

)as respondent argued, the TR PMlM module must

still gather the management information or to the counters and registers lo.:ated on the
TRPMIM’s RIC chip before this informati in can be transferred(

b y the

EMME; and that the EMME, even with the MMAC, cannot manage repe iters across an intera2

repeater backplane, out-of band, as requirt~dby claim 9 of the ‘633 paten!. as no additional
repeaters can be attached to the MMAC’s .:hannel A’s backplane, and as uch this backplane is
not an inter-repeater back-plane, and the ody additional repealers that c a be attached to the
MMAC’s channels B’s and C’s backplane ;ire the RIC chips located on tb 3 TRPMEM modules
and which, according to complainants do I ot practice full out of band ma ragement. (CRBr at

35).
The record shows that the MMAC hub is a chaqsis which can be ~.:i;ed
io connect up to
eight cards known media interface module.; (MIMs), which are capable oi performing various
networking functions. (Harvey, Tr. at 3007-3008). The M U W hub po:sesses 3 backplanes
(A, B, and C) each comprising a separate (:hannel (A, B, or C), md each comprising a separate
repeater domain. (Harvey, Tr. at 2882-83.3009).
Types of MIMs include the TPMIhl, which is a modulc. which pluq into channel A of
the MMAC hub and does not possess a reiteater. (Harvey, Tr. at 3004-0:a). TPRMIMs are
another type of MIM and which contain N ztional Semiconductor RIC rep sater chips. (Harvey,
Tr. at 3005-07). The EMME card, a type jf MlM, when used ir: channel A of the MMAC hub
is capable of performing the repeating funt-tionof channel A a+;well as pt rforining bridging
functions in relation to the remaining two channels. (Harvey, TI. at 288: -83).
One of the main selling points of the MMAC/MIM system was its flexibility customers could pick and choose which of the various MIMs to use with heir MMAC hub.
(Harvey, Tr. at 3008-09). Accordingly, the various MIMs, and the MM.IC hub itself, were
available to be purchased separately. Various examples are shown in RX-737 at pages CS127

1
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] The MIMs, however, could not be :sed without the

MMAC hub. (Harvey, Tr. at 3015).
The MMAC hub itself, without an) cards, does not have repeater Inanagement,
repeater, bridging or media access control functions. (Harvey. Tr. at 30C 9). The EMME
contains an ASIC that serves as the repeakr for channel A(
(Harvey, Tr. at 3009-10).
The EMME is a bridged repeater that can perform the rqjeatmg

0-’channel

A and

bridge the three channels on the MMAC h.ib together. (Harvey. Tr. at 2882-83). The EMME

also contains four media access controllers in the form of National Semicimductor SONIC
chips. (Harvey, Tr. at 2884;Molle, Tr. a. 3356). As the EMME contalr!s only one repeater
on its card, for it to manage more than ont repeater as required by the ‘603 patent, TRPMIM

cards, with RIC chips, must be used in conjunction with EMME and the MMAC chassis. No
more repeaters can be added onto the EMME module itself. (Ikrvey, Tr at ,7010). The
repeaters for channels B and C exist on th~TPRMIM RIC modules, Exhihits RPX-1-X and Y.
(Harvey, Tr. at 3010). The management of the external repealers by the *<MMEcards
involves two pathways: 1) a path through !he managed repeater located
itself and over the{

01

the EMME card

)and 2) a path

to the{
}(RX-731D: Molle, Tr. at 3358-

62); (Molle, Tr. at 3356). The first path. hrough which information is collected through the
ASIC chip and the{

)is out-

of-band; whereas the second path, through which information is Zollected through the SONIC
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bridge chips, is in-band. (RX-731D; Mollt Tr. at 3356-62). The second pathway is in-band
because the RIC repeater chips on the TP'F,MIMs append(

] of management status

information to the end of the data packets hat they transmit to the EMMir .44 (Harvey, Tr. at
3012). Even respondent's expert Molle agreed that in the case of seridinf repeater packets
across the bridge,{

1 (Molle, Tr. at 3517).

The SONIC chips located on th EMME chips

remove those seven bytes of status informiltion from tbe data pa( kets and the status information

1 (RX-731D; Molle, Tr. at 3356.6:!).

If apjropriate, the data

packet then can be forwarded across the bi idge,{

}(Harvey, Tr. at 3012).45

44

RX-734 at CS49 states, in describin:! the Cabletron TPRMIM RIC repeater modules,

45

RX-731C at page CS30 describes the EMME module ar:cordingly:

that

(
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In the out-of-band pathway, the EhlME's CPU can read iLnd write onto registers

1 (Harvey,

located on the RICs on the TPRMIM card7(
Tr. at 3011-3012). {
] (Harvey, Ti-.it 3010-1 1).

The packets that are transmitted frcbm the RIC chip on tht TPRMlM{

1 (RX -734 at C2 57). {

z
Additionally, RX 1052, the Nationtl Semiconductor &pication P.ote 782, describes
the following interaction between the RIC and SONIC chips:

1
RX-1052, National Semiconductor Applicittion Note 782 at NSC 2729.
Additionally, RX-1052 further states that
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1

Id. at NSC 2732.
Although RX 1052 does not relate ..Lirectly to Cabletrorr’s MMAC. EMME device, it
does relate to the interaction between the RIC and SONIC chips. As Ma15etestified in relation
to the Cabletron MMAC/EMME: “That particular style of, with the{

} it’s a

property of the RIC/SONIC chipset. {
} (Molle, Tr. at 3519-20). See alsQ Molle, Tr. at 3523:
Q.

Now, Dr. Molle, this docurrient [RX-10521 you testified or direct
describes the RIC/SONIC cmnection that we wcrc discussng in
connection with Cabletron?

A.

Yes, it does.

In light of RX-1052, the administrrstive law judge finds that even ir’
one could prevent the Cabletron RlCs from(
)this would prevent tbc system from
practicing full IEEE repeater mana;;ement, contrary to the ‘603 pii lent.
(Mick, Tr. at 3877-78).
Therefore, because of the use of in .band communication of repeat r management
information required for full IEEE repeater management, by the RIC and SONlC chips, the
administrative law judge finds that the Cabletron MMAC/EMMl? device ;s not an anticipatory
reference to the ‘603 patent.

2.

National Semiconductor Applicatiori Note 782
Respondent argued that National &:miconductor Application Note 782 was an

anticipatory reference to the ‘603 patent, and that figure 2 of National Sei dconductor’s
Application Note 782, which depicted the rmplementation of SOW2 and ?IC: chips, is
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"'architecturally identical to Fig. 3 of the '503patent.'" (RBr nt 225) (quoting Molle, Tr. at
3390-91). Respondent argued that the SOXIC chip provides "status and I onfiguration
registers" as in the '603 patent; that the inerface between the SCINIC and RIC chip is an
"external repeater management interface, " that the SONIC chips provide{
)called for in the '603 F atent; and that the Rl('l chips a e(
(RBr at 226).
Respondent further argued that figt re 3 of National Seiiiiconducto 's Application Note
783, showing a depiction of the implemeniation of a SONIC chip and R K chip device, was
architecturally indistinguishable from figure 2 of the '603 patent as figur : 3 of the Application
Note depicted(

} (RBr at 228). Sccording to
respondent the(

}of the Application Note was the same purpose

and similar structure to the Inter-Repeater Backplane of figure 3 of the '603 patent.

'I

(RE3r at

228) (footnote omitted). Also, according IOrespondent, figure 2 of the Aoplication Note also
depicts a structure "corresponding" to the "repeater management device" Jepicted in figure 2
of the '603 patent. (RBr at 229). Furthermore. respondent contended (

} (RBr at 229).

Complainants argued that the RIC/SONIC chip device disclosed ir. Application Note

783 does not practice full out-of-band management of the RIC chips, but mtead the RIC chip
always transfers at least a portion of the(

) to the SONIC
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chip. (CRBr at 36). Complainants furthei argued that the Application Note failed to reveal the
chips implemented in a single device, as rvquired by the '603 paient. but {nsteaddisclosed

(CKBr at 36).
Complainants also argued that "[elven if there were a single d w c e that combined RICs and
SONICs , it still would not practice the '8)3 patent (setting asidt the in-b.md management
issue) because a SONIC is primarily just a MAC chip" which "may facililate repeater
management

. . . but it does not itself prof ide full repeater management."

(CRBr at 37).

On the basis of the above findings 1elating to the Cabletron device the administrative
law judge finds that the system described i:i National Semiconciue:tor App' ication Note 782 is
not an anticipatory reference. National Setniconductor Application Note ''82 shows a system
of managing repeaters by using RIC repeaier chips and SONIC' chips. As discussed Supra,

RIC/SONIC chipsets make use of in-band management with respect IO so1 ne of the
management information, and as such National Semiconductor A pplicatio I Note 782 which
incorporates such a chipset cannot constitute an anticipatory refel-enceto the '603 patent.
3.

The Picazo '907 Patent
Respondent argued that U.S.Paten No. 5,432,907 (the 'IO7 pate1.t) to Picazo

"anticipates and makes obvious claims 1-10 in the '603 patent." (RBr at 730). In support of
this argument, respondent argued that the 907 patent disclosed an inter-rcpeater bus similar to
that disclosed in the '603 patent, a MAC, ii repeater, a bridge, irl-band m,,nagement, SNMP inband management, and out-of-band manag'ment; that the '907 tltsclosed a repeater
management device for communication net works, the ability to control re: beaters and rout data
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packets between a receiving port and a destination port, the ability to conirol and monitor
repeater functions related to retransmitting of data packets and providing 'he status of and
control over repeater functions via an external repeater managment interlace, the ability to
receive data packets on a receiving port and to forward the received data ,)ackets to a
destination port in response to a destinatiolt address, ahd a MAC that pro- ides signal framing
of the data packets and controls access to I repeater data interface. (RBr it 230-31).
Complainants countered respondem's reliance on the '907 patent k v arguing that the
device disclosed in the '907 patent cannot manage out-of-band, rmltiple 'peaters, but instead
r h

featured in-band management of National Semiconductor 's RIC (.hips. TI I us complainants
contended that while the first stacked repeater could be managcd out-of-b,.nd, this repeater then
converts any management information desi rned for other repeaters that it 1 eceived out-of-band
into in-band management information, which the first repeater would the1 relay to the other
repeaters. (CRBr at 37-38). Complainant3also argued that the 907 pate it does not disclose
stacking of repeaters with an inter-repeater bus, but rather shows stackiq using daisy-chained
repeaters or AUI ports, and that an inter-rcpeater bus connects devices m(ire tightly than are
devices daisy chained together or connected through AUI ports. (CRBr a: 38).
The '907 patent discloses a "hub .:ircuit with an integrated bridg*.circuit carried out
in software including a switch for bypasskg the bridge process. (Abstrar t). The '907 patent
I'

also discloses

.

[a]n in-band management process in software . . which receives md executes
network management commands re zeived as data packets froin the LANs
coupled to the integrated hubhridgt: . . . . An out-of-bd to in-bizlid
management process receives netwi wk management comniands and executes
them or forwards them in-band to whatever device to which they are addressed.
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The '907 patent practices both out-of-band and in-band inanageme

it

features.

[A] console command process executing in background irt softwar receives outof-band management commands frcm the network manager via a modem or a
terminal connected to the integratecIhubhridge. The cciiwole comi land process
executes any management message? addressed to the integrated hu'dbridge by
interacting appropriately with the hob, bridge process, e&.

(col. 6, Ins. 20-27). However,
[alny management messages addressed to other hubs bridges, routl.rs, etc. on
any of the networks coupled togethi:r are written as data packets i~ to the
transmit buffer of the appropriate nctwork which must be traverse! to get to the
destination machine.
(col. 6,, Ins. 27-32).
Similarly, while "[olut-of-band ma! iagement is carried out by the t ackground console
command process 282 in some embodimem,"
[tlhe function of the console comntnd process 282 is to receive th .:se commands
and status inquiries and to interact ,ippropriately with the repeater:. , bridge
process or configuration/status database to carry out thc cesired ftnction. This
interaction is carried out via data Firths 306, 308 and 3 10 Tn the i ase where the
management command is not addresed to the hubhridge to which the network
manager is directly connected, the ansole corninand process p1acC.s the
command in a data packet and plaars it in the transmit queue of thin appropriate
network controller so that it will etentually reach the desi ination c imponent to
be managed.
I'

(~01.24, l n 9-15).
~
Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that the '907pater discloses a device
It

that, while allowing for the out-of-band tra osmission of management info: mation between a
network user and the hubbridge that the uzer is directly connected, trans4 iission to any other
hubbridge occurs in-band. Insofar as the '603 patent requires odt-of-bancl transmission of
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management information, the administratiie law judge finds that the ‘907patent is not an
anticipatory reference to the ‘603 patent.

4.

Commercialization
Respondent argued that the asserta. claims are invalid tlue to prior commercialization.

It was argued that from a period starting as early as 1990, Level One erqjoyees commercially
exploited the repeater management device :laimed in the ‘603 patent prio: to its critical date of
September 14, 1994, and that Level One took substantial steps ir marketing and selling an
external management device prior to September 14, 1994 as shown, inter alia, by an
“Engineering Specification for an External Management Device.

”

(RBr ht 24 1-246).

Complainants argued that respondelit failed to prove, by clear and convincing evidence,
that the pre-LXT930 EMD designs even practice the ‘603 patent and that !hose designs were
publicly disclosed or embodied in a product that was offered for sale. It F as also argued that
respondent has failed to rebut the evidence presented by Level One that tJ lefirst offer to sell
the LXT930 occurred in 1995, less than a year before the ‘603 patent wzg fled in September
1995. (CRBr at 39-40).
The staff argued that respondent fa.led to establish by clear and uwincing evidence
that the invention of the ‘603 patent was offered for sale by Levcl One as an External
Management Device (EMD)prior to the citical date of September 14 1904.
Level One’s{
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] (Tr. at :‘65-66). The administrative l w judge finds nothing

in the record that conflicts with McConnel ’s testimony. Moreover, he fails to find anything in
the record that establishes, by clear and coiivincing evjdence, 1hz.t any prt .LXT930 EMD
embodied the claimed invention in issue.
With respect to any offer to sell, w i l e respondent’s Mdrketing Vice President Steve
Kubes (formerly of Level One) testified th.lt he engaged in “pricag discu4ons” with
customers before the critical date, he did rot testify that there wits an actlid offer to sell the
LXT930 before the critical date, (Tr. at 2567, 2641), In addition, as tr any formal price
)responsibility

quotations to customers, Level One’s(

for the issuance of said quotations. (Perry. Tr. at 543). CX-1137, dated January 5, 1995, is
Level One’s first EMD price quote, either budgetary or firm for the EM1 dLXT930. (Perry,
Tr. at 546, 555-556). Level One’s(

}confirmed that ClX-I137was Level One’s first

price quote by reviewing all of Level One’s price quote records (“r. at 546). The parties do
not dispute that it was Level One’s policy (hat any sales quotes cffered to customers had to be
issued through Level One’s Customer Serifice Department headed by(

1 (RReCFF

at 968).
Respondent has the burden to establish, by clear and ccwhcing e fidence, that there
was a firm offer to sell the device emboditad in the asserted claims before the critical date, sS;e
Buildex Inc. v. Kason Indus.. Inc., 849 F.Ld 1461, 1464 (Fed. (’lir. 1988); RCA Corn. v, Data
‘I 3

General Cop., 887 F.2d 1056, 1059, 1062 (Fed. Cir. 1989). The admifiistrative law judge
finds that respondent has not met its burden.
B.

The '410 Patent
Respondent argued that the asserted claims of the '410 patent are i ot valid under

section 102 of Title 35 over

of LSI I.ogic 503 EPBGA package, the LSI Logic's (LSI)

Package Selector Guide 1994-1995 (RX-9::8),Texas Ifistrumeiit's (TI)Se niconductor Group
Package Outlines Reference Guide 1995(Tl 1-386)(RX-343),a article by Freyman
"Surface Mount Process Technology for Ball Grid Array Packaging" (19-3)(Amkor prior art)

(RX-901),Motorola's Electric Design artisle, "Plastic Ball-Grid Arrays C ontinue To Evolve"
by J. Houghten (CX-776),Intel's U.S.Palent No. 5,506,756to Haley, d: ted April 9, 1996

(RX-773,and IBM's U.S. Patent No. 5,367,435to Andros et a,., dated qovember 22, 1994
(RX-157).(RFF 216).
Respondent also argued that "LSI Ilogic 503 EPBGA Package, LS Logic Package
Selector Guide, The Texas Instruments Pa-kage Outlines, The Ainkor Aa-tick, The Motorola
Article, The IBM Reference And Intel's Own Reference," singly or in co*nbiaation,render the
asserted claims obvious under 35 U.S.C. E 103. (RBr at 71).
Complainants argued that responded has not sustained its burden

ti

establishing that

the asserted claims are not valid over the cited prior art.
The staff argued that the LSI Logic 503 EPBGA package satisfies .:ach element of
asserted claim 1, 3, 7-8,13-19and 25-26and 28 and that respondent ha provided clear and
convincing evidence that the "503-pin EPEGA" was offered for sale morr than one year before
the critical date of the '410 patent, v&, prhr to March 28, 1995. (SBr at 79). However, it
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argued that the package does not satisfy th: claimed rkcitation %herein the first distance is the
same as the second distance" of asserted cairns 23, 24, 27 and 29, and ht nce that those claims
are not anticipated by that reference. (SBI at 79-81). The stat" d s o conr!uded that there is no
clear and convincing evidence that the missing elements of claims 23, 24. 27 and 29 are
inherently present in any of the cited prior art. (SBr at 83).
The staff further argued that resp mdent has failed to demonstrat :, by clear and
convincing evidence, that either the TI Par kage Outline or the LEI 1994/' 995 Selector Guide
(the Guide) is prior art; that the Guide fail>to satisfy certain elements of he asserted claims;
and that any testimony relating to the TI P ickage Outlines is "irrelevant aid should be
disregarded." (SBr at 85-86). The staff fiirther asserted that respondent has not sustained its
burden in establishing that the asserted clalms are not valid ovcr any of

&r3

other cited art.

(SBr at 86 to 93).
1.

Claims 1, 3, 7-8, 13-19, 25-26 and 28 (Group I claims)

a)

LSI Package
Respondent argued that the LSI LuGic 503 EPBGA package includes all the limitations

of the Group I claims. It was also argued that respondent has provided cIar and convincing
evidence that the "503-pin EPBGA was ofered for sale more than m e y e x before the critical
date. " (RBr 39-59).
Complainants argued that responde it has not proven, by :leu and convincing evidence,
an "on sale" bar under section 102(b). It was argued that responden: did lot even attempt to
show that the LSI package was "ready for patenting," citing, Pfaff v. We!Is Elecs.. Inc. 525

U.S.367-68 (Pfaff), when a May 26, 199L offer for sale of thc 1 3 pachge was made and that
95

the evidence overwhelmingly indicates that said package could iiot be produced using LSI’s
specifications during the relevant time permd. (CRBr at 102-1 1 ).
The administrative law judge finds lhat the LSI Logic 503 EYBGA package contains all
the limitations of claims 1, 3, 7-8, 13-19, :!5-26 and 28. &FF

124, 126, 129, 132, 144,

145. Complainants moreover have admimd this finding. (Tr. a: 4303-W ).
The administrative law judge finds That U
I Logic (FF LOO), through(

} (FF 121, 122, 136, 137, 138, 142).

} (FF :39, 140, 142, 156).46 This trmsaction was verified

by a separate (

)LSI Logic internal document. (f‘F 141). Moreover, the

1 a da3abasesyqtern tbat LSI Logic

transaction was stored in LSI Logic’s{

relied on and used to track and manage the business. IFF 154). Hence the administrative law
judge finds that the 503 EPBGA Package was the subject of a commcrciai offer for sale and
actual sale between LSI Logic(

t and thus meets the 6rst part cf the two-part test set

out in Pfaff for an on-sale bar. See Intel C orp. v. United Stags- [&I.

Taoe Comm’n, 946 F.2d

823, 830 (Fed. Cir. 1991). (Intel Corp.).
Referring to complainants’ argumerit that the LSI packagt was not “ready for

Complainants do not dispute that thrgre was a “May 26, 1494, offeJ to sell.”
at 109.
46
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CRBr

packaging," the second part of the two-part test in Pfaff for an on-sale b x , LSI's(
} shows a foa print of the 503 EPR(;A package having an outer

array of contact padsholder balls and an inner array of contact r)ads/soldx balls. (FF 158 to
161). The drawing is essentially identical to figures 4 and 5 of the '410 !latent. (FF 162). In

addition,

} drawing shows the cross section c f the 503 EPBGA

package that is essentially identical to fig1 re 3 of the '410 patcnr. (FF 103). Drawings or
other descriptions are "proof that an inveiltion is complete, and hence r e d y for patenting."
Robotic Vision Svs.. Inc. v. View Egg'g, Inc. 249, F.3d 1107, 58 C S.P.Q.2d 1723,
(Fed. Cir. 2001) where the Court noted that in Pfaff, the Suprerile Court based on the facts of
that case, referred to "drawings or other descriptions" as procf that an in krentionis complete
and hence ready for patenting.
Complainants argued that LSI Log c(
} (CBr ;it 187). .Cowever, "a signed

purchase agreement before the critical dah. establishes an offer t x sale SI fficient to invoke an
on-sale bar" regardless of whether the delivery of the products occur afte the critical date.
See Weatherchem C o g . J.L.Clark. Inc., !63 F.3d 1326, 1333 (Fed. Cir 1998). Moreover,
whether or not the 503 EPBGA package(

)is completely

irrelevant to the issue of an "on-sale bar" itgainst the asserted claims.

&L

m . L L C v. Brine,

Inc. 211 F.3d 588, 591 (Fed. Cir. 2000) ('[Alny 'fine tuning' . . after t le sale does not
undermine the conclusion that the inventimi was ready for patenting."); s?. also FF 155, 157,
166, 167, 168. Complainants further argued that the 503 EPBG.4 packag ; was(

)(CBr at 18I). However, a qualified packige at LSI Logic only
37

meant that a package had been tested so that it was sditable for 4 custom :r’s use, application,
reliability and lifetime perspective. (FF 150). In addition, a package ca 1 be available before it
has been qualified if a customer orders a ijrototype package with a work:ag, functioning
semiconductor integrated circuit in that pi ckage so that the entire produc may be evaluated.
(FF 151, 153). See Intel Cor?., 946 F.2c at 830.
Based on the foregoing the admini,trative law’judge firids that ragondent has
,
1, 3, 7-8,
established, by clear and convincing evidt nce, that the Group I claims, ~ I Z . claims

13-19, 25-26 and 28 of the ‘410 patent, a e not valid under section 102(b) of Title 35 in view
of the offer for sale of the LSI Package bc fore the critical date.
b)

LSI Logic Package Selector Guide
Respondent argued that the LSI Gt ide (1) is aprinted publication under 35 U.S.C.

$102(a) and (b), and (2) anticipates, eithei explicitly or inherently, all of the claimed
limitations in issue. (RBr at 48 to 52). E ch of complainants arid the staff argued that
respondent has not established, by clear aiid convincing evidence, either I) or (2).
6

Regarding whether the Guide is prlor art because it was published more than one year
before the critical date of March 28, 1996 LSl Logic’s {

1 (RX-561;
Barber JX-67 at 36-39). The document was for giving new LSI Logic engineers information
about LSI Logic packaging. @.) There h reference in the dociiment to he existence of the
Guide produced by marketing and which was intended to be given to cust ,men of LSI to show
them the outlines of the packages produced by LSI.

a.)
RX-561 states e a t it is the current
1

issue of the Guide,{
98

1
if not the editor of the Gtside, because he

{

received inputs from the various engineer) and then compiled and publist led the Guide.
(Barber, JX-67 at 36-39). Weihe, at the hearing, testified that he and hk group were directly
responsible for compiling the Guide (FF 103, 104, 108); that the purposc of the Guide was to
document the package offerings that LSI was making availablc: lor sale tc LSI customers in
support of their custom integrated circuits (FF 11 1); that after the LSI Guide was printed in
{

1 it was immediately distributvd to the LSI sales and design caters throughout the

world, so that the Guide could be given tc customers freely and without I estrictions. (FF 110,

1 12-121). Based on the testimony of Wei,ie and Barbcr and contemporar eous documentation
(RX-928, RX-561, RX 608), coupled with the offer for sale of the packa:,e, Supra, the
administrative law judge finds that the Gu de was published and made aviIilableto the public at
least before the(

1date. & In re Hall, 781 F.2d

897, 898 99 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

With respect to the limitations of Croup I claims, respoirlent argu A (RBr at 49) that, in
a figure shown in the LSI Guide, the Center and outer arrays of solder ba.Is are separated by a
distance that is greater than the spacing between the balls in either of the wo arrays (citing
RX-928, LSI Logic 1994-95 Package Selector tiuide, at 8-27; RX-928-B.RX--928-C;RX-
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556;47503 PBGA Program Kick-Off Meeiing, at LSI000474, LSI000485, LSI000504;Prince,

Tr. at 3084, 3108; Pecht Tr. at 2360-2361; Weihe, Tr. at 17421, and thi 1 the LSI Package
Selector Guide also shows a portion of tliA,{
} (citi ig RX-928 at 8-17 and

8-28 (for dimensions) and at 8-29 to 8-31 (for intercoiinects), I S 1 Packa; e Selector Guide).
that the interconnccf table shows a(
Respondent also argued (RBr at 31)
} (citing RX-928 at 8-29 to 8-31; RX-."
56 at LSI000473,

LSI000475, LSI000482, LSI000490, LSI(100497, LS1000505;Prince, Tr at 3 200-01, 3107;
Pecht, Tr. at 2406-07; Weihe, Tr. at 1749-50); that tbus, the LSI Pdckag): Selector Guide
discloses a(
] (citing RX-928 at 8-27; RX-556 a LSJOOO473,

LSI000475, LS1000490, LSI000505; RX- i56-A, marked up page LSIOO(475 of RX-556;
Prince, Tr. at 3088, 3107; Pecht, Tr. at 2167-68; Wejhe, Tr. at 1751-72 1755, 1774-75); and
that the 503 EPBGA Package also explicit iy discloses encapsulation of ar integrated circuit in a
height of {

1 mm (citing Rh-928at 8-27 and 8-28).

Respondent further argued (RBr at 50-5 1) that, becaustr the Guide explicitly discloses
two arrays of solder balls, it also inherently discloses a plurality of contalt pads to which the
solder balls are attached, (citing RX-928 ai. 8-7: RX-928-C; R X S 6 at L$1000473-5,
LSIOOO489-90, LSIOOO504-5; Prince, Tr. ,it 3084, 3108; Pecht, Tr. at 2356, 2359; Weihe, Tr.
at 1742), and that therefore the Guide discloses a substrate with a bottom surface, consisting

47

RX-556is titled "503 PBGA Program Kick-Off Meeting.' Respocdent admitted that the

"Kick-Off Meeting" for the 503 EPBGA v'as an internal meeting. (RReC FF at 1159).
IO0

solely of bottom surface materials and outx and center arrays (citing RX 928 at 8-27; RX-928C, marked up page of 8-27 by Prince; RX .556 at LSIOOO473-5. LSI0004:~9-90,LSIO00504-05;

Prince, Tr, at 3082-83; Pecht, Tr. at 2358-59; Weihe, Tr. at 17!5, 1813:. Respondent then
argued (RBr at 51) that the pads within e x h array are separatwl by first and second distances,
and the arrays are themselves separated bj a third distance longer than th.: first and second

distances, (citing RX-928 at 8-27; RX-921-B; RX-928-C; RX-5 56 at LS1000474, LSI000489,
LSI000504; Prince, Tr. at 3084, 3108; Pe:ht, Tr. at 2360-64; Weihe, Tr at 1742); that
because a semiconductor package is used lo house an integrated circuit, tiae 503-lead EPBGA
package described in the Guide also inhertatly discloses a plurality of bo!id pads on the top
surface of the substrate so as to electricall\! connect an integrated circuit t .I the package, (citing
RX-928 at 8-29-3 1 ; RX-556 at LSI000473. LSIOO0475, LSIOOOt8 1, LSICOO490, LSI000496,
LSI000505; Prince, Tr. at 3088, 3100; Pe:ht, Tr. at 2406; Wcihe, l r . at 2742-43, 1748,
1751); that the integrated circuit is couplal to the bond pads with a plurality of bond wires,
(citing Prince, Tr. at 31 10 and 31 15-16; Pzcht, Tr. at 2420); ami that a g -ound bus would be
connected to the center array by vias throEgh the substrate, (citing RX-928 at 8-29 to 8-31;
Rx-556 at LSI000473, LSI000475, LSIO(1rM82, LSIOO0490, LS1000497, IS1000505; Prince,
Tr. at 3100-01, 3107; Pecht, Tr. at 2406-37; Weihe, Tr. at 1749-50; R)i -928 at 8-27; RX-556
at LS1000473, LSI000475, LSI000480, L! [000505; RX-5564, inarked up page LS1000475 of

RX-556;Prince, Tr. at 3088, 3107; Pecht Tr. at 2467-68; Wcitle, l’r. at 1751-72, 1755,
1774-75).
For a piece of a prior art referent e to anticipate a claim under section 102 of Title 35,
the reference must clearly be shown to cor tain or disclose each snd every limitation of the
101

claim. &g,

Motorola. Inc. v. Interdim-Tech. CorD., 125 F.3d 1461, 1473 (Fed. Cir.

1997); In re Bond, 910 F.2d 831, 832 (Fed. Cir. 1990). A reference tha is silent about a
certain element may still be an anticipator )r reference Sf that element is "iiaherently" disclosed
by the reference. &g Finnipan Corp. v, IifiTrade Comm'n, 189 F.3d 354. 1356 (Fed. Cir.
1999) (Finnigan); Continental Can Co. U!;A. Inc. v. Monsanto CA, 948 F.2d 1264, 1268
(Fed. Cir. 1991) (Continental), Inherency can only be established throug: extrinsic evidence
that makes it clear that the missing elemer t "is necessarily present in the hing described in the
reference, and that it would be so recognked by persons of ordinary skill." Finnipan, 180 F.3d
at 1365-66; Continental, 948 F.2d at 1268. It cannot be established by nwe probabilities or
possibilities and the mere fact that someth ng may exist is not sufficient trv establish inherency.
Scaitech Inc. v. RetedTetra. L.L.C., 178 F.3d 1378, 1384 (Fea. Cir. 1949); Finnigan, 180

F.3d at 136566; Continental, 948 F.2d at 1269. Expert testimony can be helpful in combining
references. In Motorola. Inc. v. 1nterdieira~'echnolbpy CornA,12 1 F.3J 1461, 1472 (Fed.
Cir. 1997) Motorola's experts testified in detail about the teachirigs of eac h reference and the
motivations that one skilled in the art might have to combine the various eferences.

As seen from the foregoing, resportdentand its experts, in an atteitipt to establish
inherency and the conclusion that the Guice anticipates all of the Group 1 claims of the '410
patent, have used the teachings of the LSI SO3 EPBGA Program Kick-Of! Meeting document

(RX-556)in their analysis of what is disclised by the LSI Guide The Kk +Off Meeting
document has not been shown to be a public document. To the cmtrary,

:I

is labeled "LSI

Logic Corp. Proprietary," and has been lalieled "Highly Confidential. ( a - 5 5 6 at
I'

LSI000475).
I02

Any extrinsic evidence used to fill a "gap" in a reference by inher :ncy must make it
clear that persons of ordinary skill would recognize the missing item as present. Continenal,
948 F.2d at 1268. A confidential, internal LSI document descrhing the -103-lead EPBGA
package would not have been accessible ttc a non-LSI employee af ordina -y skill during the
relevant time frame. Thus, it has no bear ng on what one skilled in the a - t would believe is
taught by the Guide between 1993-1996. Accordingly the adniiriistrative law judge finds that
respondent has not established by clear ami convincing evidence that the :hide anticipates or
makes obvious the Group I claims, prior t,) the critical date.
c) Andros a d Patent
Respondent argued that IBM's U.S.Patent No. 5,367,435 to And4 os et & anticipates
the Group I claims or renders them obvious. The Andros a gl ,latent is itled "Electronic
Package Structure and Method of Making Same. (FF 170). Tlit: packagc however described
in the IBM Andros

& patent consists of a first substrate and a second stibstrate with solder

balls sandwiched between the two substrats. (FF 171). Hencx the admrnistrative law judge
finds that the surfaces of the substrates that contact the solder balls are m t "external" as
required by the asserted claims. Moreove-. the IBM patent never mentio IS or shows arrays of
solder balls. (FF 172). The administrative law judge can find nothing in Andros a

that

shows or discusses the arrangement of sohler balls or contact j~alson the bottom of a
substrate. Moreover the patent does not show contact pads in arrays. (F : 173). The few
solder balls in Figures 1 and 2 of the IBM patent are separated by many distances and appear
to be drawn at random on the bottom of the second substrate.

WF

174). The administrative

law judge finds that respondent has not satisfied its burden in cstablishing that the asserted
I03

Group I claims are not valid in view of Artdros gj

wider eithei sections 102 or 103 of Title

35.
d) Amkor Article
Respondent argued that an Amko:. article (Surface Mou it article. anticipates the
Group I claims or renders them obvious. IFF 177). The Amhw article c ontains a total of
three pages of text. (RX-901). The articL:. is directed to BGAs, and in pxticular to a 225-pin
full array BGA. (RX-901 at 81). The art cle reads in part:
Johnson et al, of Compaq have shown that first tempefature cycle inducec' solder joint failures
occur in the solder joints . . . . These fuxlings suggest that for itpplicaticw requiring very
large die or especially stringent temperatwe cycle performancc it m y be necessary to depopulate the solder balls at the edge of the die. It should be noted, howe\:er, that BGAs are
currently shipping in mass production in desk top computing and ha~idhel..ltelecom applications
with no reported filed failures after more than four years.
Nothing however in the above quote nor

ill

the Amkor article discusses airy arrays of contact

pads. &g also FF 178 to 185. In additioii, the indication to "de-pqmlatc the solder balls at
the edge of the die" does not state that all he solder balls under and arou.id the entire
periphery of the die should be removed from the package. Rather it could suggest to one of
ordinary skill in the art to depopulate soldcr balls from underneath the co aers of the die.
(Blanchard, Tr. at 4010-14; CDX-225). ?'he administrative law judge finds that respondent
has not established by clear and convinciw evidence that the assxted Grcup I claims are not
valid under Title 35 in view of the Amkor article.
e) Haley Patent
Respondent argued that U.S. Paten: No. 5,506,756 to IMey makc.; the Group I claims
not valid under Title 35. The Haley patent is titled "Tape BGA Package 'lie-Up/Die Down"
I04

(FF 186). Haley, as shown by its Figure 1 and 3, sets forth ari embodim nt that consists of a
flexible circuit board(l5) that bears a singk array of solder balls (38) ant an integrated circuit
(12) with solder balls (38) directly attachel to the integrated circuit. The ntegrated circuit is

positioned in an opening or hole (42) in thc circuit board packag3 (RX-775).The Haley patent
does not describe or disclose a package with two arrays of solde. balls or a substrate as
required by the Group I claims. & also :F 187 to 21 1. The ahinistmive law judge finds
that respondent has not established by clear and convificing evidtmce that Ihe Group I claims
are not valid under sections 102 or 103 of Title 35 in view of thr: Haley patent.
f)

Texas Instruments Package Outliner;
Respondent argued that the Texas Instruments Package Cutlines o!X-343) (the

Outlines) anticipates the Group I claims or renders them obvious. (RBr a: 59). Complainants
argued that respondent has not proved by dear and Convincing evidence illat the Outlines was
"published" prior to March 28, 1995. It was also argued that respondent has failed to show
that each limitation of the Group I claims s either exp'ressly or i iherentlj disclosed by the
Outlines. (CBr at 188). The staff argued [hat respondent has fa led to dcinonstrate by clear
and convincing evidence that the Outlines qualifies as n prior art referenc and therefore any
argument presented by respondent on validity is irrelevant and should be lisregarded. (SBr at

86). It is admitted by the parties that the ( lotlines is a reference guide fa: packages used by
Texas Instrument's semiconductor group i I the manufacture of idegrated circuits. (CReCFF
at 94).
Referring to the prior art status of the Outlines, responderit argued that complainants,
having admitted the Outlines is prior art irl the prosecution of tht. '410 pamt, are precluded
I05

from arguing that the Outlines is not prior art, citing In re Nomiu, 509 1'.2d 566 (CCPA
1975) (Nomiya). (RRBr at 48). The proszcution history of the 410 patent does show that
after issuance of a Notice of Allowability, on October 23, 1997, the appl'cant filed a
continuation application with items which included an Information Disclo iure Statement and a
declaration of the applicant. (FF 63, 64). The Court however said in Nrtmiya that it is
necessary to consider "everything" appellz nts have said about what is prir tr art to determine the
exact scope of their admission. Nomiva, 509 F.2d at 571. Neither the 1n:'ormation Disclosure
Statement nor the declaration states that th;: Outlines is prior art. Hence the administrative
law judge rejects respondent's argument tl.at complainants hake admitted (hat the Outlines is
prior art.
RX-309 is a collection of separate ciocuments which art: marked T1-1509 to TI-1565.
The administrative law judge is unable to *leterminefrom thosc tlociinenrs the publication date

of the Outlines, nor when the Outlines WL; distributed outside oi Texas Iistrurnents.
Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that respondent :ias not e:tablished, by clear
and convincing evidence, that the Outlines is a prior art reference.
Referring to whether the Outlines (:iscloses the limitations of the Group I claims,
respondent admits that the Outlines only iriherently discloses an rntegram circuit die attached
to the top surface of a substrate (RR CFF- 1837D); that the Outlines only inherently discloses
an integrated circuit die with an edge profile lying in between the outer a!ld center arrays of
solder balls (RRCFF-1839H); that the Outlines only iaherently disclose a ground bus attached
to therm vias extending through the substrate to the center array of sol& r balls (RRCFF1842G); that the Outlines inherently only discloses an integratcxj circuit d e attached to the top
I06

surface of the substrate (RRCFF-l,934M). and that the Outlines only inb :rently discloses wire
bonds connecting the integrated circuit die to bond pads, (RRCEF1,935B 4. Moreover,
respondent, for each of the asserted inherc nt disclosure^,^^ relles on, for ;onfirmation, testing
reported by Edwards in an article publishc d at the " 1995 Proceedings 45' Electronic
components and Technology Conference Nay 2 1-24, 1995 (kX-2 16, 2 19) which is after the
I'

critical date of March 28, 1995. As with he LSI Guide, any I:X rinsic etidence used to add to
a reference by inherency must make it clear that a person of ord nary skill would recognize the

inherency in a reference before the critical date. The fact that a confirmdon test published
after the critical date is relied upon supports a contrary finding. Hence, die administrative law
judge finds that respondent has not establ ii.;hed!by clear and convincing c: vidence, that the
Outlines makes the Group I claims not valid.
8)

Electric Design Article
Respondent argued that Motorola's Electric Design art icl 5 titled "Nastic Ball-Grid

Arrays Continue To Evolve" by J. Houghien (CX-776) makes the Group I claims not valid
under Title 35. All parties agree that the 1 llectric Des'ign article contains figures of full array
BGAs, drawings of perimeter array BGAs . and contains discu:;sion about full array BGAs and
about perimeter array BGAs. (RReCFF a 1223).
Figure 3 of the Electric Design article shows a perimeter array BGA (CX-776). The

Respondent also stated that the pack age in the Outlines "inherently discloses a plurality
of bond pads on the top surface of the substrate so as to electrically conwct a11 integrated
circuit to the package, because a semiconductor package is used to house an integrated circuit.
(RRCFF-l,934K).
"

I07

article further states:
All of the perimeter arrays are likely to have a version that inch des a small
matrix of solder balls in the centq for applications requiril-ig im-)roved
thermal dissipation. This is typic.illy implemented in full-array IIGAs by
means of ground bumps located directly beneath the dit;. Therh a1 vias
(copper-plated through holes) provide direct heat transfer from r he die attach
to these groundhhermal bmps. ?Vhen these bumps are connecte I to one or
more ground planes on the printed circuit board, BGA heat diss pation can
exceed that of standard QFPs.
(RX-776 at 142). (Emphasis added]
Respondent argued that the "small matrix of solder balls in the ce:iter" in the language,
suprq, refers to the '410 BGA configuration of the asserted cliliru. Hovl :ver, the plain
language, supra, merely contemplates plac ing solder balls in the center o: the package for
thermal and/or ground purposes. The administrative law judge -indq noti ing in the language,
in the absence of hindsight, that suggests the spatial relationship between the solder balls in the
central area and those on the perimeter of the package as found .n the Group 1 claims. &g also
FF 228, 212-216.
Robert Munroe has worked in the engineering field for over thiro years. During that
time, he has had responsibilities in the ami of semiconductor packaging t x both IBM and
Motorola. (FF 217). Monroe has been employed by Motorola since 1991 as a Design Group
Manger and Section Manager with respomibility for packaging power PC products. (FF 218).
According to Munroe, research and development efforts at Motc.rola befr re at least 1996 were
focused on full-array BGAs, since that wa; perceived to be the txget market. (FF 219).
Monroe was not aware of any bull's-eye BGA work done at Mcdorola pi:or to 1996. (FF
220). Munroe could not recall the first time he saw a product with a burl 's-eye BGA prior to
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1997. (FF 221). Munroe has no knowled2e of testing perfornied at Mottarola prior to 1996
that involved either Motorola bull’s-eye BGA designs or compaitors’ de$igns. (FF 222).
Motorola’s proposed solutions to a better I3GA specifically excluded deslging a bull’s-eye

BGA package. (FF 226).
The administrative law judge finds that responllent has

ib)t

estab1i:-hed. by clear and

convincing evidence, that the Electric Design article makes thc 4;roup I claims not valid under
Title 35.
2.

Claims 23, 24, 27 and 29 (Group 11 Claims)

’

Respondent has argued that the same art, w,with rcfcrence to the Group I claims,
makes the Group I1 claims not valid under Title 35. Each of comp1ainan.s and the staff has
argued that respondent has not sustained its burden, in establishing by clt-ar and convincing
evidence, that the Group I1 claims are not valid.
Claims 23, 24, 27 and 29 depend from claims 1, 7, 26 and 28, respectively. They
define a two-array BGA package with soliler balls or contact pads arrangt.d in the form of a
bull’s-eye and separated by equal distance;. The pertinent portion of thos .: claims generally
reads:
wherein the first distance [distani e separatink the solder balls or contact pads
of the outer array] is the same as or equal to the second distance [distance
separating the solder balls or coniact pads of the center array].

(CX-3claims 23, 24, 27, and 29).
None of the cited prior art disclose; or shows BGA circuit packap :s wherein the “first
distance” is the same as or equal to the “stcond distance“. Thus,in the only relevant prior art,

&,the LSI Package, the solder balls or contact pads of the Center array
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3f

the LSI package

are separated from each other by a distance of 2.54mm, and the solder b; 11s or contact pads of
the outer array are separated from each other by a distance of 1.27mm. Rx-556 at
1

LSI000474; CFF 1860-62). Moreover, LSI Logic only put in(

1

( I T 133). Hence, the solder balls

or contact pads of the center array of the 1 SI package are expredy separated from each other
at twice the distance as the solder balls or contact pads of the outer array Respondent has
admitted that said package does not possebs solder balls or contact pads a-ranged in a manner
that meets the limitations of claims 23, 24, 27 and 29. HoweveJ , it argu1:d that the LSI
package “inherently”discloses solder ball! or contact pads of

dit:

center and outer arrays

spaced apart at the same distance. (RBr a: 44).
There is testimony from LSI’s(

} (JX-67 m 102). There were reasons in t!ie LSI Package for

only placing the solder balls in the center ;ISneeded, Lz. to minimize c0E.i and maximize heat
disruption. (See Pecht, Tr. at 2408-2409).19 Pertinent to this point is the testimony of
complainant’s expert Blanchard (Tr. at 3937-90):
Q

And well, what, if anything. would(

1 [RX-55(i] on pa€>LSI

474 teach to one of ordinarii skill in the art in the 1993 through
‘95 time frame?

All parties agree that adding extra solder balls to a package increases its cost and when
adding solder balls to the bottom of a BGA package, one r e a c h a point diminishing returns
in terms of improving thermal performano:. (RReCFF at 1127).
49

I)f

A

One of ordinary skill lookiiig at the two drawings on page LST
000474,would understand hat there's an optimum ntimbe? of
solder balls to extract the k a t from this package, and thest' solder
balls would be placed eveill y across the bottom of the pack age
below the pad that the integrated circuit will be attached tc

In terms of the optimizatior process, there are 1e~llytwo i m e s
here. One, the inner set ~ f : ~ o l d eballs
r are design6:d to per<orm
two functions. They provicie in this case electric21 contint;ity to
the die that's in the packagt but they also are the Dath frorc heat,
that heat uses to flow from the integratkd circuit j:ito the
underlying PC board the package will be assemblcd to.
So the requirements of the older balls jn the inner array a: e
primarily thermal. The requirements for the solder balls i i i the
outer array had to do with the number of inputhutputs sild such
as that is really driven by mother concern, which is how many
signals do we want to get irtto the package and how much ignals
do we want to get out of thi. package.

In terms of the optimization. we've heard testinro!iv that ip we
add more solder balls. thert arecost issues and there are g!s_o
manufacturing: issues. the hindline of these soldel u l s a d i lone
more solder ball and an add ttional expense.

So there's an optimum poini in terms of thermal jerfcmm ce and
cost with regards to the number of solder balls rhat will be placed
in the inner array. And the spacing between thc solder b&s will
be chosen from this optimum point.

Q

Well. what. if anvthin?. da:s that sugggst to one_,f ordinal uskill
in the art about whether tQ make the spacin? of ths h e r ai rm
the same as the -- or differeatthan the spacing in [he outer m a y ?

A

Well, since the considerations are different, we're constrai led in
the outer array with a given number of signals. hi the inm r
array, we're concerned about the thermal perf01-1nance. TI ley
aren't related.
Well. look at the amount
c -of t
die area &afi
used. the number of balls thatwill spread uniforjnly across &e
region of the Dackage belou &e die area. Thercjs, in fact 3
point of diminishin? returns. a_s we add more wider balls;h_e

cost of each incremental soinderball adds more cost to the
pack=. but the thermal pcrformance has a dbnjnj&in&ri:turn .b
terms of the added DerforWiEe-pf the Dackaee as we add more
and more solder balls.

Q

And.

...

How, if at all, does Mr. Barrow's approach [in tbe '410 pLItentI
bear on this analysis?

A

Well. Mr.Barrow chose to =Solder balls thai2:e placec! in the
inner arrav. that are spaced a x r t bv the same dbiance as nose in
the outer array.
This has the disadvantage that you sacrifice thermal perfor nance
because the size of the arra., that was chosen is relatively small,
so that if we have a die that is larger than this army, we can
restrain the heat flow.

It does have an advantage. however. that for thc same size:
package. we can allow agr.'!a,q-variation in die size or die sizes
to be used in the packaye &'the410 patent. whik with t h
package of the LSI. shown- iae-in this LSI Logic documei t-we
have a lot less variabilitv in die s&.

So it's a trade-off between being able to have a range of cfic sizes
fit in a package or having o7timized for a specific thermal
performance for a limited nmge of die sizes. [Emphasis ad led]
Respondent argued that Blanchard tdmitted "that the djffcrence in separation between
the contact pads/solder balls in the center ;md outer artays is a matter of design choice that
packaging engineers would make everydaj in 1995 timeframe." (RBr at 84). Blanchard,
however, testified (Tr. at 4105-06):

Q

Okay. Now, I believe you - let me understand your testinony.
Since you indicated a distiwtion was the same distance wa: not
shown in the LSI package, : 'd like to uhderstand your opaiion.
Is it your opinion that a packaging engineer who looked at the
LSI package with a bull's-eie pattern and a different distarce in
the center as opposed to the: outer array, would require mo -e than

ordinary skill to come up H ith a package where the bdlls i I the
center array had the same Cistarice as the balls in the outer array?
A

I believe that the LSI Logic teaches that you usc f he center array for
thermal purposes and you use the outer array for signal pu -poses. And
given that, in the cost of adding additional solder balls reg,irdless of where
they are, you would optimire the center for the thermal and financial
aspects of it, while dealing with the number of inputs and ~mtpiitsof the
outer perimeter.

Q

Okay. But perhaps my question wasn't clear. Are you saying
that it would have required more than ordinary skill for a
packaging engineer in 1995 to have made that choice, to h n e
gone from a bull's-eye patmn in which the center array h d
different spacing than an older array, to a bull's-eye patter 1 in
which the center array and rhe outer array had cxactly the ;ame
spacing?

A

I'm savinp that the LSI Lojk-ches
a wav rsic_lamyut)E
havinp a bull's-eve arrav. 9 .&that the center ha3 g p * a U same
spacine as the outer spaciny M u s e of the rear3ements. both
thermal and economic for t)imiiter arrav. with2 differem set of
conditions affectinp the numbm-of solder balls in the outel array.

Q

Well. weren't there a knowiidvantane to increainp the kimber
of solder balls in the center'?
There was a th ermal advanlagethere was a finan.;u
disadvantage and that's the:outimization that one skilled in the art
would have Derformed in tbat time frame. as wc:-_seeLSI LJ&C
performed. [Emphasis add bd .]

A

Moreover Blanchard's design choice testirrony was not about thc dil'fereixe in separation
between the contact padsholder balls in the center and outer arriiys of tht LSI package. Rather
Blanchard answered a general question reliarding choices engiiieers make between efficiency
and cost (Tr. at 4108):

Q

Aren't trade-offs of cost versus diminishing reniriis of nurrber of I/O pins
and thermal performance precisely the type of design choices that
packaging engineers would make every day in the 1995 tin le frame?
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A

I believe so.

Based on the foregoing, the admimstrative law judge fincis that re.pondent has not
established by clear and convincing eviderce that claims 23, 24, 27 and 29 of the '410 patent
are not valid under Title 35.

3.

Objective Evidence Of Nonobviowness
Barrow, the inventor on the '410patent, testified that once the icka for BGA package

with a perimeter array and a separate center thermal array of solder balls as described in the

1

'410 patent, was in the marketplace{

(Tr. at

964-965). Respondent characterized the E arrow testimony as in elevant ;tnd unreliable because
uncorroborated oral testimony of the namt d inventor of the '410 patent. (RReCFFat 721). It
is a fact, however, that respondent's accused Plastic Ball Grid Array (PBt ?A) packages equate
the "first distance" with the "second distaice." See Section VI I1 infra. Moreover, Motorola's
proposed solutions to a die edge problem !.pecifically excluded designing :Lbull's-eye PBGA.
(FF 225, 226).
C.

The '341 Patent
Respondent argued that a number

clf

referenced constitute invalida ing prior art, *z.,

Intel Pentium P54C Microprocessor, Benchmarq's bq2010 Device, U.S. 'atent No.

5,477,166,Chips and Technologies 65510 Flat Panel VGA Coniroller (6.510). Chips and
Technologies' 82C230 Controller, Motorclia's MC6801 Proce:;sor arid In-~1's82077SL
CHMOS Floppy Disk Controller.

1.

Intel Pentium P54C Microprocessors

Respondent has argued that the Peiitium 75/90/ 100 MHL microprccessors (also known
as the(

>practicedall of the lir iitations of lhe assei ted claims )f the '341 patent,

The(

>were available to the public prior to '341 patent's critic.11 date.
The P54C series (P45C) includes cie multifunction pins I.IEO-BE3 (RX-516, Pentium

Data Sheet, at 2-91, 2-102, Table 5; W a c , Tr. at 37Ul). BEO-HE3 pins ire used to provide
APIC ID configuration inputs during reset and are sampled on RESET. iRX-516, Pentium
Data Sheet, at 2-91; Ward, Tr. at 3700). I'he designation "AIW"refers to the Advanced
Programmable Interrupt Controller. ( R X - S 16, Pentium Data Sh\:et, at 241).
{

1 .rher :fore,

"BEO#-BE3#

pins in the Pentium P54C are Byte Enable pins that are used as ,iPIC Ide,itification inputs and

are sampled at RESET. (RX-516, Pentiur I Data Sheet, at 2-91) (

1
The DPEN#/PICDO and APICEN/ W D 1 pins are also imltifunct on pins that read
certain information during reset and have lifferent functions during norm 11 operation.
(RX-516, Pentium Data Sheet, at 2-91 and 2-93).
The DPEN# pin is an output of the Dual processor and an input 0" the Primary
processor. (RX-516,RX-516, Pentium Data Sheet, i t 2-91, 2-93), The Dual processor
drives the pin low to the Primary processor at RESET to indicatc that the Primary processor
should enable dual processor mode. (RX-;16, Pentium Data Shxt, at 2 4 , 2-93). DPEN#
shares a pin with PICDO. (RX-516, Pentium Data Sheet at 2-91 2-93). rhe APICEN pin
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enables and disables the on-chip APIC interrupt controller. (RX-516, Pertium Data Sheet at
2-91, 2-93). If sampled high at the falling edge of RESET, the APIC is cnabled. APICEN
shares a pin with PICD1. (RX-516, Penti.im Data Sheet at 2-91. 2-93).

} (Ward, Tr. at 3701; RX-516,

Pentium Data Sheet at 2-102, Table 5). {

1 Those pins are multifunctio8tpins, on which the voltage is sampled during reset,
thus satisfying the sensing means and application sense means limitations of claim 1. (Ward,
Tr. at 3700; RX-516, Pentium Data Sheet at 2-91). The voltage on those pins is adjusted
during reset by internal pull down resistor. that are active only during reset, thus satisfying the
circuit means limitation of claim 1. (Wart!, Tr. at 3702-03; RX 516, Peiliium Data Sheet at 291).
} After an initialization process the P54C provides a control s gnal indicating that

the processor is required to operate in a prirticular mode, thus satisfying tqe control signal
limitation of claim 1. (RX-516, Pentium 1 lata Sheet at 2-91). Therefore all the elements of
I16

{

} /’he logic means

limitations of claims 3 and 13 are necessar ily present, as they arb;present in every digital
device (Ward, Tr. at 3648-49), and as such those claims are anticipated.

} Accordingly, the administratif e law jalge finds that those

claims are anticipated. Finally, one of the pins may bc left floating, as rcquired by claims 12
and 16, (RX 516, Pentiurn Data Sheet at 1 -102), and therefore those claim are anticipated.
Hence, the administrative law judge finds i.hat the{

] inc1ud:s all of the elements of the

asserted claims of the ‘341 patent and, as uch, is an anticipator\! referen ,e to those claims.
Cornplainants, in their reply brief, do not even attempt

t(1

argue tfat the(

} does not

have the aforementioned features. Instead they argued that relerences wf- ich had been
disclosed to, or referenced by, the patent rxaminer, specifically U.S. Pats nt No. 5,051,622 to
Pleva (‘622 or Pleva patent) (RX-544) and U.S. Patent No. 5,237,218 to losephson &d. (the
‘218 patent) (CX-421)%had the aforemeiilioned featutes, yet the Examin r allowed the ‘341
patent anyway, and therefore such feature; could not be anticipacory. (C2Br at 62-63).
Complainants’ arguments are inapposite. The application for tlic ‘341 pa ent was originally

The Examiner in his Office action t f Feb. 13, 1996 merely cited tl e ‘218 patent of
interest. He made no rejection of the claimed subject matter on the ‘218 patent. (FF 68, 69,
70). Thus it appears that while the ‘218 patent teaches multiplexing of bput pins for in-system
programming of an integrated circuit (FF ?O), the Examiner considered t!ie ‘218 patent
otherwise irrelevant to the claimed subject matter.
~0
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rejected, in part, because the Examiner had found it to have bee:) anticipated and/or rendered
obvious by the '622 patent, causing the patentee to amend the cl.iims by, i.nter alia, adding the
"circuit means" limitation to claims 1 and 13, &,limiting thost- claims t devices with
internal pull up and pull down resistors which the device disclossd in the '622patent lacked.
(Ward, Tr. at 3709; RX-924)(FF 65 to 7h). Moreover, while t le '218 patent may have
revealed a device with a "mode-select pin with an internal pull up circuit (or "resistor") used to
set the pin at a default voltage", (CRBr at 62), the administrative law jud;:e finds no disclosure
of a device having the application sense circuitry disclosed in tlit: '341 pa ent. (CX-421).
The staff argued that the '341 patelt does not disclose or describe any structure or
material for implementing any application other than an LED application (SBr at 77-78),
apparently taking the position that unless the prior art specifically disclos*:sthe structure shown
in a patent's preferred embodiment, irrespective of what the patcnt in issile claims and

irrespective of what the specification of thz patent in issue teac;lws, the prior art is irrelevant.
The administrative law judge rejects that z rgument. {

} s prior art tn the claims of the 341 patent. The

circuit of the(

}is for selecting an ripplication based upon the man-ier in which the

external elements are attached. (&g Abstr tct of the '341 patent 'CX-2)). As disclosed in the
abstract, and as seen in the(

}(1) Ihe selection of the application is controlled based on

the potential detected at a pin immediately following reset, (2) the detectcd voltage is compared
with a reference voltage, (3) the pin used o sense the applicatim is used as a sense pin
immediately after reset has occurred, (4) I fter this it can function as eitht r an output or input
I18

pin, (5) a flip flop is connected such that t le output of the application ser. >epin and the
condition reset is directed appropriately to the flip flop, (6) wlieii the conl!itioii of not-in-reset
is sensed, the flip flop latches to a first cot idition or second condition bas.*don the potential at

the application sense pin, (7)a binary se1e::t allows 2Ndifferent iipplicatk+?sto be selected
where N is the number of pins used to se1i:ct the applications, (8)when a first binary code is
sensed, a first application is implemented, and (9) when a seconl binary :.ode is sensed, a
second application is implemented.

(a
Abstract of the '341 patent.

specification discloses, and with respect

tc

the(

(C3-2)). As the

} the elrl result c 1' the operations of the

Pentium "is a logical determination of the intended application of the dev ce" and shows that
the claimed subject matter is "limitless in ;cope." (CX-2, co1.5, Ins. 30--'15). Moreover, the
integrated circuit of the(

)may "logically determine the i:itended application of the

device," (CX-2, col. 7, Ins. 50-52).
2.

Benchmarq's bq2010 Device
Respondent argued that the bq201C "anticipates the asserred claim of the '341 patent

under any suggested interpretation of the ( laims. " (RBr at 128). Respor: .lent conceded that the
bq2010 uses more complex circuitry than he '341 device, but argued tha: this was because the
bq2010, and the related device disclosed i .t U.S. Patent No. 5,477,166,

La,
"include

circuitry that permits additional functions o be performed, nalncly, the o ;e of a single
multifunction pin to choose between three rather than two, applications." (RBr at 133).
The bq2010 is an integrated circuit. (Ward, Tr. at 3658), which v;es an LED display to
represent the remaining charge of a rechargeable battery. (Ward, Tr. at , 6 5 9 ) . {
} (RX-79, bq2*)10data sheet at 1,
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Ward, Tr. at 3659). {
) t ( t indicate graphically the availe de battery charge.

(RX-79 at 1). The bq2010 can display the available battery charge in ont of two ways:
absolute or relative. (RX-79). In relative display mode, the bat:ery charye is represented as a
percentage of the last measured discharge. (RX-79, by2010 d;tt;. sheet, a 14). Each LED
segment represents 20 % of the last measured discharge, the sixtl I segmen ,{

>is not used.

(RX-79, bq2010 data sheet, at 14). In absolute display mode, ecch segmt nt represents a fixed
amount of battery charge, based on the inbial programmed full count. In absolute display
mode, each segment represents 20% of tht programmed full count, with{

> representing

"overfull." (RX-79, bq2010 data sheet, at 14). Therefore, in relative mode, only five LEDs
are used, while in absolute mode, six LEKS are used. (RX-79, bq2010 d-ita sheet, at 14).

1

There(
(RX-79, bq2010 data sheet at 1; Ward, Tr. at 3660). {

:- (RX-79, bq2010 data sheet

t 1; Ward, Tr. at

3660).
Unlike what is disclosed in the '34 patent, the bq2010 uses a(

1 to determine the

presence of an internal pull down or pull L p, instead of simple c rcuitry. To determine the
presence of a pull up or pull down,{

}in the bq2010 perfcms two analyses to determine

the presence of an internal pull down or internal pull up. (RX-79). In se ising the potential
placed on a multifunction pin, {

)conducts two Separate interrogatit Ins: one to determine
I20

;(Ward, Tr. at 3795).

{

The results of each interrogation are place4 in{

1

(Ward, Tr. at 3795; RX-79). (

] (Ward, Tr. at 3795-3798).

The bq2010, also unlike the device disclosed in the '341 patent, dl)esnot(
] '.'he results of each

analysis to determine whether there is(

1 (RX-79). (
1 (Ward, Tr . at 3676; E lanchard, 405 1-4052)
The administrative law judge finds that the bq2010 is not an anticlqatory reference
because it, like the device disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 5,477,166, infra, uses {

)(Blanchard, 7 r. at 404 7-4048; Ward, Tr. at

determine(
3802), and also(
3.

1 to

]to read the informatan read during reset.

U.S. Patent No. 5,477,166
Respondent argued that U.S.Patent No. 5,477,166 (the ' 166 pate.it) to Wallace

Matthews and assigned to Benchmarq Micmelectronics @X-5 77), which Jisclosed the identical
circuitry found in the bq2010, also "contains all the elements of the asserled claims of the '341
patent," including the circuit means, the stming means, a means of comp uing the detected
potentials, a way to add an external resistc r, and logic means. (KBr at 1:' 1).
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The reset signal in the '166 patent. inter alia, resets thc (1PU, whch causes the CPU to
execute a reset sequence of instructions, including safipling the pull ups md pull downs.
(Ward, Tr. at 3801-02). The CPU in the '1166 device first intcriogates the circuit for pull
downs, places those values in a register, and then conducts a second inte:sogation and places
those values in a register. (Ward, Tr. at Ii802). In cgntrast, the "sensiq means of the '341
patent does not require a CPU or most of :iCPU's associated suoporting .:ircuitry, but instead
employs basic threshold sensing logic and a D flip-flop to acconlplish the configuration
selection." (Blanchard, Tr. at 4051 - 405:\). Even Altima's expert witness, Ward, admitted
that the "'166 patent discloses a design thi.t is based

011 CPU

coi~trol.'~
(Ward. Tr. at 3802).

Also the '166 patent does not disc1 s e a device that uses

iiD

flip flop, as with the '341

patent, but rather discloses a device that uies at least two regitws to dett rmine whether a
multi-function pin is pulled low or high bj an internal pull dowri or pull

tip.

(Blanchard, Tr. at

4046, 4051). A register is a collection of bi-stable storage devices capabde of holding more
than one bit of information. (Ward, Tr. a 3802). The difference betwera a register and a flip
flop is that a register can be viewed as basically a group of storage eleme its and it is a
multi-bit storage device that may in fact bt. constructed from a s(:t of flip flops that perhaps
share some circuitry. (Ward, Tr. at 3676). Registers, unlike a 3 flip flops, are capable of
holding multiple bits of information, wher :as D flip flops can usually hol.1 only one bit of
information. (Blanchard, Tr. at 405 1-52)..''
Although respondent has suggested that registers may be constructec by putting together a
set of flip flops, (Ward, Tr. at 3675), ever a register constructed from a :a of D flip flops
3
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administrative law judge finds that the '166 patent is not an aiiticipatory .cference to the '341
patent, because in the device disclosed in h e '166 patent the CPU makes an inquiry to
determine the presence of pull downs or pull ups on a particular multifur ::tion pin, (Blanchard,
Tr. at 4047-48;Ward, Tr. at 3802) unlike the '341 patent which uses no I-CPU circuitry to
accomplish these tasks. (Blanchard, Tr.at 4051-53).

4.

Chips And Technologies 65510 Flat Panel VGA Controller
Respondent argued that the Chips and Technobgies 655 3 0 Flat P,.ne1 VGA Controller

(65510)"contains all of the elements of the '341 patent claims," if the '341 patent is construed
to apply to the use of multifunction pins to configure video dkpiays, and ihe "circuit means" is

construed to require the pull up or pull down circuit, then all of the limit-itions of the asserted
claims are found in the 65510. (RBr at 1 13, 115). Otherwise, I espondei It argued the "use of a
multifunction pin to select LED display cc nditions is rendered obvious b- the 65510." (RBr at

115).
The administrative law judge rejects both of respondent'!. argume i t s that the 65510 is
an anticipatory reference to, or renders obvious, the '341 patent Treatir P, the latter argument

would be more complex than just 4 D-flip flop, because
While it may be theoretically pssible to create a register by c.)mbining
multiple flip-flops, practically, a memory cell such as ii register does not work
the same way as a flip-flop. Moretrver, there are many oifferent types of
memory cells, which may operate differently. For example, DRAMS store bits
of charge on a capacitor. SRAMs ise a cross-coupled four or six transistor cell.
These are very different from a flifl-flop.
(Blanchard, Tr. at 4134-4135).
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first, respondent has not, other than makiiig a single sentence assertion &at the 65510 renders
the '341 patent obvious, argued this position in its post hearing orief, am' has not given a basis
both factual and legal for this assertion. Therefore, this argumeiit is reje ?ed.
Referring to respondent's argument that the 65510 anticipates the :laimed subject
matter in issue, the 65510 is a controller f x flat panel display. (Ward, 'Ir. at 3962). The

65510 device has a set of inultifunction pi IS. designated MA0 though M 47, that during reset
provide configuration information during leset. (Ward, Tr. at 691,692;RX-515,65510 Data
Sheet, at 12). The multifunction pins are (ampled to provide configuratii information.
In

(Ward, Tr. at 3692; RX-515,65510 Data Sheet, at 12). The 66510 detects a voltage value on
a pin and makes a determination of whethvr the detected voltage is a logif 0 or a logic 1.

(RX-515,65510 Data Sheet at ALT325250). There are eight bi-s in the t onfiguration register

XRO1,and those bits latch the MAO-MA7 pins on the falling t:dj:e of RESET. (RX-515,
65510 Data Sheet, at 75). Bits 0 and 1 represent the CPU Bus Types; bi: 2 is reserved; bit 3
represents transceiver control; bit 4 is for :lock doubler control; and bits 5-7 are configuration
bits. (RX-515,65510 Data Sheet, at 75). MA5-MA7 are latched on the a11ing edge of

RESET and include internal pull-ups that ;ire enabled only at RESET, but have no hardware
function. (RX-515,65510 Data Sheet, at 75). The values read on the m:iltifunction pins
during reset are latched in a register. (JX. SOC, Chandavarkar dcp. at 21..Based on the
values of the pins that are read during rescc, certain features of t'ie chip a e configured.
(Ward, Tr. at 3693;Rx-515,65510 Data Sheet, at 12,75).
Pins MAO-MA7 are used on reset tt) configure for EISMSA bus, MC bus, PI bus, or

386SX CPU interface. (RX-515,65510 Data Sheet, at 12). The configuIation register of the
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65510 contains eight bits that are read fro1:i those multifunction !)ins duriilg reset. (Ward, Tr.
at 3693; RX-515, 65510 Data Sheet, at 751. The values of pins MA0 and MA1 are used to
choose between four different CPU bus types. (Ward, Tr. at 3693; RX-5 ( 5 , 65510 Data
Sheet, at 12 and 75). The value of the MA4 pin determines whether the c lock doubling feature
will be enabled. (Ward, Tr. at 3695-96; EX-515, 65510 Data ai 12 and 5).
The 65510 has pull-ups on pins MiiO-MA7 which are enabled dur ng the reset active
period. (RX-515, 65510 Data Sheet, at 12). The pull ups are internal, p channel transistors.

(JX-6OC, Chandavarkar dep., at 24).
The administrative law judge finds that the 65510 does nt)t constit rte an anticipatory
reference to the '341 patent because of the presence and use of registers r ither than D-flip
flops. As stated in the section supra, in reference to the '166 palent, a re,:ister is a more
complicated structure than the D flip flop.
5.

Chips And Technologies 82C230 C ontroller
Respondent argued that '341 paten1 was allowed over Pleva, becai se of the addition of

the limitation of "circuit means for internally adjusting in response to the detected potential" to
claim 1, &, the additional requirement thi t the device have an iiiternal pi 11 up or pull down
resistor, and that while the Pleva patent dces not disclose any such interad pull up or pull
down resistor (Ward, Tr. at 3709; RX-924 1, the 82C230 which idthough Vmbodying some of
the claimed features in the Pleva patent (RK-787C, Disclosure Satenlent egarding Ser. No.
07/433,476), also possessed features not nrvealed in the Pleva pa tent, inc uding internal pull up
resistors. Respondent's & support for claiming that the 82C230 posses *edsuch internal
resistors is the following statement by Ple1.a himself
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.

I believe , . [the configuration resulting in a bgic high] would b(
accomplished, althouyh I would naxl to confirm this
refereme to circuit
diagrams, but I believe it would be accomplished througb the facility of an on
chip pull up resistor in the I/O cell connected to pin 30. [Ernphasit added.]

(JX 63, Pleva dep. at 189-190). In light of such equivocal evidence, the .tdministrative law
judge finds that respondent has not shouldvred its burden of proof of clea and convincing
evidence regarding the 82C230, and finds

st

not to be an anticipatory refe-,enceto the ‘341

patent because of its lack of internal pull ups or pull downs.
6.

Intel’s i96OJX Embedded Microprocessor

(RX-924). {

(RX-924).
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The administrative law judge rejea s respondent's contmt ion that f he i960 practices any
asserted claim of the '341 patent. Specifically, there is nothing to indicatt that this device
stores information read during reset in a D flip flop as required hy the as:-erted claims of the
'341 patent.
7.

Motorola's MC6801 Processor
Respondent argued that the MC68C I "meetsall the limitations of rlie asserted claims,

and did so fifteen years before the filing

07

the application that if sued as 1 ie '341 patent."

(RBr at 126).
The reference manual for the MC6J01, RX-211 at page MOTOOC 149 bears a "First
Edition" date of 1980. As described in RX-211 the MC6801 includes th ee operational modes
)-whicl

-{

are controlled by the

] (RX-21 I at 2-20). The

levels present at pins(

reference manual for the MC6901 describc s how to "program[I the mode " and instructs an
user how to apply external circuitry to sev :ral pins in order to specify wbdt mode the processor
selects during reset. (Ward, Tr. at 3714; PX-211 at 2-20). According to RX-211, the MC6801
includes pins(

>are used to select from th-ee operational

modes. (RX-211 at 2-20).
The MC6801 reference manual states that "the [MC68011 operatir q mode(
) (RX-211 at 3-8; see also Ward, Tr. at

3717). The schematic for the MC6801 discloses several bits of port. two of which shows the

multifunction pins that are used to select tke mode. (Ward, Tr. a: 3718; FX-211 at 3-20). The
top-most left diagram discloses the(

)(Ward,
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Tr. at 3718; RX-211 at 3-20). The outpuj of(

)which is an
] (Ward, Tr.

at 3718; RX-211 at 3-20). Prior to the irrierter the output may <<ooff ta mode control logic.
This shows the(

)(Ward, Tr. :t 3718; RX-211 at

3-20).
The schematic provided in the MC6801 Reference Manuil shows ihat the device uses a
passive pull-down resistor to adjust the porential on the pin. (Ward, Tr. it 3717-18; RX-211,
MC6801 Reference Manual at 3-20). As with all digital logic dcvices, ths MC6801 compares
the voltage detected on the multifunction c ins to a threshold voltage, satkfyying the limitations

of claim 3 and the logic means of claim 13 is present. (Ward, 7 t. 3648-;9; RX-211, MC6801
Reference Manual at Fig. 3-5). External iesistors may be connected to p ns on the MC6801.
(RX-211 at 3-8).
The administrative law judge finds no indication in the IVC6801 tifatthis device stores
information read during(

)Hence, the adniir istrative :aw judge rejects the

argument that the MC6801 anticipates the claimed subject matter in issue
8.

Intel’s 82077SL CHMOS Floppy rlisk Controner
Respondent argued that the 82077SL “anticipates, or at It-ast rendt rs obvious, the

claims of the ‘341 patent. ” Respondent fai ed to provide any aig‘iment, 61yond the bare
assertion, or any factual or legal support fav the contention that rhe 820ir;SL rendered the ‘341
patent obvious. Therefore, the administra ive law judge rejects !his conk tition.
The 82077SL was on sale more than one year prior to 1he filing &de of the application
that issued as the ‘341 patent. With respec t to respondent’s antiripation aygument, the
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82077SL has two multifunction pins, the EDENT pin, (RX-942 itt 5 ) , and the MFM pin.

I

(RX-942at 6). {
and 6 ) . During{
information for(

I
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E
d

The administrative law judge finds that respondent has

iiot

establi ,bed. by clear and

convincing evidence, that the 82077SL coristitutes an anticipaiory referer ce to the asserted
claims of the '341 patent. Although the 82077SL has many feirti,res in co:nmon with the
] which 1ii.s been found to be ;in invalidat Ing reference, E

t

sutxa, respondent has not shown that it ha(; a sensing means that "provid~[s]a control signal
for determining an application associated with the application indication sclected by a user" as
required claim 1 and claims 3, 10, 11, anti 12 which are deperidznt on cl;;irn I . {

VI.

Infringement
Complainants have the burden of p oving, by a prepondemce of -heevidence, that the

claims in issue are infringed by the accusal products.

a e.g.. (lonroY v

Recbok

International. Ltd., 14 F.3d 1570, 1573 (Fed. Cir. 1994); Braun Tnc. v. 1)ynamics Corp., 975
F.2d 815 (Fed. Cir. 1992); Chisum, 5 18.4)6(1). To find infringement, m accused system must
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meet each claim limitation, either literally or under the doctrine of equivsl ents. Charles
Greiner & Co. v. Mari-med Mfg. Inc., 96: F.2d 1031, 1034 (Fed. Cir. 1992). Literal
infringement requires that every limitation of the claim be found in the ac :used device, exactly.
Southwall Techs.. Inc. v. Cardinal IGCo.. 54 F.3d 1570, 1575 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 116
S. Ct. 515 (1995). For a means-plus-funuion limitation under 35 U.S.C. 0 112, para. 6, to

read literally on an accused device, the act used device must (1) employ m a n s identical to or
the equivalent of the structures, material, or acts described in the patent sixcification and (2)

also perform the identical function as spec fied in the claims. Valmount, 383 F.2d at 1042;
Johnston v IVAV Corp., 885 F.2d 1574, 1580 (Fed. Cir. 1989). To be a n equivalent of the
disclosed means under section 112, para 6 a structure must perform the c Icpress functions.
Sape Prods,. Inv. v. Devon Indus.. Inc., 126 F.3d 1420, 1428 (Fed. Cir. 1997).

A device that does not literally infringe a claim can infringe under the doctrine
equivalents. The “doctrine of equivalents” prevents an accused patent infringer from avoiding
liability for infringement by changing only minor or insubstanfiai details ( 4 a claimed invention
while retaining the invention’s essential identity. Festo CorD.
Mabashihi Co., 234 F.3d 558. (Fed. Cir. :!OOO),

agranted

11,

Shoketsrl Kinzoku Kogvo

2001 WL 378251 (June 18,

200 1).

A.

The ‘603 Patent

Complainants alleged that respondent’s AClO5R and AC 108K serks of integrated
. ~ ~ 1 of the ‘603 patl*ntdiscloses: (1) a
repeaters infringe claims 1-9 of the ‘603 ~ i t e n t Claim
53 Complainants originally asserted clai ns 1-10 of the ‘603 patent. but have withdrawn their
assertions concerning claim 10 “because tke claim dois not appear importmt to distinguish
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repeater management device (2) that is capable of managing multiple repe iters, either internal
or external to the device (3) solely using @it-of-band oommunica:ions to iaplement the
repeater management function, to the exchision of in-band matragement arid (4) in accordance
to IEEE 802.3 (5) and has a media access ontroller coupled to t le repeat -r management
means for providing signal framing of the lata packets and for ccintrollia access to the
repeater data interface, as well as, (6) bridging support means ccupled to !he repeater
management means, for receiving the data packets on the receivi ig port axid forwarding the
received data packets to the destination p a t in accordance with 2 destinatm address. &,
Section IV(A).
Claims 2-9 of the '603 patent add t le following limitatiors to the c evice claimed in
claim 1: an access port for providing accew to the attributes relating to tfle repeater functions
(claim 2); wherein the bridging support means are controlled by the repeater management
means (claim 3); wherein the management means has additionallv a plurarity of counters for
traffic control (claim 4); wherein the MAC has the mans to gcnlxate pre<lmblesand correcting
codes, to detect error correcting codes, ha idling deferrals and cdisions, :antrolling and
handling back off conditions, and means fur retrying data transmissions (L laim 5 ) ; wherein the
repeater management means has registers tor storing attributes rt lating to repeater functions
(claim 6); a media access port for providirg data packets received by the nedia access
controller via the repeater data interface to memory (claim 7); wtierein tb: media access
controller determines whether a data packt t is to be sent to the bpidge for forwarding to
prior art and because time constraints prevented [complainants I from 0ffe:ing evidence about
claim 10 at the trial." (CRBr at 15-16).
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destination address or whether the data pa( ket is to be retransmitted via &e repeater data
interface (claim 8); and wherein the repeater data interface cony)rises an inter-repeater
backplane (claim 9).
1.

Claim 1:
a)

A repeater management device.

The AClOSR series includes the Ar :108RM, AC108RIJ, and ACJ 08RN. (Chang, Tr.
at 1192). Similarly, Altima’s AClOSR series consists of the ACIOSRM, 4ClOSRM and
AClOSRN. (Kubes, Tr. at 2532). For tht- purposes of infringement anal isis,(
} (M4dle,Tr. at 3337).

{

1 (Chang,
Tr. at 1290).
Respondent argued, based on the rcpresentations made i n CX-62 2nd the testimony of
its expert Molle, that the AClOSRU, ACIOSRN, AClO8RU and AC108PN were unmanaged
repeaters and therefore outside of the inveitigation. (RBr at 198-99). De4ces designated with
the RU suffix were represented in AC10811 datasheet (CX-62) a!, being uiimanaged and
nonstackable repeaters while devices with h e RN suffix were represented in CX-62 as being
unmanaged and stackable repeaters and thv devices designated with the R M suffix were
represented in CX-62 as being managed and stackable repeaters.
All of respondent’s {

1 (Chang, Tr. at 1238).

Respollclent labeled some of die{
] (Chang, Tr. at 1239). For the 108RCb and 108RNs that
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respondent(

(Chang, Tr. at 1241).
Respondent’s AClOSRM, AClOSRU, and AClO8RN products

COJ tain:

1 (Kubes, Tr. at 2532; 2534; 2614).

Similarly,

respondent’s AClOSRM, AClOSRU, and \ClOSRN products cc ntain(

} (Kulxs, Tr. at 2532; 2534; 2614). ?:’he repeater

} (Kubes, Tr.

management functionality(
at 2652).

In producing respondent’s AClOS€:M, AClOSRU, and AClO8RIS products,(

] (Kubes, Tr. at 2614). [
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Kubes testified accordingly:

Q When the Altima 108R and 105R reries of repeaters wer: iirst produced,(

1
A(
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(Kubes, Tr. at 2532),{
(Kubes, Tr. at
2614); Chang, Tr. at 1242, 1245). Since, the 108RM, 108RU and 108RY, and the 105RM,

1

105RU, and 105RN(
(Kubes Dep. at 474).

Molle’s testimony to the contrary - that the AClOSRU. ,iC105Rfi, AC108RU and

1
A I’m not sure I heard the question.
JUDGE LUCKERN: Rephrase thc question. You didn’t hear it a you didn’t
understand it?
THE WITNESS: I think I missed 1 part?
JUDGE LUCKERN: Let me read [he questiod to you.{

I
THE WITNESS: {

BY MR. WILSON:

Q l

I

A Yes.(

(Kubes, Tr. at 2532) (Emphasis added.)
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AC108RN are(

1
(Molle, Tr. at 3557-58). Also, Molle wa! not at the hearing for Kubes's testimony and had not
read Kubes's deposition transcript, and thtbrefore was unaware of Kubes' testimony on the
subject. (Molle, Tr. at 3557-58).
Furthermore, as complainants corr xtly pointed out,{

1 (CRBr at 17-18) W g l n t e l Com. v. u.S.

lnternattqnal Trade Cornm'n,

946 F.2d 821, 832 (Fed. Cir. 1991)).
Therefore, the administrative law j .idge finds &at(

1
The AClOSR and AClOSR series c f products are clearly devices, Chang, Tr. at 1192;
Kubes Dep. at Tr. 481), because, as Mick concluded,(
] (Mick, Tr. at 2202-03: COX-152). The block

diagram from respondent's AC108R datasheet shows repeater imtnagerner t ("Mgt Counter")
capabilities. (CX-62). Therefore, the administrative law judge Fnds that he accused products
are repeater management devices.
b)

Capable Of Managing Mult ple Repeaters

The AClO8R series of products contains two repeaters, (Chang, 'f'r. at 1191-92;
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Molle, Tr. at 3494): an internal lOMbps repeater and an internal 100Mblis repeater. (CX-62
at 14;Chang, Tr. at 1198;Kubes Dep. at 454-55). Those repeaters co~lr.)rmto IEEE
standards. (Kubes Dep. at 455). The repeaters in the AC108R series ol' products transmit an
incoming packet to all outgoing ports in tlje same collision domain. (Kut les Dep. at 455).
Respondent's products provide managemetit for both repeaters. (Molle, 'i'r. at 3495).
The administrative law judge finds that the accused products are t :peater management
devices capable of managing multiple rep aters.
c)

Implementing Full Repeata Management In Accordance T o IEEE 802.3
Standard

Respondent argued that its AC108kM and AClOSRM products dc not implement full
repeater management as mandated by the 1 EEE 802.3 standard. In suppc rt of that assertion,
respondent pointed out that the{

1 (RRBr i.t 114). Respondent also pointi d out that
complainants have not identified, either th Aough their expert's testimony vr otherwise,{

} (RRBr at 114-15).

Respondent further argued that complainants cannot rely upon the
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116).
Respondent’s products have{
} (Kube:; flep. at 4:3-56). Furthermore,

respondent’s products {

1 (Kubes Dep. at 46’). The products of respondeni have management
functions as defined by IEEE 802.3. (Chmg, Tr. at 3 199). Ab.o, respoildent’s products have

1
} (C hang, Tr. at 1204-06).{

1
The accused products’ management fuiictions include(
(Kubes Dep. at
456-57).

1
1 (KubesDcp. at 458)

Mick testified that

the accused products included the require( repeater managemenf element because the first page
of the AC108 datasheet (CX-62) shows a nanagement counter ~’hicliimplies that it is

collecting statistics. (Mick, Tr. at 2203; ( IDX-193). In comparing repeater management in
the ‘603 patent to respondent’s AC108R. Aolle admitted that girice they both provide IEEE
compliant repeater management, implying a similarity in terms ctf the cob liters and registers.”
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Molle testified accordingly:

Q Now,in comparing repeater management in tbe ‘603 p a m t to th*:Altima 108R, isn’t
it true that you believe that if -- that they both do the same IEEE management and that that
implies similarity in terms of counters and registers?
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(Molle, Tr. at 3499-00). Furthermore, htolle admitted that(

} (Molle, Tr. at 3495).

In addition, both the '603 patent md respondent's products provide(
[ (Co1nua.g CX-2, col. 3, Ins.

29-39 ('603 registers) with CX-62 at 3 1 (,Utirna "Repeater Conl'iguratiort Register'' table)).
Both the '603 patent and respondent's prdduct also use(
] (Compare CX-2 -it col. 4 Ins. 28-29 {

)of products

The administrative law judge finds that the(

Y6

(

A

I don't see the interface, but the c bunters and register:; Lre likely to be similar.

(Molle, Tr. at 3499-00).
Respondent also argued (RBr at 203'3 that its products
do not include the same or equivalent structure for controlling and
monitoring repeater functions related to the retransmission of data packets.
Specifically, Altima's RM series products do not include any siructure to
'snoop' an inter repeater bus in order to monitor repeater func-ions related to
I39

c)

External Channel For Out4 If-Band Management

Mick testified that the diagram at ('X-62 at 1 shows that the AClIl8R series has a serial
interface shown, which represents the extt mal repeater management intei face and which
performs out-of-band management. (Mick. Tr. at 2203; CDX- 193). Mick conclusion is
ti

supported by Chang's testimony that(
} (Chang, Tr.

dt

1203414). There is no

discussion anywhere in respondent's datasheet (CX-62) of appending rn'agement information
to data packets or adding management packets to the data channcls. Inswad, the respondent's

1 (See,

product simply(
CX-62 at 23-3 1).

In light of the aforementioned the i dministrative law judge finds t'iat respondent's
products manages repeaters{

1
the retransmission of data packcts. (CX-2, '603 patent at col.

11. 24-31)."

The portion of the '603 patent cited by respondent reads:
A repeater data interface 210 is USEd by the mdnagemerit and addr :ss tracking
function 208 as well as with the M9C 212, DMA controller 214, m d FIFOs
216 for snooping the inter repeater bus.
Therefore the cited reference simply does riot support respondciics' conte::tion that the ability
to "snoop" the inter repeater bus is part of the repeater management mea s. Repeater
management means is not mentioned at all, and the repeater management device (RMD) 200 is
identified separately from the repeater datrt interface 210, management ar d address tracking
function 208, the MAC 212, DMA contra ler 214, and FIFOs 2 16 which are described in the
portion referenced by respondent as doing the "snoopbig".
1
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e)

Media Access Controller

The AC108R and AClOSR series t>f products all have two MAC:!. (Kubes Dep. at 468;
Molle, Tr. 3496). Respondent argued thai these MACs{

205-06; CX-2 at col. 7, In. 30.
According to the AClO8R datashec t (CX-62), respondens’s produtts “implementU all
functions of IEEE 802.3 MAC protocol.” (CX-62 at 22). The ‘wo MAC s of the AC 108R
and AC 105R are part of the bridge, servi7ig as the end points tc” the brid::e, and are used to
separate collision domains. (Kubes Dep. ,it 468; Molle, Tr. at 3496). TIrose two media access
controllers accept packets from one repeatx collision domain and optiowlly, transmit them on
the other collision domain based on destin.rtion address. (Molle Tr. at 3 1.96). Respondent’s

MACs perform the media access function in accordance to the II4EE. (hIolle. Tr. at 3497} (Molle, Tr. at

98). {
3497-98). {

} (Molle,

Tr. at 3497-98). Both the media access ccmrollers in the ‘603 patent and the respondent’s
product are standard IEEE 802.3 Ethernet MACs. (Compare CX-2 at Cr 1. 1:26-31 (‘603
incorporates IEEE 802 standards) with C3--62
at 22 (the AC108R “imple-nentsall functions of

IEEE 802.3 MAC protocol such as frame Iormatting, collision handling, :tc. ”)).
The AC108R and AClOSR media iccess controllers arc portions rf a complete TEEE

I (Chang,

802.ld bridge. (CX-62). {
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Tr. at 1221; 1226-27). Testifying as respmdent's 30(b)(6) witness, Kubt:s admitted that the

} (Kubes Dt:p. at 471 ). The two MACs in

MACs in the AC108R and AClOSR{
the AClO8R and AClOSR{

}(Kubcs Dep. at ~ ~ 6 9 )The
. two MACs

in the AClO8R and AClOSR provide(

} (Kubes Dep.

at 469). The MACs in the AC108R and AClOSR determine whether the packet is good.
(Kubes Dep. at 473). The MACs in the A C108R and AC105N orovide hmdshake collision
information. (Kubes Dep. at 473).
Mick concluded that the AClOSs a id AC108s MACs{

} (Mick, Tr at 2204-05). Even though retaondent's RM series

data sheets do not state specifically that re ipondent has a MAC (hat enga; es in "signal
framing," CX-62 at page 22 states that the AC108's MAC implements alj the functions of the
802.3 MAC protocol, and Chang specifictIly testified that the respondenr 's MAC engages in
} (Mick, Tr. at 2204-05; CX-62 at 22 ("The switch e igine implements all

(

functions of IEEE 802.3 MAC protocol swh as frame formattin::, collisk In handling, etc. ")
Although Molle testified that respondent's media access c-ontrols{
}he admitted that his testimony was based on an inference about what would be
best rather than what actually is." (Molle, Tr. at 3498). In fiici, Molle i:dmitted not seeing
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Molle testified:

Q Now, is it true that you have not s( en detailed technical specifications of the
inside of the Altima product?

A Yes.
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detailed technical specifications of the insi le of the respondent's product. (Molle, Tr. at
3498). Molle interpretted{

} (Molle, Tr. at L-311-12).Molle

admitted that the best interpretation of the Daragraph on page ?2 of CX-6.1 (stating "media
access control" and that the switch engine implements all funciions of the IEEE 802.3 MAC
protocol) is that(

] (Molle,

Tr. at 3499).
Respondent further argued that the MACs in the accuscd devices ciid not satisfy claim 1
because they were not(

)Claim 1 c oes not require that

the MACs be connected to the repeater da a interface, only that hey cont -01 access to the
repeater data interface. Molle conceded that the two media access controllers on the accused
devices form the end points of the bridge, accept packets from one repezx wllision domain,
and optionally, transmit them on the other collision domain based on desrination address,
(Molle, Tr. at 3496-97). As such the MACs control access to the repearx data interface,

Q And so when you gave your testimmy that the Altima media accez controls lacked a
certain feature, that's really just an assumption?

A It was based on a - - one of the deflositions that I had reviewed as well as the - - after
reviewing that deposition transcrip and then thinking about the rkture of and 802.314
MAC bridge, that that would be th.: preferred way to do it.
If you don't provide an external s o m e of sink of data packets, thm there would
be no advantage to doing that.
(Molle, Tr. at 3498).

whether or not they are in direct contact with it.
Therefore, the administrative law j rdge finds that the accused dew ces have MACs
capable of performing signal framing and Itherwise consistent II.ith the '603 patent.
f)

Bridging Support
Molle admitted that respondent's AC108R series provides a comp'ete bridge, an IEEE

802.1 bridge, between two collision domains. (Molle, Tr. at 34%; = I !

Chang, Tr. at

1205). The purpose of the bridge on the rlC108RM is to coniia:t repeatrr-s of different speeds.
(Clung, Tr. at 1205). {
)(Chang, Tr. at 1209). As such, the bridge in the xcused products are fully
compliant with IEEE 802.l(d). (Chang, T . at 1206; 1209; K u b s Dep. a: 464).). Mick was
able to identify elements in the block diagram in CX-62 that rep-esented !bridge functionality;
those being the address management SRAM controller and bridge MTB. Mick, Tr. at 220304).
The bridge in the AClOSRM decjds whether to forward packets lased on the
destination address in the packet. (Chang. Tr. at 1206; 1209) 130th the 603 patent and
respondent's product store addresses assoc iated with their poris. (Comprre CX-2 at 151-55,
454-64, 6:29-39; with CX-62 at 21-22). rhese stored addresYeG are conpared to the
destination address of incoming packets. i Compare CX-2 at 1 5 1-55, 454-64, 6:29-39; with
CX-62 at 21-22). Based on this comparison, a packet is either "forwardc.1" across the bridge

or "filtered". (Compare CX-2 at 151-55, 454-64, 6:29-39; wbh CX-62 at 21-22).
Respondent argued that because tht*accused products had the req. Ired "bridging
support means" disclosed in the '603 patelit, the accused producis had full bridges, whereas, at
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most the bridging support means referred o in the patent was a ‘half bridge.” (RBr at 204-05).
Respondent also claimed that the bridges

it1 the

accused produefi were nci controlled by a CPU

whereas the ”bridging support means“ diwlosed in the ‘603 patent were. f a r at 204-05.
Finally, respondent argued that the “bridg ng support means” disclosed i~ the ‘603 patent
required {
(RBr at 204-05).
The administrative law judge rejec s respondent’s arguments. As mted by
complainants, “even if the ‘603 patent speAfied a [sic] ‘half brioge,’ if [tlie] Altima [device]
has a full bridge, [the] Altima [device] would still infringe became a whde @ridge] includes
two halves.” CRBr at 21. Respondent alsc failed to provide any support or basis for its
assertion that the bridges in the accused dwices are not controlled by a CPU. Nor does claim 1
require the ‘603 patent’s bridging support means be capable of performin: semaphoring, rather
this limitation is contained in claim 10, which complainants are :io longer asserting.
In light of the aforementioned, the administrative law judge finds hat the accused
devices possess the required bridging sup1ort. Accordingly, the adminisi rative law judge finds
that complainants have established, by a p -eponderance of evidewe, that respondent infringes
claim 1 of the ‘603 patent.
2.

Claim 2
Respondent’s products include the required access port

irt

the fornr of a serial port.

(CX-62 at 10 (“Serial Management port”):. Mick concluded thaf the prod ~ c t sincluded the
access port because respondent’s datasheer (CX-62) talks about the serial management port,
and Chang testified at the hearing that respondent’s products have an HItLC port for attaching
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a remote management station. (Mick, Tr. at 2205).
The CPU is connected to the AClO8RM through the HDLC interrace, which is also
called the serial management interface. (( ]hang, Tr. at 1200). 'fhe user Jf AC108RM can set
configuration parameters for repeaters thrr)ugh a microprocessor , then tb:ough the HDLC

I

interface, to access the AC108RM(

(Chang, Tr. at 1199-00). The user of the AC108R can also use the CPU to issue commands
through the HDLC port to gain access to 1 his counter data. (Chang, Tr. it 1204-05). The
CPU is external to the AC108RM (Chang. Tr. at 1203), and therefore th.: the HDLC port is an
external port. (Chang, Tr. at 1202).

Both the AC108R and AClOSR halre an HDLC interface. also known as a serial
management interface. (Kubes Dep. at 453-75). The HDLC interface ai ows a user to send
information to, and receive information from, management status and COI lfiguration registers of
the repeaters and bridge. (Kubes Dep. at 475-76). The AC108R's and bC1OSR's HDLC
interfaces connect to a CPU or terminal. 'Kubes Dep. at 476). As stat& on the front cover of
respondent's datasheet, "64and 32-bit SNMP and RMON majiagement c:)unters are accessible
via a high-speed serial management bus." (CX-62 at 1). Furthermore, iii the respondent's
products, "[tlhe Serial Management Interf,tce (SMI) provides system access to the SNMP,

RMON and port status registers of the de\ ice. (CX-62 at 14). This ma iagement interface is
'I

also depicted in the block diagram from the first page of respcndent's dat,tsheet ("Serial I/F"
connected to "Mgt Counter"). (CX-62A; 'ZX-62 at 1). Molle admitted that the respondent's
product has a serial management interface to attach an external (IPU to allow a user to have
access to the repeater management functio 1. (Molle, Tr. at 34(95).
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The administrative law judge finds that the accused devices posse. s the access port
required by claim 2.
3.

Claim 3
The AC108RM's serial management interface is used to{

I

(Kube:s D q . at 460-61; Chang,

I

Tr. at 1210).(
Kubes, Depo Tr. 459:13-17 and 20-22 am1 23-24; Chang, Tr. a. 1206-0'7, 1210). The

I

(Kubes, Depo Tr. 459:13-17 and 20-22 and 23-24; Chang, Tr. ,it 1206-07; 1210).

1 (Kubl s Dep. at 459;
CX-63). {
(Kubes Dep. at 460; CX-63).
The AC108RM's serial management intenace is used(

1 (Chang, Tr. at 1210-11).
Accordingly the administrative law judge finds that the xcused devices' bridging
support means are controlled by the repealer management means as requi -edby claim 3.
4.

Claim 4
The AC108RM and AClOSRM have management counters, configuration registers and

status registers. (Kubes Dep. at 455-56). Accordingly, the administrati\ > law judge finds that

the accused devices' management means c mprises a plurality 01 counteri for traffic control as
required by claim 4.
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5.

Claim 5
The accused devices' two media ar:cess controllers accept packets froni one repeater

collision domain and, optionally, transmit them on the other collision dortiain based on
destination address. (Molle, Tr. at 3496) Respondent's MAC$ perform the media access
function in accordance to the IEEE. (Mo. le, Tr. at 3497-98). {
} (Molle, Tr. at 3407-98,. A normal

component of respondent's MAC is to pet form error filtering. Molle, ? r. at 3497-98). Both
the media access controllers in the '603 piitent and respondent's product .ire standard IEEE
802.3 Ethernet MACs. (Compare CX-2

it

Col. 1:26-31 ('603 ilicorporaes IEEE 802

standards) with CX-62 at 22 (respondent ' implements all functions of IELE 802.3 MAC
protocol such as frame formatting, collision handling, etc.

'I)).

The AClO8R and AClO5R media ;iccess controllers are nortions of a complete IEEE
) (Chang,Tr.

802.ld bridge. (CX-62). {

at 1221; 1226-27). Testifying as Altima's 30(b)(6) witness, Kubes admitied that the(
(Kubes Dep. at 473). The tPi o MACs in the
AC 108R and AClOSR handle collision tet mination. (Kubes Dep. at 469. The two MACs in
the AClO8R and AClOSR provide transm t and receive functions of pack :ts. (Kubes Dep. at

1 (Kubes

469). {

Dep. at 473). The MACs in the AClOSR and AClOSR handshake col1isj.m information.
(Kubes Dep. at 473).
Respondent argued that the accused devices do not infrinqe upon ( laim 5 because they
)and i I support of this assertion

do not employ MACs that(
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Altima relied upon the testimony of Moll€. Molle admitted that he had u'rote in his initial
expert report "that as far as the dependent claims were understandable, t14eymerely list
features found in fundamental standards ill data communications through I network. ' (Molle,
Tr. at 3491). In light of this statement, the administrative law judge find; that the "error
correcting codes" referred to in claim 5 are CRC codes. The aaministrar ve law judge further
finds that the such codes are implemented by the MACs of the ascused p1oducts, as it has
already been determined that said MACs i.re fully IEEE compliant, and t'ierefore infringe
claim 5 .
6.

Claim 6
The AClOSRM and AClO5RM ha. e(

1 (Kubes Dep. at 455-56).

The administrative law jhdge 'inds that the

limitation of claim 6 - that the repeater minagement means further comp ises registers for
storing the attributes for repeater function. - is met by the accused produ :ts.
7.

Claim 7
In the AC108R and AClO5R a paccet traveling from tlie 10 Mbps repeater to the 100

Mbps repeater would travel from the 10 hlbps repeater to the 100 Mbps MAC. (Kubes Dep.
at 472). This MAC will then write the pa..:ketto a buffer. (Kubes Dep. ..t 472). The
administrative law judge finds that the limitation of claim 7 - ihv me.dia p. :cess port for
providing data packets received by the media access controller via the repeater data interface is met by the accused devices.
8.

Claim 8
Complainants rely solely on the tescimony of Molle to su!iport the r contention that the
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accused devices infringe upon claim 8. While Molle conceded illat two 1 tedia access
controllers on the accused devices form the end points of the bridge, acc' pt packets from one
repeater collision domain and optionally n-ansmit them on the other collk ion domain based on
the destination address (Molle, Tr. at 3496-97), the administrative law j idge finds that this is
insufficient to meet the limitation of claim 8. Claim 8 states that "the m dia access controller
determines whether a data packet is to be Gent across the bridge for forw, rding to a destination
address connected to the bridge port or whether a data packet is to be tralismitted via the
repeater data interface. " While Molle's ttstimony supports the contentio . that the MACs on
the accused products determine whether Q not the data packel stiould be tbrwarded across the
bridge, he can find no evidence of what hqpens with the data pnckets if .he MACs on the
accused products decide not to forward the: data packets. Therdore, the idministrative law
judge finds that complainants have not estkblished, by a preponderance 0' evidence, that the
accused device infringes claim 8 of the '813 patent.
9.

Claim 9
The AClO8R includes two backplaiies. (Chang, Tr. at 1?27; CX 62 at 1 ("Two

integrated back-planes, one operating at

111

Mbps and one at 100 Mbps, sllow port expansion
] (Kubes Dep. at 478);

up to 288 ports. ")) {

1

(Chang, l'r. at 1227). The
{(Chang, 7 . at 1227). {
] (Chang, Tr. at 1228). In the context of

1

AC 108R,{
Tr. at 1233). {
1 so

(Chaw,

1 (Chang, Tr. at 1236-37. When{

1 (Chang Tr. at 1238). The
administrative law judge finds that the acc used devices have the inter rep :ater backplanes
required by claim 9.
B.

The '410 Patent

.

Complainants asserted that respondent's AClOSRM, AC 105RU, iClOSRV,
RC108RM, AC108RN, AClOSRV, AClC8RKPB and AClOSSU series of products infringed
claims 1-3, 7, 8, 13-19, and 23-29 of the 410 patent."' Insofa as claim 1-3. 7, 8, 13-19, 25,
26 and 28 have already been found to be iiot valid over prior an, see sup13Section V B(l)(a),
the infringement analyses will be conductcad only for the remaining claim ;

u,
claims 23, 24,

27 and 29). Dependent claims 23, 24, 27 and 29 are set out in Section I?; B. supra. As set

Although complainants in their comlaint, as supplemented, allege1I that respondent's
AC105, AC108 and AC1012 series of products infringed the asserted claims of the '410
patent, (435 Complaint at 78.3), in their post hearing brief com~~lainants
ugued & that
respondent's AClOSRM, AClOSRN, ACf05RU,AC108RM, AZlO8RN. AC108RU,
AClO8RKPB and AC108SU series of products infringed the asscrted clai tns of the '410 patent
and made no mention of the AC1012 series of products. (CBi at 135). I n the post hearing
submissions, the only acknowledgment that the AC1012 was part of the i ivestigation, as it
related to the asserted claims of the '410 patent, was hi responcknt's post hearing brief (see,
u,
RBr at 73) and the staff's post hearir g brief (SBr at 61). Moreover 4 ncomplainants'
rebuttal findings of fact, complainants dispute respondent's proposed finding of fact that
"[c]omplainants have alleged that Altima't AC105, AClO8, and AClOl2 series of products
infringe the Asserted Claims of the '410 patent" alleging only that Altim-1's lO8R series,
AClO5R series and A08SU infringe the '4 10 patent without making rnewion of the AC1012.
(CRRFF 467). Complainants, in addition to failing to make argliments h their post hearing
brief concerning the AC1012's infringement of the '410 patent, mly mad ;cursory proposed
findings of fact concerning the AC1012 w iich provided, at most, backgrr und information
concerning the AC1012. (& CFF 35; 41; 44; 45; 60; 68 and 69).
ss

forth in that section dependent claims 23, 14, 27, and 29 equate the "firsl distance" with the
"second distance. "
Respondent argued that none of

tlir

accused products (hAC105 .ind AClO8 series of

products) literally infringe any of the assel-ted claims of the '41C patent, -1ic1udingclaims 23,
24, 27 and 29, because each of the accused products has a solder mask o i the top and bottom
of the product package, and therefore the iccused products do n.,t have a 1 "exposed bottom

external surface". The exposed bottom

SUIface of

the substrate coes not ' ;onsist[

1 only of" an

inner and outer array, as it consists of innx and outer array aiid the soldi r mask. The accused
products do not have inner array of contai t pads, but rather, in 'iddition T 3 an outer array of
contact pads, they have a "large centrally-located metal plate" c ~ t owhicb solder balls can be
affixed. (RBr at 73-80).
Complainants argued that the accwed products do in fact consist c .f a substrate with an
exposed external bottom surface consistinp only of an inner aiid an outer may, because the
solder mask may be part of the substrate. As stated above, m.s u m , Section IV B1, the
administrative law judge has already found that the soJder maqk is part of the substrate.
Therefore the accused products' external bottom surfaces are cx3osed ant' possess two arrays

of contact pads. Complainants argued thai although(
}

. . . . th: solder inask has a series of

holes in the center of the package that exposes a four by four arr'ay of cir xlar contact pads. "
(CBr at 124). It is undisputed that the{
)and the solder mask defines the area on tbe bottom onto which the solder
balls are attached. (Prince, Tr. at 3176-73). The coritact pads of plastic ball grid arrays are
152

distinguished from the metal traces by the fact that they come into cantac with the solder balls
are defined by the circular openings in the solder mask. (Blarrdiard, Tr. at 4031-32). One of
respondent’s own experts admitted that tliq. areas of the(
] For instance ,{

(Pecht, Tr. at 2387) Pecht Liter testified, (Tr. at
2394-95):
[administrative law judge]:

[Pecht]:

Now, would I be correct, in lookirg at the way this patent is
written, that each area that contack; the so1d:r ball is a separate
contact pad, 3s that term is used in the pateif?

Normally that’s the case.

In light of Pecht’s testimony, the administrative law judge finds that the zccused products have

It is not disputed that the openings in the solder mask(
}( ’rince, Tr. at 3178). rhere art- 16 exposed openings

}(Blanchard, Tr. at 2020-21). The

in the solder mask(

inner array is comprised of 16 contact pads arranged in a 4x4 matrix, wble the outer array of
256 contact pads is arranged in four concx ntric rows near the edge of the substrate. (JX-30at
519-526). The solder balls on the accusec products are arrangai in same manner as the contact
pads: an inner array of 16 solder balls arrmged in a 4x4 patter-n and an wter array of contact
pads arranged in four concentric circles located on the periphcrj of the bottom of the package.
The contact pads of the inner array are separated by a distance that is e q a l to the distance that
the contact pads in the outer array are sepuated, these distances behig 1ei.s than the distance
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which separates the two arrays. (Blanchard, Tr. at 1890-93). A sdder tall is attached to each
contact pad. (JX-30 at 525-26). The solder balls in the inner array are s :parated by a "first"
distance, and the solder balls in the outer m a y are separated b y a "secor.;i" distance, while the
arrays are separated by a "third" distance. (JX-30 at 525-26). 'The "firs;" and "second"
distances are equal to each other, but they are less than the "third"distart :e. (Blanchard, Tr. at
1891-92). {
] (Blanchard, Tr. at 1897-1902) {

1
(Blanchard, Tr. at 1897-98). The top of tile substrate of the accused prod lucts have a plurality
of bond pads, onto which an integrated circuit is attached. (Bliuichard, 7 r. at 191 1-13; Chang,
Tr. at 1311).
Therefore the accused products' scbstrate has an exposed bottom {urface,which
consists of only two arrays of contact pa&;, the distance between the coniirct pads in the inner
array being the same as the distance betwcen the contact pads in the oute. array, but which is
less than the distance between the two arrays. A solder ball b attached t t l each contact pad.
Hence, the limitations of claim 23 are me1 with respeCt to the accused prijducts. Additionally,
the accused products have bond pads on die top surface of the substrate which are used, inter

h,
to connect an integrated circuit to tht

top of the surface. Thus. the rccused products meet

the limitations of claim 24. A solder ball is connected to each contact pal, two arrays of
solder balls are created, wherein the dista!ice between the solder balls in :he inner array is the
same as the distance between the solder balls in the outer array, but less ihan the distance
between the two arrays. Therefore, the amused products meet the limita-ions of claim 27.
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Finally,{
}Thus, ti re limitations of claim

29 are satisfied.
Respondent argued that complainar~tsfailed to elicit any expert te: timony concerning
whether the accused products infringed clziims 7, 8, 13-15, 19. 23-25, ao.129 which included
claims 23, 24 and 29 and as such failed to met their burden with respect io those claims. (RBr
74-75). Complainants argued that there

H ~ simply
S

no authorit) mandati ig that a party has "to

provide expert testimony as to the infringc ment of each assertd claim, kdividually, or that
discharge of the burden of proof requires 4?.xperttestimony at id1 " (CBr ,it 122-23).
Respondent cited no case that mandates th it a party must submit expert k-stimony in support of
an asserted claim. To the contrary, Federd Rule of Evidence 702 makes it explicit that the use

of expert testimony is discretionary. ("If s.:ientific, technical, or other spt cialized knowledge
will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to deterininc a %:t in issue, a witness
qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill experience, training. or educa-ion,
thereto in the form of an opinion, or other wise

. . . .") (Emphasis added)

testify

Moreover, the

record reflects that complainants did elicit testimony ffom their cxpert wrness, as well as
respondents' own 30(b)(6) witnesses and c xpert witnesses, in support of :heir infringement
case. For example, Blanchard testified abmt the solder balls Iwateci in tile two arrays being
separated by equal distances in the AC108 package, see supra 'hch test inony is clearly
applicable to each of claims 23, 24, and 29.
Based on the foregoing, the admiilistrative law judge finds that co:nplainants have
established, by a preponderance of evidewe, that the accused prDducts iwringe each of claims
is5

23, 24’27, and 29 of the ‘410 patent.
C.

The ‘341 patent
Coinplainants asserted claims 1, 3, 10-13, 15, 16 and ‘ 9of the ‘341 patent against

respondent’s AC101. Although those claim have already been Found no’ valid, see supra
Section V(C)(l), an infringement analysis will be performed coosistent with die practice of this
administrative law judge in other investigPtions. The proper clalm constr uction of those claims
has already been set forth. See supra Section IVC.
The AClOl has a multifunction pir , (Ward, Tr. at 373 1). as is ev denced by CX-2 4
which is the data sheet created by respond2nt for the AClOl product, (CLang. Tr. at 1291
CX-214), which lists pin names, pin numbers. and pin descriptions for respondent’s AClOl at
page 12. planchard, Tr. at 1524; 1525). The LEDSEL (LEI, Select) pili in respondent’s
AClOl QF/TF is listed on page 12 of the 4C101 QFRF datashtaet (CX-2 14) as pin number 46
in the AClOl QF package. (CX-214). The LEDSEL pin of the AClOl is: a multifunction pin.
(Ward, Tr. at 3731). CX-214 at page 12 describes the LEDs131 pin. (Clmg, Tr. at 1291).
The LEDSEL pin in respondent’s llClOl is a configuration pin used to select from
more than one configuration of LEDs. @*anchard,Tr. at 1525) {
] (Ward, Tr. at 3Y31). {

(Ward, Tr. at 3732-33). {

I
(Ward, Tr. at 3681-82).
} is used to

{
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1 (Ward, S’r. at 3731). In
respondent’s AClOl,{

I
(Blanchard, Tr. at 1524-25).
In accordance with claim 1, the LE DSEL pin ih capable of(

I
(Ward, Tr. at 3609; CX-214 at 12). {

I

(Charg, Tr. at 1292). {

)(Chang, Tr. at 1292).{
)(Chang, Tr. at 1295). {

the LEDSEL pin

is an output pin. (Chang, Tr. at 1299). ‘There is also no differelice betw:en the(
:1(JX-15, Xi Chen, Dep. Tr.
(2/26/01) at 36).59 There is no difference ,etween the(
! (Xi Chen, Dep.

Tr. (2/26/01 at 36).

In the AC101, the means for sensir g element of claim I ,s met by

I

Respondent’s Chen, in response to ;I question from couiwl for coriiplainants, “Is there
any difference in the design of the {
59

I (JX-15(Xi Che.1 Dep. (2/26/01) at
36).
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1 (Blanchard, Tr. at 530-32; 1567-68). The

(

circuitry of the '341 patent includes a(
(Bland-ard, Tr. at 1475). In
the AClOl, the "by means of a potential tletected at a pin" lang iage of c aim 1 is met by the
potential on the pad and the electrical connection between the pad and thl. input buffer, both

1

which are shown(

(Blanc1 ard, Tr. at 1530-32; !567-68). The operation of the

LED pins during and after reset in the A('101 is summarized io the AC1 11 data sheet
(CX-214). (Blanchard, Tr. at 1528-29). 43X-214 at page 20 de:;cribes t12zmultifunction
capability of certain multifunction pins of Altirna's AClOl as{

1 (Blanchard, Tr. at 1528-29). {
] (Chang, Tr. at 1295-96 (
I

)(Chang, Tr . at 130( J. When there is no

1

(Chang, Tr. at 1302).

The LEDSEL pin also has the reqtired "circuit means" c-f claim 1 and 13. The
(Chang, Tr. at !300; Bkwhard, Tr. at 1526).

(

On page 12 of CX-214,(

1 (Chi ng, Tr. at 1301). On page 8 o l the AClOlQFRF
datasheet (CX-214), the(
)(JX-15, Xi Chen, Dep. Tr. (2/26,01) at 27; CX-214 at 3).{

1 (Chang, TI-.
3t 1301).

When the data sheet

for the AClOl says "when this pin is pulled down by a 1 K ohm during rLset" it is referring to
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a resistor that is external to the chip that irulls the pin down to r:round. JX-15, Xi Chen,
Depo. Tr. (2/26/01) at 43). The passive pull up, the PlOl futetl bias tra Isistor, is the
mechanism that takes the voltage from 0 8 volts to about 3.3 volts in tht LEDSEL pin.
(Ward, Tr. at 3877). CX-214 at page 20 states that if a multifuiiction pi 1 is pulled up during
](Blanchard,

reset to select a particular function, {

Tr. at 1528-29). At the end of reset, the 4C101 recbives LEJI :onfiguration information from
{

)(Chang, Tr.

1299: 15-17 and 20; Ward, Tr. at 3745-5C: Blanchard, Tr. 4044-46). Thr:value read on

LEDSEL pin of the AClOl causes the del cnition of(
) (JX-15; Xi ('hen. Dep. Tr.

(2/26/01) 44; CX-214 at 12).
A{
} (Ward, Tr. at

} allows the user of i chip the convenience of not ccmecting anything to

3782-83). {

the pin but still allowing a default value 01 one to be read. (Ward, Tr. at 3782-83). {
} (Chang, Tr. at 1300; Blanl hard, Tr. at 1526).

(Chang, Tr. at 1301). The

{

] (Ward, Tr.

AClOl LEDSEL pin includes(
3766; 3769). This(

] (Ward, Tr. at 3744; RX-268). {
) (Ward, Tr. at 3769-3782).

The last element of claim 1 is met iilSO as the sensing means is opt rative following a
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reset and provides a control signal for determining an application assock ted with the
application indication selected by the usei. (CX-214 at 12). Therefore, ihe administrative law
judge finds that complainants have established, by a preponderance of e%idence, that the
AClOl series of products infringes claim 1 of the '341 patent. Lssuming 'ilguendo claim 1 is
valid.
The "application sense means" element of claim 3 is niel by(
} (Blanchard, Tr. at 1530; 1532; 1567-68). Thc lroltage of1 the AClOl LEDSEL
} (Ward, '3.at 372 1-32). The results of

Pint

I

} (Ward, Tr. at 3733-34). This value stored in(

control LED configurations in the AClOl

(Ward, Tr. at 3734) The LLD select

configuration of the AClOl occurs after(

(Ward, Tr. at 3745-76). The

value on the LEDSEL pin(

)(Ward, Tr. at 3745-46, 3749, 3750; Blanchard, Tr. at 4044-46). {

1

fCX-1468). CX-1468 is a diagram drawn by Mr. Xi

Chen, an Altima employee, during his Rule 30(b)(6) deposition. (Blanchxd, Tr. 1539-40;
CX-1468). CX-1468 shows circuit block{

1

(Blanchard, Tr. at 1542; CX-1468). The pad shown or! the(
} (Ward. Yr. at 37t9-70: Xi Chen, Dep.

Tr. (4/12/01) at 25-26). During reset of the AC101,(

1 (Xi Chen, Dep. Tr. (2/26/01) at 61).
I60

The general structure shown in either diagram'of CX-29?(
} (JX-15, Xi Chen,

Dep. Tr. (2/26/01) at 70). CX-299 shows {

1 (JX-15, Xi Chen, Dep. Tr. (-!/26/01) at 70). The
](J:<-15, Xi Cben, Dep. 'fr. (22/26 01) at 70). The input

} According to the published specs on page 33 of tht: cata sheet (CX -214), high

voltage is considered to be above 2.0 volts. When the input voliage to the LEDSEL pin is less
than 0.8, then it's considered low voltage, it's considered zero. Between 0.8 to 2.0, it's
unknown. (JX-15, Xi Chen, Dep. Tr. (2L?6/01) at 99-102). If the v o l a e that the AClOl
reads on LEDSEL pin is higher than a hig!i threshold,' the AClOl reads a digital one. (Chang,
Tr. at 1300). If the voltage that the AClOl reads on its LEDSEL pin is Iljwer than a low
threshold, the AClOl reads a digital zero. (Chang, Tr. at 1300). The Ac!lOl determines the
logic level on its LEDSEL pin by comparing the voltage on the pin to a tifreshold or
thresholds. (Chang, Tr. at 1300). One of the functions of the(

1 ( X-15, Xi Chen Dep.
Tr. at 102). Another function is to detern irie if the voltage is less than 0 8 volts. (JX-15, Xi
Chen Dep. Tr. at 102). Therefore, the complainants have esta1)lished. by I preponderance of
evidence, that AClOl infringes claim 3, af suming arguendo claim 3 is vai id.
The data sheet for the AClOl state that "when this pin [referring t l j the LEDSEL pin] is
pulled down by a 1 K ohm during reset" it is referring to a resistor that is external to the chip
1h l

that pulls the pin down to ground. (JX-15, Xi Chen, Dep. Tr (2/26/01) rlt 43). The passive
{
} (Nard, Tr. at 3877). An extern.il 1 K ohm pull down

on the LEDSEL pin of the AClOl will affect the LEDBTA pili. (JX-15, -<i Chen, Dep. Tr.
(2/26/01) at 43-44). On CX-214, the AC 01 data sheet, at page 12 state? that when the
LEDSEL pin is pulled down by a 1 K ohni external resistor during reset, the device becomes
configured to use the advanced LED selecTion. (Blanchard, Tr.at 1560-t,l;CX-214 at 12).
Therefore the AClOl uses an external puli down resistor to adjust the poicntial on the
LEDSEL pin and as such complainants hade met their burden in establishing, by a
preponderance of evidence, that the AClOl infringes claim 10. assuming areuendo claim 10 is
valid.

On CX-214, the AClOl data sheet. at page 12 states that when tht LEDSEL pin is
pulled down by a one K ohm external resistor during reset, thc device bel.omes configured to
use the advanced LED selection. (Blanchilrd, Tr. at 1560-61; CX-214 at 12). The AClOl

1

(Blanchard, Tr at 1565. CX-214 at 12).

Therefore, coinplainants have established. by a preponderance of evident,. that the AClOl
infringes claim 11 of the '341 patent, assu ning armendo claim i 1 is valili.
Pin 46 may be left floating, as reqr.ired by claim 12 of the '341 jwent. (Blanchard, Tr.
at 1608-09; CX214 at 12). Hence, it is esablished that the AC191 infrindes claim 12 of the
'341 patent, assuming armendo claim 12 is valid.

As required by claim 13, the AClO 1 has an "application sense pin ' that can select one
1 fi2

of 2N applications at reset unrelated to its ;ion-reset function, i h ahat the ' Y application sense
pins" element of claim 13 is met by the LI'DSEL pin and its associated prd. (Blanchard, Tr.
at 1530; 1532; 1567-68).; See also. supra. As described for the infringerlent analysis for claim
1, the LEDSEL has the circuit means reqGrred by claim 13. Sce supra. '1 he AClOl also has
the logic means required by claim 13 for comparing the potenliai on the 1 EDSEL pin with a

threshold value. See supra. As described in the analysis for clarm 1, the LEDSEL pin has an
application select means capable of selectbig one of 2* applications in re: pome to the
comparison of the potential on the LEDSE L pin with the threshold value sindthe application
being determined by a binary logic level a' the LEDSEL pin. Sce supra. Therefore,
complainants have established, by a prepo:iderance of evidencc:, that ACl Dl infringes claim
13, assuming arguendo claim 13 is valid.
)as required by

As with claim 11, the AClOl has{

claim 15, see supra, and therefore complainants have established that clai n 15 is infringed by
the AC101, assuming arguendo the validit: of claim 15. (Blaiidiard. Tr. at 1608; CX-214 at
12). Similarly, as with respect to claim 1; the LEDSEL pin can be left f oatirig,

left

unconnected, see supra, therefore, compla nants have established that the AClOl infringes
claim 16, assuming arnuendp the validity of claim 16. As discwssed witb respect to claim 10,
an external pull down resistor may be usec to adjust the potentiai of the I EDSEL pin,
sums, therefore the AClOl infringes claim 19, assuming 3rargur:ndo the va'idity of claim 19.
Respondent argued that its AClOl -1oes not infringe thc asserted c*aims,assuming
arguendo the validity of the asserted claim*. because the AClQl's circufi y is different from

1

that of the '341 patent in that AClOl'sl
3 h3

the '341 patent. The{

1 (Ward, Tr. at 3737).

The{
] (Ward, Tr. at 3737).

1

(Ward, Tr. at 3738:lO-14; CX-l468C, CX ,147OC).

In{

I
(Ward, Tr. at 3738). {
(Ward, Tr. at 3740-43; CX-l468C, C X1470C CDX-63C and

I

CDX66C). In the{
(Ward, Tr. 3740-43). The(
] (Ward, Tr. at 3745). That value is loaded in through the(
j (Ward,

Ti-.at 3745). As irqthe '341 patent,

I (JX-

immediately following reset, the value on he LEDSEL pin{

15, Xi Chen Dep. Tr. at 41; Ward, Tr. at 3745-46; 3749). This value is stored(

1

and will effect the LED module behavior. (JX-15,
Xi Chen Dep. Tr. at 106). The{

] (JX-15, Xi Chen Dep. Tr. at 105-06). "lie:

1

(Warr:. Tr. at 3744).{

)(Ward, Tr.

1 (JX-

at 3744). {
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15, Xi Chen Dep. Tr. at 106). The{

} (JX-15. Xi Chen Dep.
} (JX-15, Xi Chcn Dep. Tr. at 106).60 After the

Tr. at 106). (

LEDSEL pin is sampled(

'b

(JX-15, Xi Chen

Dep. Tr. at 41; Ward, Tr. 3745-46; 3749). An intended use of The LEDkX pin on the AClOl

is that it would be connected to an LED,(
} (JX-15, Xi Chen Dep. T-. at 42).

The '341 patent discloses a flip flq).which is a single bit storage levice capable of
storing a one or a zero. (Ward, Tr. at 36p2-44). The flip flop 1 as a D ir put or data input.
(Ward, Tr. at 3642-44). The output of tht flip flop, marked OT in figurc 8 of the '341 patent,
produces the voltage that is sensed on the :.tin during the reset inierval, and routes it into the D
input of this flip flop. (Ward, Tr. at 3642 44). The flip flop has a data i iput and a clock
input. (Ward, Tr. at 3642-44). The data nput of the flip flop itlls the fl*pflop what data is to
be stored in the flip flop's one bit storage ~llement. (Ward, Tr. L t 3642-4 t). The clock input
tells the flip flop when to store data.

(Wat d,

Tr. at 3642-44). 'l'herefore the circuitry of the

'341 patent includes a two input flip flop htch that receives LEC configu ation information on
one input, and a reset signal on the other i )put, (Blanchard, Tr. it 1475), while the AClOl
includes{

] (Ward, Tr. ;It 3687-88; 3735-38).

The administrative law judge finds that the D flip flop in the '341 oatent is a two input

@

Respondent's expert, Ward, testified that the "reset"that Chen referred to as being

(
) (Ward, Tr. at 3744). Cht n did not make any
such distinction in his deposition testimony. & JX-15.
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} However, he further

flip flop whereas(
finds that analysis of(

1

Even rvsponden. ’s own expert, Ward,

admitted that it would be reasonable to c~iicludethat structure disclosed by ‘341 patent is
equivalent to the corresponding structure c f the AClOl . (Ward, Tr.at 31.182-83).
In its rebuttal brief, respondent Ugiled that the AClOl did not infiinge the ‘341 patent,
assuming arguendo the validity of the asse-ted claims, because,

&y

I
} Ward’s admission

(Tr. at 3682-83,

s

~ is applicable
)
tc the(

I The LEDSEL’S

t

} (Blanchard, Tr. at 195::). Thus,the respoiidznt’s{
} (RX-267 at A1,T30288.;-84.(

IBlanchard, Tr. at 1952, 2017-19; Ward, Tr. at 3771 -72).

} Both perform
the same function of establishing a default condition, the only difference lteinp that during the
non-reset period there will be some slight md insignificant amount of cur ’ent flow through the

t

} Howe\ :r, the administrative
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law judge {

VI11

35 U.S.C. (i 1 12 Defenses
A.

'341 Patent

1.

Written Description And Means Requirements

Respondent argued that the assertd claims are invalid for failure

-0 comply

with the

definiteness requirements of 35 U.S.C.61 12, para. 2 (written dcscriptiox ) and para. 6
(means).61It was argued that while indepmdent claims 1 and 13 require :he presence of a
"circuit means" for internally adjusting t h i . potential af the sensing pin, c\ - in the case of claim

61

Section 112, paragraph 2, reads, in relevant part:

The specification shall conclude with c ne or more claims particularly pointing
out and distinctly claiming the sub-ject matter which the applicanqregards as his
invention.
Section 112, paragraph 6 reads as follows
An element in a claim for a combination may be expressed as a cream or step
for performing a specified functioii without the recital oi structun , material, or
acts in support thereof, and such claim shall be construed to cove,.the
corresponding structure, material!' or acts described hi the specit cation and
equivalents thereof.
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13, the potential of the N pins, there is n o description in the specificatica of the '341 patent of

any structure that can be used to perform this particular functioii. It is

at

gued that the '341

patent fails to provide an adequate disclosure of structure that C;m perfor n all the recited
functions of the "circuit means"; that whi e Figure 8 of the '341 patent sliows that use of D flip
flop 412 to store a bit representing the va! ue sensed on a pin du -ing the r .set interval and the
'341 patent also discloses that the data to )e output from the pin after res.:t is provided to the
block 402 through line 438, the '341 pate it fails to disclose any circuitry between flip flop 412
and block 402, and fails to explain how a11y information provided by the flip flop is actually
used to adjust the potential on the pin in r(rsponse to the previously d e t e c d potential. Hence
respondent argued that there is nothing in the specification of tlic '341 patent that describes any
structure for accomplishing the recited fur ction of internally adjdsthg thc potential of the pin
"in response to the detected potential. " Respondent further argued that tt e indefiniteness of
the claims of the '341 patent is compoundlid by the fact that the specificaIron refers only to
undefined "internal pull down" currents, such as the "internal p d l down 14" shown in

FIGURE 2 and current flow is not a Structure; that mere referelice to "piJl down" is not a
description of a particular structure, and the elements of FIGURES 2, 3 aiid 4 denoted 114,
124 and 134 would not disclose any strumre to a person of ordinary skil in the art' and that
symbols used in the figures of the '341 paleiit to denote a "curre it source (or sink) are merely
functional designations. (RBr at 136-38).
Complainants argued that responde it's argumehts assuine that the tdministrative law
judge accepts the "arbitrary and tenuous claim construction" t h e respond :nt has advanced
regarding the "circuit means" limitation fa which respondent prr )posed &it the "circuit
*
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means" limitation requires a complex feedback relationship bet ween the !)oteiitialdetected at
the multifunction pin and mechanism for djusting that potentia!, and thai respondent's
proposed construction was set up for the purpose of arguing that the '34 patent lacks
1

sufficient disclosure to support respondent's proposed construct on. (CRI ir at 73-77).
The staff argued that the record etidence makes clear h i t one of x-dinary skill would
know how to construct an input/output pal in accordance with tile teachiiigs of block 402 in

FIGURE 8 and associated figures, including k i n g able to understand thal use of the current
source symbols in FIGURES 2, 3, 4 and :i(a)-(b) indicate that p ill downc and pull ups are to
be used. (SBr at 94-95).

The administrative law judge rejects respondent's argummts. &g Section IVC2. The
"in response to the detected potential" 1anj:uage of claim 1 relied upon b! respondent, in
support of its argument, merely refers to the fact that an interiii pull dovn will result in a
higher or lower potential at the pin over time, depending on the applied potential. (Ward, Tr.
at 3784-85).

2.

Definiteness Requirement

Respondent argued that claim 1 and dependent claims 3 and 10-12 are invalid because
the specification fails to provide an adequate written description of the inirentioo , as required
by 35 U.S.C.$112, para. 1.62 It is argue< that claim 1 contains the elemcnt of a "circuit
means for internally adjusting the potential of the pin in respoilst. to the &:tectcd potential";

62

Section 112, paragraph 1, reads, in rclevant part:

[T]he specification shall contain a written description of thc iriveiition
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and that there is nothing in the specification that includes a description c+ any structure that
will perform the specific function of interfially adjusting the pin &)otentialin response to the
detected potential. Respondent also argued that claim 13 includel a clausc requiring N
application pins "for selecting one of N2applications, " and a requirement of an "application
select means

. . . for selecting one of the N2applications . . .";

that the ,pecification contains

no description of how the application sensf. pins or apblication stslect mea IS of claim 13 can be
used to choose from among N2application. that to the extent the-e is any iescription of
choosing applications, it is a choice from i mong 2N applications: anti that N2and 2N are two
completely distinct mathematical values, a.id a description of how to choc se one from 2N
applications is not a description of how to choose one from N2a;iplicatia-s. W r at 139-40).
Complainants argued that while respondent argued its tenuous COR )plex feedback loop
construction of the "circuit means" limitat on and then argued th3t tbe '34 1 patent does not
support its "wild construction,'I the '341 disclosure daes not siipnort resp. mdent's construction
of the "circuit means" limitations. It is argued that the result is not that th :'341 claims are
invalid but rather that the "correct result"

IS

that respondent's constriictio I should be rejected.

(CRBr at 77-78). Complainants further argued the transposition of N2aaJ 2N is the kind of
obvious error that one of ordinary skill re( ognizes as an obvious mistake. and that respondent's
expert Ward admitted that one of ordinary skill would recognize that N2i an obvious error
and should be 2N,citing Tr. at 3722. (CRBr at 78).
The staff argued that one of ordina-y skill would know rf at one QII the N2pins cannot be
selected from N pins based merely upon his or her knowledge; t iat the specification of the

'341 patent correctly and expressly describes the operation of a t)ina*yseiect when multiple
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pins are used thereby leading one to the ccmlusion that the us(: of N Lin Fie claim was
erroneous; and that a review of the claims depending from claim 13 furtb-x confirms that 2N
should be used. (SBr at 95).
The administrative law judge rejects respondent's arguintents.

Section IV(C)(2),(3),

and (4). supra.

VIII. Domestic Industry
A. The '410 Patent

Respondent argued that cornplainaids cannot show thar tiieir prod ict, used to show
domestic industry practices, the claims of he '410 patent, either 1ite:ally )r under the doctrine

of equivalents; and that while Intel relies

cln

the 82371EB ("371:iB"i PCI to ISA Bridge and

82443BX ("443BX") Host Bridge, which itre BGA-packaged chips of the 6244OBX chipset
product to satisfy the domestic industry requirement, neither package is c wered by any of the
asserted claims of the '410 patent. It was argued that all asserted claims equire a substrate
having a top surface and an uncovered extl.:rnal bottom surface and recite a substrate with a
"consisting only of" transition and hence tire uncovered external botlom silrface of the substrate
must include only an outer array of contaci pads or solder balls, and a ce:iter array of contact
pads or solder balls. It was argued that each of the 443BX package and t'ie 371EB package
includes a solder mask on their respective bottom surkce; thar a; a result the Intel 443BX
package does not have an "exposed extern 11" bottom surface of ii substrar :and also does not
"consist only of" the arrays, as claimed in the '410 patent; and that, theft. fore. complainants
have failed to sustain their burden of demonstrating the existenw of a dol ,iestic industry with
respect to the '410 patent. (RBr at 84).
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Complainants argued that responde tit's argument is ideritical to its non-infringement
argument and that for the same reasons rei-pondent is Wrong ahout infringment, it is wrong
about domestic industry. (CRBr at 126).
The staff argued that the presence of solder mask on the bottom OJ the package of
Intel's "8443" BX Host Bridge/Controller is the sole basis for respondent s contention that said
product does not practice any claims of dit. '410 pate&; and that since thr term "substrate,"
when properly construed, encompasses tht presence of solder nwk, the 1 ,itel "8443" BX
product practices claim 1 of the '410 paterft. (SBr at 105).
The administrative law judge finds that complainants have establis ked a domestic

industry with respect to the '410 patent. {

I
40BX-CR (CPX-52; Jamieson, at Tr. at 1 147-48). Intel's 82443BX is pa .:kaged in a ball grid
array package. (CPX-52; Blanchard, Tr. ;it 1889-90, 93). CX--O55C is set of drawings that
shows the substrate designs for the 440BX and 440BX-CR. (Jamieson, 1I'. at 1149-50).
Intel's 82443BX uses the package footprinr depicted at LOCO31289 of CX-1055C. (Jamieson,
Tr. at 1151). {

1
Intel's 82443BX comprises a subsrate, bond wires, ari i mer and ,in outer array of
solder balls, a molding compound or enczpsulent, and an integrated cira it. (CPX-52;
CX-1055C; Blanchard, Tr. at 1889-90, 93: Jamieson, Tr. at f 162; 1158-59). The BGA
packages of Intel's 82443BX has a bulls-eve solder ball pattern. (CPX-51; CX-1055C at
LOC031276,287, 289; Blanchard, Tr. at 1889-90, 93).
The solder balls on Intel's 82443BX are arranged in two arrays, ii center array and an
outer array. (CPX-52; CX-1055C at LO('031276, 287, 289; Blanchard, Tr. at 1889-90, 93).
The center array of solder balls on Intel's 82443BX is separatcd froin the outer array by a

-

region with no solder balls. (CPX-52;CX-1055C at LOC031276,287, 289; Blanchard, Tr. at
1889-90, 93). The substrate of Intel's 82~43BXcomprises a top surface 3n one side, and an
exposed external bottom surface on the other side. (CPX-52; CX-lO55c. Blanchard, Tr.
1889-90, 93). The substrate of Intel's 82443BX comprises vias that exteiid through the
substrate, connecting the top and internal metal layers, if any, with the kittom metal layer
(including the contact pads). (CX-lOS5C ai LOC031270, 81; Jarnieson, Tr. at 1161;
Blanchard, Tr. at 1889-90, 93). The exposed external bottom suface of 'ntel's 82443BX
comprises a solder mask layer with circular openings that expost- circular areas of the
conductive materials in the underlying bonorn metal layer of the substrate (CPX-52;
CX-1055C at LOC031276, 287; Blancharc, Tr.at 93; Jamieson, Tr. at 1 58-59, 1162). The
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arrays of contact pads in Intel's 82443BX are defined by the paitern of c rrcular holes in the
bottom solder mask layer of the substrate (CX-1055C at LOC031276, .!87, CPX-52;
Blanchard, Tr. at 1889-90, 93). The expqlsed external bottom surface 01 Intel's 82443BX is
not covered by encapsulent or molding cc mpound, or any other substanc .:. (CX-1O55Cy
CPX-52; Blanchard, Tr. at 1889-90. 93). The exposed exterw bottom ,urface of the substrate

of Intel's 82443BX consists only of two arrays of contact pads. (CX-l@ SC, CPX-52;
Blanchard, Tr. at 1889-90, 93). The contact pads in the outer array of Ititel's 82443BX are
separated from each other by a "first distance. (CX-1055C at L.OC0312 76, 287, 289,
CPX-52; Blanchard, Tr. at 1889-90, 93). The contact pads in the inner 'xray of Intel's
82443BX are separated from each other htr a "second distance." (CX-lOS5C at LOC031276,
287, 289; CPX-52; Blanchard, Tr. at 188'4-90, 93). The inner array of Lontact pads on Intel's
82443BX is separated from the outer arra" by a third distance u hich is p .eater than the first
and second distances. (CX-1055C at LOC'031276, 287, 289; WX-52; B anchard, Tr. at
1889-90, 93). The first and second distames between tlie contact pads in Intel's 82443BX are
equal. (CX-1055C at LOC031276, 287, 289; CPX-52; Blanclwd, 'Tr. at 1889-90, 93).
Therefore the 82443BX practices claim 23 of the '410 patent.
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1
A solder ball is attached to each contact pad on the bortom srrrfac of the substrate of
*

Intel's 82443BX. (CX-1055C at LOCO3 1276, 287,289, CPXC 2; Ulancwd. Tr. at 1889-90,
93). The solder balls of Intel's 82443BX t onsist only of two arrays of so der balls, an inner
array, and an outer array. (CX-1055C at LOC031276, 287, 289, CPX-52; Blanchard, Tr. at
1889-90, 93). The solder balls in the outt r array of Intel's 824a3BX are separated from each
other by a "first distance.'' (CX-lO5SC at LOC031276, 287, 289, CPX-52; Blanchard, at Tr.
1889-90, 93). The solder balls in the inner array of Intel's 82443BX are separated from each
other by a "second distance." (CX-lOS5C at LOC031276, 287, 289, CPX -52; Blanchard, Tr.
at 1889-90, 93). The inner and outer arrays of solder balls OD Iiitel's 8%43BX are separated
from each other by a third distance that is greater than the first and seconfldistances.
(CX-1055C at LOC031276, 287, 289, CP.X-52; Blanchard, Tr. Lit 1889-s.l, 93). The first and
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second distances between the solder balls tin Intel's 82443BX arc: equal. rCX-1055C at
LOC031276, 287, 289, CPX-52; Blanchad, Tr. at 1889-90, 93). In Inttl's 82443BX, the
distance between the solder balls in the outer array is equal to ths distanch.between the solder
balls in the inner array. (CX-1055C at LOC031276, 287, 289, slPX-52; 13lanchard, Tr. at
1889-90, 93). Therefore the 82443BX prictices claim 27 of the '410 patt nt.

1
Therefore the 82443BX practices claim 29, as the dimensional prc file of the integrated
circuit of the 82443BX lies between the inner and outer array of solder bi 11s. (Blanchard, Tr.
at 1919:16; CDX-126; CPX-52; CX-10551.
Respondent argued that the 82443EX did not practice any of the c a i r n of the '410
patent because the 82443BX did not have ;in exposed bottom surface consisting only of two
arrays of contact pads or solder balls, b m use of the presence of a solder mask on the bottom
surface. (RBr at 84). This argument is relected, in light of the idministr dive law judge's
earlier finding that the solder mask is part of the substrate.
B.

; s a Set cion IV(B)(l).

The '603 Patent
Respondent argued that the LXT983, LXT9860, and LXr9880 pr-jductsthat

complainants relied upon to satisfy the economic prong of the dcmestic industry requirement
do not practice any claims of the '603 patent. Responiient furihcr argued that if the claims of
the '603 patent are given respondent's claim interpretation, the11responde it would not contest
:76

that the LXT930 practices at least claim 1 of the ‘603 patent although it argued that
complainants cannot agree to respondent’s interpretation because that wmld establish that the
AC108RM product does not infringe any (elaim of the ’603 paler t. It is flirther argued that
] boards satisfy either

complainants have not demonstrated that t!ie{

the economic or technical prong of the domestic industry requirement.@ RBr at 231-241).
Complainants argued that Level Oile practices the ‘603 p.rtent wit’ its LXT980 and
LXT98xO products by inducement and thar the data sheets and d:sign guiles for the LXT980
and LXT98xO show customers how to bui d single boards that pr,actice th.: ‘603 patent using
the LXT98O/LXT98xO and a bridge chip. It is argued that Level One grmts said customers an
implied license to practice the ‘603 patent using the LXT980/lJXT98x0 alid receives a built-in
royalty as part of the purchase price of t h c se products. Regarding responcient’s technical prong
arguments, complainants argued that the a’guments were the same as regondent’s noninfringement arguments. (CRBr at 25-29)
The staff argued that the evidence :,bows that Level One’s LXT930, LXT980 and
LXT98xO products practice at least claim I of the ‘603 patent and that “Level One-designed
boards

. . . practice the ‘503 patent.” (SBI at 103).
The administrative law judge finds that complainants h w :establkied the existence of a

domestic industry with respect to the ‘603 patent. Thus, the reccrd show:!that Level One
encouraged customers of the LXT980 and LXT98xO to practice :he ’603 :latent. CX-614 is the

Respondent noted that Order No. 29, which involved thc: economic prong of the domestic
industry requirement, only addressed the I .XT980, LXT9860, aid LXT9S80 products
themselves and did not address the Cisco i.nd Hewlett Packard boards.
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data sheet for the LXT980 managed repealer. (Holland, Tr. at 582; CX-014; Feuerstraeter,
Tr. at 338-39). CX-829 is the data sheet for the LXT98xO family of manxged repeaters.
(Holland, Tr. at 582; CX-829). The LXT98xO family includes the LXT9860 and LXT9880
managed repeaters. (Holland, Tr. at 582; CX-829). The Lx1’9Y60 and 1 XT9880 have the
same functionality, but the LXT9880 has t ight twisted pair ports and the !.,XT9860 has six
twisted pair ports. (Holland, Tr. at 582). Holland has assisted c:ustomef: in their design of
applications involving bridged, dual-speed. managed stackable wpeaters. (Holland, Tr. at
582). The major customers that Holland assisted in designing these bridged, dual-speed,

1 ( Holland Tr. at 582-

managed, stackable hubs include(

83.0). Figure 14 on page 41 of CX-614 rt:fers to the typical bridged, duhl-speed, managed
repeater application that Holland assisted ( ustomers in designhg . (Hollaiid, 583; CX-614).
Figure 14 on page 41 of CX-614 shows four LXT980s broken ui) as two ;tacked repeater
boxes with two LXT980s in each box. (Hdland, Tr. at 588; CX-614). The bridge chip in the
left box is connected between the two LX1980s to bridge between the 10 and 100 mega bit
segments and a serial controller chip com:cted to the two stacked boxes i o gain access to
management. (Holland, Tr. at 588; CX-6 J4).
Figure 18 of CX-829 shows a single LXT9880 with a bridge chip between the two MI1
ports to bridge between the 10 megabit and 100 megabit segmcri-s and a serial controller chip
connecting to the serial port to access the inanagement functioiiaiity. (Hoiland, Tr. at 590;
CX- 829). Figure 19 of CX-829 shows fo.ir LXT988Os with a bridge chi 3 connecting between
the MIX ports of two LXT9880s to bridge lietween the 10 megabit and 101megabit segments,
and a serial controller chip connecting the serial ports of all of the chips ttlgether, to gather the
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management statistics. (Holland, at 590; IX-829). Level Om: i.1~0publl jhes an application
note (CX-780) describing how to design at application using an LXT980 managed repeater
with a Galileo GT 48006 bridge. (Holland, Tr. at 593; Feuerstr.ieter, Tr at 138-39).
Holland, as an applications engineer, has i ssisted cusamers in iinplement mg designs described
in CX-780. (Holland, 593). Figure 1 of 4 IX-780shows an application u: ing four LXT98Os,
which provide repeater management and l&ports, and the Galileo GT 48006 bridge chip,
which bridges between repeaters in the LXT980 operating at 10 3r 100 megabits. (Holland,
Tr. at 593; CX-780). {

3
The figure also shows a connection with a I inter-repeater back plane between the two
LXT98Os. (Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 342-43). This entire design pr-wides a *ornpletesolution
including 10 meg repeater, 100 meg repeater, bridging and repeater

map igement

across

multiple ports. (Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 342-43).
The purpose of CX-614 and CX-7E0 is to assist Level Ole customers in the design of
their box or system. (Feuerstraeter, Tr. a: 339-40). In this case, the me;ning of "box" or a
"system" is what the customers sell. (Fewstraeter, Tr. at 33940). So I I I the case of the
CX-614 this document is what a customer would use to actually go about designing their end
product. (Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 339-40). ' 'he connection between the LXT980 and the GT
48006 in CX-780 is depicted as a single bmrd. (Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 443).
Holland testified that it was preferbble to put the LXT480 or LXT98xO repeaters and a
bridge on the same board; as putting the L XT980 or LXT98xO rzpeaters md a bridge on the
same board, obviates the need to include connectors for connecbng board.; interfacing the
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repeaters to the board containing the bridge. (Holland, Tr. at 61 1). Con lectors that interface
between boards cause signal degradation vhen a signal passes through tlx connector; but
putting the LXT980 or LXT98x0 repeaten and a bridge on thc same boa;.& obviates the need
to put a driver circuit on a board to provide signal strength suffc:ient to d -ive the signal across
the connector. (Holland, Tr. at 61 1).
Of the boards built by Level One ciistomers incorporating the LX’980 and LXT98x0,
complainants specifically rely upon(
} as boards practicing the ‘603 patent. CPY-68 is a 12-port

dual-speed, bridged, stackable managed rt:peater; CPX-69 is ii :4-port vc rsion of the same
platform as CPX-68, a dual-speed, bridged, stackable managed repeater. !Holland, Tr. at 601-

02). Holland is familiar with CPX-68 and CPX-69 because hc vorked

th Cisco on the

design review and layout review for these products. (Holland. Tr. at 6OC -01). Since joining
Level One in June of 1998, Holland has been an applications engineer.

( .lolland,

Tr. at 580-

81). Holland’s role as an applications engineer was to aid custoaers in d2signing in Level
One’s managed repeaters, LXT980 and thl- LXT98x0, into their final prcrluct (customer
applications) and to debug any issues with those applications. (IIolland, ‘Tr. at 581).
The bridges and the LXT980s in CPX-68and CPX-69 are conta ned on a single
board. (Holland, Tr. at 606). Mick testified that the printed cirsuit boarli and the contents
thereof in CPX-68 practice the ‘603 patent, because the primacy printed c ircuit board of
CPX-68 contains all elements or componem of claim 1. (Mick Tr. at 2 !11- 13). Mick also
bases his opinion on his knowledge of Lei el One literature regar ding hov to design products
around the Level One LXT980. Mick, TI at 221 1-13). The primary cirxit board in CPX-68
I
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is a single circuit board. (RRCFF 2019). ('X-937 shows schemaiics for a 24-portYdual-speed,

bridged, managed, stackable repeater. (Holland, Tr. at 607; CPX-937). rhe{

1 design

shown in CX-937 is contained on a single board because the sch.2matic sbiws no other
connectors for joining additional boards. Holland, Tr. at 610-6 11). Pal :22 of CX-937
shows that the Galileo GT 48006 bridge is incorporatdd in this(
at 609; CPX-937). Therefore, as there is

110

I& sign.

(Holland, Tr.

dispute that a single circuit iroard constitutes a

1boards r e k d upon by complainants constj Ute single devices.65

device, the(

CPX-68 includes three LXT980 minaged repeaters, and CPX-69 mludes six LXT980
managed repeaters. (Holland, Tr. at 605-06). CPX-68and CPX-69 also include a Galileo
48006 bridge chip. (Holland, Tr. at 606). Mick testified that CPX-68 ab11 CPX-69 are
repeater management devices for commun cation networks , thc I epeater 1- ianagement device
controlling repeaters and routing data paclets between a receiving port ard a destination port.
(Mick, Tr. at 2211; 2213). Pages 13, 14, and 15 of CPX-937 show t h r a LXT9880 managed
} design. (HollalhI, Tr. at 609; CPX-937). As $mh these boards

repeaters in this(
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Respondent's expert witness Molle ttstified (Tr. at 3344-43):

Q Dr.Molle, have IOU considered whether the Lx"'980 practices
the claims of the '603 patent?
A

Yes, I have.

Q

What is your opinion?

A If -- I could imagine a board that had an LXT9&Ctogether with
other components that one could dcsign such a board to have an 5 iterface
connection to the rest of the systerii that would be similar to whai is described
in the '603 patent. [Emphasis addt dl

manage multiple repeaters as required by the preamble to claim 1.
The(

} boards, CPX-68and t!PX-69 include the rqxater mnagement means of

claim 1 because they include LXT98Os. Holland, Tr. at 605). The des gn for the(
I

} boards, CX-937C, includes LXT9880; which also has the repeater m,magement means

required by claim 1. (Holland, Tr. at 6(Y'-609). The LXT980 data shee demonstrate that this
product has repeater management means 1or controlling and monitoring 1 epeater functions
related to the retransmission of the data pr.ckets and for providing status )f and control over
repeater functions via an external repeater management interface. (CX-6 i 4; CX-829; Mick,
Tr. at 2214-15). Feuerstraeter testified that the LXT980 includes repeatt r management as
defined by IEEE 802.3. (Feuerstraeter, 'Ir. at 444). The LXT 980 and .he LXT98xO are
managed repeaters. (Holland, Tr. at 581-82). Mick testified that the Lx'"980 includes the
repeater management of claim 1. (Mick, rr. at 2214).
The LXT980 and LXT98x0 data Sfieets describe the management iunctionality for
"controlling and monitoring repeater funci ions related to the retransinissic m of the data packets
and for providing status of and control ovcr repeater functions. " (CX-614 at 1; CX-829 at 1).
The data sheets state these products "supptrt[] SNMP and RMON mana:.ement via on-chip
32- and @-bit counters. The counters anc control information are access :ble via high speed

Serial Management Interface (SMI)." (C3 -614 at 1; CX-829 at 1). The Jata sheets also state
in the "Management Support" section, "Configuration and Status: The L;XT980[/LXT98xO]
provide0 management control and visibilitv of the following functions:" i d then list various
events for which status information can be obtained. (CX-614ai 20: CX 829 at 31).
The LXT980 and LXT98x0 data sheets describc the serial manage nent interface, which
I82

is the "external repeater management interface." (CX-614 at 1; CX-829 rt 1; Mick, Tr. at
2214-15). The data sheets state that the management "counters nnd contrd information are
accessible via a high-speed Serial Manag merit Interface (SMI)' (CX-61.1 at 1: CX-829 at 1;
Mick, Tr. at 2214-15).
Mick also testified that the LXT9t80includes an external repeater management interface
based on his review of the LXT980 data z heet and from the physical inst intiation of the
interface through the connector on CPX-C-8. (Mick, Tr. at 221a-15). From Mick's review of
the data sheet, Mick also concluded that tie LXT980 provides out of bar.d management.
(Mick, Tr. at 2214). Feuerstraeter also mplained that the LXT980 prov !des out-of-band
management. (Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 443-45). Referring to CX414, the ;XT980 data sheet,
the block diagram on the first page shows blocks labeled "ENET" and "I-HY"that, in general,
are ports through which packets travel. (Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 443-45). '"'he serial port
depicted on the block diagram allows access to the repeater management ts defined in 802.3.
(Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 443-45). The data pickets going through tile PHY rjort, are in-band
packets because they are in the communications channel. (Fewstraeter, Tr. at 443-45).
Management information traveling via the serial management port is out- )f-band because it
travels outside the communication channel (Feuerstraeter, Tr. i't 443-45 I.
Holland further confirmed the LX'l'980 and LXT98x0 jm wide out of-band
management. (Holland, Tr. at 603). On the back of CPX-68 and 69 is a console port which is
used to connect these boxes to a rnanagemunt agent for gathering the stati :tics from the logical
repeater in an out of band fashion. (Holl&id, Tr. at 603). Holland also identified the serial
management bus on the(

)containing the LXT98x0, 1 s being or out-of-band
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management. (Holland, Tr. at 610).
Mick testified that CPX-68 and C3’X-69 include repeatei manage nent means for
controlling and monitoring repeater hnct ons related to the retrmsmissk n of the data packets
and for providing status of and control 01er repeater functions \ria an ex1m a l repeater
management interface, as required by claim 1. (Mick, Tr. at 21’14-15).
Accordingly, a single LXT980/LXT98xO board containiqig the G;.lile<;lGT-48006, such
}practices the repeate management element

as the(

I

of claim 1.
The(

}boards, CPX-68 and CPX-69 both include a Galilee 43006 bridge chip.

(Holland, Tr. at 606). As for the(

]design, page 22 of CFX-937 sttows that the Galileo
)design. (Holland, Tr. at 609; CPX-937).

GT 48006 bridge is incorporated in this(

Holland is familiar with the Galileo GT 4:(006 bridge based 011 his evalu; tions of the Galileo
bridge. (Holland, Tr. at 594). To eva1ua:e Galileo GT 48006 bridge,(

)$

Mick’s basis for co~~clud~ng
that the product

has the bridging support required by claim 1 was that the board has on it , i Galileo GT-48006
chip, and Mick knew from review of the previous documents that that is i. bridging chip.
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(Mick, Tr. at 2215).
Level One teaches its customers how to bridge its LX7'9SO/LXT93xO. (Holland, Tr. at
593). Table 1 of CX-780 shows the interclmnection between the Galileo I ;T48006 bridge and
the LXT980. (Holland, Tr. at 593). The &-hand column of Table 1 of -3X-780 shows which
pins the GT 48006 are interfaced to which pins of the LXT980. (Hollancl, Tr. at 593;
CX-780). For instance, in the first row 0
1 the left hand column shows th.tt pin 66 of the
Galileo bridge is interfaced to pin 29 of the LXT980. (Holland, Tr. at SQ3;CX-780). CX-780
shows the customer how to interface the pins of the LXT980 with the pin: of the Galileo
bridge. (Holland, Tr. at 593; CX-780). Page 6 of CX-780 is a schemati representation of a
table for connecting the Galileo GT 48006 bridge with two LXT98Os. (tiolland, Tr. at 594;
CX-780).
Therefore an LXT980/LXT98xO b a r d containing the Galileo GT (48006bridge
contains the bridging support means required by claim 1.
The(

}boards, CPX-68 and CJ'X-69, include a Galileo 48006 bridge chip, which

includes Media Access Controllers (MAC!).(Holland, Tr. at 606). As tor the {

1design,

page 22 of CPX-937 shows the Galileo G1 48006 bridge, which includes MACs. (Holland,
Tr. at 609). The Galileo GT 48006 bridgt also includes two media acces; controllers
CX-1293 at 1).
("MAC"), which are compliant with IEEE 802.3. (Holland, TI.. at 595-91;
Holland confirmed that the GT 48006 included two MACs through his evaluations of this
bridge. (Holland, Tr. at 596-97). Mick's basis for concluding that this product includes the
required media access control element of claim 1 is his knowledge of doc rmentation that he
has reviewed regarding the Galileo produci. (Mick, Tr. at 22 i 5 I. The amclusion he drew
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from that was that it does include two complete 10/10 media access COI trollers. (Mick, Tr.
at 2215).
Therefore the{

}b jards possess the MAC require.] by claim 1 and

therefore contain all of the elements requi .ed by claim 1.
An LXT980/LXT98xO board contlininp a bridge such as the Galj eo GT-48006
includes an access port (a serial port) for attaching a remote computer or terminal for
management, thus satisfying claim 2. Tht LXT980 and LXT!)8?tO data sheets identify the
"Serial Port" in the block diagram of the Iirst page. (CX-614, (1x429). The(

}hubs,

CPX-68 and CPX-69, include a console p v t on their back patiel. (Hollalid, Tr. at 603). The
console port is used to connect CPX-68 at d CPX-69 b serial mimagernel t port of the LXT980
for gathering the statistics from the logic$ repeater out of band. (Hollard, Tr. at 603).
Mick testified that the(

)prodi:ct also practiced claim 2 becau \e, according to

Mick, one can access the repeater manage nent functions of thc iJX1'980i JXT98x0s remotely
through a serial port. (Mick, Tr. at 2215- 16). This capability

docume lited in the data sheet

for the LXT.980, and there is a physical nianifestation of this connection which is the
connector located on the printed circuit board, the connector beiJig availaide froin the back of

the box. (Mick, Tr. at 2215-16).
Therefore the{

}pt oducts practice 2 as tlley have >tnaccess port to

allow an external user to access the management functions.

An LXT980/LXT98xO board containing a bridge such as the Galil.:o GT-48006
supports SNMP and RMON management .iia on-chip 32- and @-bit coun ers.

}bead.;, have a plurality of counters

(Mick, Tr. at 2215-16). Therefore, the(
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and registers and as such practice claim 4.
Mick testified that the media acces controller in an LXI 98O/Lx?’98xO board
containing a bridge such as the Galileo G7’-48006 further comprises rnea.1~for generating
preambles and error correcting codes, means for detecting error conectix g codes, means for
handling deferrals and collisions, means fbr controlling and hrntlling bac ; off conditions, and
means for retrying data transmission. (Mck, Tr. at 2216). Acoxdhgly )he {

1

boards practice claim 5 .
An LXT980/LXT98xO board containing a bridge such as the Galiko GT-48006, such

1 boards, includes registers that store atwibutes tclating to repeater

as the{

functions and, therefore, practices claim 6. (Mick,Tr. at 22 16).
Mick testified that an LXT98O/LX1’98xO board containing a bridg :such as the Galileo
GT-48006, such as the(

boards, also compriscd a ined-iiaccess control port

for providing data packets received by the media access controlIer via the repcater data
interface to memory, therefore satisfying t laim 7. (Mjck, Tr. at 221 6).
On the back side of CPX 69, there is a dual-high stacking connecvx, which provides a
stacking backplane, allowing one to stack multiple boxes on tup of each )ther to create one
8

logical repeater as classified by IEEE 802.3. (Holland, Tr. at 602-03). 1 Jsing the stacking
connectors of CPX-68and CPX-69, a cusiomer can stack CPX-b8 and C!l’X-69 by plugging a
cable into the up stacking connector of the lower unit and into the down siacking connector of
the lower unit. (Holland, Tr. at 603). A .Iaini-SCSI cable is used to connect, or stack,
between CPX-68 and CPX-69. (Holland, Tr. at 603).
The(

1 design as0 includes the inter-repeater b &plane. (Holland,
I87

Tr. at 609; CPX-937). Page 25 of CPX-!)37 shows the stacking connectlrs for this {

1

design. (Holland, Tr. at 609; CPX-937). On the stacking connector (blo.:k containing
"LOWER UPPER")on page 25 of CPX-937,the serial data 411dserial clock signals pins A15,
A16 and C 15 and C 16 are shown. (HoL'and, Tr. at 610; CPX 937). Eiaving the serial data

and serial clock signals pins on the stacking connector indicates that the serial management bus
goes across the back plane so that the mai.agement for multiple tjoards stxked together would
be considered out-of-band management. (Holland, Tr. at 610).
Mick also concluded that the W J 8 0practices claim 9, because :he LXT980 data sheet
shows that this product provides two inter repeater backplanes: one inter repeater backplane to
support operation of the 10 megabit repeaer, and one interrepeater baclq lane to support
operation of the 100 megabit repeater opwation. (Mick, Tr. at 2216; (2%-614 at 1; CX-829 at
1). The data sheets also indicate that the backplane can be used to connt ct up to 60 LXT980s

to form a single logical repeater, that would be as many as 240 par$, which is probably more
than anybody would want to put on a sing e collision domain. (Mick, Tr at 2216; CX-614 at

1 ; CX-829 at 1).
Feuerstraeter also identified inter-r :pester backplanes in the LXT"80, referring to page
17 of CX-614. (Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 445.36). Feuerstraeter, referring tit page 36 of Exhibit
CX-614, explained that what is depicted irl Figure 11 is basically a stack ig system whereby
the management (as shown at the top by fie network manager block} conirects two boxes for
purposes of management, accessing the mlnagement functionality within :he LXT980s.
(Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 446-48). The type management show in &.isfigure is out-of-band.
(Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 446-48).
1x8

Therefore the(

] hoards practice claim of the ':lo3 patent.

In light of the above findings that he(

) boclrds (10 practice the '603

patent, respondent's argument that those hoards do not satisfy the technic a1 prong of the
domestic industry requirement is rejected. Respondent, seeking to re-op this administrative
a

n

law judge's ruling in Order No. 29, which the Commission dctrrmined cat to review on April

2, 200lS argued that complainants cannot rely upon on the(

)board: or the(

] boards,

or any unidentified boards, to satisfy the domestic industry requirement, 9ecause complainants'
have not made any showing that their haw been any domestic activities r Aating to the
assembly of the boards so as to satisfy the economic prong of th3 domes1 c industry
requirement. Respondent's argument igncires the fact that the administrai ive law judge has
already found that the LXT980, LXT986C and LXT9880 major :ompone it parts of the boards
in question satisfied the domestic industry requirement. The domestic in4 lustry prong requires
only that there be a nexus exist between ti e domestic industry ir the Uniizd States and the
patent in question. In the Matter of Certa n Salinomvcin Bion1a.s and3;Wations Containing
Same. 337-TA-370. Initial Determination- :Nov. 6, 1995) at 124 the adniinistrative law judge
found that the economic prong of the domcstic industry requircnient for 6 process patent was
satisfied even though the patented process occurred overseas, it being suf'kient that a licensee
made significant domestic investments in t uying the bulk material from ti e patent holder,
importing it into the United States, combir ing it with animal fcol and the.1 selling the animal

In Order No. 29, the Administrativc Law Judge granted Complaintnts' motion for
summary determination that the LXT980, LXT9860, and LX'I'9880 prodL cts satisfy the
economic prong of the domestic industry r :quirement. (Order 2'4 at 12-1.1).
66
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feed in the United States. As the Federal Circuit stated in Sclwer Mfg, Co. v. United States
Int'l Trade Comm'n, 717 F.2d 1368, 1373 (Fed. Cir, 1983) that "in projier cases 'industry'
may encompass more than the manufactui ing of the patent item. " In thk investigation
complainants have demonstrated a signific ant domestic investmnt with I :gard to the LXT980
and LXT98x0, which are component parts in boards that practice the 'W3 patent. As such
complainants have already demonstrated ~r significant domestic mvestmei t regarding the
} boards. &Order

No. 29.

The administrative law judge also rejects respondent's filial argun rent concerning the

1boards, &., that complainants cannot now rely up011the efforts of their
licensees, & purchasers of the LXT980 and LXT98x0, after representing in the complaint for
investigation 337-TA-430 that "Level Ont has not licensed its '003 patea " ('430 complaint at
78.1). Complainants not only sold the LXT980 and LXT98xO to their cu: tomers, such as(

} but they also assisted their cistomers in implementag the prrchased LXT980 and

LXT98x0. Some of the implementations practiced the '603 patait. As such, complainants
granted their customers a license to use th.: '603 patent in the various imlementations of the
LXT980 and LXT98x0, as "'[nlo formal granting a license is necessary

1 i

order to it effect.

Any language used by the owner of the patent, or any conduci on his pari exhibited to another
from which that other may properly infer hat the consents to hi&use of the patent [Le.,
patented invention]

. . . constitutes a licenses.'" Blais v. Unitcd.Statss, 3

Fed. C1. 422, 425-

26 (1994) (auoting De Forest Tel. Co. v.-United States, 273 U.S. 236, 241 (1927). The license
granted to complainants' customers is peririission to use the LX7'980 and LXT98xO in one of
the uses advertised by complainants including implementing brm ds practi,:ing the '603 patent.
t SO

The administrative law judge does not interpret complainants' disclaimer in the complaint for
investigation 337-TA-430that the '603 ha I not been licensed is encornpa ;sing the use of
complainants' products that have been sold.

C.

The '341 Patent
Respondent argued that the produc LXT914 Version B, -elied on by complainants for

the existence of the domestic industry, dor s not practice any asscrted clai n of the '341 patent
because of the absence of elements corresponding to the limitations adde 1 to the independent
claims by amendment to overcome prior a-t rejections. Hence. i: is argue.1 that the economic
activities identified in Order No. 29, grar ting summiry determination 01 the economic prong,

was not shown to be related to any "article. protected by the patent, and c Implainants failed to
demonstrate the existence of any domestic industry with respect :o the ' 9 1 patent. (RBr at

157-161).
Complainants argued that respondent relies on its "erroneous consuction" of the
claimed term "circuit means"; that a simple internal pull up or pi11 down is sufficient to meet
the circuit means element, {

1

also argued that because claim 13 allows f :)r one or mbre pins. tile LXT9 14 Version B meets

this claim limitation as well. {

The staff argued that the evidence jf record demonstraier that Le\ el One's LXT914
Version B practices at least claim 1 of the '341 patent. (SBr at 04).
The administrative law judge finds that complainants have established the existence of a
191

domestic industry regarding the ‘341 pateiit. Thus,as required by claim 1 of the ‘341 patent,

1‘12
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1
IX.

Remedy
Where a violation of section 337 111sbeen fouild, the Cornmission has the authority to

enter an exclusion order, a cease and desbc order, or both. 19 U.S.C.

6

i 337(d)(f). In a

section 337 investigation evidence regardiiig remedy "should, whenever F ossible, be presented
to the ALJ, so that its accuracy and probalive value can be evaluated by t:ie ALJ and other
I 99

parties Drier to its presentation to the Commission in die remedy phase or the investigation."
the Matter of Certain Apricultural Tractol3-i Under 50 Power Tak&ffBflrLeBo_w&r, USITC
Inv. No. 337-TA-380, Comm'n opinion (March 1997). at 27 n. 105 (Trar tow.
A.

Exclusion Order
Complainants, in closing argument argued thar any exch sion ord: r should cover the

infringing products by name and should further specify "integrated repeat :rs, transceivers and
switches,

. . . the same title that's given tc this investigation. #e

don't want to have a

situation where the products are simply renamed". (TI-. at 4270).
Complainants also argued that sint e respondent was recently acqr ired by Broadcom,
the administrative law judge should recommend an exclusion or6er barrir,g importation, not
only by respondent but also by any of its affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries,
contractors or other related business entitks or their successors or assigE. (CBr at 195). In
addition, it was argued that any exclusion Jrder should cover third party Ijroducts containing
the products specified in the exclusion ordx. (CBr at 194).
Respondent argued that if there is i finding of violation, he remeQysbould be a
limited exclusion order directed to the infringing repeaters, switches and ransceivers imported
by or on behalf of respondent that are the ubject of this investigation; thCt any exclusion order

should not be extended to other entities or to other products, anc that any remedial order
should not extend to respondent's producQ "originally accused

ill

the cod: plauit and later

dropped due to Complainants' shifting claim construction." (RBr at 246-47). As for any
exclusion order covering downstream procwts, respondent, a1 c osing aq ument, argued that
there is no evidentiary basis for supportink, findings under any 0'-the nink points set forth by
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the Commission and affirmed by the Fedbra1 Circuit in Hvundai v. US II@gational Trade
Commission, 899 F.2d 1204 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (Hyundai) (Tr. a: 4276).
Respondent also argued that any r :medy should be adc1rr:ssed soli ly to the respondent’s
integrated repeaters, switches and transceivers and to importation or otht r activities by or on
behalf of respondent which language would ensure that legitimate trade i 1 Broadcom products
is allowed to continue. (RRBr at 141).
The Commission has broad discre1 ion in selecting the form, scopt , and extent of a
particular remedy. Viscofan. S.A. v. U,S&t’l

Trade Comnj’lL 737 F. 2d 544, 548 (Fed.

Cir. 1986). In determining whether to e x h d e downstream products, tht following factors are
considered: (1) the value of the infringing articles coinpared tci the value :if the downstream
products in which they are incorporated; I 2) the identity of thc rnanufach rer of the
downstream products, &, whether it can be determined that h:downstieam products are
manufactured by the respondent or by a tk ird party; (3) the incn.menta1 \,due to the
complainant of the exclusion of downstream products; (4) the incrementa detriment to
respondents of exclusion of such products (5) the burdens imyased on th Ird parties resulting
from exclusion of downstream products; (:i) the availability of aiternativr downstream products
that do not contain the infringing articles: (7) the likelihood that the dowstrearn products
actually contain the infringing articles and are thereby subject to exclusioii; (8) the opportunity
for evasion of an exclusion order that doe$ not include downstcam produc. rs; (9) the
enforceability of an order by Customs; and anv other factors the Coinmisi ion determines to be
relevant. Certain Erasable Programmable fC&-Only

Memories, USJTC I iv. No. 337-TA-276,

Comm’n Opinion (May 1989), @PROMS) affd sub. nom. Uundai (Emphasis added).
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Complainants, relying on depositkin testimony of Kubes for the 1 iclusion of
downstream products in any exclusion orders, argued that respcmdent seils (l)(

i. (4) the(
:

( 5 ) the(

202

} (CRRFF 2499 to 2518).

It was also argued by complainants that the accused products are iiloperable unless
mounted on printed circuit boards by third parties and additionally that tbl*record demonstrates
that third parties,{
)citing CFF 231 1-2337. There is no objection ''y respondent to the

1 (CFF

fact that{

I (CFF

233 1);{
2332);{
}(CFF 2333);{
}(CFF 2334); and that{

)(CFF 2335). Howel fer, while complainanis assertesl that respondent has

] the

administrative law judge agrees with respc ndent that the only support for chose findings are
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excerpts of a deposition which excerpts were not admitted into evidence.
Aside from the facts that certain infringing products are found in downstream products
and the identity of certain manufacturers 0’ downstream products, there iC little evidence in the
record relating to the factors specifically st t out in EPROMs,wen thou@-such evidence,
whenever possible, should be presented to he administrative luw judge.

&g

Tractors supra.

In closing argument, complainants rirgued, as to the value of the irfringing product
versus the downstream product, that Kube! (Tr. at 2636) estimated the varue of the infringing
product as compared to the downstream pr )duct was(
} However, Kubes’s testimony docs not support a conclusion that
} Thus Kubes testified (Tr.

at 2636-37) that the cost for managed repeiters was(

1
uch a difference results in a large differentiation in the value of infringing articles compared to
the value of the downstream products in w!iich they are incorporated. In iddition, the
administrative law judge finds the record lxking evidence as to factcm (3 1, (41,

(9,(6), (7),

and (8) of EPROMs,Supra.
The staff argued that if a violation E found, a limited exclusion orJer excluding
respondent’s infringing products, and at le ist carriers and motherboards manufactured by or on
behalf of respondent that contain the infringing products, would be appropriate. (SBr at 107).

In Certain Flash Memorv Circuits ,\nd Products Con@icix Same [nv. No. 337-TA382 Comm’n Opinion (June 1997), (mhMemorv), complainant sought t limited exclusion
order that would apply to flash memory &ips produced by respondent bui yet would be broad
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enough to cover not only chips themselves but also "downstream" producrs of third parties
containing infringing flash memory chips.

a. at 27.

The Commission stated that the

administrative law judge did not mention, et alone seek to apply, the EPT.OMs balancing test
in the recommended determination. Moreover, the Commission found tht evidence of record,
when taken as a whole, simply insufficient to justify extending a:iy exclusion order to even
respondent's downstream products

u. at 37. Howevef, the Cowmission did make an

exception "for carriers and circuit boards fhat are manufactured ; i d impo-ted by
[respondent]

.

...

that contain . . [responclent'sl infringing flash memory chips. (Emphasis
If

added). The basis for the exception was that, while "[mlany downstream products, such as
flash cards, flash disks, and digital cameras are final products tlut are sol-1as unitary
packages" and their packaging makes it very difficult, if not impxsible, f:, remove the flash
chips without opening and ruining the product itself, carriers an(; circuit boards are
intermediate products from which the flasll memory chips are rmdily accvssible and can be
easily removed by the consumer.

u. at 3-', 38.

Based on the admitted elidence in this

investigation, the administrative law judge finds the record too s:iotty to recommend that the
exclusion order should include carriers mitaining accused prodl;cts of an4 recommended
exclusion order. However, he is recornmt nding that any excliisIon order include circuit boards
that contain said accused products since the private parties are ic agrmmcnt that the devices of
certain of the asserted claims are used in circuit boards6*and are presumably easily
While the private parties are in agreement that the asserted devices of the '603 patent
can be found in circuit boards, said partier differ as to whether said claimed devices should be
restricted to a single circuit board or can relate to more than one circuit board. &g, u,RBr
at 172-173.
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r e m ~ v a b l e He
. ~ ~is also recommending tha- any exclusion order Issued be directed to
respondent which would include its princig‘als, stockholders, officers, dirt ctors, employees,
agents, licensees, distributors, controlled and/or majority owncd business entities and their
employees, and agents, successors and a s q n s and that said order prohibi the importation and
sale in the United States. He is further recommending that the evclusion %vderbe directed to
(1) integrated repeaters, including respondent’s AClOSR and AC108R SI ,ries of integrated
repeaters that infringe any of claims 1, 2, :I, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and lo and of :he ‘603 patent and

(2) PBGA packages including respondent’s AClOSRM, AClOSRN, AC1[)5RIJ, AC108RM,
AC108Rn, AC108RU, AClO8RKPB and iiC1085U series of packages th,t infringe any of
claims 23, 24 27 and 29 of the ‘410 patent
B.

Cease And Desist Order
A cease and desist order directs a party to stop its unfair x t s . and

ISgenerally

directed

toward domestic respondents that maintain substantial inventories of infrh Iging substantial
inventories of infringing products in the U: iited States. & Elash Memq: y at 26. There
should be evidence that “significant inventories of infringing al-tides” are maintained in the
United States. See Hvundai 899. F.2d at 1210.
Complainants argued that an effective remedy must include a ceas- and desist order

-

The ‘410 patent discloses that one qJpe of integrated cirvuit board i a ball grid array
(BGA) package which is soldered to a printed circuit hoard. (CX-3, col. 1 , Ins. 13-17, 55-58).
There is no evidence that the packages are either easily removable or not *.asilyremovable
from the circuit boards. Moreover the reoord is lacking as to specific downstream products for
the BGA packages found to infringe certaul claims of the ‘410 patent.
69
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which should extend to respondent or any

If

its affiliated companies, pan: nts, subsidiaries,

contractors, or other related business entities, or their successors or assigw. (CBr at 198).
Respondent argued that complainants failed to meet their burden o - introducing the one
piece of evidence required for a cease and desist order., h.,
the presence of commercially
significant inventory in the United States. Moreover, 'it was argued that r spondent proved
that even the entire amount of its "worldw de sales of managed repeaters" is completely
insignificant.
At closing argument complainants itrgued that there is ekidence o+a "commercially

significant inventory." (Tr. at 4294). As lor evidence, CRRFl; 319 is wed. That finding
relies on certain deposition testimony of Ktibes

a).''
Kubes, however, nerely testified that
1 (Tr.

(1 1/21/00) at 371). (Emphasis added.) Thzre was no evidence b:fore the administrative law
judge which showed whether there was ar actual invejitory(
let alone the quantity of the inventories, assuming the existencc of inventtaries. The
administrative law judge finds that complamnts have failed to establish a iy basis for a cease
and desist order. Hence he is not recommJnding any cease and desist orCer.
X.

Bonding
Section 337(j) provides for the entrv of infringing articles and sale .; of such articles

from inventory upon the payment of a bonmi during the 6Oday Presidentk.! review period. The

When the administrative law judge asked if there was anything else other than CRRFF
2519 that complainants were relying on, wmplainants replied: "'t]hat's the finding we will rely
on." (Tr. at 4295).
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bond is to be set at a level sufficient to "prxect complhinant from any injl ry" during the
Presidential review period. 19 U.S.C. $13 37(j). &g

&Q

Commission ruk 21OSO(a)(3).

Complainants argued that the bond should be set at an mount suffcient to protect
complainants from "any injury," which is 00 percent of the entered valut or of respondent's
July 2000 offering price for respondent's products, "whichever i.; higher,' (CRr at 200).
Respondent argued that the price ol its products{
)and that complainants have not presented any evidence to the contrary.

It is further argued that the only objectiveft reasonable, nonsptxulative e\ idence of an
appropriate bond to protect complainants aqainst injury due to importatio: during Presidential
review indicates that the bond for "managcd repeaters' should be set at{ )percent.'l (RRBr at
143).

The staff argued that, in light of tlu. "wide range of products'' invc lved and their
disparate price, a bond of 100 percent of entered value would he approprr ite in this
investigation. (SBr at 108).
Where the evidence indicates that die compilation of price informion indicates that the
accused products have a wide price range, and hence it is impossible to ellculate what level of
bond based on price differentials will protr ct a complainant from injury, i1 bond of 100 percent
of entered value will be set. &g Certain & o d v m i u m - I r o n - B o ~ ~Inv.
~ , No. 337-TA-

372, Comm'n Opinion on Remedy, the Pudic Interest and Bondlng at 15 USITC Pub. No.
2964 (1996).

} (RRBr itt 142-14-1).
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While each of complainants and

tht

staff argued for a bond of 10C percent of entered

value, neither has put forth any substantivt. evidence that the products of he recommended
exclusion order have a wide price range. VJoreover, respondent has cited no Commission
precedent for applying a rule of thumb tha- a reasonable royalty(
] On that point, the administrative jaw j:rdge can find no

substantive evidence relating even to whether a royalty was ever obtained for said products.
Referring to complainants’ argument that I espondent’s July 200G offering prices should be
considered, complainants in their opposition filed on August 23, 2002 to espondent’s motion
to consolidate 337-TA-430 and 337-TA-435 asserted, at 2, that tile m a w e d integrated
repeaters, which comprise Level One’s dol nestic industry, are{

On the basis that the market for mailaged integrated repatters is diminishing, which
could result in a wide price range for said repeaters, the admirtisrrative 1a;v judge is
recommending a bond of 100 percent of the entered value of the prducts set out in the
recommended exclusion order. It is recog iized however that the recomm xded exclusion
order is not limited to repeaters.
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XI.

ADDITIONAL FINDINGS

A

Parties

1.

Complainant Intel is a Delaware corporation with its princ pal place of business

in Santa Clara, California. (‘430 complairtt, 1 2.1). bitel is ~ i i of
e the w.rId’s largest
manufacturers of semiconductor products, including microprocessors and ,:hipsets that it sells
to original equipment manufacturers and arhers throu@ioutthe world. (‘430 complaint,

- 2.2, 15.4, 5).

77 2.1

Intel is the owner of the ‘410 patent by assigiinient. (‘4.5 complaint, ‘111.3 -

1.4, 785.1 -5.2, 776.1 -6.2).

2.

Complainant Level One is a California corporation with it$ principal place of

business in Sacramento, California. (‘430 complaint, 7 2.3). Level One

IS a

wholly-owned

subsidiary of Intel. (‘435 complaint). Lei el One manufactures semicond rctor devices,
including integrated repeaters and transcehers used in local area network (LAN) switching and
in wide area network (WAN) access for hieh-speed telecommunizations a7id networking
applications.

a.,
12.4, 7 7.1).

Level 0 le is the owner of the ‘603 and ‘341 patents by

assignments. (‘430 complaint, 7 1.3, the ‘435cornplaiiit, 1 1.5; 7 7.1).
3.

Level One was founded in die mid 1980s by four mgineers whose purpose was

to develop communications devices, specifically physical layer Cr)mmunic:ition devices.
(McConnell, Tr. at 107).
4.

Stephen Michael McConneP joined Level One in 1993 as employee number 64

and is still employed by Level One. (McConnell, Tr. at 107).
5.

In August of 1999, Level 0 ie had approximately 760 empiljyeesand was sold

to Intel for $2.2 billion. (McConnell, Tr. at 107).
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6.

McConnell graduated from Yew Mexico State University i? December of 1978

with a Bachelor's degree in Electrical Eng neering. (McConncll. Tr. at 113-17).

7.

Upon graduation, McConnell was employed by MosTek C(irporation in an

I
8.

Mark Feuerstraeter is a named co-inventor of the 603 pate it. (CX-2).

9.

Feuerstraeter joined Level ( h e in October of 1993. (Feuentraeter, Tr. at 305).

10.

Feuerstraeter received a baclielor of science degree in elect ,onic engineering

from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo. (Feuerstraeter, Tr. at 305).
11.

Karen Perry is Level One's rides operation manager. (Peti y, Tr. at 536).

12.

As the sales operation manager, Ms. Perry manages the cu: tomer service

department, which is responsible for processing customer purchase orders. price quotations,
sample requests and any type of delivery fi sue having to do with product

10

customers.

(Perry, Tr. at 536).
13.

Dennis Holland joined Level One in June of 1998 as an am lications engineer,

which is his current position with Level Oiie. (Holland, Tr. at 530-581).
14.

Holland's role as an applica ions enginecr is to aid customers in designing

Level One products into their final producl (customer applicatiocs) and to debug any issues
21 1

with those applications. (Holland, Tr. at 81).
15.

Holland supports Level One's managed repeater line, whicl: includes the LXT

980 and the LXT98xO. (Holland, Tr. at 581).
16.

Altima is a California corporation with its principal place of business at 2055

Gateway Place, Suite 700, San Jose, Califirnia 95110, {

1
17.

In 1997, Altima's name was Adhoc Technology (Chang, I'r. at

18.

Altima has merged with Brcadcom Inc. (& Ol-dcr No. 1i which issued on

1189).

January 16, 2001).

B.

Colin Mick

19.

Mick received a Master's dtgree in Communications Resmrch from Stanford

University in 1969, and a Ph.D. in Cornmimications Research from Stanfi r d University in
1972. In the 1960's, while at Stanford, M c k used and prograinmed shared mainframes, and
taught others to use these mainframes. (M~ck,Tr, at 2107-08; C DX-156

20.

Mick prepared the slides that are Exhibits CDX 158 tlirowh 164. (Mick, Tr.

at 21 14-15).
21.

In the 1970's and 1980's, Mick was employed ill the comtrunications industry.

In the 1970's he researched others' use of nforrnation technology and e q lored use of new
telecommunications technologies, includinp on-line databases ana commu~I ications satellites.
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(Mick, Tr. at 2108; COX-158) In the 198;)'s. working primarily with pe- sonal computers,
Mick designed and built computers and colnputer systems that sLpported jrimarily legal and
medical professionals. (Mick, Tr. at 2108: CDX-158).
22.

Mick's experience in the Ethernet networking industry begm in the 1989, when

he joined LanQuest Labs. (Mick, Tr. at 2 109) At LanQuest, Mick desig led, built and
maintained complex Ethernet networks. klick also created and operated B network test lab at
LanQuest to analyze network adapters, repeaters, bridges, routers, and aralyzers, and he
published multiple articles based on this kiting. Mick designed a networl: test tool used to
stress test prototype Ethernet equipment. t Mick, Tr. at 2109, C3X-159).
23.

Mick became the Technical Director for Network Products at Comdisco

Systems in 1990. In that position, he was die Project Lead in crcating ne7work (including
Ethernet) simulation and design tools and managed development From pro Iuct definition
through product testing. Those simulation tools simulated traffic - the piissage of data packets
or frames over a network. As part of this work, Mick was a named invertor on United States
Patent No. 5,440,719 for a method for siir!ulating data traffic on a network in accordance with
a clientherver paradigm. (Mick, Tr. at 2109-10, 2218-19; CDX-160; C> -434).
24.

Mick was involved in developing the IEEE stanclwds defin ng Ethernet. In

1993, Mick was retained by 3Com to assis: in the development of IEEE 8'12.3~for Fast
Ethernet standards. He managed the creation of Fast Ethernet over coppe (100BASE-T2) and
Gigabit Ethernet over copper (1000BASE-T) from codpeting DSP-based- woposals. Sponsors
included 3Com, Bay Network, Broadcom, Cisco, Hewlett Packard, IBM,lntel, Level One,
Packet Engines and Sun. Mick drafted claises 21 and 29 of the rEEE 80: .3 and contributed
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technical content to many of the other clauqes. (Mick, Tr. at 2 1 :O-ll; C1lX-161). Mick also
drafted changes to clauses 1, 2, 3, and 4 H hich defined the Media Access Control (MAC) an
element of the '603 patent. (Mick, Tr. at ?104). Additionally, Mick was the liaison for the
802.1 bridge IEEE standards. (Mick, Tr. at 2103-04),
25.

In 1994 and 1995, Mick designed and hand built leading ecge networking

technology demonstrations for the Fast Etbernet Alliance. (CDX-162). 1 I the 1990's Mick
was involved with Network Processing Fomm and MLDesign Tc:chnologi

26.

. (See CDX-163).

Mick worked very closely with many electrical engineers during the IEEE

802.3~project. While that project was in force, they were having week1J meetings on specific
clauses or specific problems. Depending c n where Mick was l'oc*used,he would be attending
one or perhaps as many as three or four of those meetings a wwk during -he 1994/1995 time
period. (Mick, Tr. at 2145; COX-164).

C.

Other Experts

27.

Richard Blanchard was qualified as an expert for t omplain;.nts in semiconductor

circuitry and semiconductor packaging. (I'r. at 4202).
28.

Mark Molle was qualified sh an expert for respondent in mmputer networks

including repeaters, switches and receivers products containing those cor rponents, and a
~

computer network architecture, network cclmmunications, and computer s {stems for modeling,
analyzing and evaluating the performance c)f such systems. (Tr. at 2792, 2793).
29.

Michael Pecht was qualified as an expert for respondent in the field of packages.

(Tr.at 2342).
30.

John Prince was qualified as an expert fiDr respondent in tht area of
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semiconductor packaging. (Tr. at 3026).
3 1.

Steven Ward was qualified i A an expert for respondent in tt le field of digital

logic circuitry. (Tr. at 3570).
D.

Ordinary Skill

32.

For the '603 patent, one of rdinary skill in the art would t e a person who
t

would have experience with networking tee-hnology going back at least to 1990. Somebody
could do it with less time than that. However on the average, the person would need to be
aware of developments within the field during that period. (MicK, Tr. at 1141-42; Molle, Tr.
at 3542).
33.

For the '410 patent, a perso.1of ordinary skill ill the art in March of 1996 is one

with a Master's Degree in Electrical or Mt chanical Engineering, or alteniatively, one with a
Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical o- Mechanical Engineering as w :11 as two to four
years experience in packaging from a company that makes or uses semico iductor packages.
(Pecht, Tr. at 2365). A Master's Degree 1,raduatestudent in Electrical or Mechanical
Engineering, or an undergraduate with "some years of experieiicc" with a company that makes
echt, Tr. at 2365).
or uses semiconductor packages, "could urderstand [the '4101 patent." (I
34.

For the '341, patent a persalr of ordinary skill hi the art wculd typically be

someone with a Master's and Bachelor's ckgree in an engineering disciplj le, for example,
electrical engineering, computer architectu-e, digital logic, etc., md 2-4 J ears of relevant
experience in a related field. Another person of ordinary skill in the art might be a person
with no degree but who has a considerable amount of practical experiencx . for example
working for Intel or Altima designing the ( ircuitry that is the subject matt :r of the '341 patent.
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(Ward, Tr. at 3576-77; Blanchard, Tr. at 482-84).
E.

Prosecution Of The '603 Patent

35.

Originally filed claim 1 of the '603 patent read:

1. A repeater management device :or communication networks, tl-e repeater
management device controlling repeaters aiid routing packets between a rcceiving port and a
destination port, comprising:

repeater management means for coritrolling and monitoriiig repeat; t functions related to
the routing of the data packets; and
bridging support means, coupled to the repeater managcnlent mea-E, for receiving the
data packets on the receiving port and for :outing the received data packers to the destination
port in accordance with repeater functions controlled by the repeater mnan:bgement means.
(CX-5 at 18).
36.

As originally filed, claim 1 )f the '603 patent was not 1imir:d to a "repeater

management means" for "providing status

:if and

external repeater management interface.

.CX-5 at 18).

37.

I'

control over reoeater furictions via an

The Examiner in the Office ,4ction dated June 12. 1997 rejccted original claims

1-6 under 35 U.S.C.0 112 as follows (CX -5):

2. Claims 1-6 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. Q 112, second paragraph,
as being indefinite for failing to pat ticularly point out and distinctl '4 claim the
subject matter which applicant regards as the invention.
In claim 1, line 3, "packets' should be changed to - data p ickets - - so
that it provides antecedent basis.
In claim 2, lines 2-3, it is not clear what is meant 5y 'the xtributes".
"the attributes" lacks antecedent b a h .

In claim 3, line 5, it is not clear what is meant by "the pori". Does it
mean the receiving port and the destination port?
In claim 6, line 2, "the med,a access controller" kcks antecedent basis.
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38.

The examiner in an Office 1,ction dated June 12, .1997 rejected all the original

13 pending claims under 35 U.S.C. 9 102(c)as anticipated by U S. Paten- No. 5,414,694 to
Crayford. In that Office Action the Examiner stated:
Crayford et a1 disclose an address f acking over repeater based networks comprising a
repeater management means for monitoriiqr and contralling repeater fund ons related to the
routing of the data packets (10 of fig. 3); bridging support meanr.for recewing the data packets
on the receiving port and for routing the &ita packets io the de5tination pcrt (12 of fig. 3); a
media access controller for providing signid framing of the data packets arid for controlling
access to the ports (Fig. 8); means for mi itaining attributes relating to the repeater functions
(102, 104 of fig. 4). (CX-5).

39.

In response to the Office Action dated June 12, 1992 recehed by the Patent

Office on September 16, 1997 the Office Action applicants (caocelled original claims 3 and 713 and amended original claim 1 as followi (bracketed material refers to celeted matter and
underlined material refers to added matter] (CX-5):
1. (Amended) A repeater rrlanagement device flu
communication networks, the repeater management dew io?
controlling repeaters and routing && packets between a
receiving port and a destination port, comprising:
repeater management means for controlling and monitoring
repeater functions related to the [ routing ] retransmissioE
of the data packets and for providirg status of and contro over rePeater functions via an externaLLepeater manam!eil_t
interface; [ and ]
bridging support means, coupled to the repeater
management means, for receiving tie data packets on the
receiving port and for [ routing ] @farwarding the receivcd
data packets to the destination port in accordance with
[ repeater functions controlled by the repeater managenleiit
means 3 3 destination address: and
media access controller. coupled lg the repeateI
management means. for providinqj igmj framing of the-da&
packets and for controlling access p a_reDeater data
inter face.
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Applicants also cancelled original claims 3 and 7-13.

40.

In the 9/16/97 response to the Office Action datzd June 12. 1997, applicants

also amended original claim 2 as follows 0 IX-5):

2. (Amended) The repeater nanagement device of claim 1
wherein the repeater management n 1 - U further [ comprising I
comyrises an access port for providing access tu [ the ]
attributes relatin? to repeater funct$?ns.
Applicants further added the following new claims in the 9/16/97 responsl, (CX-5):
14. (New) The repeater maiiagement device of cltiim I
wherein the repeater management means further compr :ses

registers for storing the attributes rclating to repeater functions.

15. (New) The repeater mamgement device of claim 1
further comprising a media access ( ontrol port for providing
data packets received by the media access controller via the
repeater data interface to memory.
16. (New) The repeater mirnagement device of claim I
wherein the media access controllet determines whether a data
packet is to be sent to the bridge fa- forwarding to a
destination address connected to thc bridge port or whedw:r a
data packet is to be retransmitted via the repeater data
interface.
17. (New) The repeater mmagement device of ciaim 1
wherein the repeater data interface 'omprises an interrepeater backplane.
18. (New) The repeater mimagement device of claim 1
wherein the repeater management nieans further comprises a
processor interface for providing direct memory access and
semaphoring functions to support hyidging functions of the
bridging support means and media ;ccess control functions of
the media access controller.

Above claims 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 correspond respectively tcl patent claim 6 , 7, 8, 9 and 10.
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41.

Applicants, in the September 16, 1997 response, traversed ihe rejection on

Crayford et a1 as follows ((2x3):
The applicants respectfully Iraverse the rejection.
Crayford et al. teach an integrated tnultiport repeater dcwce
having a hardware implemented management informatic 111 base
device (HIMIB). The repeater/HI!MB provides monitorbig for
network activities detected by the rctpeater. The
repeater/HIMIB stores statistics based on the network act:vity .
which can then be accessed by an elcternd host advice that
typical1y provides network manage1nent information. ’I% e
repeater/HIMIB compares source address and destination address
fields to provide authentication and security features.
However, Crayford et al. do not teach a media access controller
for providing signal framing of da& packets and for
controlling access to repeater via a repeater data
interface. Further, Crayford et al. do not teach bridging
functions included with a repeater r tanager for controlling and
monitoring repeater functions related to the retransmiss io:i of
the data packets and for providing status of and control oyrer
repeater functions via an external rtpeater management
interface and the media access conb.oller.
In contrast to Crayford et al , the Applicant’s invention
is a repeater manager for controllin,: and monitoring repeaters
and for providing status of and conirol over repeater
functions via and external repeater nanagement interface
bridging support means for receivirg the data packets on the
receiving port and for forwarding the received data packets t@
the destination port in accordance with a destination address,
and a media access controller for pi oviding signal framing of
the data packets and for controlling access to a repeater &ita
interface. Applicants’ invention thtrefore provides upper layer services for repeaters, includi ig management, security,
full MAC functionality and bridgiq!,.
Note that the Applicants’ inliention is an external
management device for a repeater via the repeater data
interface, e.g., a inter-repeater bacLplane, rather than a
repeater having some additional maiiagement functional it! added
thereon. Applicant’s invention also provides additional
advantages including a processor interface for providing
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direct memory access and semaphai ing capability to facilitate
MAC and bridging functions with low CPU overhead.
Accordingly, Applicants sulrmit that claims 1-2, 4-6 arid
14-18 recite novel features not shown by the cited referer.ce.
42.

The Examiner on October IS, 1997 issued a notice of allowability stating that

claims " 1 , 2, 4, 5, 6, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 renumbered 4-10 respectively" have been allowed.
(CX-5).
43.

According to Molle, the Criiyford patent refers to MACs, i nd near the bottom

of column 8, starting at line 51, there is a :iescription of a function where an Ethernet MAC is
taking source addresses from different por:s on the repeater and it is making a comparison of
those source addresses. Molle does not sen the word "bridge" tBere thou.:h. The MAC and
the address table are being used for securiry purposes. In this context, "security" means that if
the wrong person is found attached to the : ietwork, the system can either disable a port or
perhaps scramble the data if it is supposed to be blocked. (Mollc, Tr. 3403-65).
44.

The Crayford patent teachel using MAC to track source ad destination

addresses for security purposes. (RX-646 at col. 3 In 21 to col. 4, ln 10)
45.

Crayford discloses that pack ets can be blocked l)a.;ed on ad dress if, for example,

an eavesdropper is detected. (RX-646 at col. 3 Ins. 42-54) .
46.

The Crayford patent teachel using a managemelit device, the HIMIB, to control

and monitor a separate repeater, the IMRJm. This is shown in figure 3 of the Crayford patent
(RX-646):
47.

Crayford et at patent disclor.es (RX-646):
Referring now to FIG.3, the present invention comprises ~ w devices
o
in
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a preferred embodiment. One is em itled The Hardware lniplement :d
Management Information Base (HISVIIB) Device 10 and the other j*. an lntegrated
Multiport Repeater (IMR) device 1!. The IMR device provides tbc basic
repeater function, performing sign81 amplitude and timing regtorat ton,
incorporating 8 individual lOBASE ,Tports, and one Aitachment \Init lnterface
(AUI) port. The AUI port allows t onnection of the 10RhSE-T ports to an
existing coaxial wired Ethernet/Ch:apernet network. The IMR de &e also
provides an inter-module expansior bus, which allows inultiple I k R devices to
be cascaded together, and still be treated as a single repeater. In addition, the
IMR device also has a management port. to allow configuration and monitoring
of the operational state of the repealer, and a simple reporting func tion to
provide an external indication of w i c h port is receiving at any tis e.
The HIMIB device is a comaanion device to the IMR circu It, and
provides monitoring for all network activity detected by the IMR cJevice. The
HIMIB collects statistics based on the type of network acrivity, add stores this
information internally as registers which can be accessed by an eriternal host
device, such as a microprocessor. rhe host typically use; the dab collected and
stored by the HIMIB device to protide network managment infor nation, in
order to more easily administer the operation and/or fault diagnosi of the
network.
\I

These two device8 10 and 1: cooperate to provide the advatitages above
described. (RX-646, col. 58-39, Ilmphasis added.)
48.

There are blocks labled IMP Plus and HIMIB in f:gure 3 0 - the Crayford patent.

IMP Plus is a typo that should be IMR Pliis. Molle stated that i n this fig ire there is a
repeater, the IMR Plus, and a separate miagement device, thc IIIMIB. f Molle, Tr. at 3465).
49.

Molle stated that the Crayford patent at col. 5, lints 8-13, refers to the HIMIB

and the IMR as separate devices. (Molle. rr. at 3467).

F.

Prosecution Of The '410 Pa.ent

50.

The '410 patent application was filed on March 28, 1996, with sixteen original

claims. (RX-6).
5 1.

Original sixteen claims read
22 1

1.

A ball grid array pa( kage, comgrising;

a substrate which has a top mface and an opposit!:
bottom surface, said bottom surfact. having an outer ana; of
contact pads each separated from each other by a first
distance, and a center array of contict pads each separated
from each other by a second distamse, said center array 01’
contact pads being separated from !aid outer array of cilncact pads
by a third distance which is larger than the first and
second distances; and,
a plurality of solder balls atached to said contact
pads of said substrate.
2. The package as recited in claim 1, wherein said top
surface of said substrate has a pluri,lity of bond pads.

3. The package as recited in claim 2, wherein said top
surface of said substrate has a grou,id bus that is connectrd
to said center array of contact pads by a plurality of vias
that extend through said substrate.
4. The package as recited in claim 3, wherein wid
outer array of contact pads has at ltast five rows of contact
pads.
5 . The package as recited .n claim 4, wherein sad top
surface of said substrate has a power bus that is connected
to said center array of contact pads by a plurality of vias
that extend through said substrate.

6. The package as recited n claim 5 , wherein qaid
center array of contact pads is arrailged in a four by foiir
matrix.

7. A ball grid array integrated circuit package,
comprising :
a substrate which has a top ruface and an oppositc
bottom surface, said top surface hajing a plurality of bcmi
pads, said bottom surface having arl outer array of contac:.
pads each separated from each other by a first distance, a Id
a center array of contact pads each separated from each olher
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by a second distance, said center array of contact pads being
separated from said outer array of contact pads by a third
distance which is larger than the first and second distances;
a plurality of solder balls atrached to said contact
pads of said substrate; and.
an integrated circuit that is mounted to said substrate
and coupled to said bond pads.
8. The package as recited in claim 7, wherein said top
surface of said substrate has a grou id bus that is coupled to said
integrated circuit and connected to iaid center array of
contact pads by a plurality of vias t kat extend through said
substrate.
9. The package as recited io claim 8, wherein said
outer array of contact pads has at Icast five rods of contazt
pads.
10. The package as recited i n claim 9, wherein s a d top
surface of said substrate has a powt:r bus that is connected
to said center array of contact pads by a pluraliTy of vias
that extend through said substrate.

11. The package as recited i n claim 10, wherein said
center array of contact pads is arraiiged in a fopr by four matrix.

12. The package as recited in claim 11, wherein said
integrated circuit is enclosed by an encapsulant.

13. The package as recited in claim 7, wherein :;aid
outer array of contact pads is located outside an outer
dimensional profile of said integrated circuit.
14. A method for assemblin,: a ball grid array
integrated circuit package, comprisl ng the steps of:

a) providing a substrate which has a top surface aiid
an opposite bottom surface, said bottom surface having an
outer array of contact pads each separated from each other by
a first distance, and a center array of contact pads each
separated from each other by a second distance, said center
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array of contact pads being separated from said outer a m y
of contact pads by a third distance which is larger than the
first and second distances;
b) mounting an integrated cmuit to said top surewe
of said substrate; and,

c) attaching a plurality of !,aid solder Ualls to said contact pads.

15. The method as recited in claim 14, further
comprising the step of encapsulatin4 said integrated circuit.
16. The method as recited in claim 15, further
comprising the step of coupling sail integrated circuit to
said substrates with a plurality of bond wires.
52.

In the first Office Action daied February 21, 1997, the Euminer rejected all

sixteen claims over prior art. (Rx-6). Thus the Examiner rejmed claim . 1, 2, 6, 9, and 1216 under 35 U.S.C.0 102 as anticipated bu Newman lJ.S. Pateot No. 5,490,324,and rejectec
c

claims 3-5, 7, 8, 10 and 1 1 under 35 U.S.C.

5 103(a) as obvious over Ne~irrnanin view of

Marrs et al. U.S. Patent No. 5,355,283, and Lin et al, U.S. Pticnt No. 5 450,283. (RX-6).

53.

In rejecting claim 1 in the first Office Action, the Examine. stated that:

Reference Claim 1, Newman disclcses a ball grid array package, comprising: a
substrate (Figure 4, items 404 and 402) which has a top surface and an qposite bottom surface
having an outer array of contact pads (item 516, Figure 5) each separated from the other by a
first distance, and a center array of contad pads (item 5 12, Figure 5, eac! I separated from the
other by a second distance, said center army of contad pads b:irig separaied from said outer
array of contact pads by a third distance, and a plurality of solder balls avached to said contact
pads of said substrate (item 5 12 and 5 16, 1"igure 5).
(RX-6).
54.

The Examiner, in his Februuy 21, 1997 Office action, alsi made the following
1

rejections (RX-2):
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Claims 3-5,7,8, 10 and 11 rejected under 35 L1,S.C. 1031 I) as being
unpatentable over Newman and furher in view of MUJS et al. [U 9. Pat. No.
5,355,2831 and Lin et al. [U.S.Pat. No. 5,450,2831. Iteference Claim 3, Lin et
al. disclose a package (item 10, Figure wherein said top surface OF said upper
substrate is at ground potential and could be coiinected to provide L ground for
the center array of contact pads by a plurality of vias that extend through the
substrate. Reference Claim 4,Marrs et al. disclose an array of co itact pads
which, though not specified, could be any number of mws. Refermce Claim 5,
Lin et al. disclose a package wherein said top of said substrate (Figure 6, item
12) has a pattern of conductive traces (Figure 6, items 14 and 15) :onnections to
an array of contact pads by a plural rty of vias that extend through he substrate
(Figure 6, items 16). Reference Claim 7, Marrs et al. disclose in ;olumn 4, the
first paragraph under Detailed Desrription the Drawings .md shoH II in Figure 2,
item 201, an integrated circuit package with a substrate, pluralit: of bond
pads, a plurality of solder balls attdched to conlact pads of substrare and an
integrated circuit that is mounted to substrate ahd coupled to bond pads.
Reference Claim 8, Lin et. al. disdose a package wherciii said tot of said
substrate (Figure 6, items 12) has $ pattern of conductive traces Figure 6, items
14 and 15) connections to an array of contact pads by a plurality cfvias that
extend through the substrate (Figur:: 6, items 16). Refcrtwe Claim 10, Marrs
et. al. disclose electrically conductive traces on the top suface of he substrate
that is connected to contact pads and extend to vias show1 in Figu .e 2, item
207. Reference Claim 11, Marrs el. al. disclose an array of conta ;t pads which
could be arranged in a four by four matrix. Therefore it would se.:m obvious to
a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention WB;made that
Newman’s package could be modif led by Lin et al. to provide a gound for the
center array of contact pads in Claim 3; that Newman’s number of rows of
contact pads in Claim 4 could be wbstituted by Marrs ct al; that i in et a].
disclosure of conductive trances fot Claim 5 could modifv Newman to meet all
the limitation of that claim, that Newman could be modified by M m s et. al.
disclosure for meet the limitations r b f Claim 7;that Lin et. al. disc osure for
substrate and conductive traces could modify Newman to meet the limitations of
claim 8; that Marrs et. al. disclosur e for electrically coriauctive t r r ces could
modify Newman for a ground and pneet the limitations of the C1ai.n 10; and that
Marrs et al. contact pads could be arranged in a four by four matr x to meet the
limitations of Claim 11.
&;

55.

The Examiner, in his first Office action. as to rejecting o&.x claims in

Newman, stated (RX-6):
Reference Claim 2, Newman disclctses a package wherciri said top surface of
said substrate has a plurality of borld pads (item 428, Figure 4 and paragraph 4
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column 8). Reference Claim 6, Nt:wman discloses contact pads P hich could be
arranged in a four by four matrix. Reference Claim 9, Newman discloses an
outer array of contact pads with at rows of coiitact pads (Figure 5 item 510).
Reference Claim 12, Newman shows in Figure an encapmlant, ibcin 432 which
encapsulant the integrated circuit. Reference Claim 13. Newman discloses in
Figure 5, item 510, a package wherein said outer array of contact pads is
located outside an outer dimensiond profile of said intcgr'ated circuit.
Reference Claim 14, Newman discloses a method for assembling ;t ball grid
array integrated circuit package in column 11 paragraph :lumber 3 entitled, A
method for fabricating an integrate .I circuit package. Reference Claim 15,
Newman discloses in column 11 puagraph 1 and 2 the steps of ensapsulating
said integrated circuit. Reference f llaim 16, Newman discloses in column 11
paragraphs #3 the step of coupling said integrated circuit to said s Ibstrate with a
plurality of bond wires.
56.

In response to a rejection

01'

all claims in the first Office Action, the applicant

submitted an amendment dated May 19, 1'397, amending all independent .:lainis to recite:
"a substrate which has a tof surface and an [oppoc;ite] expased external
bottom surface, said external botto n surface having an outer arra) of contact
pads each separated by a first dista ice, and a center array of contzt pads each
separated by a second distance . . (RX-6).

..

57.

In the May 19, 1997 respome to the first Office Action, applicant also added

new claims 17-24. (RX-6).
The remarks in the May 19, 1997 sesponse read in pari.:
The applicant submits that t:ie prior art does nor disclose, tdach or
suggest an integrated circuit packat,e which has a center array of contact pads
and an outer array of contact pads A disclosed and claimcd in the present
invention. The center and outer ar'ay of contact pads art: located . m an exposed
external bottom surface of the package. This is to be distinguishell from the
Newman reference which discloses a plurality of bond pads that ai e internal to
the package. The applicant would like to direct the Examiner's at'ention to Fig.
6 of the Newman reference which dearly shows that bold pads 514 and 516 are
located internal to the package. T lese features are not on the exposed external
bottom surface of the package with the other solder balls 510 of thc Newman
package. None of the secondary roferences cited by thc Examiner disclose,
teach or suggest the present claimed invention. For these reasons ihe applicant
submits that the claims are neither mticipated nor rendorcd obviovs by the prior
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art.
58.

Dependent claims 23 and 24 recite that "the fist distance

ISthe

same the second

distance." (RX-6).
59.

In the Final Office Action dated June 23, 199'1. the Exminer rejected claims

1, 2, 6, 9, 12-18, and 22 under 35 U.S.C.8 102(e) as anticipated by Newman and rejected

claims 3-5, 7, 8, 10, 11, and 19-21 under 35 U.S.C.5 103(a) over Newcian in view of Marrs
et al. and Lin et al. He also stated:
Allowdde Subject Matter

6.

Claims 23 and 24 objected 10 as being dependent upon a reiected
base claim, but would be aI'owable if rewritten in independent
form including all of the limitations of the base claim and L ny
intervening claims. [RX-61

60.

In an amendment filed July 18 1997 , tbe applicafit amended claims 1, 7, 14,

and 17, in part, changing the phrase "said external bottom surh:e having an outer array of
contact pads
pads

. . . .'
61.

.. .

to "said external botton surface consisting only of an cuter array of contact

(RX-6).
In the Remarks to the Amerndment dated July 18, 1997,

h

a

applicant argued

that:
Fig. 5 of Newman discloses a bottom view of a package with the
encapsulent removed to show the ifiner bonding shelves. The con!act pads 512
and 5 16 are not located on the exte -rial bottom surface of the subs: rate as
disclosed and claimed in the present invention. The contact pads (if Newman
are located on internal bond shelve; of a package which are coverrd by an
encapsulent shown in Fig. 6 of the reference. The conract pads 01' the external
surface of the package are designaerd in Fig. 5 as reference numbcr 510. The
arrangement of the contact pads shown in Newman clewly do not neet the
limitations recited in the claims of the present invention. For this leason the
applicant submits that the claims ar ; not anticipated by Nbwman.
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(RX-6).
62.

In the amendment filed J u l ~18 1997, the applicant added c laims 25-29. Claims

27 and 29 included the limitation "the firs- distance is equal to tlie second distance." (RX-6).
63.

After issuance of a Notice of Allowability, on October 23 1997, the applicant

filed a continuation application under 37 ('.F.R. § 1.62, along with the t:illowing items: (1) a
Preliminary Amendment, correcting a sini.le typographical error in the specification, (2) an
Information Disclosure Statement submittiiig a drawing of a p;rci;age date I April 1995 found in
a catalog entitled "Semiconductor Group I'ackage Outlines, Reference GGide, " provided by
Texas Instruments and stating that page 6- {O of the Reference G iide inch des a ball grid array
package which has a ball grid array numbcr to the package disclosed and Aaimed in the patent
application art (3) a cover sheet of the disc losed Texas Instrunieiit Guide which shows a date of
1996, and (4) a Declaration of the applicaut under 37 C.F.R. $ 3.131, wl-ich the information
disclosure statement states establishes that the inventor conceived and red iced to practice the
claimed invention prior to the reference date of the drawing in tt e Refereice Guide, April of
1995. Neither the declaration or the Inforr lation Disclosure Stabment States that the Texas
Instrument Guide is prior. (RX-6).
64.

On November 21, 1998, tht Examiner issued a N d c e of Allowability, allowing

all claims. The Examiner's comment attac hed to the notice stated (RX-($
The examiner has not considered the 1449 listed Other Art Texas
Instruments, Semiconductor Group Package Outlines. Rcference ( hide, 1996,
pg. 6-20, as it was not included in 4pplicant's amendmect.
4

hnclusion

3. The prior art made of record atld not relied upon is cemsidereci pertinent to
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applicant's disclosure. The best art to consider with this applica&m can be
found in Newman, (5,490,324), Mans et. al. (5,355,283), Lin et al.
(5,450,283), Pastore et al. (5,285,152) and Lip et al. (5,216,278) All of the
above references discloses a BGA !Jackage, however, none disclose a BGA
package with the overall arrangemmt and combination o?'coinpocmts as does
applicant.
G.

Prosecution Of The '341 Pi-tent

65.

The original application that led to the issuance oi. the '341 patent, Ser. No.

437,621, was filed on May 9, 1995, and i cluded 23 claims. (RX-2).
66.

Original claim 1 read:

A device for selectively controlling internal functions of an hitegrZ(tedcircuit
comprising:
means for sensing an application indication by means of ;I potenthi detected at a pin,
the sensing means being operative tbllowing a reset to provide a $ i g d for determining
an application associated with the application indicatioit selected b u' a user. [RX-2]
Original claims 2 to 23 read (RX-2):
2.
A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein
for sensing is digital means having a high switching
threshold.

means

111~

3.
A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein tlit:
sensing means comprises means fa comparing a voltage at a
node of a pin with a threshold volkge.
A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein tht:
application is sensed by a binary logic level at an
application select pin, and having two applications select
pins for selecting four applications.
4.

5.
A device as claimed in claim 4 wherein thr: two
pins for sensing an application select pin are used, after
sensing, for a respective function unrelated to sensing.

6.
A device as claimed in claim 4 hrther comprising
means for having the four applicath ms being selectively
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one of three LED applications and a LED default
application.
7.
A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein the signal
provided by the sensing means chc oses between a prinixy
application and a secondary/alternrtte application.

8.
A device as claimed in claim 1 ivherein the means
for operating the selected applicatb In comprises flip flop
means and wherein the output from the sensing means is
directed to an input of the flip flop means, and wherehi
the flip flop means is responsive tc a condition of reset
and not-in-reset.
A device as claimed in claim 8 wherein th.3 flip9,
flop means comprises means respoiisive to a cbntrol sigiinl
such that when the flip flop means is not-in-rebet, the
flip flop means latches to a first coiidition repksentative
of a first potential, and in a second condition the flip flop
means latches to a potential other t'ian the first
potential.

10. A device as claimed in claim 1 further comprising
circuit means for internally adjusthg a potenti41 of the
pin.
11. A device as claimed in claim 10 further
comprising external resistor means for adjusting the
potential of the pin.
12. A device as claimed in claim 3 further
comprising, for at least one pin, at least one of a pull up
resistor for selecting a logic high or' a pull down resistc:r
for selecting a logic low.
A device as claimed in claim 3 further comprising
a floating pin or an input to an exttrnal logic device for
selecting a logic low.
13.

14.
A device for selecti~elycontrolling internal
functions of an integrated circuit comprising:
at least one app1icati.m sense pin on an integrated
circuit, the pin having an applicatic n sense function and is
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respective function unrelated to serciing;
circuit means, couplad to the application scnse pin,
for internally adjusting a potential r)f the pin;
logic means, coupled to the application sense pin, for
comparing the potential at the pin with a reference
voltage; and
application select mtans. coupled to the lo-;ic mean",
for selecting the application for the circuit in response
to the comparison.
15.
A device as claimed in claim 14.wherein the means
for sensing is digital means having a high swiGhing
threshold.

16. A device as claimed in claim 13 wherein tlie
application select means chooses bttween a prihary
application and a secondary/alternare application.
A device as claimed in claim 14 wherein the
17.
application is sensed by a binary logic level at an
application select pin, and inchdin;: having two
applications select pins for selectiq: four applications.
A device as claimed in claim 17.further
18.
comprising means for having the fcur applications being
selectively one of three LED applications and a LED default
application.

19. A device claimed in claim 17 further
comprising, for at least one pin, at least one of a pull up
resistor for selecting a logic high 0 -a pull down resistor
for selecting a logic low.
20. A device as claimed in claim 17:further
comprising a floating pin or an input to an external logic
device for selecting a logic low.
21.
A device as claimed in claim 14 wherein tlie
application select means further coi tiprises flip flop m e w
and wherein the potential at the application senhe pin is
converted to a logic level by the lqric means, the logic
level being directed to an input of t tie flip flop ineans,
and wherein the flip flop means is responsive to a
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condition of reset and not-in-reset.
22.
A device as claimed in claim 21 wherein the flipflop means comprises means resparsive to a control sigid
such that when the flip flop means is not-in-reaet, the
flip flop means latches to a first ca idition representative
of a first potential, and in a second condition the flipflop means latches to a potential other than the first
potential.
23.
A device as claimed in claim 14 wherein the
circuit means further comprises exiernal resistor means fi)r
adjusting the potential of the pin.

67.

Certain claims of the applic ition that led to the ' 3 41 patent were rejected in a

first Office Action dated Feb. 13, 1996, b; the U.S.Patent Office as ant5ipated by U.S. Pat.

No. 5,051,622, which issued to Pleva. (RX-2).
68.

In the Feb. 13, 1996 Office Action, the Examiner stated @X-2):
Claims 3-6, 8-9, 12.13, 15 and 17-20 are rejected under
35 U.S.C.01 12, second p a agraph, as being intlejinite for failing
to particularly point out and distinctly daim the subject mtter
which applicant regards as the invention. With respect to laim
3, that is meant by "a node of a pin"? An IC "pin" is gene: ally
metallic and thus considerec: an equipotential region or om circuit
"node". Furthermore, whar is the operative relationship bc tween
the recitation "a voltage at ._.a pin" and the parent claims 4 and
17, "sensed" in line 2 wouhl appear to be more appropriae as,
e.g. determined, since a "logic level" is not a circuit and hence
cannot "sense". In claim 8. what is the antececht basis f t r "the
means for operating "? In daim 15, there is no antecedent ')asis
for "the means for sensing" The remaining claims are rejccted
for depending upon a rejecwd claim.

***
Claims 1-3, 7-9, 12-16 and 21-23 are rejected undei 35
U.S.C. 8102 as being anticipated by Pleva. In Pig. 4, Pltva
teaches a "device for selectively controlling internal functk Ins of
an integrated circuit" including "means for sensing" or 13b and
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150, and "pin" 130, similarly coupled for operation as clai ned by
applicant. Note the teaching in col. 3 third paragr.iph, of tl e
"means for sensing" latch 150 being "operative following i reset"
since, as shown in Fig. 3, the RESET signal occurs beginr ing
with the leading edge of its signal, whereas the LATCH signal
latches the logic level of tht input to 150 at the training ed;:e of
its signal. With respect to c aim 2, the adjective iigh" as #sedin
the limitation "high switchiug threshold" has mcaiiing onlj in
relation to some other term such as 'low'. Acu)rdingly, blrffer
136 may be said to have a "high switching threshold". Wi h
respect to claim 3, buffer 136 reads on the claimed "meam for
comparing" since it inheren .ly has an irlternal "Threshold
voltage", usually around ha f the nominal powel' supply vo tage,
to which the input signal from "pin" 130 is compared. for
determining its output level With respkct to claim 7,see L 01. 2,
lines 38-43. With respect tr, claim 8, clearly latch 150 cocrprises
a "flip flop" and, since the ':,ATCH signal is related to the
RESET signal, 150 is also I responsive to a condition of re:.et and
not in rest". With respect tc claim 9, clearly "flip flop" 150
latches a "first condition" a- having a logic high output which is
"representative" of a "first potential" or a logic high at its input,
when enabled by the LATCH signal or "not-in-r-cket",and
furthermore latches a logic ow as a "second condition" as
claimed. With respect to cl iims 12-13, note the external
"resistor" for "selecting" eiiher a "logic high" or a "logic 14)w"to
the input of 155, which reads on the claimed "external logi :
device", which pulls pin 134I "low" when the resistor is comecred
to ground. See col. 3, lines 17-23. With respect to claim 14, pin
130 reads on the claimed 'implication sense pin" output but fer
131 reads on the claimed "circuit means for internally adjP ;ting
the potential of the pin'' as ii drives 130 either high or low when
providing an output signal. 136 reads on the claimed ''logi ~:
means" since it compares the potential at pin 130 with its hternal
threshold "reference voltagt and latch 150 reads on the
"application select means" since it selects the mode of operation.
The remaining claims are re iected for being anticioated by Pleva
as noted above.

".

***
Claims 4-5, 17 and 3 9-20 are rejected uii&:r 35 U.5 .C.
$103 as being unpatentable wer Pleva, is used above. W.th
respect to claim 4, note the leaching in col. 2, lines 64-66 I d the
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chip having 'many mode st lect input pins'. Shcc each mode
select pin has a binary logi :signal present at sitme, then B)r N
mode select pins there would be 2N possible distinct mode.
encoded as binary logic le\& on the N mode select pins, i s is
well-known in the art. Ghen the importance of conservin: input
pins to the integrated circu<tas taught in col. 1. tiird and ourth
paragraphs of Pleva, it would have be& obvious to one or
ordinary skill in the art of integrated lagic design. at the time of
applicant's invention, to have used "two" mode ':;elect pic j " to
encode one of "four" different modes or "appliczions" as
claimed, since for the case of N =2, 2N = 4. With respt :t to
claim 5, clearly "pin" 130 "unctions as an output pin for chip
110, which comprises a Yknction unrelated to sensing" w ! k h is
an input function, after terrination of same. Claim 17 is
similarly rejected as being ~~bvious
in view of Pleve for tbt
reasons given above. With respect to claims 19-20, see th.:
external "resistor" noted above for "selecting" either a "lozic
high" or a "logic low" to tkz input of 155 which reads on ;he
claimed "external logic device.
69.

With respect to original clalms 10-11, the Exaniher in the February 13, 1996

Office Action stated (RX-2):
Claims 10-1 1 are objected ta for depending upon a reject&
claim, but if represented in independent form, along with I laims
6 and 18 being further ameiided to obvfate any grounds of
indefiniteness, would be damed allowable ovef die prior zrt.
70.

The Examiner in the Feb. 13. 1996 Office Action also statt:d (RX-2):
The following prior art is ated of interest: Tashiro et a1 [t .S.
Pat. No. 5,113,0831 teach a mode select circuit which enat4es
mode selection after a RES1:T signal exceeding a high threshold
is applied; Simpson [US.Pat. No. 4,902,9171 discloses a
multiple-mode circuit using the binary dncoding rule kl = 2N,
where N is the number of mode select pins and M is the
maximum number of distinct modes possible; Aoki [foreigi~pat.
404,017,414A] discloses the use of on-chip LEI) lighting ratterns
to indicate customized data: and Josephson et al 11 J.S. Pat. No.
5,237,2181 teach multiplexbig of input pins for in-system
programming of an integrau-dcircuit.

71.

Original claim 14 eventual;y became issued independent c'aim 13. (RX-2).

72.

Pleva discloses a reset com'igurable device with a multipu pose pin, as shown in

Figure 2. (RX-544 Figure 2).

73.

Responding to the Office Action of Feb. 13, 1 ! M , applicants in a response

received on Aug. 22, 1996 by the Patent $Ifficecancelled claim; 10, 15, 17 and 18, amended
claims 1, 3, 4, 8, 11, 14, 19, 20, 21 and ?3, and added new claim 24 as follows bracketed
material refers to deleted matter and undaclineed material refers to added matter]:
(Amended) A devia: for selectively controlling inti r ~ l
1.
functions of an integrated circuit a. myrising means for sensing a
application indication by means of a potential detected at a pin,
and circuit means for internallv adjusting the ootential oi the-&
in remonse to the detected potentii.1, the sensibg means heing
operative following a reset to provide a contrd signal for
determining an application associared with the application
indication selected by a user.
(Amended) A deviu: as claimed in claini 1 whereir the
3.
sensing means comprises means for comparing [ a voltage at a nolle
of a ] the potential of the pin with a threshold voltage.
(Amended) A deviw as claimed in claini 1 whereir; the
4.
application is determind [ sensed ' by a binary logic lcvel at an
application select pin, and having two applications select pins for
selecting four applications.
(Amended) A device as claimed in claim [ 1 ] 3 wb :rein
8.
the comparing means [ for operatmg the seleqed application 3
comprises flip flop means and whc-ein the output from the sensini
means is directed to an input of the flip flop means, and wherein
the flip flop means is responsive to a condition of rest ;mi not-in-reset.
11.
(Amended) A devict as claimed in claim r 10 1 L further
comprising external resistor means for adjusting the poteiitial of
the pin.
14. (Amended) A device f.)r selectivefy controlling interml
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functions of an integrated circuit comprising:
N
[ at least one ] application sense [ pin ] DinS 01- an
integrated circuit for selecting o x of2 applicationg, thc pili2
having an application sense functirm and a respective function
unrelated to sensing;

circuit means, coupled to the N application sense ping, foj
internally adjusting a potential of the pins;
logic means, coupled to thc N application sense pins, for
comparing the potential at the ping with a reference vokge; and
application select means, coupled to the logic nieins, for
selecting [ the ] one of the
a p elications [ applicatioii] for the
circuit in response to the compariwn, fie appl i c m bei %
determined by a binary logic level at the N application sclect.&
(Amended) A devi:= as claimed in claim [ 17 3 1.tfurther
comprising, for at least one pin, at least one of a pull up resistor
for selecting a logic high or a pull down resistor for seleJting a
logic low.
19.

(Amended) A device as claimed in claim [ 17 ] 14 further
20.
comprising a floating pin or an input to an external logic device
for selecting a logic low.
(Amended) A devke as claimed in claim 14 wher%:inthe
21.
application select means further ca nprises flip flop means and
wherein the potential at the N appkcation sense ping is ccmverted
to a logic level by the logic means, the logic level being directed
to an input of the flip flop means, iind wherein the flip flop means
is responsive to a condition of rese: and not-in-reset.
(Amended) A device as claimed in claim 14 whereE41the
23.
circuit means further comprises exfernal resistdr means fi )r
adjusting the potential of the pin.;.
24.
(New) A device as claimed in claim 14 wherein the N'
applications comprise one of three LED applications and a LED
default application.
Applicants in the Aug. 22, 1996 response stated (RX-21:
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Applicants respectfully tratjerse this rejection [OD Pleva] but in the
interest of expediting prosecution, have amended the claims as suqgested in the
Office Action. Claim 1 has been amended to incorporate the limiations of claim
10. Claim 14 has been amended t.) include the limitatimu of clai n 18.
Further, as stated above, the clain E have been amended to overa me the
indefiniteness and claims 10, 17 ad 18 have been cancelled as a .esult.
Finally, new claim 24 has been adled. Support for claim 24 is fi- lund on page 5,
lines 14-19 of the specification.
74.

On Aug. 29, 1996 the Examiner issued a noticxi of al1owaMity allowing claims

1-9, 11-14, 16, 19-24. (RX-2).
75.

Amended claims 11, 14, lP, 20, 21, 23, 24 became respec tiveiy patent claim

10, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20. (RX-2).
76.

Original claims 12, 13, 16, 22 became respectidy patent claims 11, 12, 14, 18

(RX-2).

H.

The '410 Patent

77.

A substrate described in tht '410 patent is a generally flat biew of material

consisting of a top surface, an exposed exrernal bottom surface. two arra- s of contact pads,
bond pads, a ground bus, and vias. (Blan hard, Tr. at 1870 to I 871).
78.

The term "substrate" as used in the '410 patent. and as urrc'erstood in the

packaging industry, is a broad term that ellcompasses a wide range of maserialsand processes.
(Blanchard, Tr. at 1870-71; Pecht, Tr. at :!378; Barrow, Tr. at !069-70; 1074: Prince, Tr. at
3053).
79.

In reference to ball grid army packages, the substrate is us:d to electrically

connect the integrated circuit to the solder balls at the bottom of the pack ge. (Pecht, Tr. at
2378:11-16).
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80.

The meaning of "substrate' differs between a conveationa priiited circuit board

substrate and a co-fired ceramic substrate in that the former inby includt. a solder mask and
the latter may not. (Prince, Tr. at 3052-53: Pecht, Tr. at 2388-93; Blan hard. Tr. at 1927-28).
81.

"Co-fired ceramic packagitig processes" are distinct from he printed circuit

board processes used to make plastic BGA substrates and are used to fab icate ceramic BGA
substrates. (Barrow, Tr. at 1071-72).

82.

Co-fired ceramic packaginl substrates are madc: out of cla>tlayers, with tungsten

and inks that are fired at a kiln at 1600 degrees C into a solid mass. Thc ceramic substrate
would then be used to house a semicondurtor die. (Barrow, l'r at 1075~.
83.

Ceramic is a different material system altogether From pri: ted circuit board

technology. (Barrow, Tr. at 1074).
84.

Conventional printed circuir board and co-fired ceramic p.tckaging processes

known in the art are two distinct packaging processes. (Princc. Tr. at 3053).
85.

Ceramic BGA substrates dc not include solder mask. (Bar row. Tr. at 1088;

Blanchard, Tr. at 1928).
86.

The term "substrate," as uwd in the '410 patent, dould inc'ude an insulating

material such as Bt resin, multiple layers of patterned metal,contact pa&, vias and solder
mask. (Blanchard, Tr. at 1874-76).

87.

One of ordinary skill in the art would consider a solder m;k,if present, to be

part of a BGA substrate. (Blanchard, Tr. .it 1874-76).

88.

It is well known in PC boar 1 fabrication that solder mask lypically covers vias.

(Blanchard, Tr. at 2022). Pecht testified ( rr. at 2379-80):
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JUDGE LUCKERN: . . .
But I see in this packet, ['410 patc nt] this word "substrare" is used a
lot in this patent, for example, Doctor, if you look at
column 2, you say at line 27, you say a substrate, 12 am1
then it's characterized as a substrate 12, same'thing in
column 2, line 44, substrate 12, a i d then talks about the
substrate in the same paragraph, a id if you go over at page
column 3, you see repeated refereices to the substrate I,:,
et cetera.
And then of course you set it in the claim.
Is this word "substrate" bakk in '95, when this
was applied for, was there a convc ntional term used in this
art, substrate was a common term. or is this a word that s
rather unique to this patent, if you know? Do you have my
opinion?
I mean, have you ever seer. this word "substrate"
used by anybody in this art, other ihan you see in this
patent? Do you understand what I'm trying to ask you?
THE WITNESS: Yes, Yoiir Honor. And first to give
you a chance, I've written more thm ten books. And I was
looking through my books, and I t i n k every book uses the
word "substrate. "
JUDGE LUCKERN: Wha are these books aboui?
THE WITNESS: Electronic packaging.
JUDGE LUCKERN: Go a lead.
THE WITNESS: And the use of the word "substrate"
falls under this same kind of categories as I toId you when
we discussed packaging, there's- il. depends on the level of
packaging, the word "substrate" is used many different u'ays
by many different people.
JUDGE LUCKERN: In thjs particular field?
THE WITNESS: In the fie d of electronic
packaging, yes. So, now, if you taiked about Substrates in
reference to ball grid array packagts. then the word
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"substrate" has more definite meaning. And in that case,
the substrate is used to electrically zonnect the integratcd
circuit to the solder balls at the bot om of the package.
JUDGE LUCKERN: Okay
THE WITNESS: The subsirate serves that purpose of
the electrical, you could see the electrical routing. And
so, the substrate material has to be an insulating material
and then on or within that material there has to be some
electrically conducting material to route the signals and
the power and the ground.
JUDGE LUCKERN: Have you ever heard of this
expression "solder mask, " solder mask?
THE WITNESS: Yes.
JUDGE LUCKERN: What do you understand by that
word or that phrase?
THE WITNESS: Well, a mask is just like you piit on
a mask, it's a covering. So a solder mask is used in some
cases to cover areas that you don't want let's say solde:.
wicking so I'll give you an exampk-. In ceramics you
wouldn't use it, in some polyamides, depending on how you
have the ball grid array, you may rot need to use it, in
printed circuit boards like FR4 thai 1 talked about, the
conventional printed circuit boards you could, there's many
printed circuit boards that don't usr the solder mask, b&
$here's printed circuit boards that a l s o 0 use the soldei
mask.
And the solder mask would cover the traces so ihat
when you, let's say, go through a soldering process, that
you don't have bridging or wickiny between the traces. Znd
the traces being the things that are :lectrically connecting
one component to the other.
JUDGE LUCKERN: In your opinion, would a solder
mask ever be considered to be a part of the substrate?
THE WITNESS: I think th.It depending upon who you
talk to in the printed circuit board [ m y , somebody could
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say that it's a part of the substrate. but it's not usually
associated with the substrate, it's a iother process.
So you can have a printed circuit board without a
solder mask.
JUDGE LUCKERN: But could you have it with-4
solder mask?

THE WITNESS: And vou could have it with a solder
mask. Some again you wouldn't h.we ceramic with a solder
mask?
JUDGE LUCKERN: All rjght. Why do you say you
wouldn't have ceramic with a soldc r mask?
THE WITNESS: Because there would be -- well.
forever nor a ball grid array packa;!.e, because there would
be no need to put it on. [Emphasis added]
89.

The purpose of a via is to move an electronic signal from cdne layer of the

substrate to 3.0 another. Some vias extend all the way through it substrat.>,others do not,
depending on the function the via is suppo4ed to perform. (Blanchard, Ti.at 2022-23).

90.

A conventional circuit board might not 'include 21 solder mask if there was no

concern about wicking between traces. (Pxht, Tr. at 2390).
91.

Pecht is aware of substrates in the packaging art which haw included a solder

mask which defines boundaries of conductive elements used to ejectricall\;connect the
substrate to other elements in the package. (Pecht, Tr. at 2391 j.
92.

At least some conventional q.:ircuit boards include solder m;rsks. (Pecht, Tr. at

93.

Pecht is aware of plastic BCAs that include solder masks 011 the outer surface of

2443).

the bottom of the package. (Pecht, Tr. at :!444).
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94.

Prince has not seen an ordhary plastic BGA package withigut solder mask on it.

(Prince, Tr. at 3148-49).
95.

Where BT resin is used as part of the printed circuit board of a PBGA package,

there would be instances where solder mas.ks would be on the bottom of rile package. (Pecht,
Tr. at 2447).
96.

Exhibit RX-239, an article mthored by a Motorola emplo>':e, refers to solder

mask as being part of the substrate of a plastic ball grid array package. (r'echt, Tr. at 2449;

RX-239, pg. 2, table 1).
97.

A PBGA package designer gmld use either a substrate wit!) a solder mask, or a

substrate without solder mask in designing a PBGA package, hu: there ar 1' considerations that
would need to be taken into account. (Prilice, Tr. at 3169).
98.

Solder balls are metal spheres that reflaw (melt) a t a set teriiperature to allow the

package to be mounted to external conductive contacts, forming continuo:rs electrical
connections with the contacts. (Blanchard Tr. at 1872).
99.

It is well known in the art of printed circuit board technology to use solder mask

(Blanchard, Tr. at 1882-83).
100.

LSI Logic is a semiconductor manufacturer that p -educes c ustom integrated

circuits for their customers. LSI's complete solution to the customer ind Ides the design,
manufacture and packaging of integrated circuits. (Weihe, Tr. at 1725).
101.

LSI is not in the business of selling semiconducta packagt.~;to its customers.

Packaging is only part of the total ASIC sdution LSI provides tc its custciners. (Weihe, Tr. at
1726).
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102.

LSI Logic's corporate reprt sentative Ivor Barbcr does pac*:ageengineering for

LSI Logic. (JX-67, Tr. at 22 to 23).
103.

Dr. Gary Weihe was employed for five years ar I SI Logic in a product

marketing capacity, initially hired by LSI Iagic in the positioii of Produc Marketing Manager
for Packaging Technology. (Weihe, Tr.

ai

1724-25).

104. Weihe was not directly involved in the development of L$'s 503 EPBGA
package, but he was intimately involved uith its development, bxause hr had to communicate
to customers what was coming out of the development in terms of SIICC~S,es. Weihe was the
primary technical interface with the custor iers to answer their questions about the package, so
he had to be very knowledgeable about tht package and its dewlopment. (Weihe, Tr. at 180809).
105.

[There is no FF 1051

106.

[There is no FF 1061

107. The LSI Logic Package Selvctor Guide was compiled in June of 1994. (Weihe,
Tr. at 1731).
108.

Weihe and his group at LSI were responsible for compilim the 1994/1995 LSI

Logic Package Selector Guide, RX-928

(Ir

S I Logic Package Selector GiiIde). (Weihe, Tr. at

1731).
109.

The LSI Logic Package Selcctor Guide includes a print ccxie on the bottom left

corner of the last page reading: "Printed in USA,694," meaning that it w as printed in June of
1994. (Weihe, Tr. at 1739).
110.

Weihe confirmed that the "(194"code on the last page of th: LSI Logic Package
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Selector Guide means that it was printed i I June of 1994, by contacting k aren Soudy, an
ex-LSI employee, who contacted Alice Quanta. an LSI employer at least

1s

of January 2001

and who had the function of ordering documents such as the LSI Logic Pxkage Selector
Guide. Weihe understands that Alice Quanta actually looked up on her CQjmputersystem and
verified that the "694"code was the print ;ode and that her records indiclited that the LSI
Logic Package Selector Guide was printed in June of 1994. (Wtihe, Tr. it 1827-28).

1 1 1.

The purpose of the LSI Logic Package Selector Guide is tr' document the

package offerings that LSI is making available for sale to LSI customers

III

support of their

custom integrated circuits. (Weihe, Tr. a! 1732).
112.

The LSI Logic Package Selwtor Guide was printed imrned :ately after it was

compiled and checked, within a matter of :lays after it was compiled. (Wsihe, Tr. at 1731).
113.

After the LSI Logic Packag;: Selector Guide was printed irS June of 1994 it was

immediately distributed to the LSI sales ar d design centers throcghout th\ world, so that it
could then be given to customers outside c f LSI. (Weihe, Tr. ai 1739, W27-28, and 1732).
114. The LSI Logic Package Sebxtor Guide was given freely tc?customers without
any restrictions. (Weihe, Tr. at 1733).
,

115. The LSI Logic Package SeLrctor Guide, RX-928,was pub1 shed prior to March

28, 1995. (Weihe, Tr. at 1731-33, 1739, and 1827-28).
116.

Barber indicates that the LSI Package Selector Guide is prcduced by LSI

marketing to be given to LSI customers to show available packages. (JX 67 at 37).
117.

Barber regarded Weihe as die author of the LSI Pdcage Stkctor Guide, and

indicated that Weihe was responsible for c,)mpiling and publislihig die LSI Package Selector
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Guide. (JX-67 at 38).
118.

The LSI Logic Package Selxtor Guide, RX-928, was primed in June of 1994

and soon thereafter made available to custlmers of LSI Logic. prior to March 28, 1995.
(Weihe, Tr. 1731-10, 1739, and 1827-28)
119.

When provided a better qwlity copy of the seami edition :If the LSI Package

Selector Guide, RX-607-A, Weihe was able to clearly see the print code c

m

LS138197, reading

"1294,"which Weihe indicated meant thai it was printed in Dec5:mber of 1994. (Weihe, Tr. at
1760-62).
120. Weihe did recall occasionally giving the Package Selector ('hide to customers at
presentations. (Weihe, Tr. at 1823).
121. Weihe states that the LSI Rickage Selector Guide clearly v:as printed before its
errata sheet, which states that it was prinkd in Deceniber of 1994. (Weihe, Tr. at 1829).
122. The packages shown in the Package Selector Guicre were iri development form
and could be ordered by customers, if the customer's program time line was consistent with the
projected development time line for the selected package. Wher a custorwer wants an ASIC,
the customer will select an ASIC and a pwkage at the same time for a cmplete solution. By
the time an ASIC is designed and built, m mths have transpired, so when the LSI Package
Selector Guide came out, the packages in he guide were being offered for sale. (Weihe, Tr. at
1830).
123.

[There is no FF 1231

124.

Blanchard, admitted that thv LSI Logic 503 EPNiA Package discloses all of the

claim limitations of all of the asserted clai ns of the '410 patert cxcept thl specific footprint
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recited by claims 23, 24, 27, and 29. (BI mchard, Tr. at 409b-67).

125.

LSI Logic has never manufactured a flip chip version of the 503 EPBGA.

(JX-67 at 125).
126.

The dimensional profile of [he integrated circuit housed imide of the LSI 503

EPBGA Package is located in the depopulated region, or between the ou!:r array and the
center array of contact pads. (RX-928 at 5-27; RX-565 at LSlWO473, L i1000475,
LSIOOO490, LSI000505; Prince Tr. at 3050-91, 310748, 3107; Pecht Tr at 2394-2398).
127.

[There is no FF 1271

128.

The LSI 503-Lead EPBGA package houses a single integrl ted circuit die

centrally attached to the top surface of the substrate, leaving the die edge above a depopulated
region in between the outer and center arriys of contact pads, and associ;.ted solder balls.
(Prince, Tr. 3092-98 and 3107; Pecht, Tr,at 2395-96; RX-556C' at LSI 473 and 475, 503
EPBGA Kickoff).
129.

The dimensional profile of he integrated circuit housed imide of the LSI 503
1

EPBGA package is located in the depopuliited region, or betwceti tht: outex array and the center
array of contact pads. (RX-565 at LSI000473, LS1000475, LSI(100490,1 SI000505;JX-67, at

57).
130.

The purpose of a BGA package is to house an intcgrated cercuit chip and

interface the chip with the outside world. (Prince, Tr. at 3099).
131.

[There is no FF 1311

132.

The purpose of the 503-Lead EPBGA package is io house .in integrated circuit

die, facilitating interconnection of the die io the outside world. Prince, 'I r. at 3099; Pecht,
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Tr. at 2404; RX-928 at 8-29 to 8-31, LSI Package Selector Guide Intercmnect Table).
133.

LSI Logic only put in(
} (Barbar, JX-67 at 102).

134.

The prevalent packaging practice for BGA packages has bcen and is to centrally

attach a single integrated circuit die to the top surface of the substrate in I BCA package to
facilitate wire bond connection to the padr on the die: A singlc ntegratec' circuit die is
centrally attached to the top surface of the substrate. (Prince, T-. at 309i1-98 and 3107; Pecht,

Tr. at 2397).
135.

1

Weihe recalled a letter dat6.I October of 1994 tlia. he sent o a customer,(

which enclosed six 503 EPBGA packages with functional working die. Weihe, Tr. at 1822).
136.

On May 26, 1994, LSI Logic, through(

quotation to(

] issuc d a standard business

] (Barber JX-68, at 6547; RX-Iv.)70-2 (Exh. 3), LSI
} at LSI38525).

quote to(
137.

LSI Logic advised(

that "LSILogic will hold the r.;rms of the enclosed

quotation firm for 30 days" for LSI Logic s ROUZIC ASIC prtwlucts to he packaged in the 503
PBGA package. (Barbar JX-68, at 67-68; RX-1070-2 (Exh. 31, LSI quoc to(

I at

LS138525).
138.

The LSI Logic product quo ed to(

} bore the LSI Logic Device number

LCA500618 with 180,000 usable gates, wnich represented LSI Ilogic's p: d u c t manufactured
with its 500K technology. (Barbar, JX-68. at 69-70; Rx-107OC-2 (Exh. 3), LSI quote to

(

] at LSI38526).
139.

The LSI Logic product q u a d to(
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1 was in the amor.rit of(

I

(RX-107OC-2 (Exh. 3), LSI quote to{
140.

On June 16, 1994,(

1 at LS138526).

1through(

)issu,:d a purchase order to

} at LSI Logic, stating a pur( hase price in the amount of (

} for the same

product and package stated on LSI Logic’.; quotation of May 26. 1994. !JX-68, at 73-75;
RX-1070C-3 (Exh. 4),(
141.

The(

} purchase order).

1 transaction weisverified by a separate LSI Lrlgic internal document
} by its

entitled “LSI Logic 500K ASIC Booked ftesign Profiles” gencxated in(
ASIC product marketing department for use in tracking custoioer orders or tlie 500 K

technology. (Weihe, Tr. at 1783; RX-90:’, Internal LSI Logic: l3ooked Design Profiles).
142.

A 500K ASIC product having 180,000 usable gates, and pickaged with the 503

1during 42 (Api il-June) of

EPBGA package was offered for sale to{
sold to(

} in June, 1994. (Weihe, 3r. at 1784-7; RX-907).

143.

[There is no FF 1431

144.

[There is no FF 1441

145.

[There is no FF 1451

146.

1994 and

LSI’s 479 cavity down and 503 cavity up packages{

I at

least as late as the time that the cited paswge on page 3-8 of RX-928 was written; however,
these packages were available for customers to purchase. At that time, & e form, fit and
function of the packages was not going to ::hange. (Weihe, TI . .lt 17542 5).
147.

Weihe stated that solder mask was on the bottom of the 50 EPBGA package,

and he believed that it was also on the top of the package. (Weihe, Tr. a! 1755-56).
148.

Weihe is not aware of LSI 1 agic ever using dummy solder balls. which he
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defines as having no electrical or thermal ?unction, on the 503 EPBGA pxkage. (Weihe, Tr.
at 1778-79).
149.

LSI's field salespeople wen. the prime interface with the cirstomer, but not the

sole customer interface. Others at LSI interfaced with customers, including application design
engineers, tactical marketing employees, p roduct marketing employees, aiid package engineers.
Anybody that interfaced with a customer would be subjected tti customer requests. (Weihe,

Tr. at 1809-10).
150.

Qualification of a package itleans that the package has gont through a battery of

accelerated life tests and passed LSI Logic's requirements, so thit with a very, very high level
of confidence, LSI deems the package suitable for the customer' use, application, reliability

and lifetime perspective. Availability means that a customer cac receive t prototype of the
package, a physical working functional semiconductor in the package, or mechanical samples
or daisy chain samples of the package for .esting. (Weihe, Tr. at 1852-53).
151.

Some customers for the new packages would request prodLCtion before the

package was qualified, as the customer's r?eedsnecessitated this, though i SI preferred to have
the package fully qualified before moving into production. (Weihe, Tr.

ill

1853).

152.

[There is no FF 1521

153.

LSI on many occasions mace the 503 EPBGA package available before

1 (Weihe, Tr. at 1853).
154.

The(

} sales data perlaining to the 503 EI'BGA was adored in LSI Logic's

1a database system that LSI Logic relied on and uscd to track and
manage the business. (Weihe, Tr. at 1784).
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155.

Availability means that a cutomer can receive a prototype of the package, a

physical working functional semiconductor in the package, or mcchanica! samples or daisy
chain samples of the package for testing. (Weihe, Tr. at 1852-53).
156.

From a review of the docur ients shown during Barber's dt positions, Barber

concluded that(
157.

1 was "obviously" I

customer of LSI's in June of 1994. (JX-68 74).

There were construction de ails that were changed for the *io3 EPBGA package.

However, the package that LSI was showing and selling to customers wa:. a form, fit and
function which did not change from the time that LSI started diszlosing tfe package until the
time that the package was qualified and customers began puttiiig their cusiom integrated
circuits into the package. So the body sin: of the package remained consiant, the solder ball
layout on the bottom remained constant, tlie position of the s0idt.r balls rt mahied constant, the
fact that the package was cavity up remained constant, the facr tliat it w a ~wire bonded
remained constant, and the interconnectivity from the die to the Dackage i cmained constant.
(Weihe, Tr. at 1811-12).
158.

{

1 of LSI Logic began developing :he 503 E PBGA package

between late 1991 and early 1992. (Barber JX-67 at 27).
159.

(

later than(

] completed his &sign of the footprint of the 5 3 . EPBGA package no
and generakc drawings bearing thk date. (Weihe, Tr. at 1769;

Barber JX-67, at 84; RX-565, 503 EPBGA Program Kick-Off Meeting, a: LS1000474).
160.

(

package no later than(

1 completed his &:sign of remaining portions of rhe 530 EPBGA
] aiid generated cross-sectional dr:.wings of the package

bearing this date. (Weihe, Tr. at 1769; Bitrber JX-67 at 85; RX.565, 50: PBCA Program
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Kick-Off Meeting, at LSI000475).
161.

(

1 drawing shows a footprint cf the 503 EPBGA

package having an outer array of contact padsholder balls and a 1 inner ar ray of contact
padsholder balls. (RX-565 at LSI000474- Weihe, Tr. at 1769).
162.

(

) drawing of the 503 EPBGA is essentially the

same as Figs. 4 and 5 of the '410 patent. (RX-565 at LSIOOOd74; RX-5)
163.

(

] drawing shows the r,ross-sectic.n of the 503 EPBGA

package that is essentially identical to Fig. 3 of the '410 patent. iRX-565 at LS1000475;
Weihe, Tr. at 1769; RX-5).
164.

Between 1992 and 1993, LSI Logic engaged in extensive rcliability testing on

the 503 EPBGA package. (Barber, JX-67 at 3 1-33).
165.

LSI Logic held a "kick-off meeting" for the 503 E,PBCA P tckage on(

] (RX-565, 503 PBGA Program Kick-Off Meeting, ;it IS10004'0;Weihe, Tr. at
1769).
166.

During the LSI Logic "kick off meeting" for thc 503 EPBGA on(

1the package was formally introductad to key members of :he devehqment, marketing
and test teams. (Weihe, Tr. at 1768).
167.

After the "kick-off" meetin!,, LSI Logic conducted mechap ical and thermal

simulations of the 503 EPBGA package(

e:

(Barber, JX-67 at

94).
168.

Mechanical and thermal sin ulations of the 503 EPBGA(

(Barber, JX-67 at 94).
2s 1

1

169.

[There is no FF 1691

170.

U.S.Patent No. 5,367,435 1.0Andros et al. (Andros et al.) is titled "Electronic

Package Structure and Method of Making Tame" and was filed cn Noverrber 16, 1993.
(RX-157).
171.

The package described in Aiidros et a1 consists of a first sihstrate 11, a second

substrate 13, with solder balls sandwiched between the two subslrates. T'ierefore, the surfaces
of the substrates that contact the solder bd!s are not "external" as require4 by each claim of the
'410 patent. (RX-157, Figure 1 and col. I , Ins. 29-31).
172.

Andros et al. never mentioilsor shows arrays of solder bails. The figures in

Andros show partial view of the package. FIG. 1 is an elevational view, partly in section and
on a much enlarged scale, of an electronic package structure hi accordanc-: with one
embodiment of the invention. FIG. 2 is a partial plan view of the invention as taken along the
line 2-2 in FIG. 1.
173.

Andros et a1 does not show contact pads in arrays To the contrary, Andros

simply show metal strips placed randomly on the surface of thc :.econd substrate 13. (RX-157,
Fig. 2).

174.

The few solder balls shown in the figures 1 and 2 of Andrm et a1 are separated

by many different distances, and, appear tl I be drawn at random on the bcttorn of the second
substrate 13. Therefore, they are not separated from each 0 t h ~by a firsi distance or a second
distance. (RX-157 at Figure 2).
175.

RX-157 does not show wire bonds or encapsulent (Pecht, Tr. at 2425-26).

176.

Figure 2 of the Andros et al patent, (RX-157), discloses a package with two
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separate substrates, a center substrate element which is identified by the J umber 33 and an
outer substrate element, 13. (Pecht, Tr. ;it 2471).
177.

The Amkor article, entitled "Surface Mount Prowss Techlology for Ball Grid

Array Packaging" by Freyman et al which is one of the published Article:; from the August 29Septemeber 2, 1993 Surface Mount Internitional Conference, discloses a ball grid array
package. (Prince, Tr. at 3122; Pecht, Tr- at 2423; RX-901 at 81-83).
178.

The Amkor article discloser a substrate with a top surface md a bottom surface.

(Prince, Tr. at 3122; Pecht, Tr. at 2422-2.1; RX-901 at 81-83).
179. The Amkor article disclose2 a integrated circuit die centrd'y attached to the top
surface of the substrate. (Prince, Tr. at 3 20; Pecht, Tr. at 2423; RX-9CX at 81-83).
180.

Neither the Amkor article. tor any of the cited tmtimony, liscuss connecting
I

the integrated circuit to solder balls through thermal ground vias. (RX-%)lat 81-83).
181.

The Amkor article says nothing about a central array of so der balls being

connected to a ground bus. (Prince, Tr. a: 3121-22).
182.

Nothing in the Amkor article mentions a center region of s Jlder balls tied to

ground and nothing in the article or the cited testimony mentions removai of beat from the
integrated circuit die by way of thermal/ground vias, or by any other melns. (Pecht, Tr. at
2423; RX-901 at 81-83).

183.

Nothing in the Amkor article discusses arrays of contact pads. At most, the

article talks about removal of certain solder balls. It does not discuss ren-oval of the
corresponding contact pads. (RX-901 at 8 1-83).
184.

The Amkor article discloses a encapsulent over the integraicd circuit die.
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(Prince, Tr. 3120; Pecht, Tr. at 2423; RX 901 at 83).

185.

The Amkor article states tlult, in certain situations, it may ')e necessary to

depopulate solder balls at the edge of the t. ie. It then states h z r rhe BGA are currently
I

shipping in desktop computer and handheb Itelecom applicatioris with no eported field failures
after more than four years. (RX-901 at 8f 1.
186.

U.S.Patent No. 5,506,756 ID Haley (Haley) is titled "Tapt BGA Package

Die-UpDie Down" and was filed on Febr iary 17, 1995. (RX-775).
187.

The claims of the Haley pat.:nt all require that the second suface of the

integrated circuit (the side to which solder mask "may be applied") be exi,,osed. (Rx-9, 775,
col. 4. Ins. 31-32).
188.

Haley shows a substrate which is a flexible circuit board u 4th an opening

through which the integrated circuit is expwed. (Blanchard, l'r. at 4029. RX 775, col. 2, Ins.
2-4).
189.

The flexible circuit board dmlosed in RX-775 lm, a squart hole in the center of

it. (Pecht, Tr. at 2477).
190.

RX-775 show an integrated circuit positioned in tlie hole ir the flexible circuit

board. (Pecht, Tr. at 2477-78).
191.

The bottom of the integrated circuit is exposed through the opening in the

flexible circuit board shown in RX-775. (Pecht, Tr. at 2478).
192.

The flexible circuit board disclosed in Figures 1 aiid 3 of RX-775 only has a

single array of solder balls attached to it. !Pecht, Tr. at 2478).
193.

Ordinarily, silicon isn't used as a substrate for intcgrated c rcuit packages.
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(Prince, Tr. at 3175).
194.

The Haley patent recites

"1Ihe flexible circuit tmrd 16 ha i a plurality of

conductive lines 22 on a first surface 24 @'the tape 20. The lines 22 tenlinate at Vias 26
which extend through the tape 20 to surfare pads 28 located 011 I he seconl surface 30 of the
flexible circuit board 16." (RX-775, col. 2, Ins. 50-55).
195.

Figure 1 of the Haley pateat is a side view of a package showing some solder

balls attached to the bottom surface of a siibstrate, and other solder balls ittached to the bottom
surface of an integrated circuit which is el posed through a hole in the carter of substrate.
(RX-775, Figure 1).
196.

Figure 3 of the Haley patelst shows an outer array of solde balls attached to the
I

bottom surface of a substrate, and an inne- array of solder balls attached o the bottom surface
of an integrated circuit which is exposed t braugh a hole in the substrate. (RX-775, Figure 3).

197.

Haley states that "[als shou n in figure 3, attacbed to each iurhce pad 28 is a

solder ball 32." It makes no reference to
198.

111 array.

(RX-775, col. 2, Im . 56-57).

Haley states: "The die 12 tho has a plurality of second sw-facc:output pads 38

located on a second opposite surface 40 of the integrated circuit 12.

. . . The opening 42 [in

the substrate] allows solder balls 32 to be attached to the second surface ilads 38 of the
integrated circuit 12. The solder balls 32 located on tbe die 13 directly cc:uple the integrated
circuit 12 to the printed circuit board.

..

''

(RX-775, col. 3 , 111s. 8-16)

199. While Haley discloses that he solder balls of the center ar -ay are separated by a
second distance, Haley does not specify aiy distances. (RX-775, Figure: 1 and 3).
200.

The Haley patent shows an outer array of solder balls attat. hed to the bottom
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surface of a substrate, and an inner array of solder balls attachec to the bL)ttoni surface of an
integrated circuit which is exposed through a hole in the substrafe. (RX-'r75, Figures 1 and 3).
201.

Haley discloses an outer ariay of solder balls attached to "~urface pads" on a

substrate, and a center array of solder ball.; attached to "surface pads" on the bottom surface of
an integrated circuit. (RX-775, col. 2, Ins. 56-57, col. 3, Ins. 13-14).
202.

Haley shows an integrated circuit with solder balls attache44 directly to it, said

integrated circuit being mounted in a hole in a substrate, which substrate ilso has solder balls
attached to it. (RX-775 at Figures 1 and 2 ) .
203.

The Haley patent does not ~~iention
"bond pads" or "bond -'ingers." Instead, it

states that the bond wires attach the pads con the top surface of the integrauedcircuit to "traces
22 of the tape 16." There is no evidence In the record that these "traces" are analogous to
bond pads. (RX-775, col. 3, Ins. 4-6).
204.

Haley states that the conduc tive lines on the top of the flex ible circuit board (the

substrate) terminate at vias, which extend ihrough the tape (thc substrate) to surface pads
located on the second surface of the flexible circuit board. (RX-779,co'. 2, Ins. 50-55).
205.

The vias mentioned in Halev are not associated with a grotad bus, and cannot

be associated with the center array of surfxce pads or solder balls, becauscz these are directly
attached to the integrated circuit---no conoection through a suhstrate by vias would be needed.
Pecht never testified that the center solder balls are attached to a ground Ius by vias, as
required by claims 3, 8, and 19 of the '410 patent. (Pecht, Tr. at 2429-2130;RX-775 col. 2,
Ins. 50-55).
206.

Haley states: "The additiond pins [attached dirtcfly to the hottom of the
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integrated circuit] can be dedicated to grorind or power thereb.y Increasin;. the number of data
signals that can be routed to the IC througai the top surface pads 34 of tht die 12." (RX-775
col. 3, Ins. 27-29).
207.

Pecht testified in reference

'0Haley:

Pecht quoted the language

ill

"You don't see a grr und bus." (Pecht,

Tr. at 2430).
208.

Haley, that the soldtr balls attached directly to the

integrated circuit could be dedicated to ground. He did not state that this suggests the presence

of a ground bus. (Pecht, Tr. at 2430).
209.

The flexible circuit board d sclosed in RX-775 1 1 ~ ;a squm hole in the center of

it. (Pecht, Tr. at 2477).
210.

Haley does not disclose or ruggest an integrated circuit mrunted to the top

surface of a substrate. (RX-775).
21 1.

Haley does not disclose or :uggest vias connecting a grourd bus to a center

array of contact pads. (RX-775).
212.

Exhibit RX-776 does not illustrate a BGA packagc with th~perimeter and a

center array of solder balls. (Pecht, Tr. a7 2479).
213.

RX-776 contains figures of full array BGAs. (Prince, Tr. it 3188 and 3189).

214.

RX-776 contains drawings i)f perimeter array BG,9s. (Priiice, 'rr. at 3189).

215.

RX-776 contains discussion about full array BGA; and ab< ut perimeter array.

(Prince, Tr. at 3189).
216.

RX-776 does not refer in ar y way to "adding" solder balls to a perimeter array

BGA package. (RX-776).
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217.

Robert Munroe has worked in the engineering tield for owr 30 years. During

that time, he has had major responsibilitie4; in the area of semicmductor vackaging for both
IBM and Motorola. (Munroe, Tr. at 2040).
218.

Munroe has been employed by Motorola since 1991 as a Pesign Group Manager

and Section Manager with primary responsibility for packaging power Pr ' products. (Munroe,
Tr. at 204 1-42).
219.

According to Munroe, rese uch and developmetit efforts at Motorola before at

least 1996 were focused on full-array BGris, since that was pmeived to 3e the target market.
(Munroe, Tr. at 2065-66).
220.

Munroe was not aware of any bull's-eye BGA wcrk done :It Motorola prior to

1996. (Munroe, Tr. at 2053; 2055).
221.

Munroe could not recall thc first time he saw a product w?h a bull's-eye BGA

prior to 1997. (Munroe, Tr. at 2056).
222.

Munroe has no knowledge

I

jf

testing performed a1 Motorola prior to 1996 that

involved either Motorola bull's-eye BGA Jesigns or competitcm' designs (Munroe, Tr. at
205 6-57).
223.

According to Munroe, whil.: Motorola was aware of the sc-called "die edge

problem, " Motorola's proposed solutions o the problem included using B thicker laminate,
using a thinner die, using a compliant adhlxive. and using a stiffer substr ite. (Munroe, Tr. at
2059).
224.

Monroe believes that solder mask can be considered withir the industry to be

part of the substrate in a PBGA package. (Tr. at 2064).
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225.

Monroe has worked for Mcxorola for eight years Ten montlis during which he

had worked as a design group manager with the primary responbibihty OS packaging power PC
products and ceramic ball grid arrays aftei which he became a sc:ction milager with several
departments reporting to him. During his tenure at Motorola, hc had wo' ked with ceramics
and plastic ball grid arrays (PBGA) having full arrays or bull's t-ye array.. (Tr. at 2041-42).
226.

Motorola's proposed solutitms to the die edge problem spel ifically excluded

designing a bulls-eye PBGA. (Munroe, T?.at 2057-58).
227.

In full-array BGA packages heat removal is ofier! facilitate d by means of solder

balls, which are located directly beneath die die and electrically comiectefI to ground. (RX-776
at 142).
228.

The Electronic Design Article states that a perimeter array with a small matrix

of solder balls in the center for improved I hermal dissjpation can be imp1 :mented in the form
of a full array BGA by means of ground blimps located directly beneath t le die. (RX-776 at
142).
229.

The TI Semiconductor Graip Package Outlines 1995, cont-tins outline drawings

of GFW (S-PBGA-N388), a 388-Lead Ball Grid Array (BGA) p.ickage wtth a center array of
solder balls and an outer array of solder b.dls. (RX-343 at 6-20;.
230.

The TI Semiconductor Groirp Package Outlines 1995 does iiot show contact

pads. (RX-343 at 6-20).
231.

The TI Semiconductor Groicp Package Outlines 1995 shoe .; a BGA package

with a top surface and exposed external bwom surface. It also shows t"

arrays of solder

balls, an inner array and an outer array, artached to the bottom surface of the substrate. It does
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not show contact pads. (RX-343 at 6-20).
232.

The solder balls within the buter array of the pad age depi :ted in RX-343 at

6-20 are separated by a first distance. TIN:drawing does not show contar t pads. (RX-343 at
6-20).
233.

The solder balls within the mter array of the package der cted in RX-343 at

6-20 are separated by a first distance. TIw drawing does not show contat t pads. (RX-343 at
6-20).
234.

The outer and center arrays of solder balls in the Dackage 41epictedin RX-343 at

6-20 are separated by a third distance that is greater tban either :he first ur the second distance.
(RX-343 at 6-20).
235.

The drawings on 6-20 of K<-343 show the outline of a baj! grid array package,

&, the external structure of the package. The drawings do not show, oi even suggest the
internal structure of a package that might Ise this outline, incluaing the presence of an
integrated circuit. (RX-343).
236.

RX-343, page 6-20 does noi explicitly disclose ar integrate. d circuit. (Prince,

Tr. at 31115; 3195).
237.

The drawings on 6-20 of RX-343 do not show bond pads. (RX-343 at 6-20).

238.

It is not necessarily true, fr iin looking at the illustration ir 6-20 of RX-343, that

only a single integrated circuit would be ellcapsulated by the package on hat page. (Prince,
Tr. at 3195).
239.

It is not necessarily true that bonding wires would exist in the packages as they

are illustrated in RX-343, page 6-20. (Prince. Tr. at 3197).
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240.

It is possible that the packages shown in Rx-928 a t 8-27 op in RX-343 at 6-20

were designed to house flip chips rather th m wire-bonded chips. (Pecht, fr. at 2464).
241.

Prince cannot tell whether there is a plate under tt e center irray of solder balls

in RX-343 at 6-20, and cannot tell from th.it reference whethei

ii

is electr cally connected.

(Prince, Tr. at 3180).
242.

Prince cannot tell by lookiw at RX-343 at 6-20, whether the solder balls in the

center array are whether it is electrically cwnnected. (Prince, ‘Tr. at 3180 3198).
243.

It is possible to attach an iioegrated circuit to contact pads with routing through

the outer edges of the substrate instead of-sing a via. (Pecht, Tr. at 240:;).
244.

RX-343, page 6-20 does no3 explicitly disclose an integratcd circuit. (Prince,

Tr. at 3111; 3195).
245.

The dimensional profile of I he integrated circuit if not expi icitly shown in figure

6-20 of RX-343C. (Pecht, Tr. at 2420-21.1.
246.

The outline drawings at page 6-20of RX-343 dcprct a BG,’\ package with an

encapsulent over a portion of the top surface of the substrate. (KX-343 a! 6-20).
247.

The Package Selector Guidr contains outline drawings of B ball grid array

package, called the 503-Lead Enhanced Plastic Ball Grid Array :EPBGA: package. (RX-928).
248.

Neither RX-928 at 8-27 nor RX-343 at 6-20 exjmssly show vias as that term is

used in the claims of the ‘410 patent. (Per-ht, Tr. at 2466-67).
249.

The package in the Guide does not have a first arid second distance that are the

same. (Prince, Tr. at 3105).
250.

The requirement in claims 23, 24, 27 and 29 of tlie ‘410 p;rtent that the first
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distance be the same as the second distanct is not explicitly taught by the IS1 Package Selector
Guide, RX-928. (Pecht, Tr. at 2407).
251.

Equal first and second distaiices is not inherent

in

view of die ‘503 EPBGA

Package because the ‘503 explicitly shows a footprint with exactly the opposite-unequal
sparing. (RX-928, 8-27).
252.

Limiting the number of solaer balls, in a BGA yakage is ( conomical, as

royalties are often based on a per ball basii. (Pecht, Tr. at 2467-08).
253.

The distance of the package in the Guide betwwii the centc r and outer arrays of

solder balls is approximately 7.64 mm, canputed by substituting into the following equation
the dimensions on page 8-28 for the package as shown on pagc 8-27: Estimated Distance =
(D1 - D3 - (8)(e))/2. (RX-928 at 8-27 anc 8-28, LSI Package Sclector G;iide).
254.

The distance of the package in the Guide betwecii the centt r and outer arrays of

solder balls is greater than the pitch betwecn solder balls in thc outer a m y . (Prince, Tr. at
3083-84; Pecht, Tr. at 2361, 2363; RX-9; 8 at 8-27 and 8-28)
255.

The distance of the package on the Guide between the cent .:r and outer arrays of

solder balls is greater than the pitch betwecn solder balls in the center army. (Prince, Tr. at
3083-84; Pecht, Tr. at 2361, 2363; RX-9;8 at 8-27 and 8-28)
256.

The LSI Package Selector Guide does not show contact pads. (RX-928 at 8-27;

Prince, Tr. at 3084).
257.

The LSI Package Selector (hide does not state how many ;ir what type of

electrical device is to be housed in the 50:3 EPBGA. [RX-928).
258.

The MI Package Selector f hide RX-928 at page 8-27 doe. not expressly
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disclose an integrated circuit. (Prince, Tc at 3292).
259.

The Package Selector Guidc discloses an encapsulent covering a central region

of the top surface of the substrate. (Princc , Tr. at 3084-85; Ptdit, Tr. at 2405-06; RX-928 at
8-27, LSI Package Selector Guide; RX-92SB, Pecht Annotations on a COi)y of RX-928 at
8-27).
260.

At page 8-27, the Guide sliows an encapsulent, la3eled wit1 dimension A2

which is shown on page 8-28 to be between 1.04 and 1.45 mni. The guiibedoes not show an
integrated circuit. @X-928 at 8-27 and 8.28).
261.

The LSI Package Selector (hide does not show a ground bus in relation to the

503 EPBGA. It especially does not indiczte a ground bus on the top surt~ceof the substrate.
(RX-928 at 8-27 to 8-31).
262.

A ground bus is not shown outside of the encapsulated reg $onof the package.

(RX-928 at 8-27).
263.

The Package Selector Guidtb does not show vias

is1 relation

to the 503 EPBGA.

(RX-928 at 8-27 to 8-31; Pecht, Tr. at 2406-67).
264.

The LSI Package Selector ( hide does not disclose a plura: ity of bond pads on

1
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

The Commission has in rem jurisdiction, subject matter jurisdiction and

personam jurisdiction.
2.

There has been an importatiort of certain integratcd repeaters. switches,

transceivers, PBGA packages and product containing same in issue whit I are the subject of
the unfair trade allegation.
3.

An industry exists in the United States, as required by subset tion (a) (2) of section

337, that exploits each of the ‘341, ‘603 aid ‘410 patents in issue.
4.

Respondent has failed to establish that the asserted claims of each of the ‘603

patent and asserted claims 23, 24, 27 and ?9 of the ‘410 patent are not valid.
5.

Respondent has established tbat asserted claims 1. 3, 7-8, 13 19, 25, 26 and 28 of

the ‘410 patent are not valid.
6.

Respondent has established tbat the asserted claims of the ‘3-1 patent are not

7.

Complainants have established that the asserted claim 1, 2, 3 , 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9

valid.

of the ‘603 patent and claims 23, 24, 27 aid 29 of the ‘410 patent are inf inged by respondent.
8.

Complainants have not established that asserted claim 8 of the ‘603 patent is

infringed by respondent.

9.

Respondent is in violation of {ection 337, based on its impor.ation into the United

States, sale for importation, and sale withiti the United States after imporlaat of certain
integrated repeaters, PBGA packages and twoducts containing lame.
10. It is recommended that a limiied exclusion order issue, as indicated in the remedy
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section, Section IX, supra.

11. It is recommended that a bond of 100%entered value be rewired during
Presidential review, as indicated in the bonding Section. & Section X,

ORDER

Based on the foregoing findings of fact, conclusions of law, the oilinion, and the record

as a whole, and having considered all of the filings, it is the administrative law judge’s final
initial determination that there is a violatic n of section 337 in the importa ion into the United
States, sale for importation, and the sale u ithin the United States after imsortation of certain
integrated repeaters, and PBGA packages. It is also tbe administrative law judge’s
recommendation that a limited exclusion order should issue and that a boitd of 100% of entered
value should be imposed during Presidential review.
The administrative law judge herety CERTIFIES to thc flommisslon bis final initial
and recommended determinations together with the record consisting of tl le exhibits admitted
into evidence. The pleadings of the partiei filed with the Secretary and t’le transcript of the
hearing, including closing arguments, are riot certified, since they are alr...adyin the
Commission’s possession in accordance w tth Commission rules.
Further it is ORDERED that:
1.

In accordance with Cornmissim rule 210.39, all material heretofore marked h

camera because of business, financial, and marketing data found by the administrative law
judge to be cognizable as confidential busiriess informtion under Commjsion rule 201.6(a) is
to be given in camera treatment continuini after the date this in\estigatioir is tcrminated.
2.

Counsel for the parties shall i ave in the hands of tlis adminiftrative law judge

those portions of the final initial and recorimended delerminatioiis which contain bracketed
confidential business information to be delzted from ahy public \version a! said determinations,
no later than August 10, 2001. Any such wacketed version shal I not be served by telecopy on
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the administrative law judge. If no SUCh bracketed version is receivs from a party it will

mean that the party has no objection to removing the confitlelitid Stahs, in its entirety, from
these initial and recommended determillatiom.

3.

The initial determination fortion of the "Final initial and Recommended

Determinations," issued pursuant to CC rnmission rule 210042(h)(2), shall become the
determination of the Commission forty five (45) days after the service thereof, unless the
Commission, within that period shall hive ordered its review or certain issues therein or by
order has changed the effective date of the initial determination portio^ The recommended
determination portion, issued pursuant

'0 Commission rule

2'10.42(a)( )(ii), will be considered
"

by the Commission in reaching a deterillination on remedy and bondir pursuant to
Commission rule 210.50(a).

Issued: July 19, 2001
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